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Chapter 1: How to Use This Manual
This chapter describes how this manual is organized, and how to use this manual to get the
information you need.

Who Should Read This Manual
The Remote Software Facility Programmer's Guide and Reference manual is written for
programmers and system administrators. The reader should have experience using the IBM
iSeries and AS/400, and be familiar with the following:
o

Save files

o

Basic system operations

How This Manual is Organized
This manual is divided into three parts:
o

Chapters 1 through 8 are directed to first time users of RSF.

o

Chapters 9 through 13 give detailed descriptions of the display screens and
commands used with RSF.

o

Chapter 14 is for reference in the event that problems are encountered using RSF.

Where to Begin
If you are familiar with Remote Software Facility, or if you prefer to learn as you go, skip the
early chapters, and use this manual and the on-line Help text as reference tools.
If you are new to RSF, the first chapters of this manual give you all the information you need to
get started. We recommend that you quickly read chapters 2 through 7, and then refer to the
remaining chapters for reference.

Search Within This Manual
When viewing this manual online, you can search for words or phrases using the search box at
the top of the table of contents. Once you have selected the desired page, use your browser's
search function (Ctrl + F) to search within the page.

Chapter 2: Introduction
This chapter covers features of Remote Software Facility and considerations for users of RSF. If
you are already familiar with these topics, you may skip to chapter 5, Remote Software Facility
Menus.
In general, before you can send objects to another machine, you must create an RSF package to
define the objects you are sending.
Similarly, before you can retrieve objects from another machine, an RSF package must exist on
the remote machine which defines those objects to the RSF software.
See chapter 8, Packages, for more information about RSF packages. See Appendix B for a
description of the RSFTOOLS library and more information about how you can send and
retrieve objects without having to create a new RSF package each time. See Remote File Copy
for more information about sending and retrieving data base file members that are not part of a
package.
If you will be using RSF with LAN, TCP/IP, X.25, or leased SDLC connections, be sure to see
Appendix C, Using RSF with Pre-Configured Connections.

Features
Remote Software Facility is a communications utility for the IBM iSeries and AS/400. With RSF
you can instantly communicate with any other AS/400 that has RSF installed. Remote Software
Facility has many powerful features that allow you to:
o

High Availability/Mirroring. You can replicate libraries, IFS directories, user
profiles, system values and more.

o

Communicate with other AS/400s without prior configuration or setup.

o

Send objects to, and retrieve objects from other machines.

o

Copy database file members to and from other machines.

o

Send spooled files to, and retrieve spooled files from other machines.

o

Pass-through to other machines on the spur of the moment.

o

Transmit objects between AS/400s graphically. Using an attached PC running
RSF Express, send and retrieve objects by dragging from one window to another.

o

Build your own tools with a feature that allows you to call programs on remote
machines, passing input/output parameters.

o

Send messages to users on remote machines.

o

Monitor output queues, and automatically forward spooled files to other
machines.

o

Centrally monitor and respond to system messages on any number of "satellite"
AS/400s.

o

Synchronize dependent tasks running on multiple machines, conditioning the
execution of some tasks on the successful completion of others.

o

Broadcast objects to many remote machines.

o

Poll many remote machines and retrieve objects from each one.

o

Schedule transmissions for a future date or time.

o

Link data queues on your machine to data queues on remote machines,
automatically forwarding data queue messages to the remote queue as they show
up on the local queue.

o

Dial into your iSeries from remote PCs using RSF's PPP support.

o

No need to purchase any hardware. RSF can use the Electronic Customer Support
(ECS) communications line and modem.

o

Nothing to configure. All controller, device and line descriptions are created
dynamically by RSF.

o

Both dial-up and leased line connections supported. SDLC, Token Ring, Ethernet,
X.25 and TCP/IP connections supported. You can even transmit encrypted files
and other objects over the Internet.

o

Automatic callback feature allows you to reverse the phone charges when
contacting a remote machine in a dial-up setting.

o

Send or retrieve any AS/400 object that can be saved in a save file.

o

Associate cover letters with RSF data transmissions.

o

Convenient list, menu, and CL command interfaces to all RSF functions.

o

Complete control over which remote machines may retrieve data from, send data
to, call programs on, or pass-through to your machine.

o

User exits built into the RSF software allow you to customize RSF to fit your
needs.

o

Retrieve catalogs of available RSF packages from participating Remote Software
Facility servers.

o

Retrieve software fixes from leading vendors.

o

Complete logging of all RSF requests received by your machine.

o

On-line help text is accessible throughout RSF by pressing F1.

Considerations
Consider the following when using RSF:
o

When using RSF in a dial-up setting, the physical communications resource you
use to dial out with RSF (as a requester) cannot be used by any other system job
concurrently. For example, this same line cannot be used to receive PTFs with
Electronic Customer Support while the RSF transaction is being processed. When
the RSF transaction has completed, the resource is available for general use.

o

When using RSF in a dial-up setting, the physical communications resources you
use to receive incoming RSF requests (as a server) cannot be used by any other
system job concurrently. For example, these same resource names cannot be used
to receive PTFs with Electronic Customer Support for the entire time that the RSF
server function is enabled.
However, these lines and resources can be used to initiate outgoing RSF requests.
In order to answer the phone for incoming requests, the server function must be
started. The server function is ended explicitly by the user when you no longer
want RSF to answer incoming calls on the line. When the RSF server function is
ended, the resources are available for general use.

o

In order to start the RSF server function, you must have created user profile
RSFSRV. If you follow the recommended installation procedure, the profile is

created for you. See Creating User Profile RSFSRV for more information about
creating this user profile.
o

The time required to transmit data between machines depends on the amount of
data being transmitted, the speed of the connection or modems being used, the
processor speed, etc. The following table offers some guidelines.

Size of
Transmission

Approximate
Transmit
Time
At 9600 BPS

Approximate
Transmit Time
At 28800 BPS

Reference

10 pages

0.6 minutes

0.2 minutes

660 lines

Save file

2000 records

16.2 minutes

5.4 minutes

40-60 programs

Remote file copy

1000 records

16.0 minutes

5.3 minutes

939 bytes per record

Type of Data
Cover letter

Chapter 3: Installation
This chapter describes how to install Remote Software Facility, how to include the RSF library
in a job's library list, and how to tailor Remote Software Facility for your installation.
After following the instructions in this chapter, see Chapter 4: Making Connections to configure
RSF connections to other machines.
If your machine will be servicing incoming requests from remote machines, be sure to see
Performance Considerations for tips on fine tuning RSF performance.

Downloading and Installing RSF from the Web
Note: If you have RSF 10.0 or later installed, you can upgrade directly from your AS400 by
running the following command :
RTVRSFUPD CURRLS(*INSTALL) NEWRLS(*INSTALL) SERVER(BUGBUSTERS)
STRSYNC(*YES)
See the online help text for the RTVRSFUPD command and adjust the parameters as you see fit
before pressing Enter.

To install RSF for the first time, or to upgrade to a new version of RSF:
1. If you have an existing version of RSF installed, use the following command to end the
RSF server on your iSeries:
RSF/ENDRSFSRV
2. If you are using the High Availability version of RSF, use the following command to end
replication on your machine:
ENDSYNCRSF JOB(*ALL) RMTJRNJOB(*ALL)
3. Use the following command to ensure that no job has library RSF in it's library list:
WRKOBJLCK OBJ(RSF) OBJTYPE(*LIB)

Any jobs (including the current job) that have RSF in the library list should be ended
before going on to the next step.
Note: The install may be able to proceed, even if other jobs have RSF in their library
list. However, it will take longer.
4. Point your browser to www.bugbusters.net/download.htm#installaid.
5. Download and install the InstallAid tool (InstallAid.exe) that you will see near the top of
the page. This tool is installed onto your PC and makes the rest of the installation easier.
(This only needs to be done once, so if you have installed InstallAid before you can skip
this step.)
Note: InstallAid uses FTP to connect to your iSeries. FTP must be enabled on your
AS/400.
6. Scroll down to the RSF section of the web page. Download RSF11_0.zip to your
PC. Double click to open it.
7. Double click on the Rsfxxxx.sav file in the zip folder. The Install Aid window will be
shown.
8. Specify your iSeries TCP/IP host name or IP address for "Host Name". Specify Custom
for "Install Options". Specify QSECOFR for "User", along with the correct
password. Click Run to begin the install.
9. Repeat step 8 above for each additional AS/400 to which RSF is to be installed and then
close the InstallAid window.
10. Double click on RsfToolsxxx.sav in the zip folder. The Install Aid window will be
shown.
11. Install RSF Tools by repeating step 8 above for each machine to which RSF was installed
and then close the Install Aid window.
12. If you were provided a new authorization code, apply the new authorization code now.

After completing the installation procedure outlined above, skip to Verifying Installation.

Automatic Installation From CD
This procedure will:
o

Automatically load and configure the RSF software for your machine.

o

Load the latest version of the RSFTOOLS library. See Appendix B for more
information about RSFTOOLS.

To install RSF from the distribution media:
1. Sign on as QSECOFR.
2. Load the distribution media on the appropriate device.
3. Key the following command at any command line, replacing xxxx with the actual
name of the tape or optical device you are using:
LODRUN DEV(xxxx)
After completing the automatic installation procedure outlined above, skip to Verifying
Installation.

Manual Installation From CD
You should use the Automatic Installation Procedure if at all possible, especially if you are
installing to a machine that contains a previous release of RSF.
Use manual installation if you wish to copy the RSF libraries from one machine to another and
you do not have the original distribution media. Libraries RSF and RSFTOOLS must have been
saved to the media using the SAVLIB command.
1. Sign on as QSECOFR.
2. If you have a previous version of RSF installed:
A. Use the ENDRSFSRV command to end the server function.
B. Rename libraries RSF and RSFTOOLS.

3. Mount the media on the appropriate device.
4. Restore the RSF library using the following command:
RSTLIB SAVLIB(RSF) DEV(device-name) VOL(*MOUNTED)
5. Restore the RSFTOOLS library using the following command:
RSTLIB SAVLIB(RSFTOOLS) DEV(device-name) VOL(*MOUNTED)
6. Run the following command to complete the RSF setup:
RSF/INZRSF
7. If you had a previous version of RSF installed, use the CPYRSFDTA command
to copy your data from the old RSF library to the new library.

Adding Entries to the System Reply List
Note: If you followed either of the above installation procedures, this step has already been done
for you. Skip to Verifying Installation.
When you receive no answer or a busy signal while dialing out from your machine, the system
sends an inquiry message such as CPA5712 to the system operator's message queue. The text for
this message is "Time limit reached while trying to call controller". These messages must be
answered with a "C" for cancel or an "R" for retry. When there is no entry in the system reply list
for these messages, your job will wait upon receiving no answer or a busy signal until the
message on the operators message queue is explicitly answered. By adding entries to the system
reply list for this and similar messages, you can cause the message to be answered automatically.
Several entries are added to your system reply list during the install process. If you delete or
change any of these entries, RSF will not automatically add them again. The comparison data
for each entry is set to "RSF" so that the messages only effect RSF jobs. The following table
shows the reply list entries that RSF adds:
Message id
CPA2610

Reply
G

Description
Device cannot be varied off at this time.

CPA5712

C

Time limit reached while trying to call
controller.

CPA5714

C

System cannot call controller &24. No
lines available.

CPA58DB

C

Call to controller &24 on line &23 failed.
No answer tone.

CPA58D6

C

Time-out occurred.

CPA58D7

C

Modem aborted call.

CPA58D8

C

Dial tone error.

CPA58D9

C

Remote busy.

CPA58DC

C

Call to controller &24 on line &23 failed.
No answer.

CPA5902

C

Controller &24 not contacted. Call out
request failed.

CPA596D

C

Line &23 failed. Probable modem
problem.

You can cause RSF to add relevant entries to your system reply list again at any time by
executing the following command:
CALL RSCL038

Creating User Profile RSFSRV
Note: If you followed the automatic installation procedure, this step has already
been done for you. Skip to Verifying Installation.
If you plan to use the server function of RSF (i.e. to answer incoming calls, allowing other
AS/400s to access your machine) you must create a user profile for the server function to run

under. If you do not plan to have your machine answer incoming calls from remote RSF
requesters, you may skip this step.
RSF will attempt to create user profile RSFSRV automatically, the first time you start the server
function on your machine using the STRRSFSRV command (option 21 on the RSF menu).
*SECADM special authority is required to create a user profile. Therefore, the security officer or
another user with *SECADM authority should enter the STRRSFSRV command the first time, in
order to have RSF create user profile RSFSRV automatically. Once the profile is created, no
special authority is required to execute the STRRSFSRV command. If you prefer to create user
profile RSFSRV yourself, follow the instructions below. Otherwise, you may skip this section.
To create the user profile, enter the following command at any command line:
CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(RSFSRV) PASSWORD(RSFSRV) PWDEXP(*NO) +
CURLIB(RSF) INLPGM(*NONE) INLMNU(*SIGNOFF) LMTCPB(*YES) +
PWDEXPITV(*NOMAX) JOBD(RSF/RSF) +
SPCAUT(*IOSYSCFG *JOBCTL *SAVSYS *SPLCTL)

Each command parameter must be specified exactly as shown for the RSF software to function
correctly.
Specifying *NONE for INLPGM, and *SIGNOFF for INLMNU insures that no one can sign on
with this user profile from any workstation. The profile is only used in RSF communications
sessions.
You may specify a different password for the RSFSRV profile if either of the following apply:


You will be using RSF in a TCP/IP environment. In this case, the password is not used
but the profile must still be *ENABLED.



In an SDLC environment, the password is used by remote machines to connect. Any
remote machine must have RSF 6.2 or later installed and you must tell the new password
to an administrator at the remote site so that they can change their RSF settings
appropriately. (From RSF menu option 1, "Work With Connections to Servers", they
must key a 2 to change the entry that refers to your machine, press F10 to see all
parameters and then enter the password in the Remote Signon parameter. See Working
With Servers for more information.)

Verifying Installation
To verify installation, run the following command from any command line:

GO RSF/RSF
If the RSF menu is displayed showing "RSF 10.0" in the upper-left, installation is complete.

Setting Your Library List
Library RSF must be in the library list of jobs using Remote Software Facility, or RSF
commands must be qualified with the library RSF. Depending on your installation and intended
use, do one of the following:
o

Add library RSF to the initial library list parameter of job descriptions controlling
jobs that will use Remote Software Facility.

o

Run the command ADDLIBLE RSF in individual jobs requiring Remote Software
Facility.

o

Use the command, GO RSF/RSF, to access the Remote Software Facility menu.
Library RSF will be temporarily added to the product portion of the job's library
list.

Determine the best method for your installation and perform the changes required.
Note: Changing your system values to include library RSF in either the system
library list (QSYSLIBL) or the user library list (QUSRLIBL) is not recommend,
as this will make it much more difficult to upgrade to a new release of the
product.

Setting Product Defaults (Optional)
You can change many of the parameters that govern the functioning of the Remote Software
Facility product. In most cases, the defaults shipped with the product will be adequate for your
installation. If you wish to accept all of the default run parameters for RSF, you may skip this
section. Refer to this section whenever you want to change the RSF defaults.
The Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command allows you to tailor RSF default values to
reflect the preferences of your installation. To access the command prompt, enter the following
at any command line:

CHGRSFDFT
Press F4.
When you press F4, the CHGRSFDFT command prompt appears with the current values filled
in.
Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)
Type choices, press Enter.
Max times access allowed . . .
Pre-processing program . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Catalog pre-processing program
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Post-processing program . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Normal message queue . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Error message queue . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Requester message queue . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Max splf pages to rceive . . .
Max save file rcds to receive
SDLC requester info:
Line description . . . . . .
Resource name . . . . . . .
Interface type . . . . . . .
Line speed . . . . . . . . .
1200...
Modem type . . . . . . . . .
Auto dial . . . . . . . . .
Duplex . . . . . . . . . . .
Call-back phone number . . .
Switched connection group .
+ for more values
Requester vary on wait (sec.)
Redial delay (0.5 sec.) . . .
Dial retry . . . . . . . . . .
SDLC server info:
Line description . . . . . .
Resource name . . . . . . .
Interface type . . . . . . .
Line speed . . . . . . . . .
1200...
Modem type . . . . . . . . .
Auto dial . . . . . . . . .
Duplex . . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Server vary on wait (sec.) . .

. *NOMAX
. *NONE
.
*NONE
.
. *NONE
.
. QSYSOPR
.
*LIBL
. QSYSOPR
.
*LIBL
. QSYSOPR
.
*LIBL
. 200
. 10000

1-9999997, *NOMAX, *SAME
Name, *SAME, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *SAME, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *SAME, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *SAME, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *SAME, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *SAME, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
1-9999997, *NOMAX, *SAME
1-9999997, *NOMAX, *SAME

.
.
.
.

RSFRQS
CMN06
*RS232V24
19200

Name, *SAME
Name
*RS232V24, *V35, *X21...
Character value, 600,

.
.
.
.
.

*V54
*NORMAL, *V54, *IBMWRAP...
*YES
*YES, *NO
*HALF
*HALF, *FULL
'1 206 633 0512'
*NONE
Name, *NONE

. 15
. 10
. 0

15-180, *SAME, *NOWAIT
0-254, *SAME
0-254, *SAME

.
.
.
.

Name, *SAME
Name
*RS232V24, *V35, *X21...
Character value, 600,

RSFSRV
CMN06
*RS232V24
19200

. *V54
. *YES
. *HALF

*NORMAL, *V54, *IBMWRAP...
*YES, *NO
*HALF, *FULL

. 30

15-180, *SAME, *NOWAIT

Delay dropping inactive line .
PPP requester info:
Line description . . . . . .
Resource name . . . . . . .
Interface type . . . . . . .
Modem type . . . . . . . . .
Call-back phone number . . .
Switched connection group .
+ for more values
PPP dial attempts . . . . . .
PPP redial delay (sec.) . . .
PPP server info:
Line description . . . . . .
Resource name . . . . . . .
Interface type . . . . . . .
Modem type . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
PPP server IP address . . . .
PPP server validation list . .
Encryption key data area . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
SSL Status . . . . . . . . . .
Require client authentication
TCP/IP send buffer size . . .
TCP/IP receive buffer size . .
TCP/IP record block size . . .
TCP/IP keep-alive interval . .
Log local commands . . . . . .
Log switched connections . . .
Server ID for this machine . .
Sync start program . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Sync job display program . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Role swap to backup program .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Role swap to production pgm .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Current replication role . . .
Outgoing mail server . . . . .
Outgoing mail port . . . . . .
Outgoing mail user ID . . . .
Outgoing mail password . . . .
Outgoing mail from address . .
Outgoing mail encryption . . .
Alert email address . . . . .
+ for more values
Alert text message:
Phone number . . . . . . . .
Carrier . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Software expiration date . . .
Software release level . . . .
Optional features . . . . . .

. 1800
.
.
.
.
.
.

0-65535, *NOMAX, *SAME

RSFRQP
Name, *NONE, *SAME
CMN05
Name
*INTMODEM
*RS232V24, *V35, *X21...
'2793 Internal Modem
'
'12066330512'
*NONE
Name, *NONE

. 1
. 15

1-10, *SAME
1-60, *SAME

.
.
.
.

RSFSRP
Name, *NONE, *SAME
CMN05
Name
*INTMODEM
*RS232V24, *V35, *X21...
'2793 Internal Modem
'

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

'10.24.23.22'
*NONE
*NONE

Name, *NONE, *SAME
Name, *NONE, *SAME
Name, *LIBL
*ENABLED
*ENABLED, *DISABLED, *SAME
*NO
*YES, *NO, *SAME
8388608
16384-8388608, *SAME
8388608
16384-8388608, *SAME
1000
1-5000, *SAME
10
Number, *SAME, *DFT
*NO
*YES, *NO, *SAME
*NO
*YES, *NO, *SAME
HOMEBASE
Name, *NONE, *SAME
SYNCTOPRD
Name, *SAME, *NONE
RSFUSER
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
WRKSYNCJOB
Name, *SAME
RSFUSER
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
SWAPTOBKP
Name, *SAME, *NONE
RSFUSER
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
SWAPTOPRD
Name, *SAME, *NONE
RSFUSER
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*PROD
*SAME, *PROD, *BACKUP...
'smtpauth.earthlink.net'
*SMTP
Number, *SAME, *SMTP...
'MyMailUserID'
'me@MyCompany.com'
*NO
*SAME, *NO, *YES
'support@bugbusters.net'

. '206-817-0946'
. *VERIZON

*SPRINT, *VERIZON...

. *PERM
. 08.60
. *HA

*SAME
*SAME
*SAME

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F13=How to use this display

F10=Additional parameters
F24=More keys

F12=Cancel

Enter default values to reflect the preferences of your installation and press Enter. Key F12 to
cancel the CHGRSFDFT command.
Note: You can use the Retrieve RSF Defaults (RTVRSFDFT) command in a CL program to
retrieve the default values you set.
The parameters for the CHGRSFDFT command are described below. Click on a parameter in the
figure to jump directly to its description.
Max times access allowed
The maximum number of times each remote AS/400 can access a given RSF
package on your machine. This value may be overridden for individual packages.
If a requester attempts to access a package more than the number of times
allowed, an error message is sent and the request ends abnormally.
The possible values are:
*NOMAX: There is no system-wide limit to the number of times
RSF packages can be accessed by each requester.
1-9999997: The system default for the number of times RSF
packages can be accessed by each requester.
Pre-processing program
The qualified name of a user program to call before granting access to an RSF
package. This value can be overridden for individual packages. If specified, this
program is called upon receiving a request to download data for an RSF package,
before an acknowledgment is sent to the requester. Depending upon how the
program returns, access to the package is either granted or denied. See PreProcessing Programs for more information.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No pre-processing program is called.
program name: The name of a system default pre-processing
program to call
The possible library values are:

*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the program.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified program.
Catalog pre-processing program
The qualified name of a user program to call to determine whether information
about RSF packages should be sent to the requester for a *CATALOG request.
This value can be overridden for individual packages. If specified, this program is
called for each RSF package on your machine upon receiving a request for a
catalog. Depending upon how the program returns, catalog information about the
package is either sent to the requester or not. See Catalog Pre-processing
Programs for more information.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No catalog pre-processing program is called.
program name: The name of a system default catalog preprocessing program to call.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the program.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified program.
Post-processing program
The qualified name of a user program to call to process RSF packages sent to
your machine by remote requesters with the SNDRSFPKG command. This value
can be overridden for individual requesters. If specified, this program is called
after all of the data associated with the RSF package has been received and only if
the data is received successfully. This program can be used to restore objects to
your machine from the save file sent for the RSF package. See Post-Processing
Programs for more information.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No program is called when RSF data is received.

program name: The name of a system default program to call
when an RSF package arrives on your machine, sent by remote
requesters with the SNDRSFPKG command.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the program.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified program.
Normal message queue
The qualified name of a message queue to receive normal transaction messages.
This value can be overridden for individual RSF packages. If specified,
information and completion messages generated during a successful RSF request
are sent to the message queue.
The possible values are:
*NONE: Information and completion messages generated from
successful transactions are not sent.
Name: The name of a system default message queue to which
information and completion messages generated from successful
transactions are sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library that contains the
specified message queue.
Error message queue
The qualified name of a message queue to receive abnormal transaction messages.
This value can be overridden for individual RSF packages. If specified, error
messages generated during an unsuccessful RSF request are sent to the message
queue.

The possible values are:
*NONE: Error messages generated from unsuccessful transactions
are not sent. Error message ids will still appear in the RSF log.
Name: The name of a system default message queue to which
error messages generated from unsuccessful transactions are sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library that contains the
specified message queue.
Requester message queue
The qualified name of a message queue to receive ad hoc requester messages.
This value can be overridden for individual RSF packages. If specified, ad hoc
messages sent by requesters using the MSG parameter of one of the RSF
commands that initiate a transaction are sent to the message queue.
The possible values are:
*NONE: Ad hoc requester messages are not sent. The messages
are still logged in the RSF log and can be viewed with the
WRKRSFLOG command.
Name: The name of a system default message queue to which ad
hoc requester messages are sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library that contains the
specified message queue.
Max spooled file pages to receive

The maximum number of spooled file pages or cover letter records that requesters
can send to your machine. This value may be overridden for individual requesters.
If a requester attempts to send more spooled file pages than allowed, an error
message is sent and the request ends abnormally.
The possible values are:
*NOMAX: There is no system-wide limit to the number of
spooled file pages or cover letter records that requesters can send
to your machine.
1-9999997: The system default for the maximum number of
spooled file pages and cover letter records a requester can send to
your machine, per request.
Max save file records to receive
The maximum number of save file records that requesters can send to your
machine. This value may be overridden for individual requesters. If a requester
attempts to send more save file records than allowed, an error message is sent and
the request ends abnormally.
The possible values are:
*NOMAX: There is no system-wide limit to the number of save
file records requesters can send to your machine.
1-9999997: The system default for the maximum number of save
file records a requester can send to your machine, per request.
Communications security id
A hex value used to verify the identity of your machine to other users of Remote
Software Facility. Only machines that have the same value specified for
Communications security id can exchange data using RSF. If a requester attempts
to access a server, and their respective settings for Communications security id do
not match, the request will end in error.
The possible values are:
*SAME: The current value is not changed.
*STD: This is the recommended value. Your machine is set to the
standard communications security id value. This allows your
machine to communicate with the greatest number of other

machines. You must specify *STD for this parameter to
communicate with Bug Busters' AS/400.
*REL1: This is the setting used by machines that have release 1 of
Remote Software Facility installed. Specify *REL1 if you wish to
use RSF to communicate with a machine which still has RSF
release 1 installed.
SDLC Requester info
Enter configuration information for up to eight SDLC requester lines. Each line
must have a unique name and must be associated with a unique resource name.
Key a plus + in the space labeled "+ for more values" and press Enter to specify
additional requester configuration information. Key a less than sign < in this
space and press Enter to delete configuration information for a line.
You can enter configuration for more than eight lines by directly editing file
RSLF012A in library RSF with a file editor such as DFU.
When attempting to contact a remote server machine, RSF will select the first
available line in the list of requester lines you specify.
Line description

The name to use when creating a line description for one of the RSF commands
that initiates a transaction. RSF creates the line description before sending the
request to the server, and deletes the line description at the completion of the
transaction. If you specify the name of a pre-existing line description, it will be
deleted by RSF.
The possible values are:
RSFRQS: The default name for the requester line description.
Name: The name of a line description to be created at the start of
each RSF transaction.
Resource name

The name of the physical hardware resource to which the line is attached. For
Electronic Customer Support (ECS) this is usually CMN01. Use the
WRKHDWRSC and WRKHDWPRD commands to determine the resource names
on your machine.
The possible values are:
CMN01: The default resource name.

Name: The name of a physical hardware resource on your
machine.
Interface type

The type of physical interface on the input/output adapter of your machine.
The possible values are:
*RS232V24: RS232 physical interface, the default used by most
machines.
V35: V.35 physical interface.
X21: X.21 physical interface.
X21BISV24: X.21 bis/V.24 physical interface.
X21BISV35: X.21 bis/V.35 physical interface.
*INTMODEM: An internal modem is used.
Line speed

The line speed of your modem.
The possible values are:
2400: Specify 2400 if you have an IBM 5853 modem, or
equivalent.
9600: Specify 9600 if you have an IBM 7855 modem, or
equivalent. The 7855 will select the optimal communications speed
for each connection, depending on the capability of the server
modem.
other values: Specify the speed of your modem.
Modem type

The type of modem you will be using to send RSF requests. Check the manual
that came with your modem for more information.
The possible values are:
*V54: Use this value with IBM 5853 and 7855 modems. Certain
modem diagnostics tests are run.

*NORMAL: No attempt is made to run diagnostic tests on your
modem.
*IBMWRAP: For IBM modems with wrap test capabilities.
*IBMLPDA1: For IBM modems Link Problem Determination
Aid 1 capabilities.
*IBMLPDA2: For IBM modems Link Problem Determination
Aid 2 capabilities.
Auto dial

Indicate whether the modem is capable of V25BIS auto dialing.
The possible values are:
*YES: RSF will pass the phone number directly to the modem and
the modem will automatically dial when connecting to remote
machines.
*NO: Phone numbers will not automatically be dialed by RSF
when using this line for a switched connection. When you initiate a
switched connection that uses this line, a message will appear on
message queue QSYSOPR indicating that you should manually
dial the phone number to contact the other machine.
Duplex

Indicate whether to communicate using half or full duplex
Not all modems are capable of full duplex communications. Do not specify full
duplex unless you are sure that both the requester and server modems are set to
full duplex.
The possible values are:
*HALF: Half duplex is used. This is the value you should use
when communicating with Bug Busters via RSF.
*FULL: Full duplex is used. Both requester and server modems
must be setup to handle full duplex.
Call-back phone number

The phone number associated with this line. This number is sent to the remote
server when callback is requested and *RSFDFT is specified for "Call-back phone
number" on one of the RSF commands that initiates a request.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No default callback phone number is associated with this
line.
phone number: Enter up to 32 characters for the phone number.
The number should include all digits necessary to dial your modem
from a remote server, including a leading 1 plus area code where
necessary.
Switched connection group

The group name associated with the requester line. You can divide requester lines
into groups to insure that requests to certain remote locations use a particular
group of lines. Click here for more information about tying line groups to a server
location.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No group name is associated with the line.
Name: The group name for the line.
Requester vary on wait
The number of seconds RSF waits for the requester line to be varied on when
sending a request to a server. If the line cannot be varied on in the time specified,
the transaction ends in error.
The possible values are:
15: Wait 15 seconds for the requester line to be varied on before
signaling an error.
16-180: Number of seconds to wait for the requester line to be
varied on before signaling an error.
*NOWAIT: Do not wait for the line to be varied on. The line is
varied on asynchronously.
Redial delay

The amount of time (in half-seconds) to wait before trying to redial a number due
to a busy or failed connection when sending a request to a server.
The possible values are:
10: Recommended default.
0-254: Other possible values for redial delay.
Dial retry
The number of times to retry dialing a number due to a busy or failed connection
when sending a request to a server.
The possible values are:
0: Default.
1-254: Other possible values for dial retry.
SDLC Server info
Enter configuration information for up to eight server lines. This information is
used for inbound SDLC connections only. Each line must have a unique name and
must be associated with a unique resource name. Key a plus (+) in the space
labeled "+ for more values" and press Enter to specify additional server
configuration information. Key a less than sign (<) in this space and press Enter to
delete configuration information for a line.
You can enter configuration for more than eight lines by directly editing file
RSLF013A in library RSF with a file editor such as DFU.
Line description

The name to use when creating a line description for the STRRSFSRV
command. RSF creates the line description when you start the RSF server
function, and deletes the line description when you end the server function
(ENDRSFSRV). If you specify the name of a pre-existing line description, it will
be deleted by RSF.
The possible values are:
RSFSRV: The default name for the server line description.
Name: The name of a line description to be created at the start of
the server function (STRRSFSRV).

Resource name

The name of the physical hardware resource to which the line is attached. For
Electronic Customer Support (ECS) this is usually CMN01. Use the
WRKHDWRSC and WRKHDWPRD commands to determine the resource names
on your machine.
The possible values are:
CMN01: The default resource name.
Name: The name of a physical hardware resource on your
machine.
Interface type

The type of physical interface on the input/output adapter of your machine.
The possible values are:
*RS232V24: RS232 physical interface, the default used by most
machines.
V35: V.35 physical interface.
X21: X.21 physical interface.
X21BISV24: X.21 bis/V.24 physical interface.
X21BISV35: X.21 bis/V.35 physical interface.
*INTMODEM: An internal modem is used.
Line speed

The line speed of your modem.
The possible values are:
2400: Specify 2400 if you have an IBM 5853 modem, or
equivalent.
9600: Specify 9600 if you have an IBM 7855 modem, or
equivalent. The 7855 will select the optimal communications speed
for each connection, depending on the capability of the requester
modem.

other values: Specify the speed of your modem.
Modem type

The type of modem you will be using to receive RSF orders from requesters.
Check the manual that came with your modem for more information.
The possible values are:
*V54: Use this value with IBM 5853 and 7855 modems. Certain
modem diagnostics tests are run.
*NORMAL: No attempt is made to run diagnostic tests on your
modem.
*IBMWRAP: For IBM modems with wrap test capabilities.
*IBMLPDA1: For IBM modems Link Problem Determination
Aid 1 capabilities.
*IBMLPDA2: For IBM modems Link Problem Determination
Aid 2 capabilities.
Auto dial

Indicate whether the modem is capable of V25BIS auto dialing. For server lines,
this parameter is only used when your machine is acting as the server, and your
machine is requested to call another machine back.
The possible values are:
*YES: RSF will pass the phone number directly to the modem and
the modem will automatically dial when calling back a remote
machine.
*NO: The callback number will not automatically be dialed by
RSF when using this line for callback. When a callback request is
initiated using this line, a message will appear on message queue
QSYSOPR indicating that you should manually dial the phone
number to call the other machine back.
Duplex

Indicate whether to communicate using half or full duplex

Not all modems are capable of full duplex communications. Do not specify full
duplex unless you are sure that both the requester and server modems are set to
full duplex.
The possible values are:
*HALF: Half duplex is used.
*FULL: Full duplex is used. Both requester and server modems
must be setup to handle full duplex.
Server vary on wait
The number of seconds RSF waits for server lines to be varied on when starting
the server function (STRRSFSRV). If the line cannot be varied on in the time
specified, an error is signaled.
The possible values are:
30: Wait 30 seconds for the server line to be varied on before
signaling an error.
16-180: Number of seconds to wait for the server line to be varied
on before signaling an error.
*NOWAIT: Do not wait for the line to be varied on. The line is
varied on asynchronously.
Delay dropping inactive line
The number of seconds RSF should wait before hanging up an inactive server
line. The timer starts each time RSF answers an incoming call from a remote
requester machine. When the timer expires, RSF waits for any active transactions
on the line to complete, and then disconnects the line and prepares to answer the
next incoming call.
The possible values are:
*NOMAX: The server will not hang up the line. The connection
remains active until the requester hangs up. The requester typically
disconnects after each transaction. To keep a connection active
after the completion of a transaction, HANGUP(*NO) must
specified for the requester in the requester directory on the server
machine, and HANGUP(*NO) must be specified by the requester
on the RSF command that initiates the request. See Adding
Requester Directory Entries for more information about requester

directory entries. See chapter 6, Requester Operations for more
information about commands that initiate a request.
0-65535: The number of seconds to wait before disconnecting an
inactive server line.
PPP Requester info
PPP is the protocol used for dial-up TCP/IP connections. Enter configuration
information for up to eight PPP requester lines. Each line must have a unique
name and must be associated with a unique resource name. Key a plus + in the
space labeled "+ for more values" and press Enter to specify additional server
configuration information. Key a less than sign < in this space and press Enter to
delete configuration information for a line.
You can enter configuration for more than eight lines by directly editing file
RSLF018A in library RSF with a file editor such as DFU.
When attempting to contact a remote server machine, RSF will select the first
available line in the list of requester lines you specify.
Line description

Enter the name to use when creating a line description for one of the RSF
requester commands. RSF creates the line description before sending the request
to the server, and deletes the line description at the completion of the
transaction. If you specify the name of a pre-existing line description, it will be
deleted by RSF.
The possible values are:
RSFRQP: The default name for the requester line description.
Name: Enter the name of a line description to be created at the
start of each RSF transaction.
Resource name

The name of the physical hardware resource to which the line is attached. For
Electronic Customer Support (ECS) this is usually CMN01. Use the
WRKHDWRSC and WRKHDWPRD commands to determine the resource names
on your machine.
The possible values are:
CMN01: The default resource name.

Name: The name of a physical hardware resource on your
machine.
Interface type

Specify the type of physical interface on the Input/Output adapter of your
machine. The interface must be valid for the resource name specified above.
The possible values are:
*INTMODEM: An internal modem is used.
*RS232V24: RS232 physical interface.
V35: V.35 physical interface.
X21: X.21 physical interface.
X21BISV24: X.21 bis/V.24 physical interface.
X21BISV35: X.21 bis/V.35 physical interface.
RS449V36: An RS449 physical interface is used.
Modem type

Specify the type of modem that the line is attached to.
Note: The value specified here must exactly match a value listed in Work
With Modem Information display. (Option 22 from the CFGTCP menu,
and then select option 11.) Case is significant.
The possible values are:
2771 Internal Modem: The 2771 Internal Modem is used.
Modem-Type: Enter a valid modem type.
Call-back phone number

The phone number associated with this line. This number is sent to the remote
server when callback is requested and *RSFDFT is specified for "Call-back phone
number" on one of the RSF commands that initiates a request.
The possible values are:

*NONE: No default callback phone number is associated with this
line.
phone number: Enter up to 32 characters for the phone number.
The number should include all digits necessary to dial your modem
from a remote server, including a leading 1 plus area code where
necessary.
Switched connection group

The group name associated with the requester line. You can divide requester lines
into groups to insure that requests to certain remote locations use a particular
group of lines. Click here for more information about tying line groups to a server
location.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No group name is associated with the line.
Name: The group name for the line.
PPP Dial Attempts
Enter the number of times to try dialing a number to establish a
connection.
The possible values are:
1-10: Specify a number greater than 1 if you want to try dialing
again when the remote modem is busy or does not answer.
PPP Redial Delay
Enter the amount of time (in seconds) to wait before trying to redial a number due
to a busy signal or no answer.
This parameter is ignored unless a value greater than 1 is specified for PPP Dial
Attempts.
The possible values are:
15: Wait 15 seconds before trying a busy number again.
1-60: Enter the the number of seconds to wait before trying a busy
number again.

PPP Server info
PPP is the protocol used for dial-up TCP/IP connections. Enter configuration
information for up to eight PPP server lines. Each line must have a unique name
and must be associated with a unique resource name. Key a plus + in the space
labeled "+ for more values" and press Enter to specify additional server
configuration information. Key a less than sign < in this space and press Enter to
delete configuration information for a line.
You can enter configuration for more than eight lines by directly editing file
RSLF017A in library RSF with a file editor such as DFU.
Line description

Enter the name to use when creating a line description for the STRRSFSRV
command. RSF creates the line description when you start the RSF server
function, and deletes the line description when you end the server function
(ENDRSFSRV).
The possible values are:
RSFSRP: The default name for the server line description.
Name: Enter the name of a line description to be created at the
start of each RSF transaction.
Resource name

The name of the physical hardware resource to which the line is attached. For
Electronic Customer Support (ECS) this is usually CMN01. Use the
WRKHDWRSC and WRKHDWPRD commands to determine the resource names
on your machine.
Note: The resource name specified here can be the same as one of the
resource names specified for PPP Requester Information. In that case, RSF
intelligently shares the resource and modem between the requester and
server functions.
The possible values are:
CMN01: The default resource name.
Name: The name of a physical hardware resource on your
machine.
Interface type

Specify the type of physical interface on the Input/Output adapter of your
machine. The interface must be valid for the resource name specified above.
The possible values are:
*INTMODEM: An internal modem is used.
*RS232V24: RS232 physical interface.
V35: V.35 physical interface.
X21: X.21 physical interface.
X21BISV24: X.21 bis/V.24 physical interface.
X21BISV35: X.21 bis/V.35 physical interface.
RS449V36: An RS449 physical interface is used.
Modem type

Specify the type of modem that the line is attached to.
Note: The value specified here must exactly match a value listed in Work
With Modem Information display. (Option 22 from the CFGTCP menu,
and then select option 11.) Case is significant.
The possible values are:
2771 Internal Modem: The 2771 Internal Modem is used.
Modem-Type: Enter a valid modem type.
PPP Server IP Address
Specify an IP address to use to identify this machine to remote PPP clients. The
address must be specified in nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn format, where nnn is a number from
1 to 255.
It is good practice to begin this type of IP address with 10, indicating that it is part
of a private network. (For example 10.222.223.224).
Note: When a central machine will be contacting many remotes via PPP,
each remote must have a unique value for this parameter.
The possible values are:

*CALC: RSF calculates a pseudo-unique IP address based on the
machine model and serial number. After pressing Enter, prompt
the Change RSF Defaults command again to view the calculated IP
address.
IP-address: Specify a valid IP address.
PPP Server Validation List
Specify a validation list to use to authenticate user ID and password information
sent by PPP clients.
The validation list is stored in library QUSRSYS. If it does not already exist, the
validation list is created the next time you start the RSF server function (RSF
menu option 21.)
There are two ways to add user IDs and passwords to your validation
list:
1. Edit the validation list using Operations Navigator. Select
Network/Point-to-Point/Connection Profiles. Right click on an existing
answer profile or create a new answer profile. Select "Properties". Select
the Authentication tab. Check "Require remote system identification",
select your validation list from the drop down box and click "Open".
2. Use RSF commands ADDRSFVE and RMVRSFVE to and/remove
validation list entries for your RSF PPP server configuration. Prompt
either command and press F1 for more information.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No user ID or password is required to establish a
connection. However, after connecting, the client must still supply
a valid user ID and password to establish a telnet or ftp session.
name: Specify a validation list name.
Encryption key data area
Enter the qualified name of a data area containing the basic encryption key to use.
The data area must be at least 128 bytes long.
This parameter is only used for TCP/IP connections where the client requests
*BASIC encryption. The client specifies TCP/IP encryption options with the
Add/Change Server directory Entry commands. See Adding Server Directory
Entries for more information.

The first 128 bytes of the data area are used as the encryption key. Trailing blanks
in the key are ignored. The key can be from 1 to 128 bytes long and may contain
any valid hex or character data. Longer keys provided greater security.
The data area does not need to exist at the time this command is run but it must
exist at the time of transmission.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No data area is used. A default key is supplied by RSF.
Data-area-name: The name of a data area to use.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the data area.
Library-name: The name of the library containing the data area.
SSL status
Specify whether to enable or disable RSF's Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) support.
SSL is used to encrypt TCP/IP connections.
When SSL support is enabled, RSF modules that handle TCP/IP connections are
linked to SSL run-time routines. This linkage will only be successful if the SSL
run-time routines exist on your system. The SSL run-time routines are included
with the Internet Connection Secure Server licensed program from IBM (US
version: 5769NC1; International version: 5769NCE.) Therefore, RSF's SSL
support can only be enabled if the ICSS licensed program is installed.
Note: If you enable RSF's SSL support, and later delete the ICSS licensed
program, be sure to then disable RSF's SSL support. Otherwise you will
not be able to connect via TCP/IP.
The possible values are:
*DISABLED: SSL encryption is not available.
*ENABLED: SSL encryption can be used over TCP/IP
connections.
Client authentication
Specify whether to perform client as well as server authentication for TCP/IP
connections encrypted using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol.

This parameter is only used for TCP/IP connections where the client requests
*SSL encryption. The client specifies TCP/IP encryption options with the
Add/Change Server directory Entry commands. See Adding Server Directory
Entries for more information.
Note: In order to use SSL encryption, The Internet Connection
Secure Server licensed program must be installed on both the client
and server machines. (US version: 5769NC1. International version:
5769NCE.) Contact your IBM sales representative for more
information.
The possible values are:
*NO: Only server authentication is performed during the SSL
handshake.
*YES: Client and server authentication are performed.
TCP/IP Send Buffer Size
Specify the send buffer size to use when sending or retrieving objects over
TCP/IP connections. Increasing the buffer size requires more memory during a
transmission, but it can improve performance.
This value affects the requester job when sending data, and the server job when
retrieving data.
The possible values are:
65536: The default value is used.
number: Enter a valid send buffer size, from 16384 to 8388608.
TCP/IP Receive Buffer Size
Specify the receive buffer size to use when sending or retrieving objects over
TCP/IP connections. Increasing the buffer size requires more memory during a
transmission, but it can improve performance.
This value affects the server job when sending data, and the requester job when
retrieving data.
The possible values are:
65536: The default value is used.

number: Enter a valid send buffer size, from 16384 to 8388608.
TCP/IP record block size
Specify the number of records to transmit at once when sending or retrieving
objects over TCP/IP connections.
Increasing the block size can improve performance. However, specifying too
large a block size could degrade performance if it becomes difficult for TCP/IP to
keep up. You must experiment to determine the best setting for your environment.
Setting this parameter on a given machine controls the block size to use when
sending data from or retrieving data from that machine.
Note: A value of 1 is assumed for this parameter if the RSF release of the
other machine is less than 7.2.1, or if a non-TCP/IP connection is used.
The possible values are:
1000: This is a reasonable starting point for block size. Experiment
to determine the optimal value for your environment.
number: Enter a valid block size, from 1 to 5000.
TCP/IP keep-alive interval
Specify the number of minutes between keep-alive messages.
When sending data with RSF over a TCP/IP connection, the target machine sends
keep-alive messages after the data has been received, until the data has been
restored or processed. This ensures that the connection is not dropped for
inactivity before the target can report the final status back to the source machine.
Be sure to set this value on the target machine in order to have the desired effect
for a send operation.
This value only effects RSF jobs and does not effect other TCP/IP applications on
your system.
Note: This parameter is ignored for machines running an earlier version
of the operating system than V6R1. In such a case, use the Change TCP/IP
Attributes (CHGTCPA) command on the target machine to set the keepalive interval globally.
The possible values are:

10: A keep-alive signal is sent every ten minutes when the RSF
transmission is otherwise idle for that long.
*DFT: The default keep-alive interval set by the Change TCP/IP
Attributes (CHGTCPA) command is used.
number: Enter the number of minutes between keep-alive
messages.
Log local commands
Specify whether an entry should be placed in the RSF log each time one of the
RSF commands that initiates a request is executed on your machine.
The possible values are:
*NO: Local commands are not logged. Only requests received
from remote machines are logged.
*YES: Local commands and requests received from remote
machines are both logged.
Log switched connections
Specify whether an entry should be placed in the RSF log each time RSF dials a
remote server from your machine.
The possible values are:
*SAME: The current value is not changed.
*NO: Switched connections are not logged.
*YES: An entry is placed in the RSF log for each switched RSF
connection initiated by your machine. The log entry shows the
number called, the start date, start time and end time.
Server ID for this machine
Enter the server ID that other machines would typically use to contact this
machine. The server ID must still be defined in the server directories of other
machines.
Certain RSF functions will pass this ID to remote machines so that those
machines can contact this machine back at a later time.

At install time, RSF initially sets this value to the system name.
The possible values are:
*SAME: The current value is not changed.
name: Enter the ID that other systems should use to contact this
one. This should match the value specified for server ID in the
server directory of other machines, for the entry that points to this
machine.
Sync start program
Enter the qualified name of a user-written program to call to start High
Availability synchronization.
See the help text for the Start Synchronization (STRSYNCRSF) command for
more information about the user-written program and about starting
synchronization.
The possible single values are:
*NONE: No default synchronization start program is specified.
The possible program values are:
name: Enter a valid program name.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the program.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the current library.
name: Enter the name of the library containing the program.
Sync job display program
Enter the qualified name of a user-written program to call to work with active and
submitted synchronization jobs. The specified program is called when F9 is
pressed from the Work With Sync Attributes (WRKRSFSA) display.
The program should accept no parameters.
A model program, WRKSYNCJOB, is provided in library RSFTOOLS. The

source can be found in RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC. To modify the program, copy the
source to another library (such as RSFUSER) and make your changes to the copy.
The possible program values are:
WRKSYNCJOB: This is the default program provided in
RSFTOOLS.
name: Enter a valid program name.
The possible library values are:
RSFTOOLS: The default program is located in library
RSFTOOLS.
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the program.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the current library.
name: Enter the name of the library containing the program.
Role swap to backup program
Enter the qualified name of a user-written program to call to perform a role swap
from production to backup.
See the help text for the Role Swap to Backup (SWAPBKPRSF) command for
more information about the user-written program and about role swapping. See
also Role Swap section in High Availability chapter.
The possible single values are:
*NONE: No production-to-backup role swap program is specified.
The possible program values are:
name: Enter a valid program name.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the program.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the current library.
name: Enter the name of the library containing the program.

Role swap to production program
Enter the qualified name of a user-written program to call to perform a role swap
from backup to production.
See the help text for the Role Swap to Production (SWAPPRDRSF) command for
more information about the user-written program and about role swapping. See
also Role Swap section in High Availability chapter.
The possible single values are:
*NONE: No backup-to-production role swap program is specified.
The possible program values are:
name: Enter a valid program name.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the program.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the current library.
name: Enter the name of the library containing the program.
Current replication role
Specify the replication role of this machine.
Note: This value is changed automatically during a role swap.
The possible values are:
*PROD: This machine is currently acting in the production
(source) role.
*BACKUP: This machine is currently acting in the backup
(target) role.
Outgoing mail server
Specify the address of your outgoing mail server.
The possible values are:
address: Enter a valid mail server address. For example:

smtpauth.earthlink.net
Outgoing mail port
Specify the port to use to connect to the outgoing mail server.
The possible values are:
*SMTP: The default SMTP port of 587 is used.
*SMTPSSL: Port 465 is used and an encrypted connection is
required. Note that most SMTP servers prefer to handle both
encrypted and non-encrypted connections using port 587 (*SMTP).
*SMTPOLD: The older SMTP port of 25 is used.
port: Enter a valid port number.
Outgoing mail user ID
Specify the user ID to use when verification is required by the mail server.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No user ID or password are sent. However, depending on
the mail server, a user ID and password may be required.
user-ID: Enter a character string of up to 128 characters. Case is
significant.
Outgoing mail password
Specify the password to use when verification is required by the mail server.
The possible values are:
password: Enter a character string of up to 128 characters. Case is
significant.
Outgoing mail from address
Specify the default email address from which mail from this system is sent. This
is the email address to which replies to your outgoing email will be directed.
Note: You can use the Change RSF User Options (CHGRSFUO)
command to override this value for individual users.

The possible values are:
email-address: Enter the email address to which replies should be
directed. For example:
fred.jones@your_company.com
Outgoing mail encryption
Indicate whether to use SSL/TLS to encrypt the connection to your mail server.
Note:
1. Some mail servers, such as smtp.gmail.com, require encryption; most mail
servers do not.
2. Because internet mail is relayed from one server to another as it makes its
way from the source to the target, an encrypted connection to the initial
mail server does not guarantee that the message will remain encrypted as it
moves through the Internet.
3. To use an encrypted connection, you must configure SSL on your iSeries
for use with RSF mail. See Appendix G for details.
The possible values are:
*NO: Outgoing mail is not encrypted.
*YES: Outgoing mail is encrypted.

Alert Email Address
Specify up to eight email addresses to which to send alerts and status updates. The
information entered here may be used by RSF system monitors and other RSF
functions. You can enter more than eight email addresses by directly editing file
RSPF056 in library RSF.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No email addresses are specified.
email-address: Enter one or more valid email addresses.
Alert Text Message

Specify up to eight phone numbers to which to send text messages for alerts and
status updates. The information entered here may be used by RSF system
monitors and other RSF functions. You can enter more than eight phone
numbers by directly editing file RSPF057 in library RSF.
The possible single values are:
*NONE: No text message recipients are specified.
The possible phone number values are:
phone-number: Enter a valid cell phone number, as you would
dial it from another cell phone. Spaces, dashes and other nonnumeric characters may be inserted wherever you like for clarity.
email-to-phone-number: Enter the the complete email address to
use to send a text message to a specific phone via email.
Note: This format should only be used if *OTHER is specified for
the "Carrier" element.
See this link for information about emailing a text message (SMS)
to various carriers.
The possible carrier values are:
*SPRINT: The message is formatted to send to the cell phone of a
Sprint user.
*VERIZON: The message is formatted to send to the cell phone
of a Verizon user.
*TMOBILE: The message is formatted to send to the cell phone
of a T-Mobile user.
*ATT: The message is formatted to send to the cell phone of a
AT&T user.
*BELLSOUTH: The message is formatted to send to the cell
phone of a Bell South user.
*OTHER: All the formatting necessary to email a text message to
the desired phone must be specified in the "Phone number"
element. See this link for information about emailing a text
message (SMS) to various carriers.

If You Upgrade Your AS/400
If you upgrade your iSeries after installing RSF, use the following procedure to ensure that RSF
is installed correctly on the new machine.
If your upgrade replaces your AS/400 hardware with a new AS/400, you will need to obtain a
new RSF authorization code from Bug Busters.
To obtain a new authorization code, send an email, listing the upgrade circumstances, the old
AS/400 serial number and the new AS/400 serial number, to support@bugbusters.net. (Use the
DSPSYSVAL QSRLNBR command to determine the system serial number.)
If you are upgrading the operating system only, you do not need a new RSF authorization
code. However, you should run the following command after upgrading to ensure that user
profile RSFSRV continues to have authority to itself:
GRTOBJAUT OBJ(RSFSRV) OBJTYPE(*USRPRF) USER(RSFSRV) AUT(*ALL)
If you are migrating to a new machine and you have obtained a new authorization code from Bug
Busters:
1. Use the SAVLIB command to save libraries RSF and RSFTOOLS from the old machine.
2. Sign on to the new machine as QSECOFR.
3. Use the RSTLIB command to restore libraries RSF and RSFTOOLS to the new machine.
4. Apply the authorization code to the new machine at this time by following the
instructions provided with the code.
5. Run the RSF/INZRSF command to complete the installation.
If you would like RSF to use the default ECS modem for both dialing out and for
answering incoming calls, specify *YES for the "Initialize SDLC Configuration"
parameter. Otherwise, specify *NO for this parameter. See the on-line help text for the
INZRSF command for more information.
6. Modem resource names may change when you upgrade your hardware. Use the
WRKHDWRSC *CMN command, together with the CHGRSFDFT command to ensure
that RSF is configured to use the proper resource names for dialing out (requester

configuration) and answering incoming calls (server configuration).
7. Run the following command on the new machine to ensure that profile RSFSRV has
authority to itself:
GRTOBJAUT OBJ(RSFSRV) OBJTYPE(*USRPRF) USER(RSFSRV) AUT(*ALL)
8. If your RSF maintenance coverage is current, you are eligible to receive new releases of
the product at no additional charge. Use the GO RSF/RSF command to determine the
release of the RSF software currently installed on your machine. The release level is
displayed in the upper-left corner of the display.
You can download the latest release from www.bugbusters.net.

Chapter 4: Making Connections
This chapter describes how to connect your machine to other iSeries machines with RSF. Before
you can use RSF functions between machines, you must define an RSF connection.
Two RSF concepts are important for connections: the server directory and the requester
directory. Each machine has both directories.
The server directory is used for outbound connections. This is where you store information and
options that tell RSF how you want to connect to other machines or partitions. You give each
entry in the server directory a ten-character name or server ID which can then be used with
various RSF functions to indicate who you want to connect to.
The requester directory is used for inbound connections. It lets you control the rights and
options that apply to other machines when they contact you.
The term requester machine is used to refer to the machine that initiates a transaction. The
server machine is the one that responds to the request. A given physical machine can act as both
a requester and a server.
Referring to machines as source and target can be confusing in some contexts, particularly when
a requester machine is retrieving objects from a server machine. In this case, the server machine
is the target of the request but the requester machine is the target for the objects.
The following sections explain how to create the most common connections.

TCP/IP Over a LAN
To connect to another machine with TCP/IP over a LAN or WAN:

Add Server Directory Entries
Add Server Directory Entry (ADDRSFSDE)
Type choices, press Enter.

Server ID . . . . . . . . . . . > TEST
Connection method . . . . . . . > *TCPIP
*TCPIP...
Remote system . . . . . . . . . > '10.3.4.5'

Name
*SDLCDIAL,

RSF data port . . . . .
Local tunnel access port
*NONE
Encryption . . . . . . .
*SSL
Encryption key data area
Library . . . . . . .
Run-time compression . .
*MAX
Text 'description' . . .

. . . .
. . . .

602
*NONE

Number
1-65534, *JOB,

. . . .

*BASIC

*NONE, *BASIC,

. . . .
. . . .
. . . .

*NONE

Name, *NONE
Name, *LIBL
*NONE, *BASIC,

. . . .

My test machine

*NONE

1. Access the Work With RSF Servers display by running the WRKRSFSRV command or
by selecting option 1 from the RSF menu.
2. Key F6 to define a new connection. At the command prompt, specify any name you like
for "Server ID". Specify *TCPIP for "Connection Method". Press Enter.
3. Further command prompts will be displayed. Specify the IP address or TCP/IP network
name of the other system for "Remote System". Press Enter. More prompts will be
displayed. Accept all the defaults and press Enter again. Specify a value for "Text",
accept the other defaults and press Enter one last time to complete the entry.
4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 above on the other machine if you want to be able to initiate the
connection from either machine.

Start the Server Function
On the server machine--or on both machines if two way communication is desired--start the RSF
server function by prompting the command STRRSFSRV or by selecting option 21 from the
RSF menu. Be sure to specify *YES for "Start RSF TCP/IP support". Specify *NO for Dialup
SDLC, Dialup PPP and Broadcast support if machines will not be connecting to this one using
those protocols. You can specify *YES for "Save as new defaults" if you would like the values
specified to become the new command defaults.
Start RSF Server Function (STRRSFSRV)
Type choices, press Enter.

Start dialup SDLC support . . .
Start dialup PPP support . . . .
Start RSF TCP/IP support . . . .
Start broadcast support . . . .
Save as new defaults . . . . . .

*NO
*NO
*YES
*NO
*YES

*YES,
*YES,
*YES,
*YES,
*YES,

*NO
*NO
*NO
*NO
*NO

When you press Enter, additional prompts will be displayed. Accept the defaults and press
Enter again as necessary. You should see a message indicating that the RSF TCP/IP server
started normally.

Test the Connection
From the Work With RSF Servers display, key a "T" for test in the option field beside the
connection you want to test. A successful completion message indicates that the connection is
working.

Add Requester Directory Entries (Optional)
Requester directory entries control such things as:




Where received save files go and how they are named.
Whether pass-through, remote program calls, generic object retrieval, etc. are allowed.
The minimum level of encryption required for you to accept the connection.

You can add requester entries which are tied to the requesting machine's serial number, system
name, or both. If you do not add requester directory entries to handle incoming requests from a
specific machine, RSF will use the entry named ANY to determine the options that apply.
See the on-line help text for the Add Requester Directory Entry (ADDRSFRDE) command for
more details.

TCP/IP Over the Internet
Note that RSF transmissions are encrypted by default. See Appendix G: Configuring Encrypted
Connections for more information.
To connect to another machine with TCP/IP over the Internet:

On the Target (Server) Machine.
1. Determine the public IP address of your network or firewall. If you need help, you can
access the following web site from a PC attached to the same network as your iSeries

http://www.whatsmyip.org/
You will need to give this IP address to anyone who will be contacting your iSeries over
the Internet.
2. Open port 602 in your firewall and forward incoming traffic to your iSeries. Even better,
ask for the public IP address of those allowed to contact your iSeries and open port 602
only for traffic from those specific IP addresses. There is no need to open the FTP or
Telnet ports; all RSF traffic passes through port 602.
3. Start the server function as described above. Note that no one can use RSF to connect to
your machine unless the RSF server function is started. Ending the RSF server function
is an effective way to block incoming connections.
4. Optionally, add requester directory entries as described above.

On the Source (Requester) Machine.
1. Obtain the public IP address for the machine you wish to contact. Specify the IP address
for "Remote System" and create an RSF server entry as described above.
Important: For Internet connections, be sure to press F10 when adding the server entry
and specify *JOB (recommended) or some value other than *NONE for "Local Tunnel
Access Port." This will ensure that RSF telnet and other traffic is routed over port 602.
2. Provide your public IP address to the target location so that they can use this to restrict
access to their firewall.
3. Confirm that the RSF TCP/IP server function has been started at the target
location. Then test the connection as described above.

TCP/IP Dial-Up (PPP)
PPP is a switched (dial-up) protocol used with TCP/IP networks. All RSF functions can be used
over PPP connections with the following limitations:


RSF release 6.2 or later should be installed on the machines at both ends of the
connection.



PPP requires an asynchronous modem. This is in contrast to the old ECS modems
which were configured for synchronous SDLC communications. Internal modems
shipped with newer iSeries machines can be used without change. Older, synchronous
modems must be reconfigured for asynchronous communications.



RSF creates all of the necessary line, controller and device descriptions, as well as the
PPP profiles. You just need to tell RSF how to establish contact between the machines.

On the server (answering) machine:
Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)

Type choices, press Enter.
PPP server
info:
Line description
*SAME
Resource name .
Interface type .
*V35, *X21...
Modem type . . .

. . . . . . .

RSFSRP

Name, *NONE,

. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .

CMN05
*INTMODEM

Name
*RS232V24,

. . . . . . .
'2793 Internal Modem'
+ for more values
PPP server IP address . . . .
.
'10.24.23.22'
1. Select option 31 from the RSF menu to change the product defaults. Page down to PPP
Server Info. Enter the following:
Line description: RSFSRP
Resource name: The name of the resource that corresponds to your internal modem or an async
external modem. (For internal modems, this is typically the first resource listed with type 2771,
2772, 2793, or 2805 on the WRKHDWRSC *CMN display. The text should say “Comm port”.)
Interface type: *INTMODEM for an internal modem. Otherwise *RS232V24.
Modem type: Enter a modem description that exactly matches one of the entries in the PPP
modem list (CFGTCP then option 22, then option 11 to see the list.) Tip: If you page down and
then page back up, RSF will fill in “2771 Internal Modem” for the modem type. Just type over
the “2771” with the actual type of your adapter, if different.
PPP server IP address: This is the IP address that the remote machine uses to contact your
machine via PPP. It should be different than your network address. A default value should have
been filled in for you. If *CALC shows for this parameter, retype *CALC, press Enter and then
prompt the command again to see the default IP address chosen by RSF.
2. Run the Display Network Attributes (DSPNETA) command. Page all the way to the
end. Make sure that the correct country ID is specified for “Modem country or region
ID”. If not, use the CHGNETA command to change it.

3. Select option 21 from the RSF menu to start the server function. Specify *NO for SDLC
and *YES for both “Start dialup PPP support” and “Start RSF TCP/IP support”. You
may type *YES for “Save as new defaults” if this parameter is shown. When you press
Enter, additional parameters are displayed. Accept the defaults and press Enter again.
Start RSF Server Function (STRRSFSRV)
Type choices, press Enter.
Start dialup SDLC support . . .
Start dialup PPP support . . . .
Start RSF TCP/IP support . . . .
Start broadcast support . . . .
Save as new defaults . . . . . .

*NO
*YES
*YES
*NO
*YES

*YES,
*YES,
*YES,
*YES,
*YES,

*NO
*NO
*NO
*NO
*NO

4. If you like, you can also enter PPP Requester Info. Assuming you have only one modem,
the information you enter hear should be nearly the same as what was entered for PPP
Server Info. The only difference is that you should specify RSFRQP for Line
Description.
5. The following information should then be provided to someone at the remote location so
that they can configure the connection to your machine:
Connection type: Tell them you are configured for a PPP (*TCPDIAL) connection.
Phone number: The phone number to use to reach your modem. You can confirm that you
have the correct number by dialing from a regular phone and listening for the modem to
answer. (Make sure to start the RSF server function first.)
IP address: The IP address shown for “PPP server IP address” in the RSF defaults. (See
above.)
Call-back: If the remote location will be connecting using RSF’s call-back feature, they will
need to know if an initial 9 or other sequence should precede an outgoing phone number when
dialing from your modem, and whether any access code must follow the phone number when
dialing long distance.

On the requester (calling) machine:
1. Select option 31 from the RSF menu to change the product defaults. Page down to PPP
Requester Info. Enter one block of information for each available outgoing PPP
line. Call the first line RSFRQP, the second RSFRQP2, and so on. Be sure to enter a
default call-back phone number if call-back is to be used. Key a plus sign in the blank
after “+ for more values” and press Enter to define up to 8 lines. To define more than 8
lines, use DFU to edit file RSF/RSPF018

Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)

Type choices, press Enter.

PPP requester
info:
Line description . . . . . . .
*NONE, *SAME
Resource name . . . . . . . .
Interface type . . . . . . . .
*V35, *X21...
Modem type . . . . . . . . . .
Modem'
Call-back phone number . . . .
Switched connection group . .
+ for more values
PPP dial attempts . . . . . . .
PPP redial delay (sec.) . . . .

RSFRQP

Name,

CMN05
*INTMODEM

Name
*RS232V24,

'2793 Internal
'12066330512'
*NONE

Name, *NONE

1
15

1-10, *SAME
1-60, *SAME

2. Select option 1 from the RSF menu to Work With Servers. Press Enter at the initial
prompt. Either key a 2 beside an entry in the list to change it, or press F6 to create a new
entry. For each location to be contacted by PPP. Specify:
Server ID: A server ID
Connection method: *TCPDIAL
RSF phone number: The number to reach the server via PPP
Remote system: The IP address specified on the server machine for “PPP server IP address” in
the RSF defaults
3. 3. Run the Display Network Attributes (DSPNETA) command. Page all the way to the
end. Make sure that the correct country ID is specified for “Modem country or region
ID”. If not, use the CHGNETA command to change it.

SDLC Dial-Up
SDLC requires a synchronous external modem. Internal modems shipped with newer iSeries
machines can not be used for SDLC connections.

RSF creates all of the necessary line, controller and device descriptions. You just need to tell
RSF how to establish contact between the machines.

On the server (answering) machine:
Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)
Type choices, press Enter.
SDLC server info:
Line description . . . . . . .
Resource name . . . . . . . .
Interface type . . . . . . . .
*X21...
Line speed . . . . . . . . . .
1200...
Modem type . . . . . . . . . .
*IBMWRAP.
Auto dial . . . . . . . . . .
Duplex . . . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Server vary on wait (sec.)
. .
*NOWAIT
Delay dropping inactive line
.
*SAME

RSFSRV
CMN06
*RS232V24

Name, *SAME
Name
*RS232V24, *V35,

19200

Number, 600,

*V54

*NORMAL, *V54,

*YES
*HALF

*YES, *NO
*HALF, *FULL

30

15-180, *SAME,

1800

0-65535, *NOMAX,

1. Select option 31 from the RSF menu to change the product defaults. Page down to
SDLC Server Info. Enter the following:
Line description: RSFSRV
Resource name: The name of the resource that corresponds to your external modem. Not sure
what resource name to use? See Appendix D: SDLC Configuration Tips for more information.
Accept the defaults for the other parameters.
2. Select option 21 from the RSF menu to start the server function. Specify *YES for
SDLC and *NO for other protocol options unless you plan to use them as well. You may
type *YES for “Save as new defaults” if this parameter is shown. When you press Enter,
additional parameters are displayed. Accept the defaults and press Enter again.

Start RSF Server Function (STRRSFSRV)
Type choices, press Enter.
Start dialup SDLC support . . .
Start dialup PPP support . . . .
Start RSF TCP/IP support . . . .
Start broadcast support . . . .
Save as new defaults . . . . . .

*YES
*NO
*NO
*NO
*YES

*YES,
*YES,
*YES,
*YES,
*YES,

*NO
*NO
*NO
*NO
*NO

4. If you like, you can also enter SDLC Requester Info. Assuming you have only one
modem, the information you enter hear should be nearly the same as what was entered for
SDLC Server Info. The only difference is that you should specify RSFRQS for Line
Description.
5. The following information should then be provided to someone at the remote location so
that they can configure the connection to your machine:
Connection type: Tell them you are configured for a SDLC (*SDLCDIAL) connection.
Phone number: The phone number to use to reach your modem. You can confirm that you
have the correct number by dialing from a regular phone and listening for the modem to
answer. (Make sure to start the RSF server function first.)
Call-back: If the remote location will be connecting using RSF’s call-back feature, they will
need to know if an initial 9 or other sequence should precede an outgoing phone number when
dialing from your modem, and whether any access code must follow the phone number when
dialing long distance.

On the requester (calling) machine:
1. Select option 31 from the RSF menu to change the product defaults. Page down to
SDLC Requester Info. Enter one block of information for each available outgoing
SDLC line. Call the first line RSFRQS, the second RSFRQS2, and so on. Be sure to
enter a default call-back phone number if call-back is to be used. Key a plus sign in the
blank after “+ for more values” and press Enter to define up to 8 lines. To define more
than 8 lines, use DFU to edit file RSF/RSPF012
Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)
Type choices, press Enter.
SDLC requester info:
Line description . . . . . . .
Resource name . . . . . . . .
Interface type . . . . . . . .
*X21...

RSFRQS
CMN06
*RS232V24

Name, *SAME
Name
*RS232V24, *V35,

Line speed . . . . . . . . . .
1200...
Modem type . . . . . . . . . .
*IBMWRAP.
Auto dial . . . . . . . . . .
Duplex . . . . . . . . . . . .
Call-back phone number . . . .
Switched connection group . .
+ for more values
Requester vary on wait (sec.) .
*NOWAIT
Redial delay (0.5 sec.) . . . .
Dial retry . . . . . . . . . . .

19200

Number, 600,

*V54

*NORMAL, *V54,

*YES
*YES, *NO
*HALF
*HALF, *FULL
'1 206 633 0512'
*NONE
Name, *NONE
15

15-180, *SAME,

10
0

0-254, *SAME
0-254, *SAME

2. Select option 1 from the RSF menu to Work With Servers. Press Enter at the initial
prompt. Either key a 2 beside an entry in the list to change it, or press F6 to create a new
entry. For each location to be contacted by dialup SDLC. Specify:
Server ID: A server ID
Connection method: *SDLCDIAL
RSF phone number: The number to reach the server
Text: A useful description of the remote location.

SDLC LAN and WAN
On both the requester and server machines:
1. Create a line, controller and device description if suitable ones do not already exist.. The
type for the device and controller controller should be *APPC. The line type must be
compatible with Advanced Program To Program Communications (APPC). Possible line
types include SDLC, X.25, Token Ring and Ethernet and TCP/IP. This step only needs
to be performed once, before the first time you attempt to connect to the other machine.
2. Be sure that the line, controller and device are varied on for both the server and the
requester machines.
3. Use the Display Device Description (DSPDEVD) command to display the device
description you will be using. Note the following values from the device description:
…Remote location name

…Device name
…Local location name
4. Add an entry to the server directory on your machine that refers to the other machine
(option 1 on the RSF menu).
Specify *SDLC for "Connection Method", and press Enter. Fill in the Remote location
name, Device name, and Local location name on the server directory entry from the
information obtained in step 3 above.
Add Server Directory Entry (ADDRSFSDE)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID . . . . . . . . .
Connection method . . . . .
*TCPIP..
Use existing connection:
Remote location name . . .
Device . . . . . . . . . .
Local location name . . .
*NETATR
Mode . . . . . . . . . . .
Remote network identifier
*NETATR, *NONE
Vary existing controller . .
Vary existing line . . . . .
Text 'description' . . . . .

. . > TEST
. . > *SDLC

Name
*SDLCDIAL, *SDLC,

. . > THEM
. . > MY_DEV
. . > US

Name, *NONE
Name, *LOC
Name, *LOC,

. .
. .

Name, *NETATR
Name, *LOC,

BLANK
*LOC

. .
*NONE
Name, *NONE
. .
*NONE
Name, *NONE
. . > 'My SDLC connection to TEST'

Chapter 5: High Availability and Replication
Overview
RSF supports replication of libraries, IFS directories, user profiles and other system objects for
high availability and recovery.


You decide which libraries, IFS directories and system information to replicate.



You can exclude individual and generic objects from replication.



You can replicate physical files at the object level or at the record level. Data areas can
be replicated at the object level or the byte level. Data queues are replicated at the byte
level. All other library objects are replicated at the object level.



You can replicate changes to user profiles, system values, network attributes and
authorization lists.



You can replicate authority changes for library objects.



Source and target library names need not be the same. Source and target IFS directory
names need not be the same.



You can replicate a given library to a different library on the same machine, or to a
library on a different machine.



A given library may be replicated to one or many different target machines. Replicating
to additional machines requires additional overhead.



All journals needed for replication are created automatically by RSF.



The target library can be in use during replication.



Two-way replication is supported, allowing changes to be made and synchronized on
both the source and target machines. Multi-way replication is supported with various
topologies.



Both planned and unplanned role swaps are supported.

Menu Options
Replication functions are collected on two High Availability menus. You can access the source
machine menu by selecting option 40 from the main RSF menu followed by option 7 from the
Advanced Functions menu, or by simply running the command
GO RSF/RSFHA.
For more information about any of the commands accessed from this menu, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the online help text.
RSFHA

RSF - High Availability
Source Machine Tasks

Connections
Synchronizing
1. Define outbound connections
IFS
2. Start server function
Message queues
3. End server function

Stop
30. Libraries, system info,
31. Spooled files 32.

Monitor
Set Sync Attributes:
attributes
10. Library 12. IFS
RSFSRV jobs
11. Group
13. System
jobs

40. Work with sync
14. List

logs
Start Synchronizing
20. Custom
24. System
info
Other
21. Libraries
25. From list
Integrity tools
22. Group
26. From sync attr

41. View log

44.

42. Purge log

45. RSF*

43. Sync jobs

46. Job

80. Defaults

83.

81. Edit source

88.

Target menu
23. IFS
swap

27. Message queues

82. Tools menu

89. Role

Selection or command
===>

Option 1.
This option is used to define the connection between the source and the target machine. This is
the same as option 1 on the main RSF menu, repeated here for convenience. Use this option to
define an RSF Server Directory Entry for the target machine. See Chapter 4: Making
Connections for more information about defining an RSF connection.

Option 2.
Use this option to start the RSF server function. The server function must be started on the each
machine in order for other machines to initiate contact.
This is the same as option 21 on the main RSF menu, repeated here for convenience.

Option 3.
Use this option to end the RSF server function on this machine.
This is the same as option 22 on the main RSF menu, repeated here for convenience.

Options 10 - 14.
Use these options to set synchronization attributes. The commands for changing synchronization
attributes can also be accessed from the Work With Sync Attributes display (option 40).
Among other things, changing synchronization attributes lets you establish:





Whether to replicate files at the object or record level. (See the Journal (JRN) parameter.)
Whether to replicate IFS objects at the object or byte level. (See the Journal (JRN)
parameter.)
Whether or not to use remote journaling. (See the Remote Journal Library (RMTJRN)
parameter.)
Whether to set user profiles to *DISABLED status on the target machine to prevent
accidental use.



Which objects to include/omit.

Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA)
Type choices, press Enter.
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
To library . . . . . . . . . .
*FROMLIB
Server ID . . . . . . . . . .
Journal . . . . . . . . . . .
*NONE
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Remote journal . . . . . . . .
*NONE, *JRN
Library . . . . . . . . . .
RSF manages the journal . . .
*SAME
Change receiver every . . . .
*SYS, *SAME
Days to keep receivers . . . .
*SAME
End jrn for excluded objects .
*SAME
Fix obj using wrong journal .
*SAME
Apply journal entries by . . .
*SAME
Refresh on journal apply error
*SAME
Sync object authorities . . .
*SAME
Objects to omit:
Object . . . . . . . . . . .
generic*, *NONE...
Object type . . . . . . . .
*BNDDIR...
+ for more values

.
. *FROMLIB

Name
*FROMLIB Name,

.
. *NONE

Name
*SAME Name, *SAME,

.
.

Name, *FROMLIB
Name, *SAME,

.
. *YES

Name, RMTJOURNAL
*SAME *YES, *NO,

. *DAY

*INTERVAL, *DAY,

. *SYNC

Number, *SYNC,

. *YES

*SAME *YES, *NO,

. *YES

*SAME *YES, *NO,

. *KEY

*SAME *KEY, *RRN,

*YES

*SAME *YES, *NO,

. *NO

*SAME *YES, *NO,

. *NONE

*SAME Name,

.

*ALL, *ALRTBL,

M
ore...

Use the Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA) command (option 10) to determine how
a library is synchronized. A view of the CHGRSFSA command prompt is shown above.
Use the Change Group Sync Attributes (CHGRSFGSA) command (option 11) to determine how
groups of libraries are synchronized.
Use the Change IFS Sync Attributes (CHGRSFISA) command (option 12) to determine how IFS
directories are synchronized.
Use the Change System Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSSA) command (option 13) to determine how
system objects are synchronized.
Use the Set Sync Attributes For a List (SETRSFSA) command (option 14) to set synchronization
attributes for many libraries and system object types at once. Not all attributes can be set with
this option, but many of the most common ones can. This option helps you get started when you
have many libraries you would like to define for synchronization.

Options 20 - 27.
Use these options to begin replicating libraries, IFS directories, user profiles and so on.
Use the Start Synchronization (STRSYNCRSF) command (option 20) to start all replication
tasks on your system in a consistent, customized way. Once you are familiar with RSF-HA, this
is the option you will use most often to start synchronization. See Create a Synchronization Start
Program in the Where to Begin section for more information.
Synchronize Libraries (SYNCLIBRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Library specifications:
From library . . . . . . . . .
*ALLUSR
To library . . . . . . . . . .
*FROMLIB
Restore to ASP device . . . .
*SAVASPDEV
Restore to ASP number . . . .
*SAVASP
+ for more values
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Target release . . . . . . . . . *CURRENT
*TARGET...
Data compression . . . . . . . . *YES
Run-time compression . . . . . . *NONE

Name, generic*,
*FROMLIB Name,
*SAVASPDEV Name,
*SAVASP 1-32,

Name
Character value,
*YES, *NO
*NONE, *BASIC,

*MAX, *SERVER
Repeat every:
Interval . . . . . . . . . . .
Units . . . . . . . . . . . .
Job description . . . . . . . .
*USRPRF
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
*CURLIB
Job name . . . . . . . . . . . .

0
*HOURS
*NONE

Number, *ATTR
*HOURS, *MINUTES
Name, *NONE,
Name, *LIBL,

SYNCLIB

Name

More...
Use the Synchronize Libraries (SYNCLIBRSF) command (option 21) to begin replication of one
or more libraries. A view of the SYNCLIBRSF command prompt is shown above.
Use the Synchronize Group (SYNCGRPRSF) command (option 22) to begin synchronizing a
replication group.
Use the Synchronize IFS Directories (SYNCIFSRSF) command (option 23) to begin replicating
IFS directories.
Use the Synchronize System Info (SYNCSYSRSF) command (option 24) to begin replicating
user profiles, authorization lists and other system information.
Use the Synchronize List of Items (SYNCLSTRSF) command (option 25) to begin replicating a
list of items. Source for the command and command processing program are included in
RSFTOOLS.
Use the Synchronize From Attributes (SYNCATRRSF) command (option 26) to start replication
for some or all of the
libraries libraries and IFS directories defined on your Work With Sync Attributes (WRKRSFSA)
display.
Use the Start Message Queue Monitor (STRRSFMSGM) command (option 27) to begin
replicating message queues.

Options 30 - 31.
Use these options to end replication for libraries, IFS directories, user profiles and so on.

Option 40.
This is an option you will use often. With this option you access the Work With Sync
Attributes display. You can choose to view all libraries, IFS directories and system information
currently being synchronized or those items not being synchronized. On the display you can see

the last synchronization date for each item. You can also easily edit synchronization attributes,
view error logs, submit synchronization jobs and more.
10/29/10
15:25:00

Work With Synchronization Attributes
Position to Group. .

.
Item . .
.
Type options, press Enter.
2=Attributes 4=Delete 5=Display
log 8=Sync 10=DSPJRN 12=WRKJRNA
---- Last Sync ---Last Error ---Opt
From
Server
To
Time
*AUTL
BOB
*NETA
BOB
*SYSVAL
BOB
*USRPRF
BOB
/qibm/user BOB
/www/webse BOB
INVEN
LOCAL
INVEN
LOOPBACK
RJTEST
LOOPBACK
ELF
BOB
PRODINFO
BOB
ACCTAPP
BOB

Date
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
rdata/icss
/webserver
INVEN2
INVEN3
RTTEST2
ELF
PRODINFO
ACCTAPP

Time
2009/10/01
2009/10/01
2009/10/01
2009/10/01
2009/10/01
2009/10/01

---

Date

21:47:23
21:47:19
21:47:15
21:47:09
12:56:29
12:56:32

2009/10/01 21:40:58
2009/10/01 21:40:55
2009/10/15 10:46:23

More...
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F6=Create F23=More options F24=More
keys

Option 41.
Use this option to display the synchronization error log. An entry is placed in the log any time
an error is detected synchronizing libraries, IFS directories or system information.
The Display Synchronization Log (DSPRSFSL) command is also accessible from the Work
With Sync Attributes display.

Option 42.
Use this option to delete selected entries from the synchronization error log.

Option 43.
Use this option to view synchronization jobs that are active jobs in subsystem RSFHA or waiting
on job queue RSFHA.

Option 44.
Use this option to view RSF server jobs running on this system.

Option 45.
Use this option to work with any RSF control jobs.

Option 46.
Use this option to work with any RSF related job logs.

Option 80.
Use this option to change global RSF defaults. The Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)
command prompt is displayed.

Option 81.
Use this option to work with source for user-modified programs in library RSFUSER.

Option 82.
Use this option to display the RSFTOOLS menu.

Option 83.
Use this option to display the Integrity Tools (RSFINT) menu. From this menu you can compare
libraries and IFS directories, archive/refresh libraries and directories, and more. Some of the
integrity functions can also be accessed from the Work With Sync Attributes display (option 40.)

Option 88.
Use this option to display the target machine HA menu, RSFHAT.

Option 89.

Use this option to change the role of this machine. See the Role Swap section for more
information.

Target Machine Options
You can access the backup machine HA menu by selecting option 80 from the from the source
machine HA menu, or by simply running the command
GO RSF/RSFHAT.
For more information about any of the commands accessed from this menu, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the online help text.
RSFHAT

RSF - High Availability
Target Machine Tasks

Connections

Other

1. Options for inbound connections
2. Start server function
3. End server function
Set Sync Attributes:
10. Change unique key mapping
Monitor
43. Sync jobs
44. RSFSRV jobs
45. RSF* jobs
46. Job logs

47. History log
48. Set USRDTA

Selection or command
===>

Option 1.

80.
84.
88.
89.

Defaults
Purge job logs
Source menu
Role swap

Use this option to set the rights and options that apply when the source machine contacts this (the
target) machine.
This is the same as option 23 on the main RSF menu, repeated here for convenience.

Option 2.
Use this option to start the RSF server function. The server function must be started on the
target machine in order for replication to begin.
This is the same as option 21 on the main RSF menu, repeated here for convenience.

Option 3.
Use this option to end the RSF server function on the target machine.
This is the same as option 22 on the main RSF menu, repeated here for convenience.

Option 10.
Use this option to invoke the Change Unique Key Association (CHGRSFUKEY)
command. With the CHGRSFUKEY command you can:


Specify the unique key access path that RSF should use when processing updates by
key. This is optional; RSF will automatically choose a suitable access path.



Indicate that a user exit program should be called to process updates for a particular
file. See Two-Way Mirroring for more information.

Option 43.
Use this option to view synchronization jobs that are active jobs in subsystem RSFHA or waiting
on job queue RSFHA.

Option 44.
Use this option to view RSF server jobs running on this system.

Option 45.
Use this option to work with any RSF control jobs.

Option 46.
Use this option to work with any RSF related job logs.

Option 47.
Use this option to view any RSF entries in the system history log. RSF history log entries are
generated for each journal apply error as well as for apply jobs that end in error.

Option 48.
Use this command to set the user data for certain RSF job logs to a value that reflects the purpose
of the job that created the log.

Option 80.
Use this option to change global RSF defaults. The Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)
command prompt is displayed.

Option 84.
Use this option to purge RSF job logs by date.

Option 88.
Use this option to access the source machine HA menu, RSFHA.

Option 89.
Use this option to change the role of this machine. See the Role Swap section for more
information.

Where to Begin
This section outlines the basic steps required to begin replicating from one system to another.

1. Install the RSF Software
If you haven't done so already, install libraries RSF and RSFTOOLS onto both the source and
target machines. See the Install chapter for more details.

2. Start the RSF Server Function
Run the Start RSF Server Function (STRRSFSRV) on both the source and target machines. The
recommended command default values should already be set for you as follows:

Start RSF Server Function (STRRSFSRV)
Type choices, press Enter.
Start dialup SDLC support . . . *NO
*YES, *NO
Start dialup PPP support . . . . *NO
*YES, *NO
Start RSF TCP/IP support . . . . *YES
*YES, *NO
Start broadcast support . . . . *NO
*YES, *NO
Save as new defaults . . . . . . *NO
*YES, *NO
TCP/IP port to monitor . . . . . 602
Number
If the server function was already started, the message "RSF TCP/IP support already active" is
displayed. Otherwise, the message "RSF TCP/IP support started" is displayed.

3. Set the Replication Role
Prompt the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command and set the replication role on both
the source and target machines. Page down to the "Current replication role" (ROLE)
parameter. Specify *PROD for the source machine and *BACKUP for the target.

4. Initialize the HA Setup
Use the Initialize RSF-HA Setup (INZRSFHA) command on the source machine to set up your
HA environment. This command will:









Create RSF server IDs that refer to the production and backup machines.
The server IDs are defined on both machines to facilitate future role
swaps.
Create library RSFUSER and configuration objects used by replication.
These include:
o Job descriptions RSFUSER/RSFHA and RSFUSER/RSFHAC.
o Job queues RSFUSER/RSFHA and RSFUSER/RSFHAC.
o Susbystem RSFUSER/RSFHA.
o Message queue RSFUSER/RSFHA.
o Source files RSFUSER/QCLSRC and RSFUSER/QCLCPY.
Define standard synchronization attributes for libraries RSF and
RSFUSER, and for system items *USRPRF, *AUTL and *CFG.
Set other attributes that control the running, monitoring and maintenance
of the replication environment.
Confirm there is sufficient disk space on the target machine for
replication.
Install default versions of all of the user-configurable programs for
controlling and monitoring the HA environment. These include:
o Source and target synchronization start programs.
o A program for viewing active and waiting replication jobs.

o
o
o

A program to monitor the status of replication and notify you if
there is a problem.
Programs to manage role swaps.
A program to manage cleanup, maintenance, auditing and other
recurring tasks.

These programs are stored in library RSFUSER. Each can be modified or customized as desired
to meet your needs.

The prompted version of the INZRSFHA command is shown below:
Initialize RSF-HA Setup (INZRSFHA)
Type choices, press Enter.
Replace sync start program .
Replace sync job program . .
Replace monitor program . .
Replace role swap programs .
Replace job schedule entries
Role swap type . . . . . . .
Journal library . . . . . .
Remote journal library . . .
*SAME
Sync new libraries . . . . .
Sync new directories . . . .
Check disk space . . . . . .
Company name . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

*AUTO
*AUTO
*AUTO
*AUTO
*AUTO
*NOSWAPIP
JRNLIB
RMTJRNLIB

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

*NO
*YES, *NO, *SAME
*NO
*YES, *NO, *SAME
*NO
*YES, *NO
'My Company Name'

Primary machine info:
Production server IDs . . . .
+ for more values
System name . . . . . . . . .
IP address . . . . . . . . . .
System start program
. . . .
Library
. . . . . . . . .
System test start program . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Replicate library RSF to . . .
Replicate *CFG to . . . . . .
*SAME
Secondary machine info:
Backup server IDs . . . . . .

*AUTO, *YES, *NO
*AUTO, *YES, *NO
*AUTO, *YES, *NO
*AUTO, *YES, *NO
*AUTO, *YES, *NO
*NOSWAPIP, *SWAPIP...
Name, JRNLIB, *SAME
Name, RMTJRNLIB,

PROD

Name, *SAME

LEON
'1.2.3.4'
STARTUP
BBPRGM
STARTUPTST
BBPRGM
RSFPRD
RSFCFGPRD

Name, *SAME
Name,
Name,
Name,
Name,
Name,
Name,

BACKUP

Name, *SAME

*SAME
*LIBL, *CURLIB
*SAME
*LIBL, *CURLIB
RSFPRD, *SAME
RSFCFGPRD,

+ for more values
System name . . . . . . . . .
IP address . . . . . . . . . .
System start program . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Replicate library RSF to . . .
Replicate *CFG to . . . . . .
*SAME
Alert email address . . . . . .
+ for more values
Alert text message:
Phone number . . . . . . . . .
Carrier . . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Check for problems:
Times per day . . . . . . . .
Repeat every . . . . . . . . .
Starting at . . . . . . . . .
Clean libs and directories:
Weekly on . . . . . . . . . .
*THU...
Starting at . . . . . . . . .
Compare libs and directories:
Monthly on first . . . . . . .
*THU...
Starting at . . . . . . . . .
Purge main log:
Days to keep . . . . . . . . .
Starting at . . . . . . . . .
Purge sync log:
Days to keep . . . . . . . . .
Starting at . . . . . . . . .
Purge RSFSRV spooled files:
Days to keep . . . . . . . . .
Starting at . . . . . . . . .

5. Synchronize User Profiles

QUASAR
Name,
'8.9.10.11'
STARTUPBKP Name,
BBPRGM
Name,
RSFBKP
Name,
RSFCFGBKP Name,

*SAME
*SAME
*LIBL, *CURLIB
RSFBKP, *SAME
RSFCFGBKP,

'support@bugbusters.net'

'123-456-7890'
*VERIZON
*SPRINT, *VERIZON...

3
Number, *SAME
4
Hours
'10:00:00' Time
*SAT

*MON, *TUE, *WED,

'10:00:00' Time
*SUN

*MON, *TUE, *WED,

'10:00:00' Time
2
Number, *SAME
'22:00:00' Time
7
Number, *SAME
'22:10:00' Time
7
Number, *SAME
'22:20:00' Time

Before synchronizing any other objects, you should ensure that all user profiles defined on the
production machine also exist on the backup machine. This will avoid operating system
authority errors when synchronizing and restoring objects to the backup machine.
The easiest way to accomplish this is to synchronize user profiles from the production to the
backup machine. The following user profile replication definition should have been created for
you in the previous step.
CHGRSFSSA SERVER(your_server_ID) TYPE(*USRPRF) OPTION(*OMIT) ITEMS(Q*)
DISABLEPRF(*NO)
As shown above, system profiles are omitted, and no user profiles are disabled on the target
machine. (To automatically disable profiles on the target machine, specify
DISABLEPRF(*YES) instead.)
Run the Work With Sync Attributes (WRKRSFSA) command, or RSFHA menu option 40, to
display the list of items ready to be synchronized.
At the Work With Sync Attributes display, press F13 to set some user defaults. Ensure that
*YES is specified for "Run in batch" and RSFUSER/RSFHA is specified for "Job description".
Then, key option 8 beside the *USRPRF entry and press Enter to launch user profile replication.
Important Note: When synchronizing user profiles for the first time, it is common to see some
errors. Often, objects needed by one or more user profiles have not been replicated to the target
system yet. These errors can safely be ignored at this time. If errors are detected, do a quick
visual check to be sure all profiles from the source machine were copied to the target and then
run the following command to establish a synchronization check point for user profiles:
SYNCSYSRSF TYPE(*USRPRF) SERVER(backup_server_ID) FULLSAVE(*MANUAL)
Here's a summary of the tasks involved in this step


Synchronize user profiles.



Check to be sure all profiles appear on the backup machine. Safely ignore
any other errors at this time.



If necessary, establish a manual synchronization point, telling RSF to send
only changes to user profiles going forward.

6. Set Synchronization Attributes

Synchronization attributes can be set for each library, IFS directory and system object type
(*USRPRF, *SYSVAL, etc.) to tailor how RSF synchronizes these to the target machine.
There are several ways to define sync attributes for a new item:





Run a command directly. Prompt the Change Library Sync Attributes
(CHGRSFSA), Set Lib Sync Attributes (SETRSFSA), Change IFS Sync
Attributes (CHGRSFISA), Set IFS Sync Attributes (SETRSFISA),
Change Group Sync Attributes (CHGRSFGSA) or Change System Sync
Attributes (CHGRSFSSA) command at any command line. Or,
Run a menu option. Run any of options 10 - 14 from the RSFHA
menu. Or,
Work With Sync Attributes. Run the Work With Sync Attributes
(WRKRSFSA) command (or RSFHA menu option 40) to display the
Work With Sync Attributes display. From the display, press F6 to create a
new item. Key a "1" beside the appropriate item in the pop-up list and
press Enter.

Note: You can use the Set Lib Sync Attributes (SETRSFSA) and Set IFS Sync Attributes
(SETRSFISA) commands to set sync attributes for many libraries or IFS directories at once.
For libraries you can specify:


Whether files are replicated at the object level or the record level, using
the Journal (JRN) parameter. Journaling is recommend for most libraries
being replicated.



Whether to use remote journaling. (See the Remote Journal (RMTJRN)
parameter. Remote journaling is also recommend for most libraries being
replicated.
Note: When using remote journaling, be sure to specify different libraries
for the local and remote journals in order to be ready for a role swap. The
recommended name for the remote journal library is RMTJRNLIB.)



Whether to synchronize changes to object authorities as well as changes to
the objects themselves.



Which objects to include/omit.



And more.

For IFS directories you can specify:


Whether objects are replicated at the object level or the byte level, using
the Journal (JRN) parameter. Journaling is recommend for all IFS

directories being replicated.


Whether to use remote journaling. (See the Remote Journal (RMTJRN)
parameter. Remote journaling is also recommend for all IFS directories
being replicated.
Note: When using remote journaling, be sure to specify different libraries
for the local and remote journals in order to be ready for a role swap. The
recommended name for the remote journal library is RMTJRNLIB.)



Which objects to include/omit.



And more.

For system information you can specify:


Which objects to include or omit



Whether to set target user profiles to *DISABLED status when they are
synchronized.



The name of the library in which to store configuration information when
synchronizing *CFG information..



And more.

7. Start Synchronization
You are now ready to begin synchronization. See Initial Library Copy in the Things to Consider
section below to understand the different options for establishing the first synchronization
boundary.
A Synchronization Start Program was created in step 4, so you can use the Start Synchronization
(STRSYNCRSF) command or RSFHA menu option 20 to begin. If you prefer, you can use the
following commands to begin:
Libraries:
IFS Directories:
System
Information::
Group:

Synchronize Libraries (SYNCLIBRSF)
Synchronize IFS Directories (SYNCIFSRSF)
Synchronize System Info (SYNCSYSRSF)
Synchronize Replication Group (SYNCGRPRSF)

For any of the above commands, specify a job description and a non-zero value (or *ATTR) for
the "Repeat Every" (REPEAT) parameter to synchronize incremental changes at regular
intervals.
Note: You can also start a synchronization job by keying 8 beside an entry on the Work With
Sync Attributes (WRKRSFSA) display. Key "WJ" beside an entry to work with the job and
view its status. Key F9 to view replication jobs currently running, Enter from there to see jobs
currently waiting on the job queue, and Enter again to return to the Work With Sync Attributes
display.
For more information about numeric and user-defined options you can key beside entries on the
Work With Sync Attributes display, position the cursor to the option field on the display and
press F1.

8. Configure Email Support
To send notifications, RSF's email support must be configured. See this link for more
information.

9. Modify Your System Start Program
To ensure that replication is started automatically whenever you IPL your system, you should
add some instructions to your system start program. The system start program is run by the
operating system automatically when your controlling subsystem is started at the end of the IPL
process.
You can use the following command to determine the name and library of your system start
program:
DSPSYSVAL SYSVAL(QSTRUPPGM)
See source member STRUPPGM in file QCLSRC in RSFTOOLS for the recommended RSF
instructions to add to your system start program.
Simply copy the code from the STRUPPGM model in RSFTOOLS to the source for your
system start program. Then, recompile your program into the library indicated in your
QSTRUPPGM system value.
There are a few things to consider regarding system start programs:


You should create distinct system start programs for the production and
the backup environments.





The system start program for the backup environment should only start
items needed on the DR machine. Avoid starting any production jobs or
subsystems.
Both startup programs (source and object) should be stored and
maintained on the production machine, in a library that is replicated to the
backup machine. In this way, both startup programs will reside on both
machines.

Following these guidelines will put you one step closer to being prepared for a future role swap.

Library Sets
Library replication entries are unique by the combination of from-library, to-library, server-ID
and set-name. Multiple replication sets can be defined for a library by specifying different set
names with the same from-library, to-library and server-ID.
Generally, you should define a single set for each library. However, there are cases where might
want to define multiple sets:


When performance is critical and you want to have multiple target journal apply jobs run
for the library.
 When different objects in the library must be journaled to different journals due to user
requirements or some other reason.
 When different objects in the library must have different sync attribute settings for some
other reason.
Note that sets are only needed when some of the library’s objects must be treated differently than
others, and you are replicating the objects to the same target machine and library. In the
following cases, while you would need to define multiple replication entries, you would not need
to define multiple sets; the sync entries in each case below could all be defined with the *DFT
set:



Replicating a library to two or more target machines. In this case, the sync entries would
have the same from-library and to-library values, but different server IDs.
Replicating a library to two or more target libraries on the same target machine. In this
case, the sync entries would have the same from-library and server ID values, but
different to-library values.

Use a Different Journal for Each Set
When defining multiple sets for a single library, always define a different journal (and associated
remote journal) for each set. This is needed to ensure that each target journal apply job sees only
the entries related to the appropriate set.

For example, if replicating library ABC with sets *DFT, SET2 and SET3, you might assign
journal JRNLIB/ABC and remote journal RMTJRNLIB/ABC to the *DFT set, following the
usual standard; then assign journal JRNLIB/ABC2 and remote journal RMTJRNLIB/ABC2 to
SET2; and journal JRNLIB/ABC3 and remote journal RMTJRNLIB/ABC3 to SET3.

Use Include/Omit to Ensure Each Set is Unique
When defining multiple sets for a library, define include/omit specifications so as to ensure that
no object is included in more than one set. Objects included in more than one set may not
replicate properly.

Take Care When Starting Replication From Scratch
Starting replication for a library from scratch means starting replication for the very first time or
refreshing the whole library after replication has been running for a while. The whole library is
sent from the source to the target. After the library is successfully restored, incremental changes
can be sent.
When starting from scratch for a library that has multiple sets defined, special considerations
apply.


You must manually clear the target library. Sync jobs for libraries with multiple sets
defined assume a value of *NO for the “Clear target library first “ (CLEAR) parameter
on the Synchronize Libraries (SYNCLIBRSF) command. Normally, when replication is
started from scratch, a value of CLEAR(*YES) is used and RSF-HA automatically clears
the target library to ensure the initial restore is done cleanly. With multiple sets,
however, each entry sends a unique set of objects to the same target library. Since the
order in which sync jobs run is unpredictable, any set that clears the target library could
delete objects belonging to other sets.
 If multiple sets are defined for a library and you restart replication for one of the sets
from scratch, you must restart all of the sets for the library from scratch. This follows
from the fact that the target library will be manually cleared at the beginning of the
refresh process.
 Due to the difficulty refreshing a whole library for which multiple sets are defined, you
should specify *NOMAX for the “Max items to refresh” parameter when defining sync
attributes for libraries with multiple sets.
Once an initial sync point is established for all sets for the library, only incremental changes are
sent. From that point forward, the sync jobs for the various sets behave like all other sync jobs.

Replication Groups
Replication groups provide a way to collect replication entries for different libraries and control
them as a single entity. Replication groups are optional; libraries can be replicated individually
or as part of a replication group.

Replication groups use a single replication journal for all libraries in the group. For this reason,
using groups may be slightly less efficient than replicating libraries separately.
Use replication groups when:




An application uses multiple libraries and you want to be able to start and stop replication
for the entire application easily.
You want to ensure that changes across multiple libraries are processed on the target
machine in the same order that they occurred on the source machine.
An application uses commitment control in a way that spans multiple libraries, where
objects in multiple libraries can be part of the same commit transaction.

Assigning Items to Groups
There are two ways to assign a library to a group. You can prompt the Change Group Sync
Attributes (CHGRSFGSA) command and add one or more library entries to the group.
Change Group Sync Attributes (CHGRSFGSA)
Type choices, press Enter.
Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . >
Group server ID . . . . . . . .
Library information:
From library . . . . . . . . .
To library . . . . . . . . . .
Library server ID . . . . . .
Set name . . . . . . . . . . .

GROUP1
BACKUP

Name
Name, *SAME

LIB1
LIB1
BACKUP
ONE

Name,
Name,
Name,
Name,

From library . . . . . . . . .
To library . . . . . . . . . .
Library server ID . . . . . .
Set name . . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Create library entries . . . . .
Library management options . . .
*ENDRMTJRN...
Journal . . . . . . . . . . . .
*GROUP
Library . . . . . . . . . . .

LIB2
LIB2
LOC4
*DFT

Name
Name, *FROMLIB
Name, *GRPSERVER
Name, *DFT

*NO
*ENDJOB

*YES, *NO
*ENDJOB,

GROUP1

Name, *SAME, *NONE,

JRNLIB

*NONE, *SAME
*FROMLIB
*GRPSERVER
*DFT

Name, JRNLIB

Or, you can prompt the Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA) command, press F10 to
see all parameters, page down and change the Replication Group (GROUP) parameter to the
desired group.
Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA)
Type choices, press Enter.
Replication group . . . . . . . GROUP1
Ignore remote error . . . . . . *NO

Name, *NONE, *SAME
*YES, *NO

When using the Change Library Sync Attributes to assign a library to a group, the group must
have been previously created with the Change Group Sync Attributes command.
When using the Change Group Sync Attributes to assign one or more libraries to the group,
either the sync attribute entries for the libraries must already exist or you must specify *YES for
the Create Library Entries (CRTLIBENT) parameter.
Note that there can be multiple sync entries for a given library when:




Replicating a library to more than one target machine.
Replicating a library to more than one target library on the same target machine.
A library is divided into logical sets.

However, a given library can only be assigned to a group once. If there is more than one sync
attributes entry for a “from-lib”, only one of them can be assigned to a given group. This is
because:



There is a single journal and single remote journal apply job for the entire group.
While journal entries tell us the library for a changed object on the source machine, they
contain no additional information that would allow RSF-HA to distinguish between
multiple sync attribute entries for the library.

Attributes of the library sync entry determine how a library is replicated for the group, including
select/omit criteria to use, the target library name, and more.

Working With Groups
You can use the following commands and options to work with replication groups:

Command

Description

Usage

Can be
Accessed From

CHGRSFGSA

Change Group
Sync Attributes

Create a new group
or change the
attributes of an
existing group.

DLTRSFGSA

Delete Group
Sync Attributes

Delete a group
definition.

SYNCGRPRSF

Synchronize
Replication
Group

Start replicating a
group.

CHKGRPRSF

Check
Replication
Group

CLNGRPRSF

Clean
Replication
Group

Compare the source
and target objects in
a group, produce a
list of mismatches
and refresh
mismatched objects.
Detect and remove
orphan objects from
the target machine.

RSF-HA menu
option 11.
F6 from the
Work With
Sync Attributes
display.
Option 4 beside
a group item on
the Work With
Sync Attributes
display.
RSF-HA menu
option 22.
Option 8 beside
a group item on
the Work With
Sync Attributes
display.
Option 16
beside a group
item on the
Work With
Sync Attributes
display.
Option 20
beside a group
item on the
Work With
Sync Attributes
display.

Groups can also be controlled by various commands that apply to multiple sync attribute types:
Synchronize From Attributes (SYNCATTRSF)
End Synchronization Job (ENDSYNCRSF)
Check Defined Items (CHKATTRSF)
Clean Defined Items (CLNATTRSF)
Work With Sync Attributes (WRKRSFSA)

Group Precedence
Some sync attributes can be set at both the library and group levels. However, all group sync
attributes (journal, server ID, etc.) override similar sync attributes that may be specified at the
library level.

From
Lib
ABC

Group
GROUP
1

Library Sync Entry
Server
Set
ID
Name
Journal
TEST
*DFT
JRNLIB/
ABC
Group Sync Entry
Server
Remote
ID
Journal
Journal
BACKU JRNLIB/ RMTJRNLIB
P
GROUP
/ GROUP1
1
To
Lib
DEF

Remote
Journal
RMTJRNLIB
/ABC

In the above example, when the entry for library ABC is added to GROUP1, the server ID and
journal information (and more) specified in the library sync entry are overridden at run time by
the values specified for the group. However, the To Lib, include/omit specifications and other
attributes that can only be specified at the library level are still honored.

Things to Consider
Initial Library Copy
When you first synchronize a library or IFS directory, RSF will copy the entire library or
directory to the target to ensure the versions are identical. All source and target objects must
begin with identical ownership and attributes, as well as identical data.
If you know the libraries are identical or you would like to copy the library manually, follow
these steps:
1. Define sync attributes for the library in question. This can be done by
o Running option 10 on menu RSFHA, or
o Keying F6 from the Works With Sync Attributes display, or
o Prompting the Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA) command at
any command line.
Be sure to specify a journal name and remote journal name on the sync attributes. The journal
and remote journal names should be the same and should be similar to the library name. The
recommended journal library name is JRNLIB. The recommended remote journal library name
is RMTJRNLIB.
2. Set a manual sync point using FULLSAVE(*MANUAL *BEGIN). To do this,
key an 8 beside the entry on the Work With Sync Attributes display and press F4
instead of Enter. Press F10 to see all parameters and page down. Change the
"Full save" parameter to *MANUAL *BEGIN. Press Enter. Wait for this job to

finish before doing your save. This will start journaling for all objects in the
library.
3. Save the library, specifying *LIB for the "Save active" parameter. Also, be sure
to specify the following: PRECHK(*YES), ACCPTH(*YES)
4. Make sure the target library is empty or does not exist before trying to restore to
the target. Make sure the restore completes successfully.
5. Use the following two commands to disable any triggers and constraints in the
library just restored:
CHGTRGRSF FILE(your_library/*ALL) STATE(*DISABLED)
CHGCSTRSF FILE(your_library/*ALL) STATE(*DISABLED)
6. After the restore completes successfully, repeat step (2) above, only this time,
specify *MANUAL *END for the "Full save" parameter.

Logicals and Physicals in Different Libraries
If you store logical files in a different library from the physical files they're based on, you have a
cross-library dependency. This is not the recommend way to organize your data because it is
more complicated to manage.
Tip: Use the Display Cross-Lib Dependencies (DSPDBRRSF) command in library RSFTOOLS
to check for cross-library dependencies.
In most cases, you can replicate your libraries in any order and RSF will manage any crosslibrary dependencies automatically.
Note that when a library is synchronized for the first time, RSF sends the entire library to
establish a clean synchronization boundary. In the process, RSF will want to clear the library on
the target machine before restoring the copy saved from production. If any objects cannot be
cleared, inquiry message RSF3136 is sent to the system operators message queue on the target
machine. The text for message RSF3136 is
Message . . . . : Unable to clear library &1. (C R I)
Cause . . . . . : An RSF synchronization job needs to clear library &1 on this machine before it
can continue but one or more objects in the library can not be deleted.
Recovery . . . : Do one of the following:
-- Type C to cancel the synchronization job.
-- Determine which objects in &1 can not be deleted, correct the problem and then type R to

retry the operation and let the synchronization job continue.
-- Type I to ignore the clear operation and let the synchronization job try to continue without
clearing the library.
To resolve the problem, manually delete any remaining objects in the target library and then
answer the message with an 'R', allowing the replication of the library to continue.

When to Journal
When in doubt, use journaling and remote journaling for replicating all of your libraries and IFS
directories. Remember:



For all IFS directories, and for any library that contain database files which
change frequently, using journaling and remote journaling is the only way to go.
For libraries that don't contain many journalable objects or that don't change
frequently, any journals created for replication will be small and insignificant.

Either way, you can't go wrong using journaling.

When not to Journal
Though it's easiest to just go ahead and specify journaling and remote journaling for all of your
libraries and IFS directories, you might consider omitting journaling when:



The library contains no database files, data areas or data queues. Or,
The library contains only source files and other non-file objects

Remote Journaling
Important: Remote journaling uses TCP ports 446 (DRDA), and 447 (DDM) and 3777 (remote
journaling proper). If you intend to use remote journaling and your source and target machines
are separated by a firewall, be sure to open ports 446, 447 and 3777. In addition, you should use
the Change DDM TCP/IP Attributes (CHGDDMTCPA) command on the target machine to
change the "Lowest authentication method" option to *USRID, as other options do not work in
most environments.
In general, you can use remote journaling any time journaling is used to replicate a library or IFS
directory.

Advantages of remote journaling:


The journal changes are sent more quickly and efficiently.



The journal changes are sent continuously and applied continuously. At
synchronization intervals, RSF checks the progress of the journal apply process
but does not need to send the journal entries.

Disadvantages of remote journaling:


All journal entries are sent, even those that are not needed for replication.



Filtering is not supported. *NO is assumed for the "Filter Journal Entries"
(FLTJRN) parameter.

Triggers and Library List Considerations
To avoid duplicate updates on the target machine, it is recommend that triggers be disabled on
the target. The easiest way to accomplish this is to use the default value of *YES for "Disable
triggers on target" (DISTRG) when setting the sync attributes for a library.
If you leave target triggers enabled, you must ensure that the trigger programs exist on the
target. In addition, the RSF job that applies journal changes on the target must be able to find
any trigger programs. If necessary, add libraries containing trigger programs to the Initial
Library List parameter of job descriptions RSF/RSFTCP2, RSF/RSF and RSF/RSFHAT. You
can use the Print Trigger Programs (PRTTRGPGM) command on the source machine to help
identify triggers.
Note: If your trigger programs update files that are being replicated by RSF, there is no need to
run these programs on the target machine. Specify *YES for "Disable triggers on target"
(DISTRG) when setting the sync attributes for a library. The RSF commands Change PF
Triggers (CHGTRGRSF) and Change PF Constraints (CHGCSTRSF) also make it easy to
disable triggers and constraints for all files in a library. When triggers are disabled on the target,
the triggers are automatically re-enabled after a role swap.

Multiple Journals Per Library
It's simpler if all objects in a given library are journaled to the same journal. However, if you
have a need to use multiple journals for a single library, RSF can still replicate all of the
changes. To accomplish this



Use different Set Names. Library sync entries are unique by From Library, To
Library, Server ID and Set Name.



Use the Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA) command to define
replication with journaling for each "from library", "to library", "to server ID" and
"set name" combination. With multiple journals per library, specify the same
"from library" and "to library" but a different set name for each journal.



For each Synchronization Attributes specification, exclude the files that are
journaled by the other journal. For all but one of the Synchronization Attributes
specifications, exclude all non-journaled object types (all objects other than
physical files, data areas and data queues) to avoid replicating those objects more
than once.



Use multiple instances of the Synchronize Libraries (SYNCLIBRSF) command to
replicate the "from" and "to" library to each set name, thus replicating all of the
changes from all of the journals used with the library.

System 36 Environment
If you are running the System 36 environment on your systems:


Be sure that the job used to submit replication tasks is not running in the S/36
environment. One way to do this is to specify *NONE for "Special Environment"
on the user profile that will be used to submit replication jobs.



Be sure that user profile RSFSRV has *NONE specified for "Special
Environment" on both the production and backup machines.



When replicating #LIBRARY, omit objects of type *S36. When #LIBRARY is
replicated for the first time, the library on the backup machine may not be able to
be cleared completely if it contains an *S36 object. If inquiry message RSF3136
is sent and the *S36 object is the only one that could not be cleared, take option
"I" to ignore the message and allow the replication to continue.

Is Everything OK?
How can you tell if the synchronization process is doing its job, without errors?

The best way is to use a System Monitor Program to notify you by email or text message if
there's a problem. See here for more info. You can also do the following:
On the production (source) machine:


Use the Work With Sync Attributes (WRKRSFSA) display. The last synchronization
date and error date for each item can be seen at a glance. You can also display the
detailed synchronization status for any item.



Run the Display Library Sync Status (DSPRSFSS), Display IFS Sync Status
(DSPRSFISS), Display System Sync Status (DSPRSFSSS) or Display Group Sync Status
(DSPRSFGSS) command independently.



To make doubly sure, you can use the Check Libraries (CHKLIBRSF), Check IFS
Directory (CHKDIRRSF) or Check System Items (CHKSYSRSF) command to compare
the contents of libraries, directories and system information. You can also access these
functions from the Work With Sync Attributes display by keying option 16 beside any
entry.



Look for RSF job logs. Select option 45 from the RSFHA menu.

On the backup (target) machine:


Look for history log messages. Select option 46 from the RSFHAT menu.



Look for RSF job logs. Select option 45 from the RSFHAT menu.



When an error occurs applying journal entries on the target machine, the save file
containing the transmitted journal entries is renamed to Jdddddhhmm, where ddddd is the
Julian date and hhmm is the time in hours and minutes. The library containing the file is
determined by the RSF requester entry on the target machine (WRKRSFRDE), but the
default library is RSFTEMP. A save file renamed in this way is not deleted by RSF;
these must be deleted manually.

Remember: RSF repairs most synchronization errors automatically, within a cycle or two. If
you see an error that appears to go away after a few cycles, it has most likely been fixed already
by RSF.

Role Swap
Overview

At any given time in a typical two-machine High Availability environment, one machine acts as
the source or production machine and the other acts as the target or backup machine. Users
interact only with the production machine. Replication keeps the backup machine synchronized
with the production machine; changes to the production machine are automatically mirrored on
the backup machine.
The machine that usually plays the production role is called the primary machine. The machine
that usually plays the backup role is called the secondary machine.
A role swap switches the perspective and the flow of data. If before the role swap, A was the
production machine and B was the backup machine, then after the role swap B acts as the
production machine and A (when available) acts as the backup machine. Ideally, users
experience minimal disruption while the swap is occurring. Once the role swap is complete,
users should not be able to detect the difference.
A role swap can be planned or unplanned.
A planned or deliberate role swap might occur for many reasons, including:


As a test of the backup system and the integrity of the replication
environment.



To allow software or hardware maintenance to occur on the primary
machine.

An unplanned role swap occurs when a hardware or other error on the production machine forces
that machine out of service. In such a case, the backup machine is swapped into production and
the former production machine will act as the backup machine and target for replication once the
error is corrected and it again becomes available for use.

Preparation
There are several steps you must take in order to be prepared for a role swap. The more
thorough your planning and advance preparation, the smoother your role swaps will be.
1. Ensure that all needed system information, libraries and IFS directories
are being replicated. After having performed a role swap is the wrong
time to discover that a needed library was not being replicated. This is the
most important item in the list.
2. Synchronize configuration information from production to backup and
from backup to production. When synchronizing from production to
backup, we recommend synchronizing to target library name
RSFCFGPRD. When synchronizing from backup to production, we

recommend synchronizing to target library name RSFCFGBKP.
The Change System Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSSA) command is used to
define the target library to use when synchronizing *CFG
information. The Synchronize System Info (SYNCSYSRSF) command is
used to perform the actual synchronization.
We recommend synchronizing configuration information at least daily, in
both directions.
3. Ensure that library RSF is synchronized in both directions as follows:
o

Do not journal the objects in RSF (specify *NONE for the Journal
parameter.) Otherwise, it will be very difficult to upgrade to a
future release of RSF.

o

Synchronize to a different target library name. (Important!)

o

Synchronize library RSF from production to backup and from
backup to production. When synchronizing from production to
backup, we recommend synchronizing to target library name
RSFPRD. When synchronizing from backup to production, we
recommend synchronizing to target library name RSFBKP.

o

We recommend synchronizing library RSF every hour or two, in
both directions.

o

You can use the Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA) to
omit all RSF *PGM objects from synchronization. Only nonprogram RSF objects need to be synchronized.

4. Create Synchronization Start Programs on both the production and backup
machines so that your replication environment can be started
consistently. See above for more details. The Synchronization Start
Program on the backup machine only needs to start synchronization for
configuration information and for library RSF, as described in points 2 and
3 above.
5. Create a Production to Backup role swap program. See below for more
information.
6. Create a Backup to Production role swap program. See below for more
information.

7. Use the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command (option 80 on
menu RSFHA) to set the value for the Current Replication Role (ROLE)
parameter.

Create a Production-to-Backup Role Swap Program
A Production to Backup Role Swap Program contains all the steps needed to convert the
production machine to the backup role. Creating your own program allows you to customize the
role swap process.
Two model programs are included in RSFTOOLS. See source members SWAPTOBKP and
SWAPTOBKP2 in file RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC. To create your own program, copy one of the
two programs to your own library and modify it there. Do not store your program in libraries
RSF or RSFTOOLS or it may be lost the next time you upgrade RSF. For complete system
integrity, you should replicate the library containing your program to the target machine.
We recommend creating a new library called RSFUSER in which to store source and objects for
user-written role swap and synchronization start programs.
The difference between SWAPTOBKP and SWAPTOBKP2 is that the former assumes IP
addresses and system configuration will be swapped. The latter does not.
Note that your Production to Backup Role Swap Program will be passed no parameters.
Once you've created your program, tell RSF where to find it by using the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command. Prompt the command, page down almost to the end and set the
"Role swap to backup" (SWAPTOBKP) parameter.
Note: Library RSFUSER and your Production to Backup Role Swap Program are created for you
automatically when you use the Initialize RSF-HA Setup (INZRSFHA) command to setup your
HA environment.

Create a Backup-to-Production Role Swap Program
A Backup to Production Role Swap Program contains all the steps needed to convert the
backup machine to the production role. Creating your own program allows you to customize the
role swap process.
Two model programs are included in RSFTOOLS. See source members SWAPTOPRD and
SWAPTOPRD2 in file RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC. To create your own program, copy
SWAPTOPRD to your own library and modify it there. Do not store your program in libraries
RSF or RSFTOOLS or it may be lost the next time you upgrade RSF. For complete system
integrity, you should replicate the library containing your program to the target machine.
We recommend creating a new library called RSFUSER in which to store source and objects for
user-written role swap and synchronization start programs.

The difference between SWAPTOPRD and SWAPTOPRD2 is that the former assumes IP
addresses and system configuration will be swapped. The latter does not.
Note that your Backup to Production Role Swap Program will be passed no parameters:
Once you've created your program, tell RSF where to find it by using the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command. Prompt the command, page down almost to the end and set the
"Role swap to production" (SWAPTOPRD) parameter.
Note: Library RSFUSER and your Backup to Production Role Swap Program are created for you
automatically when you use the Initialize RSF-HA Setup (INZRSFHA) command to setup your
HA environment.

Performing an Unplanned Role Swap
In the event that the primary machine unexpectedly goes down, swap the secondary machine into
production:
1. On the secondary machine, select option 89 from the RSFHAT
menu. You must be signed on as QSECOFR or equivalent. You you
must also run the option from the system console or specify *YES for
"Run in batch.".

Role Swap to Production
(SWAPPRDRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Run in batch . . . . . . . . . .
*NO
*YES, *NO
Are you sure? . . . . . . . . .
*NO
*YES, *NO
Current role . . . . . . . . . . *PROD

Fill in the command prompts and press Enter to begin the role
swap. Status messages keep you informed of progress. When the process
completes, users can resume their work. The former backup machine is
now acting as the production machine.

2. Once the problem with the primary machine is resolved and the machine
becomes available, convert it to the backup role by running option 89 from
the RSFHA menu. Again, you must be signed on as QSECOFR or
equivalent and you must either run the option from the system console or
specify *YES for "Run in batch.".
Note: When you first IPL the primary machine after fixing the problem that caused it to go
down, it's likely that it will try to start replication from itself to the secondary machine. After all,
when the primary machine went down, it was acting as the production machine. To avoid
causing a problem, make sure the RSF server is ended on the secondary machine before
restarting the primary. Then, swap the primary to the backup role as soon as the IPL
completes. After that, you can restart the RSF server on the secondary machine.

Role Swap to Backup (SWAPBKPRSF))
Type choices, press Enter..
Run in batch . . . . . . . . . .. *NOO
Are you sure? . . . . . . . . .. *NOO
Current role . . . . . . . . . . *PRODD

*YES, *NOO
*YES, *NOO

3. You will now be replicating from the secondary to the primary machine,
with the secondary machine functioning as production. To swap back,
wait until all replication jobs are caught up and then follow steps 4
through 6 of a planned, full swap.

Performing a Planned Role Swap
A planned role swap can take several forms. The following table summarizes the options.
Type
Full

Archive

Description
Complete swap of both
machines

Relative Benefits
Takes the longest, but exercises role swaps in
both directions on both machines. Any user data
changes made during the role swap are preserved.
Primary machine is taken off Faster than Full, but slower than Compare. Good
line but is not swapped. Only simulation of an unplanned role swap. User data
the secondary machine is
changes made during the role swap are discarded.
swapped. RSF's
archive/refresh tools are used Before swapping the secondary machine to the
to roll back any changes made production role, all libraries and directories are
on the secondary machine
archived. After returning the secondary machine
while testing the role swap.

to the backup role, all libraries and directories are
refreshed from the archive.
Compare
Primary machine is taken off Faster than Archive but slower than Readline but is not swapped. Only Only. Good simulation of an unplanned role
the secondary machine is
swap. User data changes made during the role
swapped. RSF's compare
swap are discarded.
tools are used to roll back any
changes made on the
After returning the secondary machine to the
secondary machine while
backup role, a compare of all libraries and
testing the role swap.
directories is launched from the primary
machine. Objects that were changed on the
secondary machine are refreshed when replication
from the primary to the secondary machine
resumes.
Read-Only
Primary machine is taken off Fastest option. Users can view but not change
line but is not swapped. Only any data during the role swap.
the secondary machine is
swapped.
(RSF does not enforce the read-only restriction
during the role swap. The system administrator is
responsible for enforcement.)
Test-WhileThe "Test-While-Active
This has all the benefits of "Compare" or "ReadActive (Most swap" is like the "Compare" Only", plus it allows you to perform a test swap
Recommended) or "Read-Only" swap, except during working hours, while users continue
that work continues on the
updating files on the primary machine.
primary machine during the
test.

To perform a Full role swap:
1. Warn users to sign off the primary (production) machine.
2. Swap the primary machine to the backup role by running option 89 from
the RSFHA menu. You must be signed on as QSECOFR or equivalent
and you must either run the option from the system console or specify
*YES for "Run in batch.". Wait for the swap to complete.
3. Swap the secondary machine to the production role by running option 89
from the RSFHAT menu. When the swap completes, users can sign back
on and resume work. The secondary machine is now the production
machine.
4. When you're ready to swap back, warn users to sign off the secondary
machine.

5. Swap the secondary machine to the backup role by running option 89 from
the RSFHA menu. Wait for the swap to complete.
6. Swap the primary machine to the production role by running option 89
from the RSFHAT menu. When the swap completes, users can sign back
on and resume work. The primary machine is again the production
machine.

To perform an Archive role swap:
1. Warn users to sign off the primary machine.
2. Take the primary machine offline by doing one of the following,
depending on the requirements of your environment:
o
o
o

End subsystem QINTER, end the RSF server function and hold the
synchronization job queue RSFUSER/RSFHA.
End all subsystems
Power down the system.

3. Swap the secondary machine to the production role by running option 89
from the RSFHAT menu. The secondary machine is now the production
machine, but the next step should be completed before any changes are
made to user libraries.
4. Use the Archive from Sync Attributes (ARCATTRSF) command to
archive all production libraries and IFS directories on the secondary
machine. When the the archive is complete, users can sign on and make
changes.
5. When you're ready to swap back, warn users to sign off the secondary
machine.
6. Use the Refresh from Sync Attributes (REFATTRSF) command to refresh
all production libraries and IFS directories on the secondary
machine. Note: Be sure to omit library RSF from the refresh.
7. Swap the secondary machine to the backup role by running option 89 from
the RSFHA menu. Wait for the swap to complete.
8. Restart the primary machine. When the machine comes back up, users can
sign back on and resume work. The primary machine is again the
production machine.

To perform a Compare role swap:
1. Warn users to sign off the primary machine.
2. Take the primary machine offline by doing one of the following,
depending on the requirements of your environment:
o
o
o

End subsystem QINTER, end the RSF server function and hold the
synchronization job queue RSFUSER/RSFHA.
End all subsystems
Power down the system.

3. Swap the secondary machine to the production role by running option 89
from the RSFHAT menu. When the swap completes, users can sign on
and make changes. The secondary machine is now the production
machine.
4. When you're ready to swap back, warn users to sign off the secondary
machine.
5. Swap the secondary machine to the backup role by running option 89 from
the RSFHA menu. Wait for the swap to complete.
6. Restart the primary machine. As soon as the primary machine is available,
users can sign on and resume work. The primary machine is again acting
as the production machine.
7. Use the Check Defined Items (CHKATTRSF) command on the primary
machine to identify changed objects on the secondary machine. Be sure to
press F10 to see all parameters and specify REFRESH(*YES) and
CMPACT(*AUTO). Specify RSFUSER/RSFHA or something equivalent
for Job Description. Any changed objects on the secondary machine will
be refreshed in the normal course of replication.

To perform a Read-Only role swap:
1. Warn users to sign off the primary machine.
2. Take the primary machine offline by doing one of the following,
depending on the requirements of your environment:

o
o
o

End subsystem QINTER, end the RSF server function and hold the
synchronization job queue RSFUSER/RSFHA.
End all subsystems
Power down the system.

3. Swap the secondary machine to the production role by running option 89
from the RSFHAT menu. When the swap completes, users can sign on
view items without making any changes. The secondary machine is now
the production machine.
4. When you're ready to swap back, warn users to sign off the secondary
machine.
5. Swap the secondary machine to the backup role by running option 89 from
the RSFHA menu. Wait for the swap to complete.
6. Restart the primary machine. When the machine comes up, users can sign
back on and resume work. The primary machine is again the production
machine.

To perform a Test-While-Active role swap:
Note: Users can continue working and making changes to the primary machine throughout all of
the following steps.
1. Make the primary machine invisible to the secondary machine from the
point of view of RSF:
o
o

End the RSF server function on the primary machine. (RSFHA
menu option 3.)
End all replication jobs on the primary machine using a command
similar to the following, or RSFHA menu option 30:
RSF/ENDSYNCRSF JOB(*ALL) RMTJRNJOB(*ALL) WAIT(5)
DELAY(15)

2. Swap the secondary machine to the production role by running option 89
from the RSFHA menu. When the swap completes, users can sign
on. The secondary machine is now behaving like the production
machine. Decide whether you want to allow changes to be made to the
secondary machine during the test.
3. When you're ready to swap back, warn users to sign off the secondary
machine.

4. Clear job queue RSFUSER/RSFHA on the secondary machine to to
remove any synchronization jobs that may have been submitted in a
previous step:
CLRJOBQ JOBQ(RSFUSER/RSFHA) LOG(*NONE)
5. Swap the secondary machine to the backup role by running option 89 from
the RSFHA menu. Wait for the swap to complete.
6. Restart RSF on the primary machine:



Start the RSF server function (RSFHA menu option 2.)
Start replication (RSFHA menu option 20.)

7. If you allowed changes to be made to the secondary machine during the
test, use the Check Defined Items (CHKATTRSF) command on the
primary machine to identify objects that were changed during the test on
the secondary machine. Be sure to press F10 to see all parameters and
specify parameters as shown below:
CHKATTRSF SERVER(my_server) IFS(*YES) CMPACTWAIT(500) ALWDIF(*RLS)
JOBD(RSFUSER/RSFHAC) REFRESH(*YES)
Replace "my_server" with the RSF server ID used to access the secondary machine from the
primary machine. Any objects that were changed during the test on the secondary machine will
be refreshed in the normal course of replication.

Special Considerations for Two-Way Mirroring
Two-way mirroring is needed if the objects being synchronized can be updated on both the
source and target machines. This type of replication can present special challenges.
A more typical application mix on a single machine would allow different users and different
applications to be interacting with and updating a single data set. In this scenario, integrity is
maintained by the operating system via record and object locks.

Even a distributed application which accesses a single data set via DDM or SQL gets a lot of
help from the operating system in maintaining integrity.
With replication or mirroring, however, there are two distinct copies of the data. When both
copies can be updated directly by user applications, extra care must be taken to ensure that the
copies do not diverge. RSF helps facilitate two-way mirroring in the following ways:


RSF can process target updates by unique key rather than by relative record
number. This helps ensure that a given record is referred to consistently across
systems.



RSF understands which changes to files being replicated were made by the RSF
synchronization process itself and by user exit programs, thus preventing these
changes from being applied redundantly to the original machine.



User exit programs can be tied to target files, giving you full control over how
files are updated in a two-way mirroring environment.

User Exit Programs
Some file updates require special handling in a two-way mirroring environment. Here's a classic
example:
Assume a given file contains a counter or total field called NUMBER. NUMBER could
represent inventory on hand, last used order number, last date accessed, etc. With one-way
replication, changes to the file on machine A can be applied literally to machine B. With two-way
mirroring, however, an increment to NUMBER in a record on machine A should result in an
equivalent increment to NUMBER in the same record on machine B, keeping in mind that
NUMBER may have been incremented by a program local to machine B before the change from
A is received. This can easily be handled by an exit program which looks at the before and after
values for NUMBER and increments the field in the target record appropriately.
Exit programs are passed the following parameters:







File name (CHAR 10)
Library name (CHAR 10)
Member name (CHAR 10)
Image length (BIN 4)
Before image (CHAR *)
After image (CHAR *)

It is the user's responsibility to ensure that exit programs are well behaved. In particular, they
should:



Run quickly.
End with an exception if an error is encountered.




Handle internal errors. Don't hang waiting for a message reply.
Remain active (in RPG, don't set on LR) between calls to improve performance.

See source member UPDATEEXIT in RSFTOOLS/QCSRC for a sample exit program.
To associate an exit program with a target file, use the Change Unique Key
Association (CHGRSFUKEY) command on the target machine. Specify the physical file name
for the PFILE parameter and the qualified exit program name for the EXITUPD parameter.
Do not place your exit programs in libraries RSF or RSFTOOLS as they may be lost at the next
RSF upgrade.

Setup Recommendations
Apart from any needed user exit programs, here are additional recommendations for setting up
two-way replication for a library.
1. First, decide if one machine should be considered the primary. The primary
machine has the final say if there's a discrepancy. When any new object is created
on the primary machine, it is always sent to the secondary machine. The primary
machine is also allowed to refresh whole objects to the secondary machine when
they get out of sync.
A new object that appears on a secondary machine is not sent to the other
machine unless:



The object is journalable (a database file, *DTAARA or *DTAQ) and it was
originally created on the secondary machine, or
The object is not journalable and it does not already exist on the other machine.

Where appropriate, you can designate both machines as secondary machines.
1. Use different journal names for replicating the library in each direction. For
example, when replicating library TEST from machine A to B, you might specify
JRNLIB/TEST for the journal and RMTJRNLIB/TEST for the remote journal as
usual. Then, for replicating from B to A, use different journal names such as
JRNLIB/RTEST for the journal and RMTJRNLIB/RTEST for the remote
journal. (In this example, the "R" at the beginning of the journal names stands for
"reverse".)
2. Replicate by unique key. (See the recommended sync attribute settings below.)
3. Start replication on the primary in the normal way. When the first replication
cycle completes, use a manual sync point to start replication on the secondary. If
neither machine is designated as primary, treat one machine as primary for the
purposes of starting replication.

4. Make sure that your sync start programs set the PRIMARY parameter
appropriately on all SYNCxxxRSF commands when starting replication jobs for
this library.
5. On a secondary machine, use the following values when setting sync attributes for
the library:

Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA)
Type choices, press Enter..
Apply journal entries by

. . . . *KEY

Refresh on journal apply error
*NONE, *SAME
Create standby journal

*NONE

. . . . . *NO

*KEY, *RRN, *SAME
*DATA, *ALL,

*YES, *NO, *SAME

6. On a primary machine, you can use the same values as shown above, or you can
specify *DATA for "Refresh on journal apply error" if desired.

Additional HA Tools
RSF provides additional tools to help you fine-tune your HA environment. Many of these are
used internally by RSF in the course of replicating your system. Several are used in the model
Sync Start and Role Swap programs provided in RSFTOOLS. Each tool has a corresponding CL
command with extensive online help text.

Compare
The following commands allow you to compare objects in one or more libraries or directories.

Command

Description

Menu

Option on
Work
With
Sync
Attributes
Display

Check Libraries
(CHKLIBRSF)

Check Objects
(CHKOBJRSF)
Check IFS
Directory
(CHKDIRRSF)

Check IFS Object
(CHKIFSRSF)
Check Defined
Items
(CHKATTRSF)

Used to determine if the
RSFINT 16
objects in two libraries
match. A report or an output
file is generated, listing any
unmatched objects.
In a replication environment,
you can use the "Refresh
unmatched objects"
(REFRESH) parameter to
cause any unmatched objects
to be automatically
refreshed.
Used to determine if two
RSFINT
objects match.
Use this command to
RSFINT 16
determine if two IFS
directories, their contents and
subdirectories match. A
report or an output file is
generated, listing any
unmatched objects.
In a replication environment,
you can use the "Refresh
unmatched objects"
(REFRESH) parameter to
cause any unmatched objects
to be automatically
refreshed.
Used to determine if two IFS RSFINT
objects match.
Use this command to check RSFINT
the objects in some or all of
the libraries and IFS
directories defined on your
Work With Sync Attributes
(WRKRSFSA) display. The
libraries and directories are
compared to their
counterparts on the target
machine to determine if they
match.
The Check Libraries

(CHKLIBRSF) command is
run for each selected library.
The Check IFS Directory
(CHKDIRRSF) command is
run for each selected IFS
directory.

Clean
The following commands allow you to delete orphan objects from a DR target machine. Objects
that are replicated without journaling are not always deleted from the backup machine when the
associated object is deleted from the production machine. These commands provides a way to
periodically clean up those orphan objects.

Command

Description

Clean Library
(CLNLIBRSF)

Option on
Work
With
Menu
Sync
Attributes
Display
RSFINT 20

Use this command on a
backup machine to delete
objects that do not exist in
the associated library on the
production machine.
Clean Directory
Use this command on a
RSFINT 20
(CLNDIRRSF)
backup machine to delete
objects that do not exist in
the associated directory on
the production machine.
Clean Defined Items Use this command to clean RSFINT
(CLNATTRSF)
some or all of the libraries
and IFS directories defined
on your Work With Sync
Attributes (WRKRSFSA)
display. The libraries and
directories on the target
machine are cleaned, using
libraries and directories on
the production machine for
reference.
The Clean Library
(CLNLIBRSF) command is
run for each selected library.

The Clean Directory
(CLNDIRRSF) command is
run for each selected IFS
directory.

Journal Management
The following commands help you manage your journals and remote journals. Note that:




RSF can create replication journals and remote journals for you when you define
sync attributes using the Change Library Sync Attributes (CHGRSFSA), Change
IFS Sync Attributes (CHGRSFISA) and Change System Sync Attributes
(CHGRSFSSA commands.
RSF can manage replication journal receivers for you--creating new ones and
deleting old ones per your specifications--by properly setting the "RSF manages
the journal" (MNGRSF), "Change receiver every" (CHGRCV) and "Days to keep
receivers" (KEEPRCV) parameters on the three sync attribute commands
mentioned above.

Command

Description

Analyze Journal
Entries
(ANZJRNRSF)

Use this command to
RSFINT2
analyze the entries in a
journal to determine the
number of entries
attributable to objects with
names that begin with each
letter of the alphabet. This
can be useful, for example,
in deciding how to devide
up journaling for a library
when the transaction rate is
such that journaling all
objects in the library to a
single journal would not be
efficient or convenient.
Use this command to
RSFINT2 18
determine the oldest journal
receiver still in use by RSFHA and the synchronization
entry that is using it.

Check Journal
Usage
(CHKJRNRSF)

Menu

Option on
Work
With
Sync
Attributes
Display

Clear Journal
(CLRJRNRSF)

Delete Journal
(DLTJRNRSF)

Display Journal
(DSPJRN)
End Remote
Journaling
(ENDRJRSF)
Retrieve JRNRCV
Boundary
(RTVJRBRSF)

Work with Journal
Attributes
(WRKJRNA)

Use this command to clear
all of the current journal
entries from one more
journals in a given library.
Use this command to
completely delete a journal
and all of its associated
journal receivers.
The IBM Display Journal
command.
Use this command to
suspend or remove remote
journals associated with one
more local journals.
Use this command within a
CL program to determine
the first journal receiver
containing entries generated
on or after a specific date.
The IBM Work With
Journal Attributes
command.

RSFINT2

RSFINT2
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RSFINT2

RSFINT2
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Replication Management
The following commands allow you to manage your replication environment,

Command

Description

Use this option to wake a
replication job that is
currently sleeping on the
job queue and cause it to
run now.
Use this option to work
with spooled files
associated with a sync
entry.

Menu

Option on
Work
With
Sync
Attributes
Display
RN

WS

Use this option to delete
spooled files associated
with a sync entry.
Change Library Sync Use this command to
RSFHA
Attributes
change the synchronization
(CHGRSFSA)
attributes for a given
source library, target
library and server
combination.
Change IFS Sync
Use this command to
RSFHA
Attributes
change the synchronization
(CHGRSFISA)
attributes for a given
source directory, target
directory and server
combination.
Change System Sync Use this command to
RSFHA
Attributes
change the synchronization
(CHGRSFSSA)
attributes for system
information such as user
profiles, system values, etc.
Delete Library Sync Use this command to delete
Attributes
the synchronization
(DLTRSFSA)
attributes for library. By
default, journals associated
with the sync entry are also
deleted.
Delete IFS Sync
Use this command to delete
Attributes
the synchronization
(DLTRSFISA)
attributes for directory. By
default, journals associated
with the sync entry are also
deleted.
Delete System Sync Use this command to delete
Attributes
the synchronization
(DLTRSFSSA)
attributes for system
information.
Delete All Sync
Use this command to delete
Spooled Files
all replication spooled files.
(DLTSSPLRSF)
Display Library Sync Use this command to
Status (DSPRSFSS) display information about a
library synchronization
task.

DS

2, F6

2, F6

2, F6

4

4

4

DA

5

Display IFS Sync
Status (DSPRSFISS)

Display System Sync
Status (DSPRSFSSS)

Display Defined Item
Status (DSPRSFDSS)

End Synchronization
Job (ENDSYNCRSF)
Set Sync Attributes
For a List
(SETRSFSA)
Start Synchronization
(STRSYNCRSF)

Synchronize Libraries
(SYNCLIBRSF)
Synchronize IFS
Directories
(SYNCIFSRSF)
Synchronize System
Info (SYNCSYSRSF)

Synchronize List of
Items
(SYNCLSTRSF)
Synchronize From
Attributes
(SYNCATTRSF)

Use this command to
display information about
an IFS synchronization
task.
Use this command to
display information about a
system synchronization
task.
Use this command to
display information about
some or all of the items in
your Work With Sync
Attributes list.
Use this command to end
one or more local or
remote replication jobs.
Use this command to
change the synchronization
attributes for several
libraries at once.
Use this command to start
replication of all of your
libraries, IFS directories
and system info in a
customized manner, as
defined in your custom
Sync Start Program.
Use this command to
launch a new replication
job for a library.
Use this command to
launch a new replication
job for an IFS directory.
Use this command to
launch a new replication
job for system
information..
Use this command to
launch new replication jobs
for all libraries in a userdefined list.
Use this command to
launch new replication jobs
for each item defined in

5

5

RSFHA EJ, ER

RSFHA

RSFHA

RSFHA 8

RSFHA 8

RSFHA 8

RSFHA

RSFHA

your Work With Sync
Attributes list.
Work with Job
The IBM Work with Job
WJ
(WRKJOB)
command. Use this to
work with a replication job.
Work With Sync Jobs Use this command to work RSFHA F9
(WRKRSFSJOB)
with active and waiting
replication jobs.

Archive/Refresh
The following commands allow you to save a copy of a library or directory, experiment with
changes, and then restore the library or directory to its previous state.

Command

Description

Archive Library
(ARCLIBRSF)

Use this command to take a RSFINT
snapshot of a library and
store it in another library.
The archive can be used in
the future to restore the
library to the state it had at
the time the archive was
created.
Use this command to take a RSFINT
snapshot of an IFS directory
and store it in a library. The
archive can be used in the
future to restore the
directory to the state it had
at the time the archive was
created.
Use this command to
RSFINT
archive some or all of the
libraries and IFS directories
defined on your Work With
Sync Attributes
(WRKRSFSA) display.
Use this command to refresh RSFINT
a library from an archive

Archive IFS
Directory
(ARCDIRRSF)

Archive from Sync
Attributes
(ARCATTRSF)

Refresh Library
(REFLIBRSF)

Menu

Option on
Work
With
Sync
Attributes
Display

Refresh IFS
Directory
(REFDIRRSF)

Refresh from Sync
Attributes
(REFATTRSF)

that was created previously
with the Archive Library
(ARCLIBRSF) command.
Use this command to refresh RSFINT
an IFS directory from an
archive that was created
previously with the Archive
IFS Directory
(ARCDIRRSF) command.
Use this command to refresh RSFINT
some or all of the libraries
and IFS directories defined
on your Work With Sync
Attributes (WRKRSFSA)
display.

Miscellaneous

Command

Description

Purge Spooled
Files
(PRGSPLFRSF)
Get Bandwidth
Info
(GETBWRSF)

Use this command to delete RSFADV
selected spooled files that are
more than n days old.
Use this command to collect RSFINT
information about the
bandwidth required to handle
replication in your
environment.
Use this command to display RSFINT
or print bandwidth
requirement information. The
nformation must have been
collected previously using the
Get Bandwidth Info
(GETBWRSF) command.
Use this command within an
RSF High Availability role
swap program to enable or

Display
Bandwidth
Requirements
(DSPBWRSF)

Change PF
Constraints
(CHGCSTRSF)

Menu

Option on
Work
With
Sync
Attributes
Display

disable physical file
constraints for many files at
once.
Change PF
Use this command within an
Triggers
RSF High Availability role
(CHGTRGRSF) swap program to enable or
disable physical file triggers
for many files at once.
Change User
Use this command within an
Profiles
RSF High Availability role
(CHGPRFRSF)
swap program to set the
*ENABLED/*DISABLED
status of many user profiles.
Is IFS Object
Use this command to
RSFINT2
Omitted?
determine whether a
(CHKIOMTRSF) particular IFS object is
excluded by the omit
specifications associated with
the sync attributes for a
directory.
Copy IFS
Use this command to copy
RSFINT2
Authority
the private authorities from
(CPYIAUTRSF) one IFS object to another.
Set Condition
Use this command to prompt
Parameters
for parameters for any
(SETCDNRSF)
predefined condition.
Check Condition Use this command within a
(CHKCDNRSF) CL program to check a
condition. The condition may
be predefined by RSF or user
defined.
Set User Condition Use this command to prompt
Parameters
for parameters for a user(SETCDNUSR) defined condition.
Display Condition Use this command--along
(DSPCDNRSF)
with either the Set Condition
Parameters (SETCDNRSF)
or the Set User Condition
Parameters (SETCDNUSR)
command--to test a condition
program.

Change PF While Active
Use this function to change the layout of a physical file with minimal disruption. The file can be
in use during the change except for a brief time at the end when the new format is installed.
For large files, using the system CHGPF or the ALTER TABLE functions to change a file layout
is not always practical because these operations run for a long time during which the file is
unavailable.
The Change PF While Active (CHGPFRSF) command makes changing large file layouts
practical. The file format is changed in the background and all record and member changes
made during the update process are preserved.
Note:
1. As always when changing a file layout, you must coordinate the installation of this
change with updated programs that reference the new file format.
2. During the change process, a copy of the original file is made in a temporary library. You
must ensure that adequate disk space is available in the auxiliary storage pool (ASP) of
the original file to allow for the temporary copy.
The prompted version of the CHGPFRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to jump
to a particular command parameter description.
Change PF While Active (CHGPFRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Physical file . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . .
Action to perform . . . . .
Restart . . . . . . . . . .
Ignore inquiry messages . .
Ignore journal apply errors
Source file . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . .
Source member . . . . . . .
Source type . . . . . . . .
Message queue . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Name
*LIBL
*PREP
*NO
*NO
*NO
Name
*LIBL
*FILE
*AUTO
Name
*LIBL

Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*PREP, *SYNC, *ENDSYNC...
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *FILE
*AUTO, *DDS, *SQL
Name, *LIBL

The parameters for the CHGPFRSF command are described below in the order that they appear
on the command prompt.
Physical File

Enter the qualified name of a file to change.
The possible file values are:
name:

Enter the name of an
existing physical file.

The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The file is found in the job library list.
*CURLIB The file is found in the current library.
Enter the name of the library that
name:
contains the file to be changed.
Action to Perform
Specify the action to perform.
Note: The file must be prepared before it can be synchronized or installed.
The possible values are:
*PREP:

*SYNC

The file is prepared. A temporary
work library is created, a copy of the
file is placed in the work library and
the record layout of the copy is
changed. This operation may run for
a long time. The original file is fully
accessible during this step.
A batch job is launched which keeps
the file copy up to date with the
original.
Note: The *SYNC step is launched
automatically upon successful
completion of the *PREP step. Use
the *SYNC option to restart
synchronization if it was ended
manually or the system was powered
down before the changed file could
be installed. When restarted,
synchronization automatically picks
up where is left off.

The original file is fully accessible
during this step.
*ENDSYNC: Use this option to end
synchronization between the original
file and the copy, if desired.
*INSTALL Use this option to install the updated
file into production. The file cannot
be used during the install step. Any
outstanding changes to the file
are applied before it is installed.

*CANCEL

To minimize the time during which
the file is inaccessible, wait until
most record and member level
changes have been applied to the file
copy before beginning the
installation. You can use the Message
Queue (MSGQ) parameter to be
notified when this occurs.
Use this option to cancel the
operation for a file that has been
prepared but not installed.

Restart
Specify whether to restart the *PREP operation.
This parameter is ignored unless *PREP is specified for "Action to Perform".
The possible values are:
*NO: If preparation of the file has started and the
install step has not completed, the operation
will end in error.
*YES: The *PREP operation is restarted for the file,
even if the file was already prepared and
ready to be installed.
Ignore Inquiry Messages
Specify whether to ignore certain inquiry messages during the *PREP and *INSTALL steps.
Specify *YES for this parameter if you want to ensure that the operation runs unattended.
The possible values are:

*NO: Any inquiry messages must be answered
explicitly.
*YES: Inquiry messages CPA7027 and CPA32B2
are ignored. A default response of "I" is
assumed.
Ignore Journal Apply Errors
Specify whether to install the changed file even if some of the record-level changes made by
users while the file was being prepared could not be replicated successfully.
This parameter is ignored unless *INSTALL is specified for "Action to Perform".
Note: You can use a command like "DSPLOG MSGID(RSF4211)" to obtain more information
about any journal apply errors.
The possible values are:
*NO: If any record-level changes could not be
replicated to the work file, the work file
cannot be installed in production.
*YES: The updated file can be installed even if some
record-level changes made during file
preparation could not be replicated to the
work file.
Source File
Specify the source file that contains DDS or SQL instructions for changing the file layout.
This parameter is required if *PREP is specified for "Action to Perform". Otherwise, it is
ignored.
The possible file values are:
name:

Enter the name of an
existing source file.

The possible library values are:
The source file is found in the job
library list.
The source file is found in the current
*CURLIB
library.
*LIBL:

name:

Enter the name of the library that
contains the source file to use.

Source Member
Specify the source member that contains DDS or SQL instructions for changing the file layout.
This parameter is ignored unless *PREP is specified for "Action to Perform".
The possible values are:
*FILE: The member name is the same as the name
of the file being updated.
name: Enter the name of the member to use.
Source Type
Indicate whether the source member contains DDS or SQL specifications.
The possible values are:
*AUTO: The source type of the source member is
used to determine the type of specifications
contained in the member. If the source type
begins with "PF", *DDS is assumed.
Otherwise, *SQL is assumed.
*DDS: The source member contains DDS
specifications suitable for use with the
CRTPF or CHGPF command.
*SQL: The source member contains SQL
statements, including at least one "ALTER
TABLE" statement.
Note: The name of the file specified on
ALTER TABLE statements in the source
member is ignored. RSF replaces the file
name in ALTER TABLE statements with
w/n, where w is the name of the work
library for this operation, and n it the name
of the file to be changed.
Message Queue

If specified, this is the queue to which massages are sent indicating the progress of the change
operation. You can monitor this message queue in another job to determine when the *PREP,
*SYNC and *INSTALL steps have completed.
The messages and their meanings are as follows:
RSF7270: Sent when the *PREP step completes.
RSF7271: Sent the first time all record-level
changes to the file have been processed.
This includes all changes made since
the beginning of the *PREP step.
RSF7272: Sent when installation of the updated
file is complete.
The possible message queue values are:
name:

Enter the name of an
existing message queue.

The possible library values are:
The message queue is found in the job
library list.
The message queue is found in the
*CURLIB
current library.
Enter the name of the library that
name:
contains the message queue.
*LIBL:

Chapter 6: What You Can Do With RSF
This chapter describes the kinds of things you can do with RSF.

Replication
With RSF's optional High Availability feature installed, you can replicate libraries, IFS
directories, user profiles, system values, network attributes authorization lists and more to a
secondary machine or partition.
You define replication attributes for each library with the Change Library Sync Attributes
(CHGRSFSA) command or the Set Sync Attributes For a List (SETRSFSA) command. You

define replication attributes for system information with the Change System Sync Attributes
(CHGRSFSSA) command.
Start replicating libraries with the Synchronize Libraries (SYNCLIBRSF) command or the
Synchronize List of Items (SYNCLSTRSF) command. Start replicating system information with
the Synchronize System Info (SYNCSYSRSF) command or the Synchronize List of Items
(SYNCLSTRSF) command. Start replicating IFS directories with the Synchronize IFS
Directories (SYNCIFSRSF) command.
Menu RSFHA and the Work With Sync Attributes (WRKRSFSA) display provide a central
place from which to manage your HA environment.
See Chapter 5: High Availability and Mirroring for more information.

Object Distribution
RSF makes it easy to send and retrieve all kinds of objects between iSeries machines.
Objects. For objects stored in libraries, use the Send Objects (SNDOBJRSF) and Retrieve
Objects (RTVOBJRSF) commands.
File Members. To copy database file members between systems, use the Copy File Using RSF
(CPYFRSF) command.
Libraries. For entire libraries, use the Send Library (SNDLIBRSF) and Retrieve Library
(RTVLIBRSF) commands.
IFS Objects. For IFS objects, use the Send IFS Objects (SNDIFSRSF) and Retrieve IFS Objects
(RTVIFSRSF) commands.
Save Files. To send and retrieve save files you've prepared yourself, use the Send Save File
(SNDSAVFRSF) and Retrieve Save File (RTVSAVFRSF) commands.
Broadcast. Have a set of objects you would like to distribute to 10, 100 or 1,000
machines? RSF's broadcast support allows you to send it to all of them simultaneously. Just
specify *BROADCAST for "Connection method" on the Add Server Directory Entry
(ADDRSFSDE) command. See the command help text for more information. Also see
Appendix F: Sending Broadcasts. (Broadcast is supported for TCP/IP networks only.)
Whole System. To copy an entire system--from user profiles and libraries to spooled files and
system values--use the Copy Entire System (CPYSYSRSF) command.

Spooled File Management
RSF makes it easy to send and retrieve spooled files between machines.
Ad Hoc. To send or retrieve one or more spooled files immediately, use the Send Spooled Files
(SNDSPLFRSF) and Retrieve Spooled Files (RTVSPLFRSF) commands.
Work With. To work with a list of spooled files and select spooled files to send from the list,
use the Work With Spooled Files Using RSF (WRKSPLFRSF) command. From the list, key 1
beside a spooled file to send it; key 3 beside a spooled file to copy it or split it into multiple parts.
Automatic. To automatically forward spooled files to another system as they show up in an
output queue, use the Start Monitoring Output Queue (STRMONOUTQ) command. Use the
End Monitoring Output Queue (ENDMONOUTQ) command to stop forwarding the spooled
files.
Search. To find a spooled file containing a particular character string , use the Find Spooled File
(FNDSPLFRSF) command.

Send Email
RSF makes it easy to send email and text messages from any iSeries program or command
line. You can also attach libraries, objects, spooled files and IFS objects to your email.
General. To send a general email message, with or without attachments, use the Send Email
(SNDEMLRSF).
Quickly Mail Objects. To quickly email objects, use the Email Library (EMLLIBRSF), Email
Objects (EMLOBJRSF) and Email IFS Objects (EMLIFSRSF) commands.
Quickly Mail Spooled Files. To quickly email spooled files, use the Work With Spooled Files
Using RSF (WRKSPLFRSF) command. From the list, key 1 beside a spooled file to email it.

Automatic System Monitoring
RSF let's you check any number of conditions on your machine and take action if anything needs
attention. You can tell RSF to monitor things like:





The health and status of your High Availability environment.
The status of a user application.
Error conditions, such as the creation of a particular job log or the appearance of a
particular message on a message queue.
Critical system run attributes, such as CPU or disk utilization.

And much, much more. In fact, there's no limit to the things RSF can monitor for you on your
system. When a critical condition is detected, RSF can send an email or text message to the
recipients of your choice.
See the Check Condition (CHKCDNRSF) command for more information.

Distribute Fixes and Object Packages
RSF lets you define packages of objects which can be transmitted between systems. A package
consists of a save file containing the objects, and these optional parts:





Cover letter
Automatic installation program
Pre-processing program
Post-processing program

You can send and retrieve packages using the Send RSF Package (SNDRSFPKG) and Retrieve
RSF Package (RTVRSFPKG) commands.
Users can also work with a list of packages available to them with the Work With RSF Catalog
(WRKRSFCAT) command and associated display. From the display, users can select packages
to be downloaded and installed according to the instructions in the custom installation program
included with the package. Installation programs are written by the package creator.
See Chapter 11: Packages for more information about RSF packages.

System Management and Remote Support

In addition to Object Distribution and Automatic System Monitoring, RSF provides many other
powerful system management tools.
Submit Repeating Job. Use the Submit Repeating Job (SBMRJOBRSF) command to submit a
job that will repeat at regular intervals.
Forward Messages. Use the Start Message Queue Monitor (STRRSFMSGM) command to
monitor remote message queues from a central iSeries. This function is sometimes called Remote
Console Support because it allows you to forward system console messages from remote
machines to a central machine.
Messages forwarded from remote machines are directed to a message queue on the central
machine. Answering forwarded inquiry messages on the central machine causes the specified
reply to be sent automatically to the originating remote machine.
Forward Spooled Files. To automatically forward spooled files to another system as they show
up in an output queue, use the Start Monitoring Output Queue (STRMONOUTQ)
command. Use the End Monitoring Output Queue (ENDMONOUTQ) command to stop
forwarding the spooled files.
Forward Data Queue Messages. To automatically forward data queue entries to another
system, use the Start Data Queue Link (STRDTAQLNK) command. Use the End Data Queue
Link (ENDDTAQLNK) command to stop forwarding queue entries.
Copy Entire System. Ideal for streamlining hardware upgrades and machine replacements, the
Copy Entire System (CPYSYSRSF) command lets you copy everything from your old to your
new machine. User profiles, libraries, spooled files, system values, IFS directoriescopy it all
with a single command.
Location Lists. With RSF, you can create lists of remote locations to work with. You can then
use various RSF commands to:



Schedule a transmission to each location: Schedule RSF Transmission
(SCDRSFTNS).
Send objects, libraries, and packages to each location:
Send Objects Using RSF (SNDOBJRSF)
Send Library Using RSF (SNDLIBRSF)
Send RSF Package (SNDRSFPKG)
Send IFS Objects (SNDIFSRSF)
Run Command (RUNCMDRSF)

See Location Lists in Chapter 9, Requester Operations for more information about location lists.
Ensure Needed User Profiles Exist. When sending objects to remote machines, the operating
system will complain if the user profile that owns an object on the original machine does not
exist on the target. For this reason, RSF provides the Check Object Owner (CHKOWNRSF)

command. Running this command for a given library on the source machine will indicate any
owner profiles that are missing on the target.
Events. RSF helps you coordinate interdependent functions across multiple machines by
allowing you to define events. You can then condition the start of other functions on the status
of various events.
For example, condition the running of a report on machine A with the completion of various
tasks on machines B, C and D.
See Events in Chapter 9, Requester Operations for more information on using RSF events.
Call Remote Programs. RSF makes it easy to call programs on other machines, passing input
and output parameters. Use this feature to build your own tools.
See Chapter 12: Calling Remote Programs for more information. Also see the help text for the
Run Command (RUNCMDRSF) command.
Pass Through/Telnet. To access another iSeries interactively, use the Start Pass-Through Using
RSF (STRPASRSF) command. Whether connected via SDLC or TCP/IP, dial-up or LAN, RSF
makes the connection and presents a sign-on display to the remote machine.
Tunneling. You can run any TCP/IP application--telnet, ftp, DDM and more.--through an RSF
tunnel. RSF tunnels encrypt the communications traffic and funnel the connection through the
standard RSF port: 602. No need to open additional firewall ports. See the Start RSF Tunnel
(STRRSFTNL) command for more information.

Integrity Tools
RSF helps you determine if all of your libraries and IFS directories are in order.
Check Library. Compare the contents of one library to another, on the same or on different
systems. You can even compare the contents of files to see if they match. Any mismatched
objects are shown. Includes display, printer and outfile support. See the Check Libraries
(CHKLIBRSF) command.
Check IFS directory. Compare the contents of two IFS directories. Again, the directories can
be on the same or different systems. For fast results, RSF can compare only the object
attributes. For a thorough comparison, direct RSF to examine the contents of stream files as
well. See the Check IFS Directory (CHKDIRRSF) command.

Archive and Refresh. Ever need to run some tests against a library or IFS directory, change
some objects and then roll the clock back to the time before you made any changes? RSF's
archive and refresh functions make this easy. Archive one or more libraries and IFS directories
and then experiment to your hearts content. When finished, refresh the libraries and directories
to the point at which the archive was made. See the Archive Library (ARCLIBRSF), Archive
IFS Directory (ARCDIRRSF), Refresh Library (REFLIBRSF) and Refresh IFS Directory
(REFDIRRSF) commands.
Delete Orphan Objects. Suppose you have two libraries that are supposed to be the same, but
the backup library has more objects than it should. No problem. Use the Delete Orphan Objects
(DLTOBJRSF) command to delete objects in the backup library that do not exist in the
associated production library.
Delete a Journal. If you've ever needed to delete an AS400 journal, you've likely discovered
that it can be harder than you thought. Journals have multiple pieces and objects that use
them. To successfully delete a journal, you have to end journaling and delete all of the pieces in
just the right order. Struggle no more. RSF's Delete Journal (DLTJRNRSF) command does the
whole thing for you; just specify the qualified journal name and press Enter.

Chapter 7: Simple Examples
This chapter describes the simplest way to:
o

Retrieve a package of objects from a remote machine.

o

Send a miscellaneous object to another machine.

o

Send a data base file member to another machine.

Before proceeding with the examples in this chapter, you should follow the steps outlined in the
Installation chapter to properly install Remote Software Facility.

For detailed information about the CL commands and displays shown in this chapter, see chapter
6, Requester Operations.
See chapter 8, Packages, for more information about RSF packages. See Appendix B for a
description of the RSFTOOLS library and more information about how you can send and
retrieve objects without having to create a new RSF package each time. See Copying Remote
Files for more information about sending and retrieving data base file members that are not part
of a package.
See chapter 10, RSF Express, for more information about sending and retrieving objects
graphically in a Windows environment.

Retrieving a Package from a Remote AS/400
When you retrieve a package from a remote iSeries or AS/400 with Remote Software Facility,
your machine is functioning as the requester or client. The remote machine is functioning as the
server.
To retrieve a package from a remote AS/400, follow these steps.
1. For dial up connections, you must know the RSF phone number for the server machine. If
you do not know the server's RSF phone number, contact the server for assistance.
Bug Busters' RSF phone number is 206-633-0512.
2. Ensure that library RSF is in your job's library list by entering the following command at
any command line:
ADDLIBLE RSF
3. Prompt the following command at any command line:
ADDRSFSDE
When you press F4, the Add Server Directory Entry prompt is displayed

4. Enter an ID of up to 10 characters for "Server id". The server ID must be a valid system
name.
For dial-up connections, enter either *SDLCDIAL or *TCPDIAL for "Connection
Method", and then enter the server's RSF phone number. Include all of the digits
necessary to dial the server, including a leading "9" if necessary to reach an outside line,
and a leading "1" plus area code.
For TCP/IP connections, enter the network name or the IP address for "Remote
System".
Enter text describing the server location.
Press Enter to add an entry to the server directory on your machine for this server.
5. Key the following command at any command line, replacing xxx with the actual ID for
the server directory entry you just added:
WRKRSFCAT SERVER(xxx)
When you press Enter, the Work With RSF Catalog display is presented.

6. Press F15 to request an updated catalog from the server machine. The request should take
under five minutes to process.
When the request completes, catalog information for the server is available on your
machine. If the request ends in error, follow the procedure outlined in the Problem
Determination chapter.

7. Find the package that you want to access in the list.

Key an "8" to the left of the entry for the package and press Enter. A request for the
package will be sent to the server. If you have not changed the defaults, the package will
be placed in a save file in library QGPL. The save file will have the same name as the
package you are accessing.
If the package contains an automatic installation program, RSF will run the program to
install the package automatically.
Any cover letter associated with the package will be placed on your job default output
queue.

Sending an Object
The simplest way to send an object to another machine is to use the Send Objects Using RSF
(SNDOBJRSF) command provided in library RSFTOOLS.
To send program ABC in library QGPL to another machine with the SNDOBJRSF command,
follow these steps:
1. Display the SNDOBJRSF command prompt by either:
Selecting option 6 from RSF menu
Or by keying SNDOBJRSF at any command line and pressing F4.

2. When the command prompt is displayed, fill in the name and library of the
objects you want to send, the library to which the objects should be sent on the

remote machine, and the server ID of the remote machine to be contacted. When
you press Enter, the objects are saved, transmitted and restored to the library you
specified on the remote machine.
In this example, program ABC is sent to a location referred to as CINCINNATI.
A server directory for CINCINNATI was added previously, defining the phone
number and other connection information for the location.

Sending a File
The simplest way to send a file member to another machine is to use the Copy File Using RSF
(CPYFRSF) command. Note, however, that if the file is large, or if you will be sending the same
file repeatedly to one or more remote locations, it is more efficient to use the Send RSF Package
(SNDRSFPKG) command. See Sending Packages for more information.
To send all members that begin with "A" in file MYFILE in library QGPL, follow these steps:

1. Display the CPYFRSF command prompt by either:
Selecting option 7 from the main RSF menu

Or by keying CPYFRSF at any command line and pressing F4.

2. When the command prompt is displayed, specify *SND for "Send or receive
data", and fill in the name, library and member name of the file to be sent. You
must also specify the server id of the remote machine to be contacted. When you
press Enter, the file members are transmitted to the remote machine. If the target
file or members do not exist on the remote machine, they are created.
In this example, file MYFILE is sent to a location referred to as NEWYORK. A
server directory for NEWYORK was added previously, defining the phone and
other connection information for the location.

Chapter 8: Menus

This chapter explains how to access the RSF menus, reviews the functions that can be performed
from each menu, and explains how you can customize the menus with Screen Design Aid
(SDA).

Accessing the Menus
The main Remote Software Facility menu is called RSF. The most commonly used RSF
functions are grouped on this menu.
The other menus are:
o

RSFHA (High Availability - Source Machine Menu)

o

RSFHAT (High Availability - Target Machine Menu)

o

RSFTOOLS (Tools and Sample Programs)

o

RSFINT (Integrity Tools)

o

RSFRQS (Additional Client Functions)

o

RSFSRV (Additional Server Functions)

If library RSF is in your job's library list, you can access any menu by keying "GO" followed by
the menu name:
GO RSF
If library RSF is not in your job's library list, you must qualify the menu name. Library RSF will
be added to the product portion of the job's library list while the menu is displayed:
GO RSF/RSF

Main Menu
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Remote Software Facility Menu

Client Functions
Server Functions
1. Work with connections to servers
21. Start server function
2. Start pass-through
22. End server function
3. Work with catalog
23. Work with client rights
24. Work with RSF log
Send/Retrieve (Email)
4/44. Package
30. More server functions
5/55. Library (50)
6/66. Objects (60)
General
7/77. Members
31. Change defaults
8/88. IFS Objects (80)
32. Work with packages
9/99. Spooled Files
33. Tools Menu
34. All RSF menus
20. More client functions

40. Advanced functions

Selection or command
===>

The RSF menu provides access to the most commonly used functions.
Options in the first column of this menu are Client Functions. As a client, your machine initiates
contact with other AS/400s to send/retrieve objects and spooled files, pass through and call
remote programs. Clients are also referred to as requesters.
Options 21 through 30 on this menu are Server Functions. As a server, your machine responds to
requests from clients. A single machine can perform both client and server functions
simultaneously.
Options 31 through 40 apply to both clients and servers.
The RSF menu options are each discussed below.
1. Work With Connections to Servers.
Use this menu option to work with a list of remote locations you can contact (servers).
You make servers known to your machine by creating server directory entries.
The server directory on your machine functions like an on-line phone book. You store
phone numbers and other connection information in the server directory so you don't
have to key the information for every request.

While working with servers, you can easily add, remove, change, copy, and rename
server directory entries and initiate connections to server locations. You can also work
with catalogs of RSF packages that are available from each server.
See Working With Servers for more information.
2. Start Pass-Through.
Use this menu option to start a pass-through or telnet session with a given server. You
will be prompted for parameters. See Starting Pass-Through for more information.
An operator on the server machine must grant you permission to pass-through by adding
an entry to the requester directory on their machine. If the installation defaults were not
changed, a generic entry has already been added for you. See Adding Requester
Directory Entries for more information.
3. Work With Catalog.
Use this menu option to work with a list of RSF packages available from a given server.
You will be prompted for the server you want to work with.
While working with an RSF catalog, you can easily display and delete catalog entries.
You can also retrieve the package associated with any catalog entry.
To refresh the catalog, you can use a function key to send a special request to the server.
The data returned for this request is used to build a catalog on your machine of the
packages available from the server.
See Working With RSF Catalogs for more information.
4/44. Send/Retrieve Package.
Use option 4 to send a package of objects to another machine, or option 44 to retrieve a
package of objects from another machine. You will be prompted for parameters. See
Sending Packages and Retrieving Packages for more information.
With these menu options, you can transmit objects that have been defined as an RSF
package or previously saved to a save file.
Use the Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF) command (options 7 and 77 on this menu) to
transmit files that are not part of a package.
Use options 5/55, 6/66, and 8/88 on this menu to transmit files or other objects that are
not part of a package.

5/55. Send/Retrieve Library.
Use option 5 to send an entire library to another machine, or option 55 to retrieve a
library. You will be prompted for parameters.
Source for the commands and programs used by these menu options can be found in
library RSFTOOLS. See Appendix B for more information.
These menu options allow you to transmit a library that is not part of a predefined RSF
package. The library is saved, transmitted and restored to the target system.
6/66. Send/Retrieve Objects.
Use option 6 to send selected objects to another machine, or option 66 to retrieve objects.
You will be prompted for parameters.
Source for the commands and programs used by these menu options can be found in
library RSFTOOLS. See Appendix B for more information.
These menu options allow you to transmit individual objects that are not part of a
predefined RSF package. The objects are saved, transmitted and restored to the target
system.
7/77. Send/Retrieve Members.
Use option 7 to copy database file members to another machine, or option 77 to copy
members from another machine. You will be prompted for parameters. See Copying
Remote Files for more information.
An operator on the server machine must grant you permission to copy files by adding an
entry to the requester directory on their machine. If the installation defaults were not
changed, a generic entry has already been added for you. See Adding Requester
Directory Entries for more information.
8/88. Send/Retrieve IFS Objects.
Use option 8 to send selected Integrated File System objects to another machine, or
option 88 to retrieve IFS objects. You will be prompted for parameters. See Sending IFS
Objects for more information.
9/99. Send/Retrieve Spooled files.
Use option 9 to send one or more spooled files to another machine, or option 99 to
retrieve spooled files. You will be prompted for parameters. See Sending Spooled Files
for more information.

20. More Client Functions.
Select this option to display the RSFRQS menu that contains additional client functions.
21. Start Server Function.
Use this menu option to start the RSF server function on your machine. The server
function must be started to enable remote machines to access your machine to transfer
objects, pass-through or call remote programs. See Starting The Server Function for more
information.
In order to start the server function, user profile RSFSRV must exist on your machine. If
you followed the recommended installation procedure, this user profile has already been
created for you. See Creating User Profile RSFSRV for more information about creating
this user profile.
22. End Server Function.
Use this menu option to end the RSF server function on your machine. Ending the server
function prevents clients from accessing your machine.
See the on-line help text for the End Server Function (ENDRSFSRV) command for more
information.
23. Work With Client Rights.
Use this menu option to work with a list of clients or requesters. You make clients known
to your machine by adding requester directory entries.
The entries in the requester directory of your machine determine the rights and
restrictions that apply to other machines that contact your machine.
While working with requesters, you can easily add, change, copy, remove, and rename
requester directory entries.
See Working With Requesters for more information.
24. Work With RSF Log.
Use this menu option to display or print selected RSF log entries. A log entry is generated
each time a client contacts your machine. You will be prompted for parameters.
See Working With The RSF Log for more information.

30. More Server Functions.
Select this option to display the RSFSRV menu that contains additional server functions.
31. Change Defaults.
Select this option to view or change the default values that affect the Remote Software
Facility product. You will be prompted for parameters. Current values are displayed as
parameter defaults.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information.
32. Work With Packages.
Use this menu option to work with a list of RSF packages on your machine. You make
objects available to be retrieved from your machine or sent to other machines by creating
RSF packages.
While working with RSF packages, you can easily create, delete, change, copy, and
rename packages on your machine. You can also display detailed information about RSF
packages, display the cover letters associated with RSF packages and display the save file
associated with RSF packages.
See Working With Packages for more information.
33. Tools Menu.
Select this option to display the RSFTOOLS menu. RSFTOOLS is a collection of tools
and sample programs that enhance the function and ease of use of Remote Software
Facility.
See Appendix B for more information about RSFTOOLS.
40. Advanced Functions.
Select this option to display the RSFADV menu that contains functions for advanced
users.

Integrity Tools
RSFINT Rel 10.0
RSF
Integrity Tools

Compare
Clean
1. Libraries
4. IFS Directories 27. Library 29. From List
2. Library objects 5. IFS Objects
28. IFS
3. From List
Archive/Refresh
11/21. Library
12/22. IFS Directory
13/23. From List

Sync Status
30. Library 32. System Info
31. IFS
33. From List

Bandwidth Estimate
14. Collect data
15. Display data

Conditions
40. Check

60. More
Selection or command
===>

The RSFINT menu provides various integrity tools.
Options 1 - 5 allow you to compare libraries and IFS directories.
Options 11 - 13 allow you to archive libraries and IFS directories.
Options 21 - 23 allow you to refresh libraries and IFS directories from a previously created
archive.
Options 14 - 15 allow you to collect and display bandwidth information, allowing you to
estimate the impact of HA replication on your network.
Options 27 - 29 allow you to delete orphan objects in target machine libraries and IFS
directories. When, for example, library LIB1 is being replicated from machine A to machine B,
an orphan object would be one that exists in LIB1 on B but does not exist in LIB1 on A.
Options 30 - 33 allow you to display the replication status for libraries and IFS directories.
Option 40 prompts the Check Condition (CHKCDNRSF), allowing you to familiarize yourself
with RSF's condition monitoring capabilities. For more information about conditions, see
Conditions in the Requester Operations chapter.
Option 60 displays menu RSFINT2.

RSFINT2

RSF
More Integrity Tools

Journal Management
1. Clear journal
2. Delete journal
3. End remote journaling
4. Check RSF journal use
5. Analyze journal entries
6. Retrieve receiver boundary

Authority Management
20. Check object owners

IFS
11. Is IFS object omitted?
12. Copy IFS authority

60. Integrity tools

Selection or command
===>

The RSFINT2 menu provides additional integrity tools.
Options 1 - 6 allow you to manage journals.
Options 11 - 12 can be used to aid in setting up IFS replication.
Option 20 will tell you if the the user profiles that own objects in a given library on machine A
exist on machine B.
Option 60 displays menu RSFINT.

Additional Client Functions
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Additional Client Functions

1. Schedule transmission
12. Log event
2. Create location list
13. Wait for events
3. Change location list
4. Change location list entry
14. RSFLINK information
5. Display location list
15. Start dialup connection
16. End dialup connection (Hang up)
6. Install package
17. Check connection status
7. List installed packages
18. Start tunnel
8. Start forwarding spooled files
9. Stop forwarding spooled files
10. Start forwarding messages
11. Stop forwarding messages

19. Export server entries
20. Import server entries
21. Send email

Selection or command
===>
The RSFRQS menu provides access to additional functions that pertain to RSF clients. The menu
options are each discussed below.
1. Schedule Transmission.
Use this menu option to schedule a future RSF transmission to one or more remote
locations. You will be prompted for parameters. See Scheduling Transmissions for more
information.
2. Create Location List.
Use this menu option to create a working list of remote locations. You will be prompted
for parameters. Once you have created a location list, you can use the Schedule RSF
Transmission (SCDRSFTNS) command or your own CL program to transmit objects to
or from each location in the list. See Creating Location Lists for more information.
3. Change Location List.
Use this menu option to change an existing location list. You will be prompted for
parameters.
See the on-line help text for the Change Location List (CHGRSFLL) command for more
information.
4. Change Location List Entry.
Use this menu option to change the attributes of an entry in an existing location list. You
will be prompted for parameters.

See Changing Location List Entries for more information.
5. Display Location List Entry.
Use this option to display or print the contents of an RSF location
list. See the on-line help text for the Change Location List (DSPRSFLL) command for
more information.
6. Install Package.
Use this menu option to install an RSF package that you previously retrieved.
See the on-line help text for the Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG) command for more
information.
7. List Installed Packages.
Use this menu option to display a list of RSF packages that have been downloaded to
your machine.
8. Start Forwarding Spooled Files.
Use this menu option to start monitoring an output queue on the local machine and
automatically forward the spooled files to an output queue on another machine.
Source for the commands and programs used by this menu option can be found in library
RSFTOOLS. See Appendix B for more information.
9. Stop Forwarding Spooled Files.
Use this menu option to stop automatically forwarding spooled files.
10. Start Forwarding Messages.
Use this menu option to monitor message queues on different AS/400s from a central
site. Messages can either be sent from your machine to a central machine, or retrieved
from remote machines back to your machine.
This function is often called "Remote Console Support" because it allows you to forward
system console messages from satellite machines to a central machine.
Forwarded messages are directed to a message queue on the central machine. Answering
forwarded inquiry messages on the central machine causes the specified reply to be sent
automatically to the originating machine.

See Remote Console Support: Forwarding Messages for more information.
11. Stop Forwarding Messages.
Use this menu option to stop automatically forwarding messages.
12. Log Event.
Use this menu option to log an event. RSF events can be used to coordinate dependent
processes running on one or more machines.
You can retrieve the status of an event in your own CL programs by using the Retrieve
Event Attributes (RTVEVTRSF) command. You can schedule a function to run when
one or more events attain a specific status by using the Wait For Events (WAITEVTRSF)
command (option 12 on this menu). See Logging Events for more information.
13. Wait For Events.
Use this menu option to schedule a function to run when a set of conditions on one or
more machines has been met.
See Waiting For Events for more information.
14. RSFLINK Information.
Use this menu option to display on-line help text for the RSFLINK API. Because
RSFLINK is a callable API, you must access RSFLINK from a program. Only the help
text can be accessed from the menu. See chapter 9, Calling Remote Programs, for more
information about RSFLINK.
15. Start Dialup Connection.
Use this menu option to start a dialup connection to another machine. The connection is
started only. Once started, you can make use of the connection by running separate
commands to transfer data or start pass-through.
16. End Switched Connection (Hang Up).
Use this command to explicitly hang up a phone connection to a remote server. RSF
automatically hangs up after each transaction, unless HANGUP(*NO) was specified.
Where HANGUP(*NO) was specified for a previous request, the line will remain active
until either another request for the same server specifies HANGUP(*YES), or this option
is used to explicitly end the connection. See Explicitly Ending Switched Connections for
more information.

17. Check Connection Status.
Use this menu option to see if an RSF connection is operational.
You can also check connection status by keying a T beside an entry on the Work With
Servers display.
18. Start Tunnel.
Use this option to start an encrypted tunnel to a remote machine. Once activated, you can
route any TCP/IP application through the tunnel.
19. Export Server Entries.
Use this option to export RSF server directory information to a database file member.
The exported data can then be imported to the server directory of another machine. This
is the recommended way to copy RSF server information from one machine to another.
20. Import Server Entries.
Use this option to import RSF server directory information from a database file member
that was previously created using the Export Server Entries (EXPRSFSRV) command.
This is the recommended way to copy RSF server information from one machine to
another.
21. Send Email.
Use this option to send an email message. Text files, save files, spooled files and IFS
stream files can be attached to the message.

Additional Server Functions
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Additional Server Functions
1. Manual call-back
2. Purge RSF log
3. Install package
4. Add PPP validation list entry

5. Remove PPP validation list entry
6. Edit tunnel restrictions

Selection or command
===>
The RSFSRV menu provides access to additional functions that pertain to RSF servers. The
menu options are each discussed below.
1. Manual Call-Back.
Use this menu option to manually contact requester machine that has requested a call
back. Manual callback is needed if the server phone line into your AS/400 is not
answered directly by the AS/400, but is answered first by a receptionist.
See Manually Calling Back a Requester Machine for more information.
2. Purge RSF Log.
Use this menu option to purge selected entries from the RSF log. A log entry is generated
each time a remote machine contacts your machine. You will be prompted for
parameters.
See the on-line help text for the Purge RSF Log (PRGRSFLOG) command for more
information.
3. Install Package.
Use this menu option to install an RSF package that was sent to you.
See the on-line help text for the Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG) command for more
information.
4. Add PPP validation list entry
Use this option to add an entry to a validation list which can be used to validate incoming
PPP (dial-up TCP/IP) connections.
5. Remove PPP validation list entry

Use this option to remove an entry from a validation list which is being used to validate
incoming PPP (dial-up TCP/IP) connections.
6. Edit tunnel restrictions
Use this option to add or change port restrictions for RSF tunneling.

Customizing RSF Menus
The source for all RSF menus is included with the Remote Software Facility product. The menu
source is contained in file QMNUSRC in library RSF. You can use the following command to
update a menu with Screen Design Aid (SDA):
STRSDA OPTION(2) SRCFILE(RSF/QMNUSRC) +
SRCMBR(menu_name) OBJLIB(RSF)

Refer to the SDA Manual for more information about updating a menu with SDA.

Chapter 9: Requester Operations
This chapter contains detailed descriptions of the commands and functions that pertain to RSF
clients or requesters.

What is an RSF Requester?
An iSeries machine that contacts other AS/400s, requesting to retrieve objects, send objects,
initiate pass-through or call remote programs is an RSF requester. The machine receiving,
processing, and fulfilling the requests is an RSF server. The requester is always the initiator of
the transaction.
Since a single machine may be receiving and processing requests from remote sites, while at the
same time sending its own requests to other sites, it follows that a given machine may be
simultaneously acting as a requester and a server.

Working With Servers
The Work With RSF Servers (WRKRSFSRV) command is used to work with a list of RSF
servers, or to print a list of RSF servers. You make servers known to your machine by adding
server directory entries.
The server directory on your machine functions like an on-line phone book. You can store phone
numbers and other connection information in the server directory so you don't have to key it in
with every request.
See Adding Server Directory Entries for more information about the details of server directory
entries.
While working with servers, you can easily add, remove, change, copy, and rename server
directory entries. You can also work with catalogs of RSF packages that are available from each
server.
In addition, the Work With Servers display provides a convenient point from which you can
initiate requests to remote machines to start pass-through, or transmit objects and files.
The prompted version of the WRKRSFSRV command is shown below.

Work With RSF Servers (WRKRSFSRV)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . . *ALL
Text compare string . . . . . . *ALL

*ALL, name, *generic*

Output . . . . . . . . . . . . . *

*, *PRINT

Bottom
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel F13=How to use this display
F24=More keys

The parameters for the WRKRSFSRV command are described below.
Server
Indicate which entries to include in the list.
The possible values are:
*ALL: No entries are excluded based on name.
generic-name: Enter a generic name for the servers to be included
in the list. Case is significant. An asterisk (*) in the generic
specification will match any string of zero or more characters in
the name. An underscore (_) in the generic specification will match
any single character in the name.
Text Compare String
Enter characters to compare to entry text to determine which entries should be
included in the list. An entry is included in the list if the entry text contains the
string specified. Case is not significant.
The possible values are:
*ALL: No entries are excluded based on text.
String: Enter any text string of up to 50 characters.
Output
Indicates whether the list should be displayed or printed.

The possible values are:
*: Display the list.
*PRINT: Print the list.
Detail
Controls the amount of detail shown when printing the list.
The possible values are:
*BASIC: A subset of the total information is shown for each
directory entry. Multiple entries are printed per page.
*FULL: All information is shown for each directory entry. One
entry is printed per page.
The display that is presented when you specify OUTPUT(*) on the WRKRSFSRV command is
shown below.
Work With RSF Servers

BUG0710

Position to . . . .
.
Type options, press Enter.
2=Change
3=Copy
4=Delete
7=Rename
12=Work with RSF catalog
Opt

Server
ABCFINE
ACE
ACUSPORT
ADVANCDAUT
AG
ALDON
ALLIED
AMATE
AMERICAN
AMGAS
ANDON

5=Display
15=Start pass-through

Text Active
ABC Fine Wine
Ace Hardware
AcuSport
Advance Auto Parts
Associated Grocers
Aldon Software
Allied Tube
Attachmate development machine
American Eagle
American Compressed Gases
Andon
More...

F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F6=Create F12=Cancel F13=Defaults F21=Cmd

The following function keys may be used with this display:
F3: Exit without updating.
F5: Refresh the display.

F6: Add a new server directory entry.
F12: Cancel.
F13: Change user defaults.
F21: Present a system command line window.
The fields on the Work With RSF Servers display are explained below.
Position to
Enter a value in the "Position to" field and press Enter to position the list to a
specific entry. The cursor is positioned to the first entry in the list that is greater
than or equal to the "Position to" value you specify.
Opt
Enter an option number in the "Opt" column beside a list entry, and press Enter
to perform a function on the list entry. You may enter options beside several list
entries before pressing Enter. The options for the list entries are processed in turn
when you press Enter. The following is a list of options and their functions.
2=Change: The CHGRSFSDE command prompt is displayed with
the current values for the entry filled in.
3=Copy: A display is presented with which you specify the new
names for entries to be copied.
4=Delete: A display is presented allowing you to confirm your
choices for delete. When you press Enter a second time, the entries
are deleted.
5=Display: Detailed information about the entry is displayed.
7=Rename: A display is presented with which you specify new
names for the entries to be renamed.
12=Work with RSF catalog: The WRKRSFCAT display is
presented for the selected server. The WRKRSFCAT display
allows you to view a list of RSF packages available from the server
and easily retrieve any package.
15=Start pass-through: A pass-through session is started with the
server machine. The server must grant your machine permission to
pass-through, by adding an entry to the requester directory on their

machine. See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more
information about adding and changing requester directory entries.
user-defined-option: You may key a user-defined option. To
define new options, select option 9 from the Start PDM
(STRPDM) menu.
See the on-line help text for this display for more information
about user-defined options.
Server
The unique server ID is shown in this column.
Text
Text describing the server is shown. Type over the text and press Enter to change
the text.
F13=Change defaults
When you press F13, the Change User Defaults panel is presented. (Click here for
more information.)
Related Commands:
The following command is discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Add Server Directory Entry (ADDRSFSDE)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Server Directory Entry (CHGRSFSDE)
Remove Server Directory Entry (RMVRSFSDE)
Rename Server Directory Entry (RNMRSFSDE)

Server Directory Entries

The Add Server Directory Entry (ADDRSFSDE) command is used to add entries to the server
directory on your machine.
The server directory functions like an on-line phone book. You can store phone numbers and
other connection information in the server directory so that you won't have to key the
information for every request.
The prompted version of the ADDRSFSDE command is shown below. Click on the image to
jump to a particular command parameter description.
Add Server Directory Entry (ADDRSFSDE)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID

. . . . . . . . . . .

Connection method

. . . . . . .

Server's RSF phone number . . .
Call-back phone number . . . . .
Use existing connection:
Remote location name . . . . .

Name

*TCPIP
*NONE
*NONE

Device . . . . . . . . . . . .
Local location name . . . . .
Mode . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Remote network identifier . .
Vary existing controller . . . .
Vary existing line . . . . . . .
Switched connection group . . .
Remote system . . . . . . . .
.

*SDLCDIAL, *SDLC, *TCPIP...

Name, *NONE
Name, *LOC
Name, *LOC, *NETATR

*NONE
*NONE
*ANY

Name, *NETATR
Name, *LOC, *NETATR, *NONE
Name, *NONE
Name, *NONE
Name, *ANY, *BLANK

Internet address . . . . . . . .
RSF data port . . . . .
Ping wait . . . . . . .
Local tunnel access port
First *JOB tunnel access
Broadcast port . . . . .
Broadcast group address

. . .
. . .
. . .
port
. . .
. . .

Broadcast interface address
Broadcast block size
Delay between blocks
Maximum gateway hops
Resend buffer size .
Encryption . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

602
2
*NONE
50000
603
'224.0.0.5'

Number
Seconds, *NONE
1-65534, *JOB, *NONE
1-65534
Number

. .
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

. 3000
. 2
. 30
. 10000
. *BASIC

Encryption key data area . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Run-time compression . . . . . .

*NONE
*NONE

Number
Hundredths of a second
1-255
Number
*NONE, *BASIC, *SSL
Name, *NONE
Name, *LIBL
*NONE, *BASIC, *MAX

Authentication protocol . . . . *CHAP
Static routes:
Remote network address . . . . *NONE
Subnet mask . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Text 'description' . . . . . .
.

*CHAP, *PAP

23
*NONE

Number, *SSL
Name, *NONE
Name, *LIBL
*YES, *NO
Name, *NONE

Telnet port . . . . . . .
Message data area . . . .
Library . . . . . . . .
Relay to this machine . .
Fallback server ID . . . .
Preferred transmit window:
Start . . . . . . . . .
End . . . . . . . . . .
Remote signon:
User ID . . . . . . . .
Password . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

*YES
*NONE

. . .
. . .

*ANY

. . .
. . .

*DFT

Time, *ANY
Time

The parameters for the ADDRSFSDE command are described below in the order that they
appear on the command prompt.
Server ID
The name of the server directory entry to be added. This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: Enter a valid system name for the new directory entry.
Connection method
Specify the type of connection to use to communicate with the server machine.
The possible values are:
*SDLCDIAL: Use APPC over an SDLC dial-up connection. This
is the easiest method to use for an SDLC dial-up network. RSF
automatically creates the line, controller and device description at
the beginning of the request and deletes them at the end of the
request. Configuration objects are created according to the values
specified in the RSF defaults for "Requester Configuration". See
Setting Product Defaults for more information .

Note: The RSF server function (SDLC option) must
be started on the server machine for this type of
connection. (Click here for more information.)
*SDLC: Use APPC over a pre-configured connection. This option
lets you use RSF over SDLC leased lines, Token Ring, Ethernet,
X.25 and other connections that you have configured yourself.
*TCPDIAL: Use PPP and Sockets over a dial-up TCP/IP
connection. This is the easiest method to use for a TCP/IP dial-up
connection. RSF automatically creates the PPP profile as well as
the line, controller and device descriptions at the beginning of the
request and deletes them at the end of the request. Configuration
objects are created according to the values specified in the RSF
defaults for "PPP Requester Info". See Setting Product Defaults
for more information .
Note: RSF release 7.0 or later must be installed on
the server machine and the RSF server function
(PPP and TCP/IP options) must be started on the
server machine for this type of connection. (Click
here for more information.)
*TCPIP: Use Sockets over a TCP/IP connection. This option
allows you to connect to another AS/400 over any TCP/IP link,
including the Internet.
Note: RSF release 6.0 or later must be installed on
the server machine and the RSF server function
(TCP/IP option) must be started on the server
machine for this type of connection. (Click here for
more information.)
Server's RSF phone number
The number to dial to reach the server's AS/400. This is a required parameter if
either *SDLCDIAL or *TCPDIAL are specified for "Connection method".
The possible values are:
*NONE: No phone number is specified.
phone number: Enter up to 32 characters for the phone number.
The number should include all digits necessary to make the phone
connection, including a leading 1 plus area code, and a leading 9
for accessing an outside line where necessary.

Text 'description'
A free-form description of the server directory entry.
The possible values are:
Characters: Enter up to 50 characters of information describing
the server directory entry.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to remote machines when requesting that they call your
machine back. This call-back phone number will be used any time a request is
initiated from your machine that references this server ID, and specifies
CALBCKNBR(*SERVER) for the "Call-back phone number" parameter.
If the call-back request is accepted by the remote machine, the initial connection
is dropped and your job waits for the remote machine to call back. Your job will
wait up to 120 seconds plus the job default wait time for the server machine to
call back before signaling an error.
This parameter is ignored unless *SDLCDIAL or *TCPDIAL is specified for
"Connection method".
The possible values are:
*NONE: Call-back is not requested.
*RSFDFT: Callback is requested. The phone number specified in
the RSF defaults for the line currently being used is passed to the
server. See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
viewing or changing the RSF defaults.
*MANUAL: Callback is requested, but the return call is placed
manually by an operator at the remote site. Manual callback is
useful if the remote server machine is attached to a phone line that
is answered by a receptionist. When you specify *MANUAL for
"Call-back phone number", RSF does not dial the server and
request a call back. Instead, RSF immediately resets the line and
gets ready for the server machine to call back. You must contact
the remote location by voice and have an operator initiate the
callback with the Call Back Using RSF (CALBCKRSF) command.
phone number: Callback is requested. Enter up to 32 characters
for the callback phone number. The number should include all
digits necessary to dial your machine from the server machine,

including a leading 1 plus area code, and leading 9 for accessing an
outside line where necessary.
If you imbed the special value &DFT anywhere in the phone
number string, RSF will insert the default call-back number for the
line currently being used at that point in the string. Only the first
occurrence of &DFT in the string is replaced. Subsequent
occurrences of &DFT are ignored. The special values &dft and
&DFT are treated equivalently.
Use existing connection
This parameter is used to associate the RSF server with a pre-configured line on
your machine. When you specify a value other than *NONE for this parameter,
the value specified for the "Server's RSF phone number" is ignored by RSF
commands that initiate a request; an attempt is made to communicate with the
server machine over a specific line that is already configured on your machine.
The communications line used must be compatible with APPC. The valid link
types are SDLC, X.25, Token Ring, and Ethernet. See the Communications Users
Guide for information about configuring communications lines on your machine.
See "Using the Location Parameters" in the Advanced Program to Program
Communications Programmer's Guide for more information about how the five
elements of this parameter are used to select a communications device.
This is a required parameter if *SDLC is specified for "Connection method".
See Appendix C for step-by-step instructions for using your existing preconfigured lines with RSF.
Remote location name

*NONE: No pre-configured line is associated with this server.
location name: The name of a remote location associated with the
server. The remote location name you specify is checked against
the remote location name specified for device descriptions on your
machine as the first step in selecting a communications device to
use.
Device

*LOC: Device names are ignored. The remote location name is
used to select the device to use. This is the recommended value.
device name: The name of the device you want to use to
communicate with the server machine. The device you name is

selected if it is compatible with the remote location name, local
location name and remote network id specified. Otherwise, the
request will end in error.
Local location name

*LOC: For non-APPN devices, any local location name will
match. For APPN devices, *NETATR is used. This is the
recommended value for this parameter.
*NETATR: The value specified for local location name in the
network attributes of your machine is used.
location name: The name to use for your location. The local
location name you specify is checked against the local location
name specified for device descriptions on your machine as a step
in selecting a communications device to use.
Mode

The name of a mode description to use for the communications session. The mode
specified must be valid for the communications device selected on your machine
and on the server machine.
The possible values are:
BLANK: The system supplied mode of BLANK is used. This is
the recommended value.
*NETATR: The default mode specified in the network attributes
of your machine is used.
Name: The name of a mode to use for the communications
session.
Remote network id

*LOC: For non-APPN devices, any remote network id will match.
For APPN devices, *NETATR is used. This is the recommended
value for this parameter.
*NETATR: The value specified for local network id in the
network attributes of your machine is used.
*NONE: For non-APPN devices, any remote network id will
match. For APPN devices, *NETATR is used.

remote network id: The name of the remote network containing
the server machine. The remote network id you specify is checked
against the remote network id specified for device descriptions on
your machine as a step in selecting a communications device to
use.
Vary existing controller
Specify the name of an existing controller that RSF should vary on and off with
each transaction.
This parameter is ignored unless *SDLC is specified for "Connection method".
The possible values are:
*NONE: No controller is varied on and off by RSF. If you are
using a pre-configured connection, the line controller and device
must be in a varied on state.
controller-name: The name of a controller to be varied on and off
by RSF. The controller specified must exist and should be the
controller to which the device specified in the CNNDEV parameter
is attached. RSF will vary the controller off before the transaction,
vary the controller on to begin the transaction, and vary the
controller off at the completion of the transaction. RSF keeps track
of active RSF connections using the controller and only varies the
controller when it is not already in use by RSF.
Vary existing line
Specify the name of an existing line that RSF should vary on and off with each
transaction.
This parameter is ignored unless *SDLC is specified for "Connection method".
The possible values are:
*NONE: No line is varied on and off by RSF. If you are using a
pre-configured connection, the line controller and device must be
in a varied on state. If you specified *NONE for "Vary existing
controller", you must also specify *NONE for this parameter.
line-name: The name of a line to be varied on and off by RSF. The
line specified must exist and should be the line to which the device
specified in the CNNDEV parameter is attached. RSF will vary the
line off before the transaction, vary the line on to begin the

transaction, and vary the line off at the completion of the
transaction. RSF keeps track of active RSF connections using the
line and only varies the line when it is not already in use by RSF.
Switched connection group
Specify a requester line group to use when contacting this server.
See Requester Configuration for more information about assigning requester lines
to groups.
This parameter is ignored unless *SDLCDIAL or *TCPDIAL is specified for
"Connection method".
The possible values are:
*ANY: Any requester line can be used to contact this server.
*BLANK: Only requester lines that are not assigned to a specific
group can be used to contact this server.
group-name: The name of the requester line group to use. Only
lines in the specified group are used to contact this server.
Remote system
Specify the network name or IP address of the remote system to connect to. If a
name is specified, it must map to a valid IP address (Internet address) using the
TCP/IP host table on this machine, or using a name server.
This parameter is required if *TCPIP or *TCPDIAL is specified for
"Connection method".
The possible values are:
*INTNETADR: This value is provided for compatibility with
earlier releases. An address is specified, using the Internet Address
(INTNETADR) parameter instead of specifying a system name or
IP address here. When *INTNETADR is specified for this
parameter, you must specify a value for the INTNETADR
parameter.
Name: Enter the fully qualified name of the remote system.
IP-address: Specify the Internet address of the remote machine in
the form nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a number from 0 to 255.

Internet address
Enter the address of the remote machine.
This parameter is ignored unless *INTNETADR is specified for the "Remote
system" parameter.
The possible values are:
Address: Specify the Internet address of the remote machine. The
address should be specified in the form nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where
nnn is a decimal number from 0 to 255.
RSF data port
Specify the TCP/IP port to connect to on the remote machine for RSF functions.
The value specified for this parameter must match the value specified for the
PORT parameter on the Start Server Function (STRRSFSRV) command on the
server machine. (Click here for more information.)
This parameter is ignored unless *TCPIP or *TCPDIAL is specified for
"Connection method".
The possible values are:
602: A default port of 602 is used.
Port-number: Specify a valid port number from 1 to 65534.
Ping wait
For a TCP/IP connection, specify the amount of time to wait for a ping response.
This parameter can be used to improve the response time when checking a
TCP/IP connection to a server that is unresponsive. When *NONE is specified for
this parameter, no initial ping of the server is done and a connection attempt to an
unresponsive server can take up to 3 minutes to complete.
Note: Ping uses a different connection protocol than RSF. If the source and target machines are
separated by a firewall, ensure that ping queries from the source machine are allowed by the
firewall. Otherwise, you should specify *NONE for this parameter to avoid the ping check.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No initial ping to a TCP/IP server is done. If the server is
not accessible on the internet, the check will take up to 3 minutes

to complete. If the server is accessible but is not responding on the
RSF port (typically 602), the check should complete more quickly.
Seconds: Enter the number of seconds, from 1 - 120, to wait for a
ping response from the server.
Telnet port
Specify the TCP/IP port to use when connecting with telnet to the remote
machine. The Start Pass-Through Using RSF (STRPASRSF) command uses
telnet under the covers for TCP/IP connections.
This parameter is ignored unless *TCPIP or *TCPDIAL is specified for
"Connection method".
The possible values are:
23: A default port of 23 is used.
Port-number: Specify a valid port number from 1 to 65534.
Broadcast port
Specify the TCP/IP port to use for broadcasting to the remote machines. Only
machines listening on this port will receive the broadcast. (The value specified for
this parameter must match the value specified for the BPORT parameter on the
Start Server Function (STRRSFSRV) command on the server machine.)
This parameter is ignored unless *BROADCAST is specified for "Connection
Method".
The possible values are:
603: A default port of 603 is used.
Port-number: Specify a valid port number from 1 to 65534.
Broadcast group address
Specify the broadcast group IP address. Only machines monitoring the specified
IP address on the specified port will receive the broadcast. (The value specified
for this parameter must match the value specified for the GRPADR parameter on
the Start Server Function (STRRSFSRV) command on the server machine.)
This parameter is ignored unless *BROADCAST is specified for "Connection
Method".

A valid multicast group address must be in the range of 224.0.0.0 to
232.255.255.255. Addresses from 224.0.0.0 to 224.0.0.255 are intended for intranetwork transmissions. Therefore, transmissions to these addresses are typically
not forwarded by multicast-capable routers. See RFC1700 for a list a list of
reserved multicast group addresses.
The possible values are:
group-address: Specify the broadcast group IP address in the
form nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a number from 0 to 255.
Broadcast interface address
Specify the IP address of the interface on this machine that will be used to send
broadcast transmissions. You can use option 1 on the NETSTAT display to list
the available interfaces.
This parameter is ignored unless *BROADCAST is specified for "Connection
Method".
The possible values are:
interface-address: Specify the broadcast interface IP address in
the form nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a number from 0 to 255.
Broadcast block size
Specify the number of bytes to broadcast before pausing to let the receiving
machines catch up.
Depending on your network, broadcast messages may arrive at one or more target
machines more quickly than they can be processed. If the receive buffer gets full
on the target machine, additional messages my be discarded by the system,
invalidating the transmission for that system.
Setting the appropriate block size and inter-block delay can help ensure that the
complete transmission gets through to the maximum number of target systems,
while not excessively impacting performance.
A smaller block size and/or longer inter-block delay increases transmission
integrity. A larger block size and/or smaller inter-block delay improves
performance.
This parameter is ignored unless *BROADCAST is specified for "Connection
Method".

The possible values are:
63500: A default block size of 63500 bytes is used.
number: Enter a integer, greater than zero.
Delay between blocks
Specify the number of hundredths of a second to pause after sending each block
of broadcast data. This parameter works in conjunction with the Broadcast Block
Size (BBLOCK) parameter to ensure that the complete transmission gets through
to the maximum number of target systems, while not excessively impacting
performance.
A smaller block size and/or longer inter-block delay increases transmission
integrity. A larger block size and/or smaller inter-block delay improves
performance.
This parameter is ignored unless *BROADCAST is specified for "Connection
Method".
The possible values are:
50: A default of 50 (half a second) is used.
number: Enter a number from zero to 100.
Maximum gateway hops
Specify the maximum number of gateways that a broadcast message may pass
through before the message is discarded. This helps prevent looping.
This number should be at least as large as the number of gateways between the
sending and receiving machines.
This parameter is ignored unless *BROADCAST is specified for "Connection
Method".
The possible values are:
10: A default of 10 is used.
number: Enter a number from 1 to 255.
Encryption

Specify the type of encryption to use for TCP/IP connections. When a value other
than *NONE is specified, all information passed between the client and server is
encrypted, including control information, user profiles, passwords and data.
This parameter is ignored unless *TCPIP or *TCPDIAL is specified for
"Connection method".
The possible values are:
*BASIC: Basic symmetric encryption is used. When this option is
used, the encryption key specified using the "Encryption Key Data
Area" parameter must match the encryption key that was specified
on the server machine using the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command. See Setting Product Defaults for more
information about changing defaults.
This option provides enough security for private networks and for
those Internet transmissions where maximum secrecy and
confidentiality are not required.
*NONE: The transmission is not encrypted. This option provides
slightly better transmission performance.
*SSL: The Secure Sockets Layer protocol is used to encrypt the
transmission. This option provides maximum security, allowing for
the safe transmission of the most confidential information.
Note:: In order to use this option:
1. The Internet Connection Secure Server licensed
program must be installed on your machine and the
server machine. (US version: 5769NC1.
International version: 5769NCE.) Contact your IBM
sales representative for more information.
2. RSF's SSL support must be enabled on your
machine and the server machine. This is done with
the Change Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command. See
Setting Product Defaults for more information. See
Appendix G for information about configuring SSL,
Encryption key data area
Enter the qualified name of a data area containing the encryption key to use. The
data area must be at least 128 bytes long.

This parameter is ignored unless *TCPIP or *TCPDIAL is specified for the
"Connection Method" parameter, and *BASIC is specified for the "Encryption"
parameter.
The first 128 bytes of the data area are used as the encryption key. Trailing blanks
in the key are ignored. The key can be from 1 to 128 bytes long and may contain
any valid hex or character data. Longer keys provided greater security.
The data area does not need to exist at the time this command is run but it must
exist when a transmission is started.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No data area is used. A default key is supplied by RSF.
data-area name: The name of a data area to use
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the data area.
library-name: The name of the library containing the data area.
Run-Time Compression
Indicate whether to compress data as it is transmitted to this location.
The goal of compression is to get data from point A to point B more quickly.
Since compression uses more CPU resources, run-time compression is most
effective over slower connections, where the transmission speed is significantly
slower than the processor speed.
When compression is selected, an informational message is sent to the job log at
the completion of the transmission indicating the amount of compression
achieved.
Note: This parameter only effects TCP/IP connections. Use the Change Mode
Description (CHGMODD) command for mode BLANK to set run-time
compression options for SDLC connections.
The possible values are:
*NONE: The data is not compressed.

*BASIC: A simple TERSE algorithm is used to compress data as
it is transmitted. This requires more CPU than *NONE, but less
CPU than the *MAX option.
*MAX: The LZ1 algorithm is used to compress data as it is
transmitted. This requires more CPU than the *NONE or *BASIC
options, but the best compression ratio is achieved.
Authentication Protocol
For dial-up TCP/IP connections (PPP), indicate the protocol to use when sending
user ID and password information to the remote machine.
This parameter is ignored if a value other than *TCPDIAL is specified for
"Connection Method", or if *DFT is specified for the "Remote Signon"
parameter.
The possible values are:
*CHAP: The user ID and password are encrypted before they are
sent. You should specify this value whenever the remote machine
is an iSeries or AS/400 running RSF, or whenever the server
supports the CHAP protocol.
*PAP: The user ID and password are sent as plain text. Many
Internet service providers only support this option. Check with
your ISP to determine which password protocols are supported.
Static Routes
For dial-up TCP/IP connections (PPP), indicate if RSF should define a default
route or specific static routes to the remote location for the duration of the
connection.
Routes are useful if you want to use the remote machine as a gateway to connect
to other machines. See option 2 on the CFGTCP menu for more information about
TCP/IP routes.
This parameter is ignored if a value other than *TCPDIAL is specified for
Connection Method.
The possible network address values are:
*NONE: No static routes to the remote system are defined.

*DFT: A default route to the remote system is defined for the
duration of the connection. When the iSeries is asked to connect to
any unknown IP address, it will try to find a route to that address
beginning with the connection designated as the default route.
Note: The iSeries allows only one default route to be active
at a time. When you specify *DFT for this parameter, a
connection to the remote system will fail if:



Another default route is defined in your TCP/IP
configuration.
A connection to a different RSF server is already
active which has *DFT specified for Static Routes.

*IP-address: Enter the address of the remote network to which
you wish to establish a route. The address should be formatted as a
valid IP network address. Network addresses end in 0 for a subnet
mask of 255.255.255.0. Network addresses end in 0 or 128 for a
subnet mask of 255.255.255.128.
The possible Subnet Mask values are:
255.255.255.0: This common subnet mask is the default.
mask: Enter a valid subnet mask.
Message data area
Specify the qualified name of a data area to use to send default messages to this
server. The data area must be at least 128 bytes long
If a data area is specified for this parameter, and if the user specifies *SERVER
for the "Message for server" (MSG) parameter on one of the RSF commands that
initiates a request, the first 128 bytes of the data area are sent to the server as
message data.
Message data sent via the MSG parameter is accessible by pre- and postprocessing programs on the server machine. Associating a message data area with
a server directory entry allows the server location to receive customized
information with every request.
For example: A data area could be created on the requester machine to track
different software features and releases installed. Then, by tying the data area to
the server location using this parameter, the server receives the feature and release
information with every request.

The possible values are:
*NONE: No data area is associated with this server. If *SERVER
is specified for the "Message for server" parameter on an RSF
command that initiates a request and the command references this
server, no message is sent.
data-area name: The name of a data area to use. The data area
must be at least 128 bytes long.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the data area.
library-name: The name of the library containing the data area.
Relay to this machine
Indicate whether this machine should relay transmissions to this server when the
server is in the list of machines to receive the distribution.
For a relay distribution, machines that successfully receive a transmission
participate in sending the transmission on to other locations in a list that is
specified by the original sender.
Note: More than one machine can be set to forward distributions to a
given server. This ensures that there are multiple paths to that server. If
one machine is unable to contact the server, another may be able to get
through. RSF ensures that only one copy of the distribution is ultimately
sent to the server.
This parameter is ignored for non-relay distributions.
The possible values are:
*YES: During a relay distribution, this machine will attempt to
send the transmission this server.
*NO: This server will not be contacted by this machine for a relay
distribution. Some other machine must relay to this server.
Fallback server ID
Fallback support allows you to specify alternate connection information for a
given server. If a connection cannot be made using the connection information

specified in this server ID, RSF will attempt to connect using the connection
information specified in the fallback server ID, if one is specified.
The fallback server may have its own fallback server ID specified. In this way,
you can chain together as many server IDs as you like. Care should be taken to
ensure that the chain of fallback servers is not recursive--no entry should point an
earlier entry in the chain.
The different server IDs that make up the fallback chain may have completely
different connection methods defined. Or, one entry may be simply a variation of
an earlier entry in the chain, with a different connection phone number or IP
address, for example.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No fallback server ID is defined for this server.
server-ID: Enter the name of an existing server ID to use as a
fallback. If a connection cannot be made to this server directly, an
attempt will be made to connect using the fallback server ID.
Preferred Transmit Window
Specify the preferred time for contacting this location. This information may be
used by other RSF functions to schedule transmissions.
The possible single values are:
*ANY: The location can be contacted any time. This is the same as
entering 00:00:00 to 23:59:59 for the time range.
The other possible values are:
time-range: Enter start and end times for the optimal transmit
window, using a 24-hour clock. If a start time is not specified,
00:00:00 is assumed. If an end time is not specified, 23:59:59 is
assumed. If the end time is less than the start time, the window
spans midnight.
Remote Signon
Specify the user profile and password to use when connecting to the remote
machine.

For SDLC connections (Connection Method *SDLCDIAL or *SDLC), this
parameter determines the user ID and password to use to sign on to the remote
machine. The RSF job on the target machine runs under the specified user ID.
For TCP/IP dial-up connections (Connection Method *TCPDIAL), this
parameter determines the user ID and password to pass to the target PPP profile.
The actual user profile under which the target job runs, however, is determined by
job description RSF/RSFTCP.
The possible single values are:
*DFT: For SDLC connections, RSFSRV is used for the profile
and password. This is the recommended value for SDLC
connections as it will allow you to connect to most machines with
RSF. However, if the password for the RSFSRV profile on the
target machine was changed from the default value, the connection
will fail with message RSF4041 or RSF4011. See Security
Considerations for more information about using the default profile
and password.
For PPP connections (Connection Method *TCPDIAL), a value of
*DFT for this parameter passes no user ID or password to the
remote machine at connection time.
The other possible values are:
profile-and-password: Specify a user profile and password to use
to initiate the RSF server job on the target machine.
For SDLC connections, both values must be ten or fewer
characters, without embedded blanks. Case is not significant. The
profile/password combination must be valid for the remote
machine, otherwise the connection will fail with message RSF4041
or RSF4011.
For PPP/TCPIP connections, the user ID and password may each
be up to thirty characters long and may include imbedded blanks.
Case is significant. The user ID/password combination must match
an entry in the validation list specified in the server configuration
on the target machine.
Related Commands:
The following command is discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Work With Servers (WRKRSFSRV)

For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Server Directory Entry (CHGRSFSDE)
Remove Server Directory Entry (RMVRSFSDE)
Rename Server Directory Entry (RNMRSFSDE)

Working With Catalogs
The Work With RSF Catalog (WRKRSFCAT) command is used to work with a list of RSF
packages available from a given server, or to print a list of packages available from a given
server.
While working with an RSF catalog, you can easily display and delete catalog entries, retrieve
packages, and retrieve catalog updates.
The prompted version of the WRKRSFCAT command is shown below.
Work With RSF Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Output . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
Detail . . . . . . . . . . . . . *BASIC

Name
*, *PRINT
*BASIC, *FULL

Bottom
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel F13=How to use this display
F24=More keys

The parameters for the WRKRSFCAT command are described below.
Server ID
The name of the server whose catalog is to be worked with. This is a required
parameter.
The possible values are:

Name: Enter the name of an existing server directory entry.
Output
Indicates whether the list should be displayed or printed.
The possible values are:
*: Display the list.
*PRINT: Print the list.
Detail
Controls the amount of detail shown when printing the list.
The possible values are:
*BASIC: A subset of the total information is shown for each
catalog entry. Multiple entries are printed per page.
*FULL: All information is shown for each catalog entry. One
entry is printed per page.
The display that is presented when you specify OUTPUT(*) on the WRKRSFCAT command is
shown below.
Work With RSF Catalog

BUG0710

Server . . . : BUGBUSTERS Bug Busters Software Engineering
Position to . . . . .
Type options, press Enter.
4=Delete
5=Display
8=Retrieve package
Opt

10=Install

Package
Sts
Text
A_WHATSNEW What's New? Retrieve this cover letter for info.
ALC2.0 A la Carte Menu and Security System - Free Trial
ALC2.0_001 ALC 2.0 PTF 07/14/09: DSPALCAUT enhancement
ALC2.0_002 Superseded by 003: LMTCPB menu option error
ALC2.0_003 ALC 2.0 PTF 10/01/09: Prompting cmd after error
ALC2.0_004 ALC 2.0 PTF 3/11/09: Authority w/ adoption
CDB CD Builder - Free Trial
COMTOOLS Communications configuration tools
RSF_NEWRLS Remote Software Facility - Release 8.6 10/1/10

F3=Exit
F13=Change defaults

F4=Prompt
F15=Update catalog

F5=Refresh
F21=System command

More...
F12=Cancel

The following function keys may be used with this display:
F3: Exit without updating.
F4: Prompt.
F5: Refresh the display.
F12: Cancel.
F13: Change defaults that effect this display.
F15: Retrieve the latest catalog.
F21: Present a system command line window.
The fields on the Work With RSF Catalog display are explained below.
Server
The name and text for the server whose catalog is being worked with are shown.
Position to
Enter a value in the "Position to" field and press Enter to position the list to a
specific entry. The cursor is positioned to the first entry in the list that is greater
than or equal to the "Position to" value you specify.
Opt
Enter an option number in the "Opt" column beside a list entry, and press Enter to
perform a function on the list entry. You may enter options beside several list
entries before pressing Enter. The options for the list entries are processed in turn
when you press Enter. The following is a list of options and their functions.
4=Delete: A display is presented allowing you to confirm your
choices for delete. When you press Enter a second time, the entries
are deleted.
5=Display: Detailed information about the entry is displayed.
8=Retrieve package: Retrieve the package from the server. Press
Enter to retrieve the package. Press F4 to be prompted for
parameters before retrieving the package. The package is retrieved
interactively or in batch, depending on the values specified for
defaults. Press F13 to view or change the defaults.

10=Install: The selected package is installed on your system. The
package status must be RTV or OPN.
Package
The names of the packages available from the server are shown in this column.
Status
The package status is shown. The possible values are:
blank: The package has not been retrieved or installed.
RTV: The package has been retrieved but not installed.
INL: The package has been installed.
OPN: The package has been retrieved again after it was installed.
Text
Text describing each package is shown in this column.
F15=Update catalog
Press F15 to retrieve the latest catalog from the server. The catalog is retrieved
interactively or in batch, depending on the values specified for defaults. Press F13
to view or change the defaults.
F13=Change defaults
The display that is presented when you press F13 to change defaults from the WRKRSFCAT
display is shown below. You can also access this display by running the Change User Options
(CHGRSFUO) command from any command line. Click on the image to see parameter
descriptions.
Change RSF User Options (CHGRSFUO)
Type choices, press Enter.
Target save file . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Replace existing save file . . .
Automatic installation . . . . .
Retrieve package if installed .
Run in batch . . . . . . . . . .

*PKG
QGPL
*NO
*YES
*NO
*NO

Name, *PKG
Name, *CURLIB
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO

Job description

. . . . . . . .

Library . . . . . . .
Earliest date to include
Last date to include . .
Entry status to include

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

MY_JOBD
MY_LIB
*FIRST
*LAST
*ALL

Name, *USRPRF
Name,
Date,
Date,
*ALL,

*LIBL, *CURLIB
*FIRST, *NEW
*LAST
*NOTBLANK, *NOTINL...

+ for more values
Text compare string . . . . . .

*ALL
Option file . . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Option member . . . . . . . . .
Default server . . . . . . . . .
Default package . . . . . . . .
Target release . . . . . . . . .
Outgoing mail from address . . .

RSFOPT
*LIBL
*FIRST
*NONE
*NONE
*CURRENT

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *FIRST
Name, *NONE
Name, *NONE
VxRyMz, *CURRENT, *PRV...

*DFT
Bottom
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F5=Refresh F12=Cancel F13=How to use this display
F24=More keys

The following function keys may be used with this display:
F3: Exit without updating.
F12: Cancel.
The fields on the Change Defaults display are explained below.
Target save file
The qualified name of a save file on your machine where retrieved packages
should be placed. If the save file specified does not exist when the package is
retrieved, it will be created.
The possible values are:
*PKG: Use the name of the package being retrieved for the save
file name.
name: Enter the name of the save file to contain retrieved
packages.

The possible library values are:
QGPL: Library QGPL is used.
*CURLIB: Your current library is used.
library name: Enter the name of a library to contain the save file.
Replace save file
Specify the action to take when the specified save file already exists.
The possible values are:
*YES: Replace an existing save file.
*NO: End in error if the specified save file already exists.
Automatic installation
Specify whether to automatically install retrieved packages.
The possible values are:
*YES: RSF runs program RSFINST if it is included within a
retrieved package.
*NO: Package save files are not automatically installed.
Retrieve package if installed
Specify whether to retrieve packages that are already flagged as installed on your
system.
The possible values are:
*NO: A request to retrieve an installed package ends in error.
*YES: Installed packages may be retrieved again.
Run in batch
Specify whether to submit requests to batch.
The possible values are:

*NO: Run requests interactively.
*YES: Submit requests to batch.
Job description
Enter the qualified name of a job description to use when submitting requests to
batch.
The possible values are:
name: Enter the name of the job description to use.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job description is found using the library list.
*CURLIB: The job description in the current library is used.
library-name: Enter the name of the library containing the job
description.
Earliest date to include
Enter the earliest date to include in the catalog list. Only catalog entries that were
created or changed on or after the date specified are included.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: No minimum date is used to filter catalog entries.
*NEW: Only new entries that were added to the catalog since the
last time the catalog was retrieved are included.
date: Enter the earliest date to include in the list.
Last date to include
Enter the latest date to include in the catalog list. Only catalog entries that were
created or changed on or before the date specified are included.
The possible values are:
*LAST: No maximum date is used to filter catalog entries.
date: Enter the latest date to include in the list.

Entry status to include
Use this parameter to select entries to include by status.
The possible single values are:
*ALL: All entries are included regardless of status.
*NOTBLANK: Entries with any status other than blank are
included.
*NOTINL: Entries for packages that have not been installed are
included.
The other possible values are:
*BLANK: Entries for packages that have not been retrieved or
installed are included.
*RTV: Entries for packages that have been retrieved but not
installed are included.
*INL: Entries for packages that have been installed are included.
*OPN: Entries for packages that have been retrieved again after
they were last installed are included.
Text compare string
Enter characters to compare to catalog entry text to determine which entries
should be included in the list. An entry is included in the list if the entry text
contains the string specified.
The possible values are:
*ALL: Include all entries regardless of their text.
string: Enter a text compare string to use.
Option file
Enter the qualified name of a user option file to use when checking user-defined
options.
The possible values are:

file-name: Enter the name of an existing option file.
The possible library values are:
*CURLIB: The file is found in the job's current library.:
*LIBL: The file is found using the library list.:
library-name: Enter the name of the library containing the option
file.:
Option member
Enter the name of the option file member to use.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The first member in the file is used.
member-name: Enter a valid member name.
Default server
Specify a default server ID to use to replace the &SERVER variable in userdefined options. This value is only used with the Work With Packages display.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No default is specified.
server-ID: Enter a valid server ID.
Default package
Specify a default package to use to replace the &PKG variable in user-defined
options. This value is only used with the Work With Servers and Work With
Catalog displays.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No default is specified.
package-name: Enter a valid package name.
Target release

Enter the default to use for the OS/400 release level of the remote machine,
relative to your machine.
The possible values are:
*AUTO: The target release value stored in the server directory
entry is checked. If the stored value has been updated today, the
stored value is used. Otherwise, a value of *TARGET is assumed
for this parameter.
*CURRENT: The remote server machine is at the same OS/400
release level as the local machine.
*PRV: The remote server machine is one OS/400 release level
behind your machine.
*TARGET: RSFLINK is used to query the actual release of the
target machine. If the OS/400 release of the target machine is
greater than the release of the local machine, a value of
*CURRENT is used. Otherwise, the actual release of the target
machine is used.
release-level: Enter the OS/400 release level of the remote
machine, in the form VxRyMz, where x, y and z are the version,
release and mod level respectively. For example: V7R1M0.
Outgoing mail from address
Specify your email address. This is the address to which replies to your outgoing
email will be directed.
The possible values are:
*DFT: The value specified in the global RSF defaults is used. See
the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command for more
information.
email-address: Enter the email address to which replies to your
outgoing emails
should be directed. For example: fred.jones@your_company.com
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Retrieve Package (RTVRSFPKG)

Send Package (SNDRSFPKG)
Create Package (CRTRSFPKG)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Retrieving Packages
The Retrieve RSF Package (RTVRSFPKG) command is used to retrieve a package of objects
from another machine.
With this command, you can only retrieve objects that have been included in an RSF package on
the remote machine. Use the commands in RSFTOOLS (Appendix B) to retrieve objects that
have not been defined by an RSF package. Use the Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF) command
to send and retrieve database file members that are not part of a package. You can also use the
Retrieve IFS Objects (SNDIFSRSF) to retrieve objects that are not part of a package.
If a set of objects will be retrieved from a given machine multiple times, it is most efficient to
define a package for the objects and retrieve them using this command. Click here for more
information about creating packages of objects.
The prompted version of the RTVRSFPKG command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Retrieve RSF Package (RTVRSFPKG)
Type choices, press Enter.
Package . . . . . . . . . . . .
Target save file . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Replace existing save file . . .
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Type of data requested . . . . .
Hang up after this transaction

*CURLIB
*NO
*ALL
*YES

Name, *CATALOG, *NONE
Name, *NONE
Name, *CURLIB
*YES, *NO
Name, *CURRENT
*CVRLTR, *DATA, *ALL, *MSG...
*YES, *NO

Automatic installation . . . . .
Call-back phone number . . . .
Run-time compression . . . . .
Retrieve package if installed
Message for server . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

*TRY
*NONE
*SERVER
*NO

*TRY, *YES, *NO
*NONE, *BASIC, *MAX, *SERVER
*YES, *NO

*SERVER

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt F5=Refresh
F13=How to use this display

F10=Additional parameters
F24=More keys

Bottom
F12=Cancel

The parameters for the RTVRSFPKG command are described below.
Package
The name of the package you want to retrieve from the server machine. The
package must exist on the server machine. This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: The name of a specific package to access from the server.
*CATALOG: A special request is sent to the server to download a
catalog of RSF packages available on their machine. When
*CATALOG is specified for "Package", you cannot specify
*NONE for "Server id".
*NONE: No package is retrieved. An ad hoc message is sent to the
server. When *NONE is specified for "package", you cannot
specify *NONE for "Message for server".
Target save file
The qualified name of a save file on your machine to receive the RSF package.
This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: The name of a save file to contain the received package. If
the file does not exist, it will be created. A save file name must be
provided unless *CATALOG is specified for "Package" or a value
other than *ALL or *DATA is specified for "Type of data
requested".

*NONE: No target save file is used. *NONE must be specified
when *CATALOG is specified for "Package", or when a value
other than *ALL or *DATA is specified for "Type of data
requested".
The possible library values are:
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the save file.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains or
will contain the save file.
Replace existing save file
Specify whether RSF should replace the contents of the save file if it already
exists.
The possible values are:
*NO: If the save file already exists, the request ends in error.
*YES: The contents of the save file are replaced with the data
being downloaded. When *RETRY is specified for "Type of data
requested", the new data is appended to the existing save file.
Server id
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry must exist in the
server directory on your machine. See Adding Server Directory Entries for more
information.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: Reference the server that is currently associated
with the job. For pass-through target jobs, *CURRENT refers to
the source machine. For an RSF pre-processing program running
on a server machine, *CURRENT refers to the requester machine.
*CURRENT is only valid for this parameter if the job executing
the command is an RSF target pass-through job, an RSF preprocessing program executing on the server machine, or a batch
job submitted from one of the above two job types. See Starting
Pass-Through for more information about RSF pass-through jobs.
See Pre-processing Programs for more information about preprocessing programs.

name: The name of an entry in the server directory on your
machine.
Type of data requested
The type of data you wish to download
The possible values are:
*ALL: All data associated with the RSF package is downloaded to
your machine.
*CVRLTR: Only the cover letter is retrieved.
*DATA: Only the save file data is retrieved.
*MSG: No data is retrieved. A message is sent to the server
machine. When you specify *MSG for "Type of data requested",
you cannot specify *NONE for "Message for server".
*RETRY: Specify *RETRY to resume the download for a
package that was previously interrupted. When you specify
*RETRY, Remote Software Facility determines where the
previous download attempt left off, and resumes the transmission
at that point. Cover letter data is not retrieved. Only the save file
data for the package is retrieved. You must specify the same save
file for "Target save file" that was used in the previously
interrupted transaction.
Hang up after this transaction
Specify whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the completion of
the transaction. This parameter is ignored for non-switched connections.
The possible values are:
*YES: The line is disconnected at the completion of the
transaction.
*NO: The server is notified that you would like the line to remain
active at the completion of the transaction. The line will remain
active if the server has specified HANGUP(*NO) for a requester
directory entry on the server machine that refers to your machine.
Otherwise, the server hangs up at the end of the transaction. See
Adding Requester Directory Entries for more information.

When HANGUP(*NO) is specified by both the requester and
server machines, the line remains active until one of the following
occurs:


Another request from your machine to the same server
specifies HANGUP(*YES)



The requester explicitly hangs up using the ENDRSFCNN
(End RSF Switched Connection) command. See Hang up:
End RSF Switched Connection for more information.



The time limit expires on the server machine and the server
hangs up. The time limit is set with the SRVDSC parameter
on the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
changing RSF defaults.

Automatic installation
Specify whether RSF should attempt to install a package once it has been
retrieved.
For automatic installation, RSF attempts to restore program RSFINST to library
QTEMP from the save file that was transmitted with the package.
If program RSFINST can be restored, it is called with the following parameter
list:


A data structure describing the request. CHAR(*). See Appendix A for a
complete description of the data structure.



Return message data. CHAR(128)



Return message type. CHAR(7)



Saved library. CHAR(10)



Save command used. CHAR(10)

It is the server's responsibility to write installation program RSFINST and include
it in the save file for the package if automatic installation for this package is to be
supported. See Automatic Installation Programs for more information.
The possible values are:

*TRY: Automatic installation is attempted. The request ends
normally if no automatic installation program is found. If you
know automatic installation does not apply, it is more efficient to
specify *NO for this parameter.
*YES: Automatic installation is attempted. The request ends in
error if no automatic installation program is found.
*NO: No attempt is made to automatically install the package.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting that the server
call your machine back.
Your call-back request will be rejected by the server unless a requester directory
entry exists on the server machine which refers to your machine, and specifies
*YES for "Allow call-back". See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more
information.
If the call-back request is accepted by the server, the initial connection is dropped
and your job waits for the server machine to call back. Your job will wait for
about two minutes for the server machine to call back before signaling an error.
The possible values are:
*NONE: Call-back is not requested.
*RSFDFT: Call-back is requested. The phone number specified in
the RSF defaults for the line currently being used is passed to the
server. See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
viewing or changing the RSF defaults.
*SERVER: Call-back is requested. The call-back phone number
specified in the server directory entry named in the "Server id"
parameter is used. If no call-back phone number is specified in the
server directory entry, a value of *NONE is assumed for this
parameter.
*MANUAL: Call-back is requested, but the return call is placed
manually by an operator at the remote site. Manual call-back is
useful if the remote server machine is attached to a phone line that
is answered by a receptionist. When you specify *MANUAL for
"Call-back phone number", RSF does not dial the server and
request a call back. Instead, RSF immediately resets the line and
gets ready for the server machine to call back. You must contact

the remote location by voice and have an operator initiate the callback with the Call Back Using RSF (CALBCKRSF) command.
phone number: Call-back is requested. Enter up to 32 characters
for the call-back phone number. The number should include all
digits necessary to dial your machine from the server machine,
including a leading 1 plus area code, and a leading 9 for accessing
an outside line where necessary.
If you imbed the special value &DFT anywhere in the phone
number string, RSF will insert the default call-back number for the
line currently being used at that point in the string. Only the first
occurrence of &DFT in the string is replaced. Subsequent
occurrences of &DFT are ignored. The special values &dft and
&DFT are treated equivalently.
Run-Time Compression
Indicate whether to compress data as it is transmitted.
The goal of compression is to get data from point A to point B more quickly.
Since compression uses more CPU resources, run-time compression is most
effective over slower connections, where the transmission speed is significantly
slower than the processor speed.
When compression is selected, an informational message is sent to the job log at
the completion of the transmission indicating the amount of compression
achieved.
Note: This parameter only effects TCP/IP connections. Use the Change Mode
Description (CHGMODD) command for mode BLANK to set run-time
compression options for SDLC connections.
The possible values are:
*SERVER: The compression option specified in the server
directory entry named in the "Server id" (SERVER) parameter is
used. See Adding Server Directory Entries for more information.
*NONE: The data is not compressed.
*BASIC: A simple TERSE algorithm is used to compress data as
it is transmitted. This requires more CPU than *NONE, but less
CPU than the *MAX option.

*MAX: The LZ1 algorithm is used to compress data as it is
transmitted. This requires more CPU than the *NONE or *BASIC
options, but the best compression ratio is achieved.
Retrieve package if installed
Specify whether to retrieve the package if it is flagged as installed on your
system.
The possible values are:
*NO: The request to retrieve an installed package ends in error.
*YES: An installed package may be retrieved again.
Message for server
An ad hoc message to be sent to the server along with the RSF request.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No message is sent to the server.
*SERVER: Get the message data from the data area specified in
the server directory entry named in the "Server id" parameter. If no
message data area is specified in the server directory entry, a value
of *NONE is assumed for this parameter.
Message text: Enter up to 128 characters of message text.
Contact name, etc.
When you prompt for command parameters with F4, default name, address and
telephone information are filled in for you. These are the same defaults the system
uses to send PTF orders via Electronic Customer Support.
The possible values are:
contact information: Enter the appropriate information for
contact name, address, and phone.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Send Package (SNDRSFPKG)

Send Email (SNDEMLRSF)
Work With Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF)
Retrieve Objects (RTVOBJRSF)
Send Objects (SNDOBJRSF)
Retrieve Documents (RTVDOCRSF)
Send Documents (SNDDOCRSF)
Create Package (CRTRSFPKG)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Sending Packages
The Send RSF Package (SNDRSFPKG) command is used to send an RSF package to a remote
server.
With this command, you can only send objects that have been included in an RSF package on
your machine. Use the commands in RSFTOOLS (Appendix B) to send objects that have not
been defined by an RSF package. Use the Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF) command to send
and retrieve database file members that are not part of a package. You can also use the Send IFS
Objects (SNDIFSRSF) to send objects that are not part of a package.
If a set of objects will be sent from a given machine multiple times, it is most efficient to define a
package for the objects and send them using this command. Click here for more information
about creating packages of objects.
The prompted version of the SNDRSFPKG command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.

Send RSF Package (SNDRSFPKG)
Type choices, press Enter.
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.
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Call pre-processing program .
Update history . . . . . . . .
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Run-time compression . . . . . .
Message for server . . . . . . .

*NONE, *SAVF
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*CVRLTR, *DATA, *ALL, *MSG...
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*NO
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*SERVER
Save file

. . . . . . . . . . .
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Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Location list . . . . . . . . .

*LIBL

Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
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Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Member name . . . . . . . . . .
Reset location list . . . . . .

*LIBL
*FIRST
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The parameters for the SNDRSFPKG command are described below.
Package
The name of the package you want to send. The package must exist on your
machine. See Creating Packages for more information about creating RSF
packages. This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: The name of a specific package to send.

*NONE: No package is sent. An ad hoc message is sent to the
server. When *NONE is specified for "Package", you cannot
specify *NONE for "Message for server".
*SAVF: No predefined package definition is used. In stead, you
use the "Save file" parameter to indicate the save file to send.
Server id
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry must exist in the
server directory on your machine. See Adding Server Directory Entries for more
information.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: Reference the server that is currently associated
with the job. For pass-through target jobs, *CURRENT refers to
the source machine. For an RSF pre-processing program running
on a server machine, *CURRENT refers to the requester machine.
*CURRENT is only valid for this parameter if the job executing
the command is an RSF target pass-through job, an RSF preprocessing program executing on the server machine, or a batch
job submitted from one of the above two job types. See Starting
Pass-Through for more information about RSF pass-through jobs.
See Pre-processing Programs for more information about preprocessing programs.
Notes:
1. *CURRENT is not valid for Server ID for RSF commands
run in a target Telnet session. *CURRENT is allowed
within other RSF server jobs that connect via TCP/IP.
2. For SNA/APPC connections, the user profile and password
used to connect back to the *CURRENT machine are taken
from the server entry that is associated with the job in
which this command is run. If no server entry is associated
with the job, the default RSF signon is used. Use the
WRKRSFRQS command to view or change the server IDs
that are associated with requests sent to this machine.
*LIST: All locations in a list of servers are contacted. When you
specify *LIST for this parameter, you must also specify a value for
the Location List (LIST) parameter.

RSF begins contacting the locations in the list a soon as this
command is run. Use the Schedule RSF Transmission
(SCDRSFTNS) command if you want to schedule the transmission
for a later time.
name: Enter the name of an entry in the server directory on your
machine.
Type of data to send
The type of data you wish to send to the server machine.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All data associated with the package is sent to the server
machine.
*CVRLTR: Only the cover letter is sent.
*DATA: Only the save file data is sent.
*MSG: No data is sent. A message is sent to the server machine.
When you specify *MSG for "Type of data to send", you cannot
specify *NONE for "Message for server".
*RETRY: Specify *RETRY to resume sending a package that was
previously interrupted. When you specify *RETRY, Remote
Software Facility determines where the previous transmission left
off, and resumes the transmission at that point. Cover letter data is
not sent. Only the save file data for the package is sent.
Post-Processing program
Specify the name of a program to call on the remote machine once the package
has arrived.
The value you specify will be ignored by the server machine unless an entry
referring to your machine exists in the requester directory of the server machine
and specifies *YES or *PARTIAL for "Allow remote program calls". See Adding
Requester Directory Entries for more information about requester directory
entries.
The possible values are:

*DFT: The value specified for "Post-Processing program" in the
requester directory of the server machine is used. The server
machine controls which program, if any, is called.
*INSTALL: Automatic installation program RSFINST is called.
For automatic installation, RSF attempts to restore program
RSFINST to library QTEMP from the save file that was
transmitted with the package.
If program RSFINST can be restored, it is called with the
following parameter list:


A data structure describing the request. CHAR(*). See
Appendix A for a complete description of the data
structure.



Return message data. CHAR(128)



Return message type. CHAR(7)



Saved library. CHAR(10)



Save command used. CHAR(10)

It is the user's responsibility to write installation program
RSFINST and include it in the save file for the package if
automatic installation for this package is to be supported. See
Automatic Installation Programs for more information.
*NONE: No program is called on the server machine once the data
arrives.
Name: Enter the qualified name of a program to call on the server
machine. See Post-Processing Programs for more information
about how to write these programs.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
library name: The name of the library on the server machine
containing the program to be called.
Call pre-processing program

Specify whether to invoke the pre-processing program associated with the
package. This parameter is ignored if no pre-processing program is associated
with the package. See Pre-Processing Programs for more information.
The possible values are:
*YES: Invoke the pre-processing program associated with the
package, if one exists, before sending the package to the server.
*NO: Ignore any pre-processing program associated with the
package.
Update history
Specify whether access information for the RSF package should be updated upon
successful completion of the request.
The possible values are:
*YES: Access information is updated.
*NO: Access information is not updated.
End session after data received
Specify whether the communications session with the server should be ended
before any post-processing program is called.
The possible values are:
*NO: If the server has specified that a user-written program be
called to process the received RSF data, and if the server has
specified *NO for the DROP parameter on the requester directory
entry, the session remains active while the post-processing
program is called. Status messages reporting the progress of the
post-processing program are returned to your machine.
*YES: The session with the server is ended after the package is
received by the server. If the server has specified that a userwritten program be called to process the received RSF data, the
session is ended before the program is called. The post-processing
program is executed asynchronously by the server.
Hang up after this transaction

Whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the completion of the
transaction. This parameter is ignored for non-switched connections. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting that the server
call your machine back. Click here for a complete description of this parameter.
Run-Time Compression
Indicate whether to compress data as it is transmitted. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Message for server
An ad hoc message to be sent to the server along with the RSF request. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Save file
Enter the qualified name of the save file to send to the remote machine.
This is a required parameter if *SAVF is specified for "Package".
The possible save file values are:
save-file-name: Enter the name of an existing save file.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the save file.
*CURLIB: The save file is found in the current library.
library-name: The name of the library containing the save file.
Location list
Enter the qualified name of the location list to reference. Location lists are stored
as physical file members
Note: If you plan to use the relay distribution option (RELAY(*YES)) or
you are sending to a broadcast server ID (Connection method of
*BROADCAST), you should ensure that the location list is stored in a

library that can be accessed by batch jobs initiated by remote machines as
they report the distribution status.
This is a required parameter if *LIST is specified for the Server ID (SERVER)
parameter.
The possible values are:
location-list-name: Enter the name of an existing location list.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the list.
*CURLIB: The list is found in the current library.
library-name: The name of the library containing the list.
Member name
Enter the name of the member containing the location list.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The location list stored in the first member of the file is
used.
member-name: Enter the name of the member containing the
location list.
Reset location list
Specify whether to reset the access count and status for all entries in the location
list before beginning any transmissions.
This parameter is ignored unless *LIST is specified for the Server ID (SERVER)
parameter.
The possible values are:
*YES: The location list is reset.
*NO: The location list is not reset.
Relay distribution

Specify whether machines that receive the transmission successfully should
forward the transmission on to other locations.
Using relay distribution can greatly reduce the total time required to send a
transmission to many locations. Each receiving machine becomes an additional
sending machine, while central control remains with the machine on which the
send command was originally run.
Notes:
1. If *YES is specified for this parameter, this machine will only send to
machines that have *YES specified for "Relay to this machine" (RELAY)
in the server directory entry.
2. If *YES is specified for this parameter, you should ensure that any postprocessing or installation procedure on the target machine does not delete
the transmitted save file, thus ensuring that the save file is available to be
relayed to other locations when the transmission completes. The request
data structure passed to post processing programs contains a 1-byte field
which indicates whether relay processing was requested or not. (Y = Yes.)
See physical file RSDS002 for the layout of the data structure.
This parameter is ignored unless *LIST is specified for the Server ID (SERVER)
parameter.
The possible values are:
*NO: Relay distribution is not used. All locations are contacted
directly by this machine.
*YES: Relay distribution is used. Receiving machines participate
in sending the transmission on to other machines.
Contact name, etc.
When you prompt for command parameters with F4, default name, address and
telephone information is filled in for you. These are the same defaults the system
uses to send PTF orders via Electronic Customer Support.
The possible values are:
contact information: Enter the appropriate information for
contact name, address, and phone.
Related Commands:

The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Send Email (SNDEMLRSF)
Retrieve Package (RTVRSFPKG)
Work With Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF)
Retrieve Objects (RTVOBJRSF)
Send Objects (SNDOBJRSF)
Retrieve Documents (RTVDOCRSF)
Send Documents (SNDDOCRSF)
Create Package (CRTRSFPKG)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Sending Spooled Files
The Send Spooled File (SNDSPLFRSF) command is used to send one or more spooled files to a
remote server. The Retrieve Spooled File (RTVSPLFRSF) command is used to retrieve one or
more spooled files from a remote server. All spooled file attributes are preserved.
The prompted version of the SNDSPLFRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Send Spooled Files Using RSF (SNDSPLFRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
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Select by user name . . . . . .
Select by output queue . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Select by form type

. . . . . .

Select by user data . . . . . .
Hang up after this transaction

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

Name, *CURRENT

*

*LAST
*DFT
*NO
*SERVER
*CURRENT
*ALL
*ALL
*ALL
*YES
F12=Cancel

Name, *ALL
Name, *, *ALL
Name
000000-999999
Number, *ONLY, *LAST
Name, *DFT, *FROMOUTQ
Name, *LIBL
*YES, *NO
*NONE, *BASIC, *MAX, *SERVER
Name, *CURRENT, *ALL
Name, *ALL
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Character value, *ALL, *STD
Character value, *ALL
*YES, *NO
More...
F13=How to use this display

The parameters for the SNDSPLFRSF command are described below.
Server id
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry must have been
previously added to the server directory on your machine. This is a required
parameter. Click here for a complete description of this parameter.
Spooled file
The name of the spooled file to send. This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All spooled files are sent that meet the criteria specified by
the other parameters for this command.
name: The name of a specific spooled file to send.
Job name for spooled file
The qualified name of a job containing the spooled file to be sent.

The possible values are:
*: The spooled file is found in the current job.
*ALL: Spooled files for all jobs are sent. *ALL is not valid for
this parameter unless *ALL is also specified for "Spooled file".
name: The name of the job containing the spooled file.
User
name: The user id associated with the job.
Number
000000-999999: The number for the job.
Spooled file number
Enter the number of the spooled file to be sent. This parameter is ignored if *ALL
is specified for "Spooled file name".
The possible values are:
*LAST: The last spooled file created with the specified name in
the specified job is sent.
*ONLY: The only spooled file created with the specified name in
the specified job is sent.
1-9999: Enter the number of the spooled file to send.
Target output queue
Enter the qualified name of the output queue to which the spooled files should be
sent.
The possible values are:
*DFT: The spooled files are sent to the server's default output
queue, specified in the requester directory entry that refers to your
machine. See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more
information.
output-queue: Enter the name of the output queue on the server
machine to which the spooled files should be sent.

The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the output queue.
library name: The name of the library containing the output
queue.
Delete originals
Specify whether to delete the original spooled files after they have been sent.
The possible values are:
*NO: The original spooled files are not deleted.
*YES: The original spooled files are deleted after they have been
sent.
Run-Time Compression
Indicate whether to compress data as it is transmitted. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Select by user name
The name of the user for which spooled files are sent. This parameter is ignored
unless *ALL is specified for "Spooled file".
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: Spooled files for the current user are sent.
*ALL: Spooled files for all users are sent.
name: The name of the user whose spooled files are to be sent.
Select by output queue
The qualified name of the output queue containing the spooled files to be sent.
This parameter is ignored unless *ALL is specified for "Spooled file".
The possible values are:
*ALL: Spooled files for all output queues are sent.

name: The name of the output queue containing the spooled files
to be sent.
The possible library values are
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the output queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the output queue.
library name: The name of the library containing the output
queue.
Select by form type
The form type for spooled files to be sent. This parameter is ignored unless *ALL
is specified for "Spooled file".
The possible values are:
*ALL: All spooled files are sent, regardless of their form type.
*STD: Only spooled files with form type *STD are sent.
characters: Only spooled files that match the specified form type
are sent.
Select by user data
Select spooled files to be sent which match the specified user data. This parameter
is ignored unless *ALL is specified for "Spooled file".
The possible values are:
*ALL: All spooled files are sent, regardless of their user data
attribute.
characters: Only spooled files that match the specified user data
are sent.
Hang up after this transaction
Whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the completion of the
transaction. This parameter is ignored for non-switched connections. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Call-back phone number

The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting that the server
call your machine back. Click here for a complete description of this parameter.
Message for server
An ad hoc message to be sent to the server along with the RSF request. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Contact name, etc.
When you prompt for command parameters with F4, default name, address and
telephone information is filled in for you. These are the same defaults the system
uses to send PTF orders via Electronic Customer Support.
The possible values are:
contact information: Enter the appropriate information for
contact name, address, and phone.
Related Commands:
The following command is discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Monitor Output Queue (STRMONOUTQ)
For more information about the following command, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Retrieve Spooled Files (RTVSPLFRSF)

Sending IFS Objects
The Send IFS Objects (SNDIFSRSF) command can be used to send objects in the Integrated
Files System (IFS) to another machine. The objects can be sent to the same or to a different
directory on the target machine.
User-written exit programs can be called both before and after the objects are sent to further
customize the object distribution process.
The prompted version of the SNDIFSRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.

Send IFS Objects (SNDIFSRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Objects:
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Include or omit . . . . . . .
Restore to . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Include sub-directories . . . .
Save while active . . . . . . .
Target release . . . . . . . . .
VxRyMz...
Run-time compression . . . . . .
*SERVER
Location list . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Member name . . . . . . . . . .
Reset location list . . . . . .
Relay distribution . . . . . . .
Delete target save file . . . .
Exit program . . . . . . . . . .
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The parameters for the SNDIFSRSF command are described below.
Objects
Enter up to 15 specifications defining the objects to be sent. There are three parts
to each specification:

1. The path and name of the objects to send. This can be a path to a
specific object or directory, or a generic name which includes pattern
matching characters.

2. Whether to include or omit the specified objects.

3. The path and name to use when restoring the objects on the target
machine.
This is a required parameter.
The possible Object values are:
*: Objects in the current directory are sent.
~/: Objects in the home directory of the current user are sent.
~user-name/: Objects in the home directory of the specified user
are sent.
relative-path-name: A relative path is one that does not begin
with a slash. The path is assumed to start in the user's current
directory.
full-path-name: A full path begins with a slash. The path
specification starts at the root.
generic-name: You may include wild card characters in the last
part of the path name to define a pattern that will select multiple
objects. An asterisk (*) will match any number of characters. A
question mark (?) will match any single character. You must enter
two asterisks together to begin the path specification with an
asterisk.
The possible Include/Omit values are:
*Include: The specified objects are included.
*OMIT: The specified objects are omitted. You can use an
*OMIT specification after an *INCLUDE specification to omit a
few objects from the previous specification.
The possible Restore To values are:

*Same: The objects are restored to the same names and directories
on the target machine that they had on the source machine.
path-name: Enter the new path and name for the objects.
Note: Only the last directory or file in the path name will be created on the
target machine. If any directory in the middle of the path name does not
exist on the target, the send will fail.
Server id
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry must have been
previously added to the server directory on your machine. This is a required
parameter. Click here for a complete description of this parameter.
Include Sub-Directories
Specify whether sub-directories should be included with the selection.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All sub-directories in the specified paths are included.
*DIR: The sub-directories within each matching directory are
included, but lower-level directories are not included.
*NONE: No sub-directories are included.
*OBJ: Only the specified objects are included. If a directory is
specified, objects within the directory are not included.
Save While Active
Specify whether to transmit objects that are currently in use.
The possible values are:
*NO: The request ends in error if any of the objects to be
transmitted are currently in use by another job.
*YES: All selected objects are transmitted, whether or not they are
in use. The object checkpoints can occur at different times.
*SYNC: All selected objects are transmitted, whether or not they
are in use. All object checkpoints occur at the same time.

Target Release
Enter the OS/400 release level of the target machine, relative to the source
machine.
The possible values are:
*AUTO: The target release value stored in the server directory
entry is checked. If the stored value has been updated today, the
stored value is used. Otherwise, a value of *TARGET is assumed
for this parameter.
*CURRENT: The remote server machine is at the same OS/400
release level as the local machine.
*PRV: The target machine is one OS/400 release behind the
source machine.
release-level: Enter the OS/400 release level of the remote
machine, in the form VxRyMz, where x, y and z are the version,
release and mod level respectively. For example: V4R4M0.
Run-Time Compression
Indicate whether to compress data as it is transmitted. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Location list
Enter the qualified name of the location list to reference. Click here for a
complete description of this parameter.
Member name
Enter the name of the member containing the location list. Click here for a
complete description of this parameter.
Reset location list
Specify whether to reset the access count and status for all entries in the location
list before beginning any transmissions. Click here for a complete description of
this parameter.
Relay distribution

Specify whether machines that receive the transmission successfully should
forward the transmission on to other locations. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Exit Program
Specify one or more exit programs to call at various points in the
transmission.
Exit programs can be used to customize the way in which IFS objects are handled
during the transmission. Exit programs can be used, for example, to set object
authorities and owners, to create JAVA programs from JAVA class files, etc.
The following parameters are passed to the exit programs. All parameters are
input only:
1. Exit type, CHAR(10). See the values for "When to Call" below.
2. Error indicator , CHAR(1). '1' if any errors have been encountered so far,
otherwise '0'.
3. User space, CHAR(10). The name of the user space that contains the path
specifications for the objects being transmitted.
4. User space library, CHAR(10). The name of the library containing the
user space.
The user space conforms to the standard format for list APIs outlined in section
1.2.3 of the OS/400 System API Reference manual. Each list entry has the
following format:


Save path name, CHAR(256).



Include/Omit indication, CHAR(8). Blanks indicates
*INCLUDE. Otherwise the field will equal "*OMIT".



Restore path name, CHAR(256). "*SAME" for this field indicates that the
restore path is the same as the save path.

Exit programs can use the List IFS Objects (LSTIFSRSF) command to produce a
detailed list of IFS files to a user space. See the on-line help text for the
LSTIFSRSF command for more information.
The possible single values are:
*NONE: No exit programs are called.

The possible Program values are:
*program-name: Enter the name of the program to call.
The possible Library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the job's current library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library containing the
program.
The possible When To Call values are:
*BEFORESAV: The program is called on the source machine
before the objects are saved.
*AFTERSAV: The program is called on the source machine after
the objects are saved.
*BEFORERST: The program is called on the target machine
before the objects are restored.
*AFTERRST: The program is called on the target machine after
the objects are restored.
End Session After Data Received
Whether RSF should end the session after the data is sent, without waiting to see
whether the objects are restored successfully on the target machine. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Hang up after this transaction
Whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the completion of the
transaction. This parameter is ignored for non-switched connections. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting that the server
call your machine back. Click here for a complete description of this parameter.
Related Commands:

The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Send Package (SNDRSFPKG)
Send Email (SNDEMLRSF)
Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF)
Send Objects (SNDOBJRSF)
Send Documents (SNDDOCRSF)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Retrieve IFS Objects (RTVIFSRSF)
List IFS Objects (LSTIFSRSF)

Sending Email
Use this command to send an email message. Text files, save files, spooled files and IFS stream
files can be attached to the message.
Note: You configure the connection to your outgoing mail server by setting the appropriate RSF
defaults. Use the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command to set defaults for the
"Outgoing mail server" and "Outgoing mail from address". The supplied defaults for the other
email-related parameters can usually be left as is. To test your RSF email setup, follow these
steps:






Determine the qualified name or IP address of your mail server. If necessary,
check the configuration of your PC email client to determine your mail
server. Use this to set the "Outgoing mail server" (MAILSRV) parameter in the
RSF defaults.
Specify a value for "Outgoing mail from address" (MAILFROM) in the RSF
defaults. The recommended format is RSF@your_domain. For example:
RSF@bugbusters.net.
Use the following command to send a test email:

SNDEMLRSF TO((someone@your_domain)) SUBJECT(Test) MSG(Test)




If the test command above returns an error, change the RSF default for "Outgoing
mail port" (MAILPORT) from *SMTP to *SMTPOLD and try the test again.
If the test still returns an error, double check your "Outgoing mail server" and any
possible blocking settings in your firewall.

You can use the Change RSF User Options (CHGRSFUO) command to set a different "from
address" for individual users.
When encryption is used for your outgoing mail, you must configure SSL on your iSeries
machine. See Appendix G for details on configuring SSL for outgoing mail.
See also commands Email Library (EMLLIBRSF), Email Objects (EMLOBJRSF) and Email IFS
Objects (EMLIFSRSF) which make it easy to email objects on the fly, and Work With Spooled
Files Using RSF (WRKSPLFRSF) which makes it easy to select and email spooled files.
The prompted version of the SNDEMLRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Send Email (SNDEMLRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Recipients:
Address .
Type . . .
+
Subject . .
Message

. .
. .
for
. .

. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
more values
. . . . . . . .

*TO

*TO, *CC, *BCC

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Delivery priority . . .
File containing message
Library . . . . . . .
Message member . . . . .
Attach text file:
File . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. . . .
. . . .

Member . . . . . . . . . .
Label . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Attach save file:
File . . . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . .
Label . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Attach spooled file:
Spooled file . . . . . . .
Job . . . . . . . . . . .

. .
. .

*NORMAL
*LIBL
*FIRST
*LIBL
*FIRST
*FILE

*NORMAL, *HIGH
Name
Name, *CURLIB, *LIBL
Name, *FIRST
Name
Name, *CURLIB, *LIBL
Name, *FIRST
Name, *FILE

. .
. .
. .

*LIBL
*FILE

Name
Name, *CURLIB, *LIBL
Name, *FILE

. .
. .

*

Name
Name, *

User . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number . . . . . . . . .
Spooled file number . . .
Label . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values
Attach stream file . . . . .
.

. .
. .
. .

Name

*LAST
*FILE

000000-999999
Number, *ONLY, *LAST
Name, *FILE

Print session log . . . . . . .
Spooled file attachment format .

*NO
*PDF

*YES, *NO
*PDF, *TEXT

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F12=Cancel

.

+ for more values

F5=Refresh

More...
F13=How to use this display

The parameters for the SNDEMLRSF command are described below.
Recipients
Enter up to 25 target email addresses for the message.
Note: To send a text message to a cell phone, enter the
email address as follows. Only the first 160 characters of
the message will be visible:
Carrier
Sprint
Verizon
T-Mobile
AT&T
AIM

Format
phonenumber@messaging.sprintpcs.com
phonenumber@vtext.com
phonenumber@tmomail.net
phonenumber@txt.att.net
+1phonenumber

The possible address values are:
email-address: Enter a valid email address.
The possible type values are:
*TO: This is a normal recipient.
*CC: Send as a carbon copy.

*BCC: Send as a blind carbon copy.
Subject
Specify the subject of the email.
The possible values are:
text: Enter a text string of up to 100 characters.
Message
Enter the message text.
The possible values are:
*PROMPT: An SEU session is started allowing
you to type the message text into a temporary
source member.
*FILE: The message is taken from an existing
source or database file. If *FILE is specified for
this parameter, you must also specify a value for the
"File containing message" (MSGFILE) parameter.
text: Enter up to 5000 characters of ad hoc message
text. You can use the sequence &N to force the start
of a new line.
Delivery Priority
Specify the delivery priority for the message. Some email clients
will highlight messages that have a higher than normal delivery
priority.
The possible values are:
*NORMAL: Normal delivery priority is used.
*HIGH: High delivery priority is used.
File Containing Message
Specify the qualified name of an existing file that contains the
body of the message to be sent. This can be a source file or a
database file.

This parameter is ignored unless *FILE is specified for the
Message parameter.
The possible file values are:
file-name: Enter the name of an existing source or
database file.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The file is found using the library list.
*CURLIB: The file is found in the job's current
library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library that
contains the file.
Message Member
Specify the name of the member that contains the body of the
message to be sent.
This parameter is ignored unless *FILE is specified for the
Message parameter.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The first member in the specified file is
used.
member-name: Enter the name of the member to
use.
Attach Text File
Specify up to 30 text files to attach to the message. These can be
source or database files. Data in the files is treated as plain text.
The possible file values are:
file-name: Enter the name of an existing source or
database file.
The possible library values are:

*LIBL: The file is found using the library list.
*CURLIB: The file is found in the job's current
library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library that
contains the file.
The possible member values are:
*FIRST: The first member in the specified file is
used.
member-name: Enter the name of the member to
use.
The possible label values are:
*FILE: The name of the attachment will be the
same as the file name, plus an extension of ".txt".
attachment-name: Enter the name to use for the
attachment. An extension of ".txt" is added to the
label specified.
Attach Save File
Specify up to 30 save files to attach to the message. Data in the
save files is treated as binary.
Note: On the client machine, download the free InstallAid
tool from Bug Busters to make the handling of save file
attachments easier. With InstallAid on the client PC, you
can install the contents of a save file to an iSeries machine
by just double clicking on the attachment. See
www.bugbusters.net/download.htm for more information.
The possible file values are:
file-name: Enter the name of an existing save file.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The save file is found using the library list.

*CURLIB: The save file is found in the job's
current library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library that
contains the save file.
The possible label values are:
*FILE: The name of the attachment will be the
same as the save file name, plus an extension of
".savf".
attachment-name: Enter the name to use for the
attachment. An extension of ".savf" is added to the
label specified.
Attach Spooled File
Specify up to 30 spooled files to attach to the message. The data in
the spooled files is treated as plain text.
The possible spooled file values are:
file-name: Enter the name of an existing spooled
file.
The possible job values are:
*: The spooled file was created by the current job.
job-name: Enter the name of the job in which the
spooled file was created.
The possible user values are:
user-name: Enter the user for the job in which the
spooled file was created.
The possible job number values are:
000000-999999: Enter the number of the job in
which the spooled file was created.
The possible spooled file number values are:

*LAST: The last spooled file with the specified
name in the specified job is used.
*ONLY: The only spooled file with the specified
name in the specified job is used.
number: Enter the number of the spooled file to
use.
The possible label values are:
*FILE: The name of the attachment will be the
same as the spooled file, plus an extension of ".txt".
attachment-name: Enter the name to use for the
attachment. An extension of ".txt" is added to the
label specified.
Attach Stream File
Specify up to 30 IFS stream files to attach to the message. Data in
the stream files is treated as binary.
The possible spooled file values are:
path: Enter the path of an existing stream file.
Print Session Log
Indicate whether to print the SMTP session log for this message.
The log can be useful for troubleshooting.
The possible spooled file values are:
*NO: The session log is not printed.
*YES: The session log is printed.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Send Package (SNDRSFPKG)
Send Objects (SNDOBJRSF)

Send Documents (SNDDOCRSF)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Email Library (EMLLIBRSF)
Email Objects (EMLOBJRSF)
Email IFS Objects (EMLIFSRSF)
Work With Spooled Files Using RSF
(WRKSPLFRSF)

Starting Pass-Through
The Start Pass-Through Using RSF (STRPASRSF) command is used to start a pass-through or
telnet session with a remote server.
When you run the STRPASRSF command, the server machine is contacted and a sign-on display
is presented.
Note: To end the pass-through session, specify ENDCNN(*YES)
when entering the SIGNOFF command on the remote machine.
The prompted version of the STRPASRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Start Pass-Through Using RSF (STRPASRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Remote user profile . . . . . .
Remote
Remote
Remote
Remote

password . . . . .
password encryption
initial program . .
initial menu . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Remote current library . . . . .
Hang up after this transaction
Call-back phone number . . . . .

*NONE

*NONE
*DES7
*RMTUSRPRF
*RMTUSRPRF
*RMTUSRPRF
*YES

Name
Name, *NONE, *CURRENT
Name, *NONE
*DES7, *SHA1, *NONE
Name, *RMTUSRPRF, *NONE
Name, *RMTUSRPRF, *SIGNOFF
Name, *RMTUSRPRF
*YES, *NO

Message for server . . . . . . .

*SERVER

The parameters for the STRPASRSF command are described below.
Server id
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry
must have been previously added to the server directory on your
machine. See Adding Server Directory Entries for more
information. This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: The name of an entry in the server directory
on your machine.
Remote User Profile
Specify a user profile to use for automatic sign-on to the remote
system.
If a valid password is supplied, and if the remote system allows
automatic sign-on, you can use this parameter to bypass the signon display on the remote system.
This parameter is ignored for TCP/IP connections.
The possible values are:
*NONE: Automatic sign-on is not requested.
*CURRENT: The user profile of the user
executing this command is used.
user-profile-name: Enter a valid user profile name.
Remote Password
Specify a password to send to the remote system along with the
user profile for automatic sign-on.

The possible values are:
*NONE: No password is sent.
password: Enter the password for the specified user
profile.
Remote password encryption
Specify, for TCP/IP connections, whether to encrypt the password
when initiating the connection.
This value is ignored unless:


A value other than *NONE was specified for the Remote
User Profile (RMTUSRPRF) parameter.



The operating system release level of the source and target
machines is V5R1M0 or greater.

The possible values are:
*DES7: The default encryption method is used. If
the remote operating system level is V5R1M0 or
greater, a value of '0' or '1' must be specified for the
QPWDLVL system value on the remote system.
*SHA1: SHA-1 encryption is used. The remote
operating system level must be at V5R1M0 or later,
and a value of '2' or greater must be specified for the
QPWDLVL system value on the remote system.
*NONE: No password encryption is used.
Remote initial program
Specify the name of an initial program to call when starting the
session on the target system.
This value is ignored unless:


A value other than *NONE was specified for the Remote
User Profile (RMTUSRPRF) parameter.



System value QRMTSIGN on the target system is set to
*SAMEPRF or *VERIFY.



For TCP/IP connections, the operating system release level
of the source and target machines is V5R1M0 or greater.

The possible values are:
*RMTUSRPRF: The initial program specified in
the user profile on the target machine is used.
*NONE: No initial program is called.
program-name: Enter the name of the initial
program to call. The program must be found in the
target job's initial library list.
Remote initial menu
Specify the name of an initial menu to call when starting the
session on the target system.
This value is ignored unless:


A value other than *NONE was specified for the Remote
User Profile (RMTUSRPRF) parameter.



System value QRMTSIGN on the target system is set to
*SAMEPRF or *VERIFY.



For TCP/IP connections, the operating system release level
of the source and target machines is V5R1M0 or greater.

The possible values are:
*RMTUSRPRF: The initial menu specified in the
user profile on the target machine is used.
*SIGNOFF: The job is signed off after the initial
program completes.
menu-name: Enter the name of the initial menu to
use. The menu must be found in the target job's
initial library list.
Remote current library

Specify the name of the current library to use when starting the
session on the target system.
This value is ignored unless:


A value other than *NONE was specified for the Remote
User Profile (RMTUSRPRF) parameter.



System value QRMTSIGN on the target system is set to
*SAMEPRF or *VERIFY.



For TCP/IP connections, the operating system release level
of the source and target machines is V5R1M0 or greater.

The possible values are:
*RMTUSRPRF: The current library specified in
the user profile on the target machine is used.
library-name: Enter the name of the initial current
library to use.
Hang up after this transaction
Whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the
completion of the transaction. This parameter is ignored for nonswitched connections. Click here for a complete description of this
parameter.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting
that the server call your machine back. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Message for server
An ad hoc message to be sent to the server along with the start
pass-through request. Click here for a complete description of this
parameter.
Contact name, etc.
When you prompt for command parameters with F4, default name,
address and telephone information is filled in for you. These are

the same defaults the system uses to send PTF orders via
Electronic Customer Support.
The possible values are:
contact information: Enter the appropriate
information for contact name, address, and phone.

Copying Remote Files
The Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF) command is used to copy database file members between
machines
The prompted version of the CPYFRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Send or retrieve data

. . . . .

From file

. . . . . . . . . . .

Library

. . . . . . . . . . .

Server ID .
From member
*ALL
To file . .
Library .

. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .

To member . . . . . . . . . .
Replace or add records . . . .
Optimize for . . . . . . . . .
Run-time compression . . . . .
Target release . . . . . . . .
VxRyMz...
Post-processing program . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . .
Remote signon information:
User ID . . . . . . . . . .
*REQUESTER...
Password . . . . . . . . . .
End session after data rcvd .
Hang up after this transaction

*RTV, *SND
Name

*LIBL
*FIRST
*FROMFILE

Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *CURRENT, *LIST
Name, generic*, *FIRST,
Name, *FROMFILE
Name, *FROMLIB

.
.
.
.
.

*FROMMBR
*REPLACE
*CNNTYPE
*SERVER
*CURRENT

.
.

*NONE

Name, *DFT, *NONE
Name, *LIBL

.

*SERVER

Name, *RSFDFT,

.
.

*NO
*YES

Name, *FROMMBR
*REPLACE, *ADD
*DDM, *SAVRST, *SPACE...
*NONE, *BASIC, *MAX, *SERVER
*CURRENT, *TARGET,

Name
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO

Message for server . . . . . . .

*NONE
*SERVER

Location list . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . .
Member name . . . . . . .
Reset location list . . .
Relay distribution . . . .
Copy from record number .
Copy to record number . .
Number of records to copy
Errors allowed . . . . . .

*LIBL
*FIRST
*YES
*NO
*START
*END
*END
0

Call-back phone number . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *FIRST
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO
Number, *START
Number, *END
Number, *END
Number, *NOMAX

Note: Error messages generated from this command that refer to file RSFCOPY actually refer to
the remote file to/from which you are copying. Error messages that refer to library QTEMP may
actually refer to the remote library to/from which you are copying.
The parameters for the CPYFRSF command are described below.
Send or retrieve data
Specify whether you are sending or retrieving data. This is a
required parameter.
The possible values are:
*SND: Data is sent to the remote machine.
*RTV: Data is retrieved from the remote machine.
From file
Enter the qualified name of the file to copy data from. This is a
required parameter.
If *SND is specified for "Send or retrieve data", this file must be
on the local machine. Otherwise, the file must be on the remote
machine.
The possible values are:
file-name: Enter the name of an existing file to
copy data from.

The possible library values are:
*LIBL: Use the library list to locate the file
*CURLIB: The file is in the current library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the file.
Server ID
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry
must exist in the server directory on your machine. This is a
required parameter. Click here for a complete description of this
parameter.
From member
Enter the name or generic name of the member to copy from.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The first member in the file is copied.
*ALL: All members in the file are copied.
member-name: Enter the name of the member to
be copied. To specify a generic name, end your
specification with an asterisk (*).
To file
Enter the qualified name of the file to copy data to. If the file does
not exist, it will be created.
If *SND is specified for "Send or retrieve data", this file will be on
the remote machine. Otherwise, the file will be on the local
machine.
The possible values are:
*FROMFILE: The data is copied to a file with the
same name and library as specified in the "From
file" parameter.

file-name: Enter the name of the file to copy data
to.
The possible library values are:
*FROMLIB: The "To file" is in the same library as
the "From file".
library-name: Enter the name of the library to
contain the file.
To member
Enter the name of the member to copy to.
The possible values are:
*FROMMBR: Data is copied to a member in the
"To file" that has the same name as the member
copied from.
*FIRST: Data is copied to the first member in the
"To file".
member-name: Enter the name of the member to
copy to.
Replace or add records
Specify whether to add to or replace an existing member when
copying data.
The possible values are:
*REPLACE: Copied data replaces the data in an
existing member.
*ADD: Copied data is added to the data in an
existing member.
Optimize for
Specify the method to use to transmit the data. When a TCP/IP
connection is used, a value of *SPEED is assumed for this
parameter, regardless of the value specified. .

The possible values are:
*SPACE: No work space is use to prepare or
compress the data before it is transmitted. DDM is
used to transmit the data, so this option is not
available for TCP/IP connections.
For large files, this method requires more
transmission time because the data is not
compressed.
*SPEED: The data is compressed before it is sent.
Work spaces are used on the source and target
machines to pack/unpack the data. The temporary
work space required may be equal in size to the data
being transmitted. DDM is not used to transmit the
data, so this option is always used with TCP/IP
connections.
This method uses the system save/restore facilities,
so data can only be transmitted between machines
with compatible OS/400 release levels.
This method is faster for large files, where the
transmission time saved more than makes up for the
time spent packing and unpacking the data.
Note: In order to use this option, the
server machine must be running RSF
release 6.0 or greater.
Run-Time Compression
Indicate whether to compress data as it is transmitted. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Target release
Specify the OS/400 release level of the remote machine, relative to
your machine.
This parameter is ignored unless *SEND is specified for "Send or
retrieve data", and *SPEED is specified (or assumed, as with
TCP/IP connections) for the "Optimize for" parameter.
The possible values are:

*AUTO: The target release value stored in the
server directory entry is checked. If the stored value
has been updated today, the stored value is used.
Otherwise, a value of *TARGET is assumed for this
parameter.
*CURRENT: The remote server machine is at the
same OS/400 release level as your machine:
*PRV: The remote server machine is one OS/400
release level behind your machine.:
release-level: Enter the OS/400 release level of the
remote machine, in the form VxRyMz, where x, y
and z are the version, release and mod level
respectively. For example: V4R1M0.:
Post-Processing program
Enter the qualified name of a user program to call on the remote
machine once the data has been copied to the target file.
The value you specify will be ignored by the server machine unless
an entry referring to your machine exists in the requester directory
of the server machine and specifies *YES or *PARTIAL for
"Allow remote program calls". See Adding Requester Directory
Entries for more information.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No program is called on the server
machine after the file is copied. You must specify
*NONE for this parameter if you specified *RTV
for "Send or retrieve data".
*DFT: The value specified for "Post-Processing
program" in the requester directory of the server
machine is used. The server machine controls which
program, if any is called.
program-name: Enter the name of a program to
call on the server machine to process the received
data.. See Post-Processing Programs for more
information about how to write these programs.
The possible library values are:

*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the
program.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the current
library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the program.
Remote sign-on information
Enter a user id and password to use on the remote system. The user
id and password you specify will be used to determine your
authority to files on the remote machine.
The possible single values are:
*RSFDFT: The default profile RSFSRV is used on
the remote system.
*REQUESTER: The profile used to check
authority on the remote machine is the same as the
original profile on that machine that was used to
initiate the RSF request which connected to this
machine. The job in which this command is run
must be an RSF server job and *CURRENT must
be specified for the "Server id" (SERVER)
parameter.
For example, USER1 on SYSTEMA uses the
STRPASRSF command to connect to SYSTEMB.
User profile USER2 is used to sign on to
SYSTEMB. Now the following command, executed
in the target pass-through job on SYSTEMB, will
copy files from SYSTEMA to SYSTEMB and will
have USER1's authority to the objects on
SYSTEMA:
CPYFRSF ACTION(*RTV)
FROMFILE(MYLIB/QCLSRC)
SERVER(*CURRENT)
FROMMBR(A*)
USER(*REQUESTER)
The possible user id values are:

user-id: Enter a valid user id for the remote system.
The possible password values are:
password: Enter the appropriate password for the
user id specified.
End session after data received
Specify whether the communications session with the server
should be ended before any post-processing program is called.
The possible values are:
*NO: If the you have specified that a user-written
program be called to process the received RSF data,
and if the server has specified *NO for the DROP
parameter on the requester directory entry, the
session remains active while the post-processing
program is called. Status messages reporting the
progress of the post-processing program are
returned to your machine.
*YES: The session with the server is ended after
the data is received by the server. If the you have
specified that a user-written program be called to
process the received data, the session is ended
before the program is called. The post-processing
program is executed asynchronously on the server
machine.
Hang up after this transaction
Whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the
completion of the transaction. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting
that the server call your machine back. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Message for server

An ad hoc message to be sent to the server along with the star passthrough request. Click here for a complete description of this
parameter.
Contact name, etc.
When you prompt for command parameters with F4, default name,
address and telephone information is filled in for you. These are
the same defaults the system uses to send PTF orders via
Electronic Customer Support.
The possible values are:
contact information: Enter the appropriate
information for contact name, address, and phone.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Retrieve Package (RTVRSFPKG)
Send Package (SNDRSFPKG)
Retrieve Objects (RTVOBJRSF)
Send Objects (SNDOBJRSF)
Retrieve Documents (RTVDOCRSF)
Send Documents (SNDDOCRSF)
Create Package (CRTRSFPKG)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Scheduling Transmissions
The Schedule RSF Transmission (SCDRSFTNS) command is used to schedule an RSF
transmission to one or more remote locations.
The transmission can be scheduled to occur immediately, or at some future date and time. The
transmission can consist of sending a package of objects, retrieving a package of objects, or
performing any combination of RSF functions for each location to be contacted.
The prompted version of the SCDRSFTNS command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Schedule RSF Transmission (SCDRSFTNS)
Type choices, press Enter.
Action to perform . . . . . . .
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Schedule date
Schedule time

. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

Automatic installation . . . . .
Package . . . . . . . . . . . .
User transmit program . . . . .

*SND, *RTV, *PGM
Name, *LIST

*CURRENT
*CURRENT
*TRY

Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Parameter string . . . . . . . .
Location list . . . . . . . . .

*LIBL

Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Member name . . . . . . . . . .
Reset location list counts . . .

*LIBL
*FIRST
*YES
*DFT

Number of jobs to submit . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

Date, *CURRENT
Time, *CURRENT
*TRY, *YES, *NO
Name
Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name

F12=Cancel

Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *FIRST
*YES, *NO
1-255, *DFT

F13=How to use this display

The parameters for the SCDRSFTNS command are described below in the order that they appear
on the command prompt.
Action to perform
Indicate the action to perform for each location being contacted.
This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:

*SND: An RSF package is sent to each location.
When you specify *SND for this parameter, you
must also specify a value for the "Package"
parameter.
*RTV: An RSF package is retrieved from each
location. When you specify *RTV for this
parameter, you must also specify a value for the
"Package" parameter.
The save file retrieved will be placed in library
QGPL and will have the same name as the server id
from which it was retrieved. The SCDRSFTNS
command does not delete the save file. You must
delete the save file after installing the objects. You
can manually delete the save file, or use an
automatic installation program that will delete the
save file after installation. Click here for more
information about automatic installation programs.
*PGM: A user written program is called to process
each location. When you specify *PGM for this
parameter, you must also specify a value for the
"User transmit program" parameter.
Server id
Enter a server id for the location to be contacted. This is a required
parameter.
The possible values are:
*LIST: No specific server id is referenced. Instead,
a location list is used to contact several remote
locations. When you specify *LIST for this
parameter, you must also specify a value for the
"Location list" parameter. Click here for more
information about location lists.
server-id: Enter a server id to reference from the
server directory on your machine.
Schedule date
Enter the date the transmission should begin.

The possible values are:
*CURRENT: The transmission begins on the
current date.
date: Enter a valid future date on which to begin the
transmission.
Schedule time
Enter the time the transmission should begin.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: The transmission begins at the
current time.
time: Enter a valid future time on which to begin
the transmission.
Automatic installation
Specify whether RSF should attempt to install a package once it
has been sent or retrieved.
This parameter is ignored if *PGM is specified for "Action to
perform".
For automatic installation, RSF attempts to restore program
RSFINST to library QTEMP from the save file that was
transmitted with the package.
If program RSFINST can be restored, it is called with the
following parameter list:


A data structure describing the request, CHAR(*). See
Appendix A for a complete description of the data
structure.



Return message data. CHAR(128).



Return message type. CHAR(7).



Saved library. CHAR(10).



Save command used. CHAR(10).

It is the user's responsibility to write installation program
RSFINST and include it in the save file for the package if
automatic installation for this package is to be supported. See
Automatic Installation Programs for more information.
The possible values are:
*TRY: Automatic installation is attempted. The
request ends normally if no automatic installation
program is found. If you know automatic
installation does not apply, it is more efficient to
specify *NO for this parameter.
*YES: Automatic installation is attempted. The
request ends in error if no automatic installation
program is found.
*NO: No attempt is made to automatically install
the package.
Package
Enter the name of an RSF package to reference for sending or
retrieving objects. This parameter is required if a value other than
*PGM is specified for the "Action to perform" parameter.
If *RTV is specified for "Action to perform", the package must
exist on the remote machine. If *SND is specified for "Action to
perform", the package must exist on the local machine.
The possible values are:
package-name: Enter the name of an RSF package.
The save file associated with the package will be
sent to or retrieved from each remote location.
User transmit program
Enter the qualified name of a user program to call. This is a
required parameter if *PGM is specified for the "Action to
perform" parameter.
The program specified is called once for each remote location to be
contacted. The program can send objects to, retrieve objects from,
or perform any combination of valid RSF functions for the remote
location.

The possible values are:
program name: Enter the name of a user-written
program to call.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the program.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the current
library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the program.
The user program is passed the following parameters:
Server id: CHAR(10): The server id to be
contacted.
Control data: CHAR(1024): A data structure
containing control information about the location to
be contacted. All fields are in character format. The
layout of the control data structure is as follows:
1-10: The name of the location list
being used, if any.
11-20: The library containing the
location list.
21-30: The member containing the
location list.
31-40: The current status for the
entry to be contacted.
41-50: The current step for the entry
to be contacted.
51-53: The maximum number of
tries for the entry.
54-56: The current try number.
57-1024: Reserved.

Location list
Enter the qualified name of the location list you want to reference.
This is a required parameter if *LIST is specified for the "Server
id" parameter. Click here for more information about location lists.
The possible values are:
location-list-name: Enter the name for the file
containing the location list.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the location
list.
*CURLIB: The location list is found in the current
library
library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the location list.
Member
Enter the name of the member containing the location list.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The location list stored in the first
member of the file is used.
member-name: Enter the name of the member
containing the location list
Reset location list
Specify whether to reset the access count and status for all entries
in the location list. This parameter is ignored unless *LIST is
specified for the "Server id" parameter.
The possible values are:
*YES: The location list is reset. Entries in the list
are reset by the first job submitted by this command
to begin execution.

*NO: The location list is not reset.
Number of jobs to submit
Specify the number of simultaneous jobs to submit to process the
request.
The possible values are:
*DFT: The value specified for the "Number of jobs
to submit" parameter on the Create Location List
(CRTRSFLL) command for the location list being
referenced is used. If no location list is referenced, 1
is assumed.
1-255: Specify the number of simultaneous jobs to
submit to process the list. You should not submit
more jobs than lines available for use by RSF.
Job description
Specify the job descriptions to use when submitting jobs to process
the request. The job descriptions determine the job queues to
which jobs are submitted, and other job attributes.
You may specify up to 255 job descriptions. When multiple jobs
are submitted to process the request, the first job uses the first job
description, the second job uses the second job description, and so
on. If more jobs are submitted than the number of job descriptions
specified, the job description list is used repeatedly until all jobs
have been submitted.
The possible single values are:
*DFT: The value specified for the "Job description"
parameter on the Create Location List
(CRTRSFLL) command for the location list being
referenced is used. If no location list is referenced,
*USRPRF is assumed.
*USRPRF: The job description specified in the
user profile of the user executing this command is
used.
job-description: Enter the name of an existing job
description

The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job description is found using the
library list.
*CURLIB: The job description is found in the
current library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the job description.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Create Location List (CRTRSFLL)
Retrieve Location List Entry (RTVRSFLLE)
Change Location List Entry (CHGRSFLLE)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Location List (CHGRSFLL)

Location Lists
Location lists can be used in conjunction with the Schedule RSF Transmission (SCDRSFTNS)
command to schedule an automatic transmission to several remote locations.
You can also use location lists in your own CL programs. Once a list has been created, use the
Retrieve RSF Location List Entry (RTVRSFLLE) command to retrieve the next location to be
contacted from the list. Use the Change Location List Entry (CHGRSFLLE) command to update
the status of an entry after contacting the remote location.
Multiple jobs can be retrieving entries off the same location list at the same time. Each entry in
the list will only be returned to one job at a time. You can use this feature to submit multiple
batch jobs to work through a single list.

Creating Location Lists
The Create Location List (CRTRSFLL) command is used to create a working list of remote
server locations that you wish to contact. You can use the list created with this command to
retrieve objects from each location in the list, send objects to each location in the list or perform
any combination of RSF functions for each location.
The prompted version of the CRTRSFLL command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Create RSF Location List (CRTRSFLL)
Type choices, press Enter.
Location list . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Member name . . . . . . . . . .
Replace or add records . . . . .
Server IDs to include . . . . .
Text comparison data:
Compare value . . . . . . . .
Starting position . . . . . .
Relational operator . . . . .
Maximum tries per server . . . .
Number of jobs to submit . . . .
Job description
Library

. . . . . . . .

*CURLIB
*FIRST
*REPLACE
*ALL

1
*EQ
2
1
*USRPRF

. . . . . . . . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

Name
Name, *CURLIB
Name, *FIRST
*REPLACE, *ADD
*NAME, *GENERIC*

1-50
*EQ, *NE, *GT, *LT, *GE...
1-50
1-255
Name, *USRPRF
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB

F12=Cancel

Bottom
F13=How to use this display

The parameters for the CRTRSFLL are described below.
You can create complex location lists by executing this command repeatedly for the same
location list and specifying *ADD for "Replace or add records".
Location list
Enter the qualified name of the location list you are creating.
Location lists are stored as physical file members. This is a
required parameter.

The possible values are:
location-list-name: Enter the name for the file to
contain the location list. If the file does not exist, it
will be created.
The possible library values are:
*CURLIB: The location list is created in the
current library
library-name: Enter the name of the library to
contain the location list.
Member
Enter the name of the member to contain the location list.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The location list is stored in the first
member in the file.
member-name: Enter the name of the member to
contain the location list. If the member doesn't exist,
it will be added.
Replace or add records
Specify whether to add to or replace an existing location list.
The possible values are:
*REPLACE: If a location list exists with the same
file, library and member name, it is replaced.
*ADD: Add to an existing location list.
Server IDs to include
Specify which entries from the server directory on your machine to
include in the list.
The possible values are:

*ALL: All entries from the server directory on your
machine are included in the list.
generic-server-id: Specify a specific server id to
include in the list, or key * anywhere in the name to
match any substring of 0 or more characters. Key _
anywhere in the name to match any single
character.
For example: Specify *B* to select all server ids
containing the letter B.
Text comparison data
Specify data to compare to the server id text to selectively include
entries in the list.
Compare value

Specify a value to compare to.
The possible values are:
character-string: Specify any string from 0 to 50
characters in length.
Starting position

Specify the starting position for the comparison.
The possible library values are:
1-50: Specify a starting position from 1 to 50.
Relational operator

Specify a relational operator to use for the comparison.
The possible library values are:
*EQ: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is equal to the
compare value specified.
*NE: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is not equal to the
compare value specified.

*GT: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is greater than to
the compare value specified.
*LT: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is less than to the
compare value specified.
*GE: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is greater than or
equal to the compare value specified.
*LE: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is less than or
equal to the compare value specified.
*NG: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is not greater than
the compare value specified.
*NL: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
at the starting position specified, is not less than the
compare value specified.
*CT: Server ids are included in the list if their text,
anywhere from the starting position specified to the
end of the text, contains the compare value
specified.
Maximum tries per server
Specify the number of times you want to attempt to contact a given
location. Repeated attempts will be made to contact each location
until the transmission to the location is successful, or the
transmission to the location has been attempted the number of
times specified in this parameter.
When you use the RTVRSFLLE command to retrieve entries from
a location list, entries that have not been contacted are returned
first, followed by entries where the previous contact ended in error.
The value you specify for this parameter determines the number of
times the RTVRSFLLE command will return a given server id to
your program when the previous attempt to contact the server
ended in error. When all locations have been contacted
successfully or have been tried the number of times specified by

this parameter, the RTVRSFLLE command returns *NONE for
server id.
The possible values are:
2: A maximum of two attempts will be made to
contact each location.
1-50: Specify the maximum number of times to try
to contact each remote location.
Number of jobs to submit
Specify the default number of jobs to submit to process the
location list. This value is used by the Schedule RSF Transmission
(SCDRSFTNS) command when scheduling transmissions using
this location list.
The possible values are:
1: One job is submitted to process the list.
1-255: Specify the number of simultaneous jobs to
submit to process the list. You should not submit
more jobs than lines available for use by RSF.
Job description
Specify the default job description to use when submitting jobs to
process the location list. This value is used by the Schedule RSF
Transmission (SCDRSFTNS) command when scheduling
transmissions using this location list.
The possible single values are:
*USRPRF: The job description specified in the
user profile of the user executing the SCDRSFTNS
command is used.
The possible job description values are:
job-description: Enter the name of an existing job
description.
The possible library values are:

*LIBL: The job description is found using the
library list.
*CURLIB: The job description is found in the
current library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the job description.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Schedule Transmission (SCDRSFTNS)
Retrieve Location List Entry (RTVRSFLLE)
Change Location List Entry (CHGRSFLLE)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Location List (CHGRSFLL)
Display Location List (DSPRSFLL)

Retrieving Location List Entries
Use the Retrieve RSF Location List Entry (RTVRSFLLE) command within a CL program to
retrieve the next location to be contacted from an RSF location list.
The prompted version of the RTVRSFLLE command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Retrieve Location List Entry (RTVRSFLLE)
Type choices, press Enter.
Location list . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Member name . . . . . . . . . .
Server ID to retrieve
CL var for Server ID
CL var for STATUS

. . . . .
(10)
(10)

*LIBL
*FIRST
*NEXT

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *FIRST
Name, *NEXT, *FIRST
Character value
Character value

CL var for STEP
CL
CL
CL
CL

var
var
var
var

for
for
for
for

MAXTRY
current try
NBRJOB
JOBD

CL var for JOBDLIB

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

(10)

Character value

(3 0)
(3 0)
(3 0)
(10)

Number
Number
Number
Character value

(10)

Character value

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

Bottom
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The parameters for the RTVRSFLLE command are described below in the same order that they
appear on the command prompt.
Location list
Enter the qualified name of the location list to reference. This is a
required parameter.
The possible values are:
location-list-name: Enter the name for the file
containing the location list.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The location list is found using the library
list.
*CURLIB: The location list is found in the current
library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the location list.
Member
Enter the name of the member containing the location list.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The location list is stored in the first
member in the file.

member-name: Enter the name of the member
containing the location list.
Server id to retrieve
Specify the server id for the entry to be retrieved.
The possible values are:
*NEXT: The next server to be contacted is
retrieved. When you specify *NEXT for this
parameter, a single entry is returned. Entries that
have not yet been retrieved are returned first,
followed by entries with a status of *ERROR that
have not yet been retrieved the maximum number of
times specified on the Create RSF Location List
(CRTRSFLL) command.
If there are no more entries to retrieve, *NONE is
returned for the RTNSERVER parameter. When a
value other than *NONE is returned, the status for
the entry is set to *INUSE and the number of tries
for the entry is incremented by 1.
*FIRST: The first entry in the list is retrieved.
server-id: Enter the server id for the entry to be
retrieved.
CL var for RTNSERVER
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the returned server id.
This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR)
LEN(10).
CL var for STATUS
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the current status for the
entry being retrieved.
The possible values are:

variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR)
LEN(10).
CL var for STEP
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the current user-defined
step for the entry being retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR)
LEN(10).
CL var for MAXTRY
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the maximum number
of tries specified for the entry being retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*DEC)
LEN(3 0).
CL var for CURTRY
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the current try number
for the entry being retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*DEC)
LEN(3 0).
CL var for NBRJOB
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the default number of
jobs to submit to process the location list.
The possible values are:

variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*DEC)
LEN(3 0).
CL var for JOBD
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the default job
description associated with the location list.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR)
LEN(10).
CL var for JOBDLIB
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the library for the
default job description associated with the location list.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable.
The variable should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR)
LEN(10).
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Schedule Transmission (SCDRSFTNS)
Create Location List (CRTRSFLL)
Change Location List Entry (CHGRSFLLE)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Location List (CHGRSFLL)
Display Location List (DSPRSFLL)

Changing Location List Entries

Use the Change Location List Entry (CHGRSFLLE) command to change a location list entry.
The prompted version of the CHGRSFLLE command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Change RSF Location List Entry (CHGRSFLLE)
Type choices, press Enter.
Location list . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Member name . . . . . . . . . .
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
New status . . . . . . . . . . .
*ERROR...
New step . . . . . . . . . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

*LIBL
*FIRST

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name, *FIRST

*SAME

Name
*SAME, *COMPLETE,

*SAME

Character value, *SAME

F12=Cancel

Bottom
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The parameters for the CHGRSFLLE command are described below in the same order that they
appear on the command prompt.
Location list
Enter the qualified name of the location list to reference. This is a
required parameter.
The possible values are:
location-list-name: Enter the name of the file
containing the location list.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The location list is found using the library
list.
*CURLIB: The location list is found in the current
library.

library-name: Enter the name of the library
containing the location list.
Member
Enter the name of the member containing the location list.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: The location list is stored in the first
member in the file.
member-name: Enter the name of the member
containing the location list.
Server ID
Specify the server id for the entry to be updated. This is a required
parameter.
The possible values are:
server-id: Enter the server id for the location list
entry to be updated.
New status
Specify the new status setting for the location list entry.
The possible values are:
*SAME: The current value is not changed.
*COMPLETE: The entry is flagged as complete.
*ERROR: Contact with the remote location ended
in error. If the maximum number of attempts to
contact this location (as specified on the Create
Location List command) has not been reached, this
entry can be retrieved from the location list again
with the Retrieve RSF Location List Entry
command.
*QUIT: Contact with the remote location ended in
error. No further attempt will be made to contact the
location.

*RESET: The status, step and access count for the
entry are reset to their initial values.
*INUSE: If the entry is not already in use, does not
have a status of *COMPLETE, and has not yet
been contacted the maximum number of times, the
status is set to *INUSE. Otherwise, the operation
ends in error.
New step
Specify a new value for the user-defined step field. You can use
this field to keep track of individual steps within a complex
transmission.
The possible values are:
*SAME: The current value is not changed.
character-value: Specify a new step value.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Schedule Transmission (SCDRSFTNS)
Create Location List (CRTRSFLL)
Retrieve Location List Entry (RTVRSFLLE)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Location List (CHGRSFLL)
Display Location List (DSPRSFLL)

Location List Example
Location lists can be used with the Schedule RSF Transmission (SCDRSFTNS) command, or
within your own CL programs. The following example illustrates how you might use a location
list within your own CL programs.

This example bypasses the SCDRSFTNS command and sends RSFTOOLS to all servers known
to the local machine whose names contain the letter B.
DCL VAR(&SERVER) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10)
DCL VAR(&STATUS) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10)
/* Create the location list */
CRTRSFLL LIST(QTEMP/TEST) SERVER('*B*')
/* Send the library to each location */
LOOP: RTVRSFLLE LIST(QTEMP/TEST) SERVER(*NEXT)
RTNSERVER(&SERVER)
IF (&SERVER = '*NONE') THEN(GOTO CMDLBL(ENDLOOP))
CHGVAR VAR(&STATUS) VALUE('*COMPLETE')
SNDRSFPKG PKG(RSFTOOLS) SERVER(&SERVER)
/* Handle transmission error */
MONMSG MSGID(CPF0000 RPG0000 RSF0000) EXEC(DO)
CHGVAR VAR(&STATUS) VALUE('*ERROR')
ENDDO
/* Note status */
CHGRSFLLE LIST(QTEMP/TEST) SERVER(&SERVER)
STATUS(&STATUS)
GOTO CMDLBL(LOOP)
ENDLOOP:

Explicitly Ending Switched Connections
The End RSF Switched Connection (ENDRSFCNN) command is used to explicitly hang up a
phone connection with a remote server. Remote Software Facility automatically hangs up after
each transaction, unless HANGUP(*NO) was specified. Where HANGUP(*NO) was specified
for a previous request, the line will remain active until another request for the same server
specifies HANGUP(*YES), or the ENDRSFCNN command is used to explicitly end the
connection.
The prompted version of the ENDRSFCNN command is shown below.
End Dialup Connection (ENDRSFCNN)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .

Name, *ALL

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

Bottom
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The parameters for the ENDRSFCNN command are described below.
Server id
The name of the server with whom you want to end the
connection. The name must correspond to an existing entry in the
server directory on your machine. See Adding Server Directory
Entries for more information about server directory entries. This is
a required parameter.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All inactive RSF requester phone lines are
disconnected. A line is considered to be inactive if
RSF's internal log shows no active conversations for
the line, or if the line is not currently in an active
state.:
name: The name of an entry in the server directory
on your machine.:

Remote Console Support: Forwarding Messages
The Start Message Queue Monitor (STRRSFMSGM) command is used to monitor remote
message queues from a central AS/400.
This function is often called Remote Console Support because it allows you to forward system
console messages from remote machines to a central machine.
Messages forwarded from remote machines are directed to a message queue on the central
machine. Answering forwarded inquiry messages on the central machine causes the specified
reply to be sent automatically to the originating machine.
The prompted version of the STRRSFMSGM command is shown below. Click on the image to
see parameter descriptions.

Start Message Queue Monitor (STRRSFMSGM)
Type choices, press Enter.
Send or retrieve messages
From message queue . . . .
Library . . . . . . . .
To message queue . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Server ID . . . . . . .
Message retrieval delay
Disconnect delay . . . .
Severity code filter . .
Omit message IDs . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

+ for
Header messages .
Job description .
Library . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

.
.
.
.
.

more values
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .

F5=Refresh

*LIBL
*LIBL
900
180
0
*NONE
*YES
*USRPRF

F12=Cancel

*SND, *RTV
Name
Name, *CURLIB, *LIBL
Name
Name, *CURLIB, *LIBL
Name, *CURRENT
Seconds, *NOMAX
Seconds, *NOMAX
0-99
Name, *NONE
*YES, *NO
Name, *USRPRF, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
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The parameters for the STRRSFMSGM command are described below.
Send or Retrieve Messages
Specify whether to send messages from your machine to a central
AS/400, or whether to retrieve messages from a message queue on
a remote machine.
To monitor messages on satellite machines from a central site,
there are two strategies you can employ:
1. Have each satellite machine send its messages to the
central machine. (Push)
2. Have the central machine periodically poll each
remote and retrieve the messages. (Pull)
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. The Push
method makes the most efficient use of communication resources

by only contacting the central machine when there are actually
messages to be sent. However, the Push method puts the remote
machines in control. If an error occurs on a remote that prevents
messages from being sent, the central machine will never know it.
The Pull method puts the central machine in control, but wastes
communication resources as the central machine polls remotes that
infrequently have messages to send. The Pull method also uses
greater machine resources on the central AS/400 because one job
must be active in batch for each remote being polled.
The possible values are:
*SND: Send messages from your machine to
another machine.
*RTV: Retrieve messages from a remote machine.
From Message Queue
Enter the qualified name of the message queue to be monitored. If
*SND is specified for "Send or Retrieve Messages", this message
queue is on the local AS/400. Otherwise, this message queue is on
the remote machine.
The possible values are:
message queue name: Enter the name of the
message queue to be monitored.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: Use the library list to locate the message
queue.
*CURLIB: Find the message queue in the job's
current library.
library name: Enter the name of the library
containing the message queue.
To Message Queue
Enter the qualified name of the message queue to which messages
should be sent. If *SND is specified for "Send or Retrieve

Messages", the message queue is on the remote AS/400.
Otherwise, the message queue is on the local machine.
The possible values are:
message queue name: Enter the name of the
message queue to receive the forwarded messages.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: Use the library list to locate the message
queue.
*CURLIB: Find the message queue in the job's
current library.
library name: Enter the name of the library
containing the message queue.
Server id
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry
must exist in the server directory on your machine. Click here for a
complete description of this parameter.
Message Retrieval Delay
Specify the number of seconds to wait before looking for more
messages.
When *SND is specified for "Send or Retrieve Messages", this
parameter indicates the number of seconds to wait before
contacting the central machine again to check for replies to
outstanding inquiry messages.
When *RTV is specified for "Send or Retrieve Messages", this
parameter indicates the number of seconds to wait before
contacting the remote machine again to check for new messages.
The possible values are:
900: Check every 15 minutes.
seconds: Enter the number of seconds to wait
before checking again.

Disconnect Delay
Specify the number of seconds to wait for new messages before
ending the connection. For switched connections, this is the
number of seconds to wait for new messages before hanging up.
This timer is reset each time a new message to be transmitted is
found.
The possible values are:
180: Keep the connection active for 3 minutes after
transmitting a message to wait for new messages.
seconds: Enter the number of seconds to wait for
new messages before ending the connection.
Severity Code Filter
Specify the lowest severity for messages to be transmitted.
Messages are transmitted if the message severity is greater than or
equal to the severity filter specified.
The possible values are:
0: All messages are transmitted, regardless of the
message severity.
1-99: Enter a severity filter from 1 to 99.
Omit Message IDs
Specify one or more message IDs to omit. Messages with omitted
message IDs are not transmitted. You can specify up to 50 values
for this parameter. Specifications ending in zeros are treated as
generics. For example, OMIT(MCH0000) would omit all messages
beginning with "MCH".
The possible single values are:
*NONE: No message IDs are omitted.
The other possible values are:
message-ID: Enter message IDs to omit.

Header Messages
Specify whether a header message should be sent with each
transmitted message. Header messages are sent to the target
message queue immediately preceding each transmitted messages.
The first level text for the header message indicates the machine of
origin for the transmitted message. The second level text contains
information about the sender of the original message.
When header messages are sent, a trailing blank message is also
placed in the queue after the message being transmitted.
The possible single values are:
*YES: Header messages are sent.
*NO: Header messages are not sent.
Job Description
Specify the name of a job description to use to submit the monitor
job to batch.
The possible values are:
*USRPRF: The monitor job is submitted to batch
using the job description from your user profile.
*NONE: The request is not submitted to batch. The
request is run immediately.
job-description: Enter the name of an existing job
description to use to submit the monitor job to
batch.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: Use the library list to locate the job
description.
*CURLIB: Find the job description in the job's
current library.
library name: Enter the name of the library
containing the job description.

Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Send Message Using RSF (SNDMSGRSF)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
End Message Queue Monitor (ENDRSFMSGM)

Events
RSF Events can be used to coordinate dependent processes running on one or multiple machines,
allowing you to condition the execution of one function on the successful completion of other
functions.
Events are logged to a data base file. You can retrieve the status of an event by using the
Retrieve Event Attributes (RTVEVTRSF) command in a CL program. (See the on-line help text
for more information.) You can schedule a function to execute when one or more events attain a
specific status by using the Wait For Events (WAITEVTRSF) command.

Logging Events
The Log Event (LOGEVTRSF) command is used to log a user-defined event.
The prompted version of the LOGEVTRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Log Event (LOGEVTRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Event group
Event ID .
Status . .
Server ID
Log file .
Library
Log member

.
.
.
.
.
.

. . . . . . . . . .

Name

.
.
.
.
.
.

Name,
Name,
Name,
Name,
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Name,

.
.
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.

.
.
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.
.
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.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

LOGEVTRSF
QGPL
*GROUP

*ALL
*BLANK, *START...
*CURRENT, *LOCAL
LOGEVTRSF
QGPL
*GROUP, *FIRST

Create file

. . . . . . . . . .

Member option . . . . . . . . .
End link . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hang up after this transaction
Call-back phone number . . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

*NO
*ADD
*YES
*YES
*NONE

F12=Cancel

*YES, *NO
*REPLACE, *ADD
*YES, *NO
*YES, *NO
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The parameters for the LOGEVTRSF are described below.
Event Group
Enter the name of the group containing the event. Event IDs are
unique within the group for a given log file member.
This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: Enter the group name.
Event ID
Enter the ID for the event being logged.
This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All events for the specified group will be set
to the specified status. When *ALL is specified for
this parameter, at least one event must already be
defined for the group.
event-ID: Enter the ID of the event to be logged. If
the event is already defined for the specified group
in the specified log file member, the existing event
is changed. If the event is not yet defined, it is
added.
Status

Enter the status value for the event. This value can be retrieved
later using the Retrieve Event Attributes (RTVEVTRSF)
command. The status of an event can also be used to trigger an
action with the Wait For Event (WAITEVTRSF) command.
This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
*BLANK: The event status is set to all blanks.
*START: Set the event status to *START to
indicate that a process has started.
*COMPLETE: Set the event status to
*COMPLETE to indicate that a process has
completed successfully.
*ERROR: Set the event status to *ERROR to
indicate that a process has ended abnormally.
character-value: Specify a user-defined status.
Server ID
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry
must exist in the server directory on your machine. See Adding
Server Directory Entries for more information.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: Send the package to the server that is
currently associated with the job. For pass-through
target jobs, *CURRENT refers to the source
machine. For an RSF pre-processing program
running on a server machine, *CURRENT refers to
the requester machine. *CURRENT is only valid
for this parameter if the job executing the command
is an RSF target pass-through job, an RSF preprocessing program executing on the server
machine, or a batch job submitted from one of the
above two job types. See Starting Pass-Through for
more information about RSF pass-through jobs. See
Pre-processing Programs for more information
about pre-processing programs.

*LOCAL: The request is directed to the local
machine without using communications.
Specifying *LOCAL differs from specifying
LOCAL (no preceding asterisk) in that LOCAL
refers a specific server ID while *LOCAL tells RSF
to bypass communications altogether and send the
request directly to the local machine.
LOCAL (without an asterisk) can also be used to
direct the request to the local machine but in this
case, APPC communications is used, though the
source and target machines are both the local
machine.
name: The name of an entry in the server directory
on your machine.
Log File
Enter the qualified name of the log file to use on the server
machine.
The possible values are:
LOGEVTRSF: The default log file name is used.
file-name: Enter the name of the log file to use.
The possible library values are:
QGPL: The default library is used.
library-name: Enter the name of the library on the
server machine containing the log file to be used.
Log Member
Enter the name of the member in the log file to use.
The possible values are:
*GROUP: A member with the same name as the
event group is used.

*FIRST: The first member in the specified log file
is used.
member-name: Specify a member name to use.
Create File
Specify whether RSF should automatically create the log file and
member when necessary.
The possible values are:
*NO: The request ends in error if either the log file
or member does not exist.
*YES: If either the log file or member does not
exist, they are created.
Member Option
Specify whether the log file member should be cleared before
logging this event.
The possible values are:
*ADD: The log member is not cleared.
*REPLACE: The log member is cleared before
logging this event.
End Link
Specify whether the link to the remote machine should be ended
after this request. This parameter is ignored if *LOCAL is
specified for Server id.
The RSFLINK API is used to establish the connection to the
remote machine. Some overhead is involved in first making the
connection and establishing the link. If you plan to direct multiple
requests to the same location, end the link with the last request. See
chapter 9, Calling Remote Programs for more information about
RSFLINK.
The possible values are:
*YES: The link is ended after this request.

*NO: The link remains active after this request.
Hang up after this transaction
Specify whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the
completion of the transaction. This parameter is ignored for nonswitched connections. Click here for a complete description of this
parameter.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting
that the server call your machine back. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Wait For Events (WAITEVTRSF)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Retrieve Event Attributes (RTVEVTRSF)

Conditioning Actions on Events
The Wait For Events (WAITEVTRSF) command can be used to perform some function when
one or more RSF events attain a particular status. Because RSF events can be logged to any
machine, from any other machine, this command provides a means of coordinating functions
across machines.
Events are logged to a data base file. You can retrieve the status of an event by using the
Retrieve Event Attributes (RTVEVTRSF) command in a CL program. (See the on-line help text
for more information.) You can log an event or change its status with the Log Event
(LOGEVTRSF) command.
The prompted version of the WAITEVTRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to
see parameter descriptions.
Wait For Event (WAITEVTRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.

Event group . . . . . .
Events to check:
Event ID . . . . . . .
Status . . . . . . . .
*START...
+ for more
Command to run . . . . .

values
. . . .

Server ID
Log file .
Library
Log member
Total wait

. . .
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. . . .
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Time between checks
Initialization value
Job description . .
Library . . . . .
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End link . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hang up after this transaction
Call-back phone number . . . . .

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

*COMPLETE

LOGEVTRSF
QGPL
*GROUP
*NOMAX
30
*NONE
*USRPRF
*YES
*YES
*NONE

F12=Cancel

Name, *CURRENT, *LOCAL
Name, LOGEVTRSF
Name, QGPL
Name, *GROUP, *FIRST
Seconds, *NOMAX
Seconds, 2-32767
Name, *BLANK, *START...
Name, *USRPRF, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
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*YES, *NO
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The parameters for the WAITEVTRSF command are described below.
Event Group
Enter the name of the group containing the event. Event IDs are
unique within the group for a given log file member.
This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: Enter the group name.
Event to Check
Specify the names and status for the events to be checked. Up to 50
events may be specified.

This is a required parameter.
The possible event values are:
*ALL: All existing events in the group are checked.
When *ALL is specified for this parameter, an error
is returned if no events are defined for the group.:
event-ID: Enter the ID of the event to be checked.:
The possible status values are:
*COMPLETE: The wait condition for this event is
satisfied when the event is logged with a status of
*COMPLETE.
*BLANK: The wait condition for this event is
satisfied when the event is logged with a status of
all blanks.
*START: The wait condition for this event is
satisfied when the event is logged with a status of
all *START.
*ERROR: The wait condition for this event is
satisfied when the event is logged with a status of
all *ERROR.
*ANY: The wait condition for this event is satisfied
when the event is logged with any status.
character-value: The wait condition for this event
is satisfied when the event is logged with the userdefined status specified.
Command to Run
Enter a valid CL command to run when all of the event conditions
have been satisfied. The command can be up to 1000 characters
long.
This is a required parameter.
The possible event values are:

DLYJOB 1: Use this command string if you do not
want to perform any meaningful function after
waiting for the event conditions to be met. This
string will cause the job to delay for one second.
command-string: Enter a valid CL command.
Server id
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry
must exist in the server directory on your machine. See Adding
Server Directory Entries for more information.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: Send the package to the server that is
currently associated with the job. For pass-through
target jobs, *CURRENT refers to the source
machine. For an RSF pre-processing program
running on a server machine, *CURRENT refers to
the requester machine. *CURRENT is only valid
for this parameter if the job executing the command
is an RSF target pass-through job, an RSF preprocessing program executing on the server
machine, or a batch job submitted from one of the
above two job types. See Starting Pass-Through for
more information about RSF pass-through jobs. See
Pre-processing Programs for more information
about pre-processing programs.
*LOCAL: The request is directed to the local
machine without using communications.
Specifying *LOCAL differs from specifying
LOCAL (no preceding asterisk) in that LOCAL
refers a specific server ID while *LOCAL tells RSF
to bypass communications altogether and send the
request directly to the local machine.
LOCAL (without an asterisk) can also be used to
direct the request to the local machine but in this
case, APPC communications is used, though the
source and target machines are both the local
machine.

name: The name of an entry in the server directory
on your machine.
Log File
Enter the qualified name of the log file to use on the server
machine.
The possible values are:
LOGEVTRSF: The default log file name is used.
file-name: Enter the name of the log file to use.
The possible library values are:
QGPL: The default library is used.
library-name: Enter the name of the library on the
server machine containing the log file to be used.
Log Member
Enter the name of the member in the log file to use.
The possible values are:
*GROUP: A member with the same name as the
event group is used.
*FIRST: The first member in the specified log file
is used.
member-name: Specify a member name to use.
Total Wait Time
Specify the maximum amount of time the job should wait for the
event conditions to be met.
The possible values are:
0: The job does not wait. An error is signaled if the
event conditions are not met immediately.

*NOMAX: There is no limit to the amount of time
that the job will wait for the event conditions to be
met.
2-32767: The maximum number of seconds the job
should wait for the event conditions to be met.
Seconds Between Checks
Specify the amount of time the job should delay between
successive checks to see if the event conditions are met. Shorter
delay times require the job to use more system resources but will
result in a quicker response to changes in event status.
The possible values are:
20: Wait 20 seconds between successive checks.
2-32767: The number of seconds to wait between
successive checks.
Initialization Value
Specify a status value to which all events being tested should be set
at the beginning of the request. If this command is submitted to
batch, the events are not reset until the batch job begins execution.
The possible event values are:
*NONE: The events are not reset.
*BLANK: The events are initially reset to a status
of all blanks.
*START: The events are initially reset to a status
*START.
*COMPLETE: The events are initially reset to a
status *COMPLETE.
*ERROR: The events are initially reset to a status
*ERROR.
character-value: The events are initially reset to
the user-defined status specified.

Job Description
Specify the name of a job description to use to submit the request
to batch.
The possible values are:
*USRPRF: The request is submitted to batch using
the job description from your user profile.
*NONE: The request is not submitted to batch. The
request is run immediately.
job-description: Enter the name of an existing job
description to use to submit the request to batch.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: Use the library list to locate the job
description.
*CURLIB: Find the job description in the job's
current library.
library name: Enter the name of the library
containing the job description.
End Link
Specify whether the link to the remote machine should be ended
after this request. This parameter is ignored if *LOCAL is
specified for Server id.
The RSFLINK API is used to establish the connection to the
remote machine. Some overhead is involved in first making the
connection and establishing the link. If you plan to direct multiple
requests to the same location, end the link with the last request. See
chapter 9, Calling Remote Programs for more information about
RSFLINK.
The possible values are:
*YES: The link is ended after this request.
*NO: The link remains active after this request.

Hang up after this transaction
Specify whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the
completion of the transaction. This parameter is ignored for nonswitched connections. Click here for a complete description of this
parameter.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting
that the server call your machine back. Click here for a complete
description of this parameter.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Log Event (LOGEVTRSF)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Retrieve Event Attributes (RTVEVTRSF)

Conditions
RSF Conditions give you a powerful yet simple way to check on the status of your
system. Among other things, you can use RSF conditions to:





Check on the health and status of your High Availability environment.
Check on the status of a user application.
Check for error conditions, such as the creation of a particular job log or
the appearance of a particular message on a message queue.
Monitor critical system run attributes, such as CPU or disk utilization.

When a condition you care about is detected, you can take some action such as sending an email
or text message to various recipients.
RSF defines several flexible conditions for you, making it easy to check the most common types
of things. However, you can easily extend the power and reach of this feature by defining your
own conditions.

See source members CHKCDN and CHKCDN2 in RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC for examples of how
to use conditions.
You can use the Set Condition Parameters (SETCDNRSF) command with predefined conditions
to prompt for condition parameters.
See source member CHKRSFCNN in RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC for an example of how to create
your own condition programs. You can use the Set User Condition Parameters (SETCDNUSR)
command in RSFTOOLS to prompt for parameters for user-defined conditions.
You can use the Display Condition (DSPCDNRSF) command in RSFTOOLS to test your
condition programs. See the command help text for more information.

Defining Conditions
To define a new condition, you create a condition program.
Optional: Update command Set User Conditon Parameters (SETCDNUSR) and command
processing program SETCDNUSR in RSFTOOLS to enable input parameter prompting for your
condition. Follow the pattern shown in the command and program source.
All condition programs must accept the following parameters:
Description
Input Data
Result
Output Data
Message
Server ID

Input or
Output
Input
Output
Output
Output
Input

Definition
CHAR(1024)
Char(1)
CHAR(1024)
CHAR(1000)
CHAR(10)

The parameter descriptions are as follows:
Input Data. This is data passed to the condition program that can control how it works. The
exact structure and meaning of the input data is defined by each condition program. For
example, a condition that checks for new messages might designate some portion of the input
data as the place to indicate which message queue to check. For RSF pre-defined conditions, the
input data formats are described in the online help text for the Check Condition (CHKCDNRSF)
command. You can prompt for condition specific input data using the Set Condition Parameters
(SETCDNRSF) command.
Result. The result returned after testing the condition. A value of '1' indicates that the condition
is true. Any other value indicates that the condition is false.

Output Data. This is additional data that can be returned from the condition program. The
exact structure and meaning of the output data is defined by each condition program. For
example, a condition that checks for new messages might designate some portion of the output
data to indicate the number of messages that were found. For RSF pre-defined conditions,
the output data formats are described in the online help text for the Check Condition
(CHKCDNRSF) command.
Message. This is an optional message that can be returned from the condition program. The
message could be used to describe the condition status. For RSF pre-defined conditions, the
messages returned are described in the online help text for the Check Condition (CHKCDNRSF)
command.
Server ID. This indicates the machine on which the condition is being checked. A value of
*LOCAL indicates that the condition is checked on the local machine. Any other value indicates
that the condition is checked on the machine indicated by the RSF server ID. The condition
program will be invoked on the proper machine by RSF. This field is passed to the condition
program for information only.

Predefined Conditions
The following conditions are predefined by RSF. For a description of the the input and output
data formats, see the online help text for the Check Condition (CHKCDNRSF) command. To
prompt for condition specific input data, use the Set Condition Parameters (SETCDNRSF)
command.
*HSTLOG. The history log is checked. The Input Data is used to define what to look for. True
is returned if one or more messages in the log meet the criteria specified.
*JOB. Determine if a specific or generic job is active, on the job queue or on the output
queue. Determine if a specific or generic user name is signed on.
*JRNATT. Attributes for a journal are checked. True is returned if one or more thresholds you
specify are exceeded.
*MSG. A message queue is checked. The Input Data is used to define what to look for. True is
returned if one or more messages have arrived on the specified queue in the given time interval.
*SPLF. Spooled files are checked. The Input Data is used to define what to look for. True is
returned if one or more spooled files meet the criteria specified.
*SYNCJRN. High Availability synchronization journal lag for a library is checked. The Input
Data is used to specify the library to check and the acceptable threshold. True is returned if the
replication task is further behind than the threshold specified.

*SYNCJRNI. High Availability synchronization journal lag for an IFS directory is
checked. The Input Data is used to specify the directory to check and the acceptable
threshold. True is returned if the replication task is further behind than the threshold specified.
*SYNCSTS. High Availability synchronization status is checked. The Input Data is used to
specify acceptable thresholds. True is returned if any replication jobs are currently in error or are
behind schedule.
*SYSSTS. System status is checked. The Input Data is used to specify acceptable
thresholds. True is returned if either CPU or disk utilization exceeds the threshold specified.

Checking Conditions
The Check Condition (CHKCDNRSF) command is used to check a condition.
See source member CHKCDN in RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC for an example of how to use this
command.
You can use the Set Condition Parameters (SETCDNRSF) command with predefined conditions
to prompt for condition input parameters.
See source member CHKRSFCNN in RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC for an example of how to create
your own condition programs. You can use the Set User Condition Parameters (SETCDNUSR)
command in RSFTOOLS to prompt for parameters for user-defined conditions.
You can use command Display Condition (DSPCDNRSF) in RSFTOOLS to test predefined and
user-defined condition programs. See the command help text for more information.
The prompted version of the CHKCDNRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to see
parameter descriptions.
Check Condition (CHKCDNRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Condition program . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Input data . . . . . . . . . . .
CL var for Result
(1)
CL var for output data (1024)
CL var for return msg
(1000)
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Data area with input data . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .

Name,
*LIBL
*NONE

*HSTLOG, *MSG, *SPLF...
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Character value
Character value

*LOCAL
*LIBL

Character value
Name, *LOCAL
Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel
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The parameters for the CHKCDNRSF command are described below.
Condition Program
Enter the qualified name of the program for the condition to be
checked.
The possible single values are:
*HSTLOG: The history log is checked.
*JRNATT: Journal attributes are checked.
*MSG: A message queue is checked.
*SPLF: Spooled files are checked.
*SYNCJRN: Library synchronization journal lag is
checked.
*SYNCJRNI: IFS synchronization journal lag is
checked.
*SYNCSTS: High Availability synchronization
status is checked.
*SYSSTS: System status is checked.
The possible program values are:
program-name: Enter the name of an existing
user-defined condition program.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The program is found using the library list.
*CURLIB: The program is found in the job's
current library.

library-name: Enter the name of the library that
contains the condition program.
Input Data
Specify up to 1024 bytes of input data to pass to the condition
program. The format of the input data is defined by each condition
program. The value of the input data can affect how the condition
program works.
The possible values are:
*DTAARA: The input data is read from a data area.
When this value is specified, the Data Area With
Input Data (DTAARA) parameter must also be
specified.
byte-string: Enter up to 1024 bytes of input data.
Result
Specify the name of a CL variable to receive the condition result.
The variable must be TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(1).
A value of '1' is returned if the condition is true. Any other value
indicates that the condition is false.
Output Data
Specify the name of a CL variable to receive the output data. The
variable must be TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(1024).
The format of the output data is defined by each condition
program.
Return Message
Specify the name of a CL variable to receive the return message.
The variable must be TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(1000).
The content of the return message is defined by each condition
program.
Server ID
Indicate the machine on which to check the condition.

The possible values are:
*LOCAL: The condition is checked on the
machine on which this command is run.
server-ID: Enter the RSF server ID of the machine
on which to check the condition. The server ID
must already be defined and the RSF server
function must be active on the target machine.
Data Area With Input Data
Enter the qualified name of the data area that contains the input
data to pass to the condition program. The data area must be at
least 1024 bytes long.
This parameter is ignored unless *DTAARA is specified for the
Input Data (INDTA) parameter.
The possible data area values are:
name: Enter the name of an existing data area.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The data area is found using the library list.
*CURLIB: The data area is found in the job's
current library.
library-name: Enter the name of the library that
contains the data area.
Related Commands:
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Set Condition Parameters (SETCDNRSF)
Set User Condition Parameters (SETCDNUSR)
Display Condition (DSPCDNRSF)

Repeating Jobs
The system job scheduler is handy for scheduling jobs once a day or once a week, but what if
you need to run a job every hour or every 15 minutes? The Submit Repeating Job
(SBMRJOBRSF) command offers an elegant solution. Like the IBM Submit Job (SBMJOB)
command, SBMRJOBRSF lets you specify a command to run, a job description, and so
forth. But you can also specify a repeat interval (in hours, minutes or seconds), a window within
which the job can run, or a window within which the job should not run. After each run, the job
is placed back on the job queue where it efficiently waits until it's time to run again.
The prompted version of the SBMRJOBRSF command is shown below. Click on the image to
see parameter descriptions.
Submit Repeating Job (SBMRJOBRSF)
Type choices, press Enter.
Command . . . . . . . . . . . .

Job name . . . . . . . . . . . . *CMD
Name, *CMD
Job description . . . . . . . . *USRPRF Name, *USRPRF
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Repeat every:
Interval . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Number
Units . . . . . . . . . . . . *MINUTES *HOURS, *MINUTES, *SECONDS
Restrict to window:
Start . . . . . . . . . . . . *NONE
Time, *NONE
End . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time
Begin running . . . . . . . . . *NOW
*WINDOW, *NOW
Job queue . . . . . . . . . . . *JOBD
Name, *JOBD
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Message queue . . . . . . . . . *SYSOPR
Name, *NONE, *USRPRF, *SYSOPR
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Output queue . . . . . . . . . . *CURRENT Name, *CURRENT, *USRPRF, *JOBD
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
User . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *CURRENT Name, *CURRENT, *JOBD
Initial library list . . . . . . *CURRENT *CURRENT, *JOBD, *SYSVAL...
The parameters for the SBMRJOBRSF command are described below.
Command
Enter a valid CL command. You can use F4 to prompt for
command parameters.

The possible values are:
command-string: Enter a command string of up to
2000 characters.
Job Name
Specify the name for the batch job.
The possible values are:
*CMD: The name of the command specified for the
CMD parameter is used as the job name. If the
CALL command was specified, then the name of
the program to be called is used as the job name.
name: Enter the name to use for the batch job.
Job Description
Specify a job description to use.
The possible single values are:
*USRPRF: The job description from the user
profile of the user running this command is used.
name: Enter the name to use for the batch job.
The possible job description values are:
name: Enter the name of an existing job
description.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the job
description.
*CURLIB: The job description in the current
library is used.
name: Enter the name of the library containing the
job description.
Repeat Every

Specify whether to repeat the job at regular intervals.
When a non-zero repeat interval is specified, the job will repeat at
regular intervals until it is ended. No CPU cycles are used while
waiting for the next interval.
The possible interval values are:
0: The job is run once and not repeated.
number: Enter a number for the repeat interval.
The possible units values are:
*MINUTES: The repeat interval is specified in
minutes.
*HOURS: The repeat interval is specified in hours.
*SECONDS: The repeat interval is specified in
seconds.
Restrict to Window
Use this parameter to limit when the job can run.
If you specify start and end times such that start <= end, the job
can start any time between the start and end times each day. If you
specify values such that start > end, the job can start any time
except between the end and start times specified.
The value specified for the REPEAT parameter determines how
frequently the job runs within the specified window.
To run a job once a day at a specific time, specify a start and end
time for the window and a value of (24 *HOURS) for the REPEAT
parameter. (Any value for REPEAT that is longer than the window
will have the same
effect.)
The possible single values are:
*NONE: The job can start at any time without
restrictions.
The possible start values are:

time: Enter the window start time in HHMMSS
format.
The possible end values are:
time: Enter the window end time in HHMMSS
format.
Begin Running
Indicate when the job should begin running.
The possible values are:
*NOW: The job is submitted to run immediatly.
*WINDOW: The Restrict to Window (WINDOW)
parameter is checked. If WINDOW(*NONE) was
specified, or if the current time is within the
indicated window, the job is submitted to run
immediately. Otherwise, the job is scheduled to run
at the beginning of the next window.
Job Queue
Specify the job queue to which the repeating job should be
submitted.
The possible single values are:
*JOBD: The job queue in the job description
specified on the JOBD parameter is used.
The possible job queue values are:
name: Enter the name of an existing job queue.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the job
queue.
*CURLIB: The job queue in the current library is
used.

name: Enter the name of the library containing the
job queue.
Message Queue
Specify the message queue to which batch job completion
messages should be sent.
The possible single values are:
*SYSOPR: Completion messages are sent to the
system operator's message queue.
*USRPRF: Completion messages are sent to the
message queue of the user running this command.
*NONE: No completion messages are sent. You
can still use the history log to determine whether a
job ended normally.
The possible message queue values are:
name: Enter the name of an existing message
queue.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the message
queue.
*CURLIB: The message queue in the current
library is used.
name: Enter the name of the library containing the
message queue.
Output Queue
Specify the default output queue for the job.
The possible single values are:
*CURRENT: The current job default output queue
is used.

*USRPRF: The output queue specified in the user
profile for which the job is submitted is used.
*JOBD: The output queue in the job description
specified on the JOBD parameter is used.
The possible output queue values are:
name: Enter the name of an existing output queue.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list is used to find the output
queue.
*CURLIB: The output queue in the current library
is used.
name: Enter the name of the library containing the
output queue.
User
Indicate the user profile under which the job should run.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: The profile of the user running this
command is used.
*JOBD: The user profile specified in the job
description entered for the JOBD parameter is used.
Note: If *JOBD is specified for this parameter and
*RQD is specified for user profile in the job
description, the request ends in error.
name: Enter the name of an existing user profile.
Initial Library List
Indicate the initial library list to use for the job.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: The current library list is used.

*JOBD: The initial library list specified in the job
description entered for the JOBD parameter is used.
*SYSVAL: The initial library list specified in the
QUSRLIBL system value is used.
*NONE: The initial library list is empty.
Related Commands:
For more information about the following commands, prompt the
command and press F1 to view the on-line help text:
End Repeating Job (ENDRJOBRSF)

Chapter 10: Server Operations
This chapter contains detailed descriptions of the commands and functions that pertain to RSF
servers. This chapter also discusses security and performance considerations for RSF servers.

What is an RSF Server?
An AS/400 that answers incoming calls, processing RSF requests from other machines, is an
RSF server. The machines making the requests are RSF clients or requesters. The requester is
always the initiator of the transaction.
Since a single machine may be receiving and processing requests from remote sites, while at the
same time sending its own requests to other sites, it follows that a given machine may be
simultaneously acting as a requester and a server.

Starting The Server Function
The Start RSF Server Function (STRRSFSRV) command is used to start the RSF server function
on your machine. When the server function is started, your machine is ready to answer incoming
calls and process RSF requests from remote iSeries and AS/400 machines.
At the time the server function is started, line, controller and device descriptions are created
according to the parameters specified for installation defaults. See Setting Product Defaults for
more information about changing these defaults.
The prompted version of the STRRSFSRV command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.

The parameters for the STRRSFSRV command are described below.
Start SDLC dial-up support
Specify whether to start SDLC dial-up support to enable remote AS/400s to
contact your machine over switched telephone connections.
When SDLC dial-up support is started, line, controller and device descriptions are
created according to the parameters specified for installation defaults. See Setting
Product Defaults for more information about setting the defaults.
The possible values are:
*YES: SDLC dial-up support is started.
*NO: SDLC dial-up support is not started.
Start PPP dial-up support
Specify whether to start PPP dialup support to enable remote machines to contact
your machine using TCP/IP over dial-up connections.
When PPP dial-up support is started, line, controller and device descriptions are
created according to the parameters specified for installation defaults. See Setting
Product Defaults for more information about setting the defaults.
The possible values are:
*YES: PPP dial-up support is started.
*NO: PPP dial-up support is not started.

Start TCP/IP support
Specify whether to start RSF's TCP/IP support to enable remote AS/400s to
contact your machine over TCP/IP connections.
When TCP/IP support is started, a monitor job is submitted to job queue
QSYSNOMAX using job description RSFTCP. You can change this job
description to change some attributes of the monitor job.
The possible values are:
*YES: RSF's TCP/IP support is started.
*NO: RSF's TCP/IP support is not started.
Start broadcast support
Specify whether to start broadcast support to allow your machine to receive RSF
broadcast transmissions from other machines.
RSF broadcast transmissions use the multicast protocol. With this type of
transmission, a central machine can send data to many other machines
simultaneously. Thus, data can be sent to thousands of machines in the time it
takes to send to one. Broadcast transmissions are asynchronous, so the sender may
not immediately know whether a transmission has been received by all intended
recipients. The sender can optionally request that each recipient acknowledge
receipt by updating a location list on the sending machine.
When Broadcast support is started, a monitor job is submitted to job queue
QSYSNOMAX using job description RSFTCP. You can change this job
description to change some attributes of the monitor job.
The possible values are:
*YES: Broadcast support is started.
*NO: Broadcast support is not started.
Save as new defaults
Indicate whether to change the default values for this command based on
the values entered for other parameters.
The possible values are:
*NO: The default values are not changed.

*YES: The default values are set to the values currently specified.
Subsystem to start
The qualified name of a subsystem that Remote Software Facility should start in
conjunction with starting the server function. A subsystem containing the proper
communications entries and routing entries must be active in order for Remote
Software Facility to be able to service requests from other machines.
This parameter is ignored if *NO is specified for "Start dial-up SDLC support".
The possible values are:
RSF: A subsystem named RSF is started. Subsystem RSF is
provided with Remote Software Facility. The subsystem is created
the first time you use the STRRSFSRV command and specify RSF
for Subsystem to start. You can use the WRKSBSD command to
view or change the attributes for subsystem RSF. As shipped,
subsystem description RSF contains the necessary communications
and routing entries to support the evoking of server jobs on your
machine by remote AS/400s sending RSF requests. See Security
Considerations For RSF Servers for more information about
security considerations for machines acting as RSF servers.
*NONE: No subsystem is started. Use this option if there is
already a subsystem active which is configured to handle incoming
APPC evoke requests. As shipped from IBM, subsystem QCMN
has the proper communications entries and routing entries to
handle incoming RSF requests. If subsystem QCMN is active on
your system, you probably do not need to start subsystem RSF.
name: The name of a subsystem to start which is configured to
handle incoming APPC evoke requests for RSF.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the subsystem
description.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified subsystem description.
TCP/IP Port to monitor
Specify the number of the port to monitor for incoming RSF TCP/IP requests.

This parameter is ignored if *NO is specified for "Start TCP/IP Support".
The value specified for this parameter must be matched by the value specified for
the PORT parameter on RSF server directory entries used by client machines to
contact this machine.
The possible values are:
602: A default port of 602 is used.
port-number: Specify a valid port number from 1 to 65534.
Broadcast port to monitor
Specify the number of the port to monitor for incoming RSF broadcast
transmissions.
This parameter is ignored if *NO is specified for "Start Broadcast Support"
(BROADCAST).
The value specified for this parameter must be matched by the value specified for
the BPORT parameter on RSF server directory entries for remote machines
sending broadcasts to this machine.
The possible values are:
603: A default port of 603 is used.
port-number: Specify a valid port number from 1 to 65534.
Broadcast group address
Specify the broadcast group IP address to monitor. Only broadcasts sent to the
specified IP address on the specified port will be received.
This parameter is ignored if *NO is specified for "Start Broadcast Support"
(BROADCAST).
The value specified for this parameter must match the value specified for the
GRPADR parameter on RSF server directory entries for remote machines sending
broadcasts to this machine.
A valid multicast group address must be in the range of 224.0.0.0 to
232.255.255.255. Addresses from 224.0.0.0 to 224.0.0.255 are intended for intranetwork transmissions and therefore, transmissions to these addresses are

typically not forwarded by multicast-capable routers. See RFC1700 for a list a list
of reserved multicast group addresses.
The possible values are:
group-address: Specify the group address to monitor in the form
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a number from 0 to 255.
Broadcast interface address
Specify the IP address of the interface on this machine that will be used to receive
broadcast transmissions. You can use option 1 on the NETSTAT display to list
the available interfaces.
This parameter is ignored if *NO is specified for "Start Broadcast Support"
(BROADCAST).
The possible values are:
interface-address: Specify the interface address in the form
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a number from 0 to 255.
Broadcast message wait
Specify the number of seconds to wait for the next broadcast message before
signaling an error.
Broadcast messages may arrive out of order. RSF assembles the messages into the
proper order automatically. Between the beginning and end of a broadcast, this
parameter determines how long to wait for the next message in the sequence
before ending in error.
The possible values are:
300: The default wait time is five minutes.
seconds: Enter the number of seconds to wait for the next message
within a broadcast.
Related Commands:
For more information about the following command, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
End Server Function (ENDRSFSRV)

Working With the RSF Log
The Work With RSF Log (WRKRSFLOG) command is used to display or print selected RSF log
entries. A log entry is generated each time a requester contacts your machine with RSF. Log
entries can also be generated each time your machine initiates a request. See Setting Product
Defaults for information about changing the logging defaults.
The prompted version of the WRKRSFLOG command is shown below. Click on the image to
see command parameter descriptions.

The parameters for the WRKRSFLOG command are described below.
Starting date
Indicates which transaction dates to include in the entries that are displayed or
printed.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: Transactions from the current date are included.

*FIRST: All transactions from the earliest available date are
included.
date: Enter a date in the date format currently in effect for your
job. Transactions started on or after the date specified are included.
Ending date
Indicates which transaction dates to include in the entries that are displayed or
printed.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: All transactions started on or before the current date
are included.
date: Enter a date in the date format currently in effect for your
job. Transactions started on or before the date specified are
included.
Starting time
Indicates which transaction times to include in the entries that are displayed or
printed.
The possible values are:
*FIRST: All transactions from the earliest available time are
included.
time: Enter a time in hours:minutes:seconds format. Transactions
started on or after the time specified are included.
Ending time
Indicates which transaction times to include in the entries that are displayed or
printed.
The possible values are:
*CURRENT: All transactions started on or before the current time
are included.
time: Enter a time in hours:minutes:seconds format. Transactions
started on or before the time specified are included.

Package
Indicates which RSF package names should be included in the entries that are
displayed or printed.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All packages are included.
generic-name: Enter a generic package specification. An asterisk
(*) in the specification will match any string of zero or more
characters in the name. An underscore (_) in the specification will
match any single character in the name.
Machine serial number
Indicates which serial numbers should be included in the entries that are displayed
or printed.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All serial numbers are included.
serial-number: Enter a generic serial number specification. Case
is significant. An asterisk (*) in the specification will match any
string of zero or more characters in the name. An underscore (_) in
the specification will match any single character in the name.
System name
Indicates which system names should be included in the entries that are displayed
or printed.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All system names are included.
generic-name: Enter a generic system name specification. Case is
significant. An asterisk (*) in the specification will match any
string of zero or more characters in the name. An underscore (_) in
the specification will match any single character in the name.
Model
Indicates which models should be included in the entries that are displayed or
printed.

The possible values are:
*ALL: All models are included.
model-name: Enter a generic model specification. Case is
significant. An asterisk (*) in the specification will match any
string of zero or more characters in the name. An underscore (_) in
the specification will match any single character in the name.
User
Indicates which user IDs should be included in the entries that are displayed or
printed. Log entries are included if they were generated by the ID specified
The possible values are:
*ALL: All user IDs are included.
user-ID: Enter a generic user specification. Case is significant. An
asterisk (*) in the specification will match any string of zero or
more characters in the name. An underscore (_) in the specification
will match any single character in the name.
Language code
Indicates which language codes should be included in the entries that are
displayed or printed.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All language codes are included.
language-code: Enter a generic language code specification. Case
is significant. An asterisk (*) in the specification will match any
string of zero or more characters in the name. An underscore (_) in
the specification will match any single character in the name.
Request type
Indicates which request types should be included in the entries that are displayed
or printed.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All request types are included.

*MSG: Only requests where the requester specified *MSG for
"Type of data" are included.
*CVRLTR: Only requests where the requester specified
*CVRLTR for "Type of data" are included.
*DATA: Only requests where the requester specified *DATA for
"Type of data" are included.
*RETRY: Only retries of previously interrupted requests are
included.
Command that generated request
Indicates that requests initiated by a particular command are displayed or printed.
The possible values are:
*ALL: Requests initiated by all RSF commands are included.
name: Only requests generated by the command you specify are
included.
Error message ID
Indicates which error message IDs should be included in the entries that are
displayed or printed.
The possible values are:
*ALL: All error message IDs, including blank, are included.
*BLANK: Only transactions that ended successfully are included.
*NONBLANK: Only transactions that ended in error are included.
message-ID: Enter a generic message ID specification. Case is
significant. An asterisk (*) in the specification will match any
string of zero or more characters in the name. An underscore (_) in
the specification will match any single character in the name.
Output
Indicates whether the list should be displayed or printed.
The possible values are:

*: Display the list.
*PRINT: Print the list.
Detail
Controls the amount of detail shown when printing the list.
The possible values are:
*BASIC: A subset of the total information is shown for each log
entry. Multiple log entries are printed per page.
*FULL: All information is shown for each log entry. One log
entry is printed per page.
The display that is presented when you specify OUTPUT(*) on the WRKRSFLOG command is
shown below.

The following function keys may be used with this display:
F3: Exit without updating.
F5: Refresh the display.
F12: Cancel.

F21: Present a system command line window.
The fields on the Work with RSF Log display are explained below.
Opt
Enter an option number in the "Opt" column beside a list entry, and press Enter to
perform a function on the list entry. You may enter options beside several list
entries before pressing Enter. The options for the list entries are processed in turn
when you press Enter. The following is a list of options and their functions.
4=Delete: A display is presented allowing you to confirm your
choices for delete. When you press Enter a second time, the entries
are deleted.
5=Display: Detailed information about the entry is displayed.
8=Error message: Display the text for the error message
associated with the log entry.
12=Work with job: Work with the job that generated the log
entry.
Package
The name of the RSF package that the log entry pertains to is shown.
Serial #
The serial number of the requesting machine.
Start Date
The date the transaction started.
Start Time
The time the transaction started.
End Time
The time the transaction ended.
Error Message ID

This column indicates whether the transaction ended in error. If this column is
blank, the transaction ended normally. Otherwise, the column contains the
message ID for the error message that caused the transaction to end in error. The
text for all RSF messages can be found in message file RSFMSG in library RSF.
To display a message description, key 8 beside the entry and press Enter.
Related Commands:
For more information about the following command, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Purge RSF Log (PRGRSFLOG)

Working With Client Rights
The Work With RSF Requesters (WRKRSFRQS) command is used to work with a list of RSF
requesters, or to print a list of RSF requesters.
The entries in the requester directory on your machine determine the rights and restrictions that
apply to client machines that contact your machine.
While working with requesters, you can easily add, remove, change, copy, and rename requester
directory entries. See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more information.
The prompted version of the WRKRSFRQS command is shown below.

The parameters for the WRKRSFRQS command are described below in the order that they
appear on the command prompt.
Requester
Indicate which entries to include in the list.
The possible values are:
*ALL: No entries are excluded based on name.
generic-name: Enter a generic name for the entries to be included
in the list. Case is significant. An asterisk (*) in the generic
specification will match any string of zero or more characters in
the name. An underscore (_) in the generic specification will match
any single character in the name.
Text Compare String
Enter characters to compare to entry text to determine which entries should be
included in the list. An entry is included in the list if the entry text contains the
string specified. Case is not significant.
The possible values are:
*ALL: No entries are excluded based on text.

string: Enter any text string of up to 50 characters.
Output
Indicates whether the list should be displayed or printed.
The possible values are:
*: Display the list.
*PRINT: Print the list.
Detail
Controls the amount of detail shown when printing the list.
The possible values are:
*BASIC: A subset of the total information is shown for each
directory entry. Multiple entries are printed per page.
*FULL: All information is shown for each directory entry. One
entry is printed per page.
The display that is presented when you specify OUTPUT(*) on the WRKRSFRQS command is
shown below.

The following function keys may be used with this display:

F3: Exit without updating.
F5: Refresh the display.
F6: Add a new requester directory entry.
F12: Cancel.
F21: Present a system command line window.
The fields on the Work With RSF Requesters display are explained below.
Position to
Enter a value in the "Position to" field and press Enter to position the list to a
specific entry. The cursor is positioned to the first entry in the list that is greater
than or equal to the "Position to" value you specify.
Opt
Enter an option number in the "Opt" column beside a list entry, and press Enter
to perform a function on the list entry. You may enter options beside several list
entries before pressing Enter. The options for the list entries are processed in turn
when you press Enter. The following is a list of options and their functions.
2=Change: The CHGRSFRDE command prompt is displayed with
the current values for the entry filled in.
3=Copy: A display is presented with which you specify the new
names for entries to be copied.
4=Delete: A display is presented allowing you to confirm your
choices for delete. When you press Enter a second time, the entries
are deleted.
5=Display: Detailed information about the entry is displayed.
7=Rename: A display is presented with which you specify new
names for the entries to be renamed.
user-defined-option: You may key a user-defined option. To
define new options, select option 9 from the Start PDM
(STRPDM) menu.
See the on-line help text for this display for more information
about user-defined options.

Requester
The unique requester ID is shown in this column.
Serial #
The serial number associated with the requester is shown in this column.
Text
Text describing the requester is shown. Type over the text and press Enter to
change the text.
Related Commands:
The following command is discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Add Requester Directory Entry (ADDRSFRDE)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Requester Directory Entry (CHGRSFRDE)
Remove Requester Directory Entry (RMVRSFRDE)
Rename Requester Directory Entry (RNMRSFRDE)

Requester Directory Entries
The Add Requester Directory Entry (ADDRSFRDE) command is used to add entries to the
requester directory on your machine.
The entries in the requester directory determine the rights and restrictions that apply to client
machines that contact your machine.
The prompted version of the ADDRSFRDE command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.

The parameters for the ADDRSFRDE command are described below in the order that they
appear on the command prompt. Default values are underlined.
Requester ID
The name of the requester directory entry to be added. This must be unique within
the directory. This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
name: Enter a valid system name for the new directory entry.
Requester's serial number
The serial number of the requester machine. This must be unique within the
directory. This is a required parameter.
The possible values are:
serial number: Enter the requester's machine serial number. The
value you enter is stored left adjusted with imbedded blanks
removed.
*ANY: This entry applies to any requester that does not have a
specific entry for their serial number in the directory.

*NONE: No serial number is specified. This directory entry is
only referred to if it is specified on the "Special *CURRENT
authority" (CURAUT) parameter of another requester directory
entry.
Save file to receive data
The qualified name of a save file to receive packages sent to your machine by this
requester. If the save file you specify does not exist, it will be created. If you
name an existing save file, be sure that user profile RSFSRV is authorized to the
save file. See Security Considerations For RSF Servers for more information
about save file authorities.
The possible values are:
*PKG: The name of the package sent by the requester is used for
the save file name.
*GEN: A unique name is generated by Remote Software Facility
each time a package is sent to your machine by this requester.
name: Enter the name of a save file. If the save file does not exist
at the time a request is received, it will be created.
The possible library values are:
QGPL: The save file is located in library QGPL.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the save file.
library name: Enter the name of an existing library which
contains, or will contain the save file.
Replace existing save file
Indicate whether an existing save file should be replaced.
The possible values are:
*YES: An existing save file with the name specified is replaced
when a package is received.
*NO: The request will end in error if the specified save file exists
when the package is received.
Save file authority

Public authority assigned to save files created to receive packages from this
requester.
The possible values are:
*USE: All users can read the save files.
*EXCLUDE: All users are excluded from reading or updating the
save files.
*ALL: All users have all rights to the save files.
*CHANGE: All users can read and update the save files.
Receive data from requester
Indicate whether you are willing to receive packages and data sent to your
machine by the requester.
The possible values are:
*YES: RSF data sent to your machine by this requester will be
received.
*NO: The requester will receive an error message if they attempt
to send objects to your machine.
Allow pass-through
Indicate whether you want to allow the requester machine to pass-through to your
machine.
The possible values are:
*YES: Interactive users at the requester machine can pass-through
to your machine with the STRPASRSF command. The requester
will be presented with a sign-on display for your machine.
*NO: The requester will receive an error message if they attempt
to pass through to your machine.
Allow call-back
Indicate whether you are willing to call the requester machine back.

*NO: The requester will receive an error message if they specify a
value other than *NONE for "Call-back phone number" on one of
the RSF commands.
*YES: If the requester specifies a value other than *NONE for
"Call-back phone number" on one of the RSF. commands, your
machine will call the requester machine back at the phone number
provided in order to complete the transaction.
Allow remote program calls
Indicate whether you are willing allow the requester to call programs on your
machine with the RSFLINK API. See Chapter 9, Calling Remote Programs, for
more information about RSFLINK.
The possible values are:
*PARTIAL: The requester is allowed to call any program that
does not begin with the letter "Q".
*YES: The requester is allowed to call any program on your
machine to which they are authorized.
*NO: All attempts by this requester to call programs on your
machine will be rejected.
Allow generic object retrieval
Indicate whether you are willing allow the requester to retrieve generic objects
and libraries from your machine with the commands in library RSFTOOLS and
RSF Express. See Appendix B for more information about RSFTOOLS. See
chapter 10 for more information about RSF Express.
The possible values are:
*YES: Generic object retrieval is allowed.
*NO: Generic object retrieval is not allowed.
Allow spooled file retrieval
Indicate whether you are willing allow the requester to retrieve spooled files from
your machine with the RTVSPLFRSF command. See the on-line help text for the
Retrieve Spooled File (RTVSPLFRSF) command for more information.
The possible values are:

*YES: Spooled file retrieval is allowed.
*NO: Spooled file retrieval is not allowed.
Allow remote file copy
Indicate whether you are willing allow the requester to copy data base file
members from and to your machine. See Remote File Copy for more information.
The possible values are:
*YES: Remote file copy is allowed. The requesters authority to
individual files is checked with each copy request.
*NO: Remote file copy is not allowed.
Minimum encryption required
Specify the minimum level of encryption you will allow a client to use when
connecting via TCP/IP. If a client attempts to connect via TCP/IP with a less
secure encryption level than required, the connection is rejected.
Clients specify the encryption level they are using by setting the ENCRYPT
parameter of the server directory entry being referenced. See Adding Server
Directory Entries for more information.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No minimum encryption level is required.
*BASIC: The client must connect using either *BASIC or *SSL
encryption.
*SSL: The client must connect using *SSL encryption.
Hang up after each request
Indicate whether you are willing to let the requester perform multiple transactions
per phone call.
The possible values are:
*YES: The line is disconnected after each transaction, regardless
of what the requester specifies for the HANGUP parameter on any
of the RSF commands.

*NO: The requester controls when the line is disconnected by the
value they specify for the HANGUP parameter. The line is not
disconnected at the end of a request if the requester specifies
HANGUP(*NO). Otherwise, the line is disconnected.
Special *CURRENT authority
Specify the name of a different requester directory entry to use to check authority
for this requester when the requester contacts your machine using *CURRENT
for the server ID.
*CURRENT can only be used to contact your machine from a target RSF passthrough session or a program running in another target RSF job.
This parameter allows you to grant the requester machine different access rights
to your machine when the job running on the requester machine is itself an RSF
server job that was started by a request from your own machine.
For example: Assume requester ABC is allowed to contact your machine but is
not allowed to retrieve generic objects or copy remote files. However, you would
like to be able to pass-through to ABC and to execute commands in the target
pass-through job to retrieve objects and copy files from your own machine.
Commands executed in the target RSF pass-through job use *CURRENT for
Server ID to refer back to your machine. Therefore, using the CURAUT
parameter on this command, you can set up a different set of rights for yourself as
a target pass-through user on system ABC, while still restricting access to your
machine by other users on ABC.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No special *CURRENT rights are defined. Requests
directed to your machine from this requester using *CURRENT
for server ID are governed by the rights and restrictions defined in
this requester directory entry.
requester-ID: Enter the name of a different requester ID to use to
check authority for requests directed to your machine from this
requester using *CURRENT for server ID. The requester ID
specified does not need to exist at the time this commend is
executed. However, if the requester ID cannot be found at run
time, a value of *NONE for this parameter is assumed.
Associated Server ID
Specify the name of a server ID to associate with this requester entry. When your
machine is contacted using this requester entry, the associated server entry

indicates the server ID on your machine that could be used to initiate a request in
the opposite direction.
Associating a server entry with a requester entry can be important if the default
RSFSRV profile or password is not used to connect to the server machine, and
you want to allow requests to server *CURRENT to be initiated on your
machine. Requests directed to server *CURRENT (for SDLC connections) will
get profile and password information from the server entry associated with this
requester entry. If no server entry is specified, the default profile and password
are used.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No server entry is associated with this requester entry.
server-ID: Enter the name of an existing server ID to associate
with this requester.
Text 'description'
A free-form description of the requester directory entry.
The possible values are:
characters: Enter up to 50 characters of information describing
the requester directory entry.
Post-Processing program
The qualified name of a user program to call to process RSF data sent to your
machine by this requester with the SNDRSFPKG command. If specified, this
program is called after all of the data associated with the package has been
received, and only if the data is received successfully. This program can be used
to restore objects to the server machine from the save file sent for the package.
See Post-Processing Programs for more information.
This value can be overridden by requesters using the RCVPGM parameter of the
Send RSF Package (SNDRSFPKG) command if the requester is authorized to
remote program calls on your machine. See the "Allow remote program calls"
parameter above for more information about authorizing requesters to call
programs on your machine. See Sending RSF Packages for more information
about the SNDRSFPKG command.
The possible values are:

*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
You can view or change the installation defaults with the
CHGRSFDFT command.
*NONE: No program is called when an RSF package is received.
program name: The name of a program to call when an RSF
package sent to your machine by this requester with the
SNDRSFPKG command is received.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the program.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified program.
End session after data received
Specify whether the communications session with the requester should be ended
before any post-processing program is called.
The possible values are:
*NO: If the directory entry specifies that a post-processing
program be called to process the received RSF data, and if the
requester has specified *NO for the DROP parameter on the
SNDRSFPKG command, the session remains active while the
post-processing program executes. Status messages reporting the
progress of the post-processing program are returned to the
requester.
*YES: The session with the requester is ended after the package
has been received. If the directory entry specifies that a postprocessing program be called, the session is ended before the
program is called. The post-processing program is executed
asynchronously.
MSGQ for normal transactions
The qualified name of a message queue to receive normal transaction messages. If
specified, information and completion messages generated during a successful
request from this requester are sent to the message queue.

The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
You can view or change the installation defaults with the
CHGRSFDFT command.
*NONE: Information and completion messages generated from
successful transactions are not sent.
name: The name of a message queue to which information and
completion messages generated from successful transactions are
sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified message queue.
MSGQ for abnormal transactions
The qualified name of a message queue to receive abnormal transaction messages.
If specified, error messages generated during an unsuccessful request from this
requester are sent to the message queue.
The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
You can view or change the installation defaults with the
CHGRSFDFT command.
*NONE: Error messages generated from unsuccessful transactions
are not sent. Error message IDs will still appear in the RSF log.
name: The name of a message queue to which error messages
generated from unsuccessful transactions are sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.

*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified message queue.
MSGQ for requester messages
The qualified name of a message queue to receive ad hoc requester messages. If
specified, ad hoc messages sent by this requester using the MSG parameter on one
of the RSF commands that initiates a request are sent to the message queue.
The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
You can view or change the installation defaults with the
CHGRSFDFT command.
*NONE: Ad hoc requester messages are not sent. The messages
are still logged in the RSF log and can be viewed with the
WRKRSFLOG command.
name: The name of a message queue to which ad hoc requester
messages are sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified message queue.
Output queue
The qualified name of an output queue to receive cover letters and spooled files
sent by the requester.
The possible values are:
QPRINT: Spooled files are placed on output queue QPRINT.
*JOB: The job default output queue is used.

name: The name of an output queue to which spooled files and
cover letters sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the output queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the output queue.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified output queue.
Max spooled file pages allowed
The maximum number of spooled file pages and cover letter records that you will
receive from this requester, per request. An attempt by the requester to send more
spooled file pages or cover letter records than the maximum allowed will cause
the request to end in error.
The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
You can view or change the installation defaults with the
CHGRSFDFT command.
*NOMAX: There is no limit to the number of spooled file pages
or cover letter records that will be received.
1-9999997: The maximum number of spooled file pages and cover
letter records that you will receive from the requester, per request.
Max save file records allowed
The maximum number of save file records that you will receive from this
requester, per request. An attempt by the requester to send more save file records
than the maximum allowed will cause the request to end in error.
The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
You can view or change the installation defaults with the
CHGRSFDFT command.
*NOMAX: There is no limit to the number of save file records
that will be received.

1-9999997: The maximum number of save file records that you
will receive from the requester, per request.
Related Commands:
The following command is discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Work With Requesters (WRKRSFRQS)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Requester Directory Entry (CHGRSFRDE)
Remove Requester Directory Entry (RMVRSFRDE)
Rename Requester Directory Entry (RNMRSFRDE)

Manually Calling Back a Requester Machine
The Call Back Using RSF (CALBCKRSF) command is used to manually call back a requester
machine. The SDLC server function must be active on your machine to execute this command.
See Starting The Server Function for more information about starting the RSF server function.
Manual call-back is needed if the server line into your AS/400 is not answered directly by the
AS/400 but is answered first by a receptionist. In this case, the remote requester site must set up
their machine to receive a call-back from your machine by specifying *MANUAL for "Call-back
phone number" on one of the RSF commands that initiates a request. Next, the requester site
must contact the server location by voice and request a call back. Finally, this command is used
at the server site to complete the call-back request.
This command is only used to execute manual call-back requests where the line into your
machine is not answered exclusively by the machine. If your machine does have a dedicated line
which only the machine answers, then the call-back request can be handled automatically by the
RSF software. In this case, the user on the requester machine should specify some value other
than *MANUAL for "Call-back phone number" when initiating the request.
The prompted version of the CALBCKRSF command is shown below.

The parameters for the CALBCKRSF command are described below.
Call-back phone number
Enter up to 32 characters for the callback phone number. The number should
include all digits necessary to dial the requester machine, including a leading 1
plus area code, and leading 9 for accessing an outside line where necessary.
The possible values are:
phone-number: Enter the phone number to dial to call back the
requester machine.

Single-System Test Mode
It is useful to be able to test various RSF functions on a single machine, without involving
external communications or additional AS/400s. For this reason, Remote Software Facility
provides a single-system test mode.
You may wish, for example, to test retrieving RSF packages on your machine before making
them generally available to others. Testing package retrieval is especially helpful if you are
associating pre-processing programs with your RSF packages.

The configuration objects needed for single system testing were created for you automatically if
you followed the recommended installation procedure for this release of RSF.
The following objects are required for SDLC loop-back testing:
o

Controller description RSFTEST

o

Device descriptions RSFTESTRQS and RSFTESTSRV

o

Server directory entry LOCAL

The following objects are required for TCP/IP loop-back testing:
o

Server directory entry LOOPBACK

If any of the objects listed above have not been created on your machine, you can force them to
be created by running the following command:
INZRSF
To use single system test to direct an RSF request back to your own machine:
1. Make sure the server function has been started. See Starting the Server Function
for more information.
2. Specify LOCAL or LOOPBACK for the "Server ID" parameter on any of the
RSF commands that initiate a request. The request will be directed back to your
own machine.

Security Considerations
In order to start the server function on your machine, user profile RSFSRV must exist. If you
followed the recommended installation procedure, this profile has already been created for you
See Creating User Profile RSFSRV for more information.

User Profile RSFSRV
The target APPC job that is evoked on the server machine to handle incoming RSF requests runs
under the RSFSRV profile, as do client TCP/IP jobs. Therefore, you control which objects on
your system may be accessed by the RSF server job by granting or revoking object authorities
for user profile RSFSRV. This has several implications:

1. If you create a save file that is meant to be associated with an RSF package on
your machine, you should make sure that user profile RSFSRV is authorized to
the file. The default on the Create Save File (CRTSAVF) command is to exclude
*PUBLIC from access to the file. User profile RSFSRV requires a minimum
authority of *USE for save files.
2. If you have sensitive objects on your machine and you want to ensure that these
objects cannot be accessed by Remote Software Facility, you should ensure that
user profile RSFSRV is not authorized to the objects. To accomplish this, you can
check to be sure that RSFSRV and *PUBLIC are not authorized to the objects, or
you can explicitly exclude RSFSRV from the objects.
3. Remote Software Facility server communications programs only accesses objects
in library RSF, as well as save files and user programs that you specify.
Therefore, the RSF software itself provides a layer of functional security when it
is evoked normally by RSF clients.
However a remote user could attempt to write their own APPC or sockets
programs which might try to evoke an arbitrary program on your machine under
user profile RSFSRV. Again, your best protection is to control the programs, and
other objects that user profile RSFSRV is authorized to access.
4. Only valid RSF server jobs can be started by connecting to the RSF TCP/IP
monitor job. All attempts to invoke arbitrary, non-RSF programs through this
monitor job are rejected. In addition, the RSF TCP/IP monitor does not require
that any other TCP/IP applications be running. So, you can end the ftp, http (web)
and other TCP/IP server applications and still use RSF as long as the RSF TCP/IP
server is running.
5. If you want Remote Software Facility server jobs to be able to access certain
objects on your machine, but you would like to ensure that these objects can only
be accessed in the context of a bona fide RSF request, the preferred method of
granting access to the objects is with program adopted authority. Rather than
granting user profile RSFSRV authority to the objects, create a user preprocessing program that adopts the necessary authority to access the objects. See
Pre-Processing Programs for more information.
6. When user profile RSFSRV is created as specified Chapter 3, it has a password
that is the same as the user profile name. Knowing the profile name and the
password does not allow an interactive user to sign on to your machine as
RSFSRV however, because the profile is created specifying *NONE for "Initial
program to call", and *SIGNOFF for "Initial menu". The profile is only useful
for communications jobs.
For added security, you can change the password associated with profile
RSFSRV. If this is done, however, you must make the password known to RSF

clients and they must specify the correct profile and password for the "Remote
signon" parameter on the server directory entry that refers to your machine. See
Server Directory Entries for more information.

Remote Program Calls
You control whether remote requesters are allowed to call programs on your machine by
manipulating requester directory entries. See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more
information.
When remote requesters use the RSFLINK API to call programs on your machine, the object
authorities that are in effect are determined by the user profile under which the request is
executed. By default, RSFLINK requests run under user profile RSFSRV on the server machine.
The requester can specify a different profile by specifying a valid user ID and password for the
request. See Calling Remote Programs for more information about the RSFLINK API.

Pass Through
Remote Software Facility supports automatic pass-through with the Start Pass Through Using
RSF (STRPASRSF) command. When requesters use the STRPASRSF command over an SDLC
connection, they will be allowed to pass-through to your machine and be presented with a signon display only if you have added an entry to the requester directory on your machine, which
explicitly allows pass-through for the requester.
Take the following steps if you want to insure that remote users can not bypass RSF checking
and use the IBM command STRPASTHR to directly pass-through to your machine:
1. Use the CHGSYSVAL command to change the system value for automatic configuration
of virtual devices (QAUTOVRT) to 0.
2. Use the delete device description (DLTDEVD) command to delete all of the devices
attached to virtual workstation controller QPACTL01. This insures that the only devices
that can be used for pass-through are those created automatically by RSF and those
created explicitly by a user on your machine.
Note: For TCP/IP connections, RSF uses Telnet to implement display station pass-through. In
order for Telnet to work correctly, system value QSUTOVRT must have a value greater than
zero and the Telnet server must be started.

DDM

Whenever two AS/400s are linked together with SDLC/APPC communications, it may be
possible to perform file manipulations and execute commands on the remote machine using
Distributed Data Management (DDM). In such a situation, a knowledgeable user could try to use
DDM to circumvent RSF security checking and gain direct access to objects on the remote
machine.
You can protect your machine from unwarranted DDM requests by creating a DDM access
checking program and using the Change Network Attributes (CHGNETA) command to activate
the program.
DDM access programs are discussed in the OS/400 DDM Guide.
If you plan to use the Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF) command, some DDM access to your
machine is required.
A model DDM access program is provided in library RSFTOOLS. The program name is
DDMACC. When activated, this program will prohibit all but legitimate RSF DDM access. See
Appendix B for more information about RSFTOOLS.
The source for program DDMACC can be found in file RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC. To activate
program DDMACC, key the following command:
CHGNETA DDMACC(RSFTOOLS/DDMACC)

Performance Considerations
1. By making changes to subsystem description RSF in library RSF--or to whichever
subsystem description you will be using to run RSF server jobs--you can fine tune the
way RSF runs SDLC requests.
As shipped, subsystem RSF has three memory pools defined, numbered 1 through 3.
Each of the numbered pools points to *BASE.
Subsystem RSF also has two routing entries defined. Sequence number 300 is for target
APPC jobs. This routing entry uses subsystem memory pool 2. Sequence number 9999 is
for the interactive jobs associated with RSF pass through sessions and RSF Express. This
routing entry uses subsystem memory pool 3.
You can improve RSF SDLC performance by assigning a pool other than *BASE to RSF
subsystem pools 2 and 3. RSF subsystem pool 1 should always point to *BASE.

Use the OS/400 Change Subsystem Description (CHGSBSD) command to assign RSF
subsystem pool 2 (for APPC batch jobs) to a memory pool other than *BASE. Specify
RSF/RSF for "Subsystem description". Specify 2 for "Pool identifier". Specify a shared
pool, or specify a numeric value for "Storage size" and "Activity level".
Use the CHGSBSD command to assign RSF subsystem pool 3 (for interactive jobs) to a
memory pool other than *BASE. Specify RSF/RSF for "Subsystem description". Specify
3 for "Pool identifier". Specify a shared pool, or specify a numeric value for "Storage
size" and "Activity level".
See the OS/400 Work Management Guide for more information about subsystems,
memory pools and basic system tuning.
2. When connecting via TCP/IP, job descriptions RSFTCP and RSFTCP2 are used to
submit RSF monitor and server jobs. You can control the run priority and other attributes
of RSF TCP/IP jobs by changing these job descriptions.

Chapter 11: Packages
This chapter contains detailed descriptions of the commands used to work with RSF packages.

What is an RSF Package?
When you create a package, you specify where on your machine to find the save file and cover
letter associated with an RSF transmission. Other package attributes govern the conditions under
which the package may be accessed.
In general, objects must be associated with an RSF package in order to be sent or retrieved with
Remote Software Facility.
However, you can use the Copy File Using RSF (CPYFRSF) command to send and retrieve
database file members that are not part of a package. You can also use the commands in library
RSFTOOLS to send and retrieve other objects without having to create a new RSF package each
time. See Appendix B for more information about RSFTOOLS.

Working With RSF Packages
The Work With RSF Packages (WRKRSF) command is used to work with a list of packages on
your machine, or to print a list of packages. You create packages with the Create RSF Package
(CRTRSF) command. See Creating Packages for more information about this command.
While working with RSF packages, you can easily create, delete, change, copy, and rename
packages on your machine. You can also display detailed information about packages, display
the cover letters associated with packages and display the save files associated with packages.
The prompted version of the WRKRSFPKG command is shown below.

The parameters for the WRKRSFPKG command are described below in the order that they
appear on the command prompt. Default values are underlined.
Package
Indicate which entries to include in the list.
The possible values are:
*ALL: No entries are excluded based on name.
generic-name: Enter a generic name for the servers to be included
in the list. Case is significant. An asterisk (*) in the generic
specification will match any string of zero or more characters in
the name. An underscore (_) in the generic specification will match
any single character in the name.
Text Compare String
Enter characters to compare to entry text to determine which entries should be
included in the list. An entry is included in the list if the entry text contains the
string specified. Case is not significant.
The possible values are:
*ALL: No entries are excluded based on text.
string: Enter any text string of up to 50 characters.

Output
Indicates whether the list should be displayed or printed.
The possible values are:
*: Display the list.
*PRINT: Print the list.
Detail
Controls the amount of detail shown when printing the list.
The possible values are:
*BASIC: A subset of the total information is shown for each
package. Multiple packages are printed per page.
*FULL: All information is shown for each package. One package
is printed per page.
The display that is presented when you specify OUTPUT(*) on the WRKRSFPKG command is
shown below.

The following function keys may be used with this display:

F3: Exit without updating.
F5: Refresh the display.
F6: Create a new package.
F12: Cancel.
F13: Change user defaults.
F21: Present a system command line window.
The fields on the Work with RSF Packages display are explained below.
Position to
Enter a value in the "Position to" field and press Enter to position the list to a
specific entry. The cursor is positioned to the first entry in the list that is greater
than or equal to the "Position to" value you specify.
Opt
Enter an option number in the "Opt" column beside a list entry, and press Enter
to perform a function on the list entry. You may enter options beside several list
entries before pressing Enter. The options for the list entries are processed in turn
when you press Enter. The following is a list of options and their functions.
2=Change: The CHGRSFPKG command prompt is displayed with
the current values for the entry filled in.
3=Copy: A display is presented with which you specify the new
names for entries to be copied.
4=Delete: A display is presented allowing you to confirm your
choices for delete. When you press Enter a second time, the entries
are deleted.
5=Display: Detailed information about the entry is displayed.
7=Rename: A display is presented with which you specify new
names for the entries to be renamed.
8=Display cover : letter: The cover letter associated with the
package is displayed.

10=Display save file: The contents of the save file associated with
the package are displayed.
user-defined-option: You may key a user-defined option. To
define new options, select option 9 from the Start PDM
(STRPDM) menu.
See the on-line help text for this display for more information
about user-defined options.
Package
The name of each package appears in this column.
Status
The current status for the package is shown.
The possible values are:
*HELD: Remote AS/400s attempting to access the package will
receive a message indicating that the package is temporarily
unavailable
blank: The package is available to be retrieved.
Text
Text describing the package is shown. Type over the text and press Enter to
change the text.
F13=Change defaults
When you press F13, the Change User Defaults panel is presented.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Create Package (CRTRSFPKG)
Work With Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG)
Uninstall RSF Package (UNLRSFPKG)

Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL)
Retrieve Install Information (RTVRSFINL)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Creating Packages
The Create RSF Package (CRTRSFPKG) command is used to create a new RSF package on
your machine.
An RSF package contains information that tells Remote Software Facility where on your
machine to find the save file and cover letter when a remote AS/400 requests to access the
package or when you reference the package to send objects to another machine. Other
information is stored with the package that governs the conditions under which the package may
be accessed.
The prompted version of the CRTRSFPKG command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.

The parameters for the CRTRSFPKG command are described below.
Package
The name of a new RSF package to be created on your machine. This is a
required parameter.
The possible values are:

name: Enter the name for a new package.
*CATALOG: Create a special package to handle catalog requests
from remote AS/400s. Creating this package gives you more
control over the handling of incoming catalog requests. If a
*CATALOG package does not exist when a request for a catalog is
received from a remote system, installation default values govern
how the request is handled. See Setting Product Defaults for more
information about installation defaults.
Save file containing RSF data
The qualified name of a save file that contains, or will contain the objects
associated with the package. Make sure that user profile RSFSRV is authorized to
the save file. See Security Considerations For RSF Servers for more information
about save file authority.
The possible values are:
*PKG: The package name is used for the save file name.
name: Enter the name of a save file. The save file does not have to
exist at the time the package is created, but it must exist at the time
a request to access the package is processed. The save file can be
created by a pre-processing program if one is associated with this
package.
*NONE: This value is only valid when *CATALOG is specified
for "Package".
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the save file.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the save file.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains, or
will contain the save file.
Spooled file with cover letter
The name of an existing spooled file that contains the print image of the cover
letter to be associated with the package. This can be changed later with the
CHGRSFPKG command.
The possible values are:

*NONE: No cover letter is associated with the package.
*PKG: The package name is used for the spooled file name.
name: The name of an existing spooled file to associate with the
package. The spooled file data is copied to an internal format as
the command is processed, so the spooled file does not need to
exist at the time a request to access the package is received.
Job name for spooled file
The qualified name of a job containing the spooled file to be associated with the
RSF package. This parameter is ignored if *NONE is specified for "Spooled file
with cover letter".
The possible values are:
*: The spooled file is found in the current job.
name: The name of a job containing the spooled file.
The possible user values are:
name: The user id associated with the job.
The possible job number values are
000000-999999: The number for the job.
Spooled file number
The number of the spooled file that is to be associated with the package. This
parameter is ignored if *NONE is specified for "Spooled file with cover letter".
The possible values are:
*LAST: The last spooled file with the specified name, in the
specified job is used.
*ONLY: The only spooled file with the specified name, in the
specified job is used.
1-9999: The number of the spooled file that contains cover letter
data to be associated with the RSF package.
Replace or add records

Whether the cover letter data in the named spooled file replaces or is added to
existing cover letter data for the package. This parameter is ignored if *NONE is
specified for "Spooled file with cover letter".
The possible values are:
*REPLACE: The cover letter data in the named spooled file
replaces the cover letter data associated with the package.
*ADD: The cover letter data in the named spooled file is appended
to the cover letter data associated with the package.
Text
Free format text describing the package.
The possible values are:
characters: Enter up to 50 characters of text that describes the
package.
Pre-processing program
The qualified name of a user program to call before granting access to the
package. If specified, this program is called upon receiving a request to access the
package, before an acknowledgment is sent to the requester. Depending upon how
the program returns, access to the package is either granted or denied. See PreProcessing Programs for more information.
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
installation defaults.
*NONE: No pre-processing program is called.
program name: The name of a pre-processing program to call.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the program.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified program.

Catalog pre-processing program
The qualified name of a user program to call to determine whether information
about the package should be sent to the requester for a *CATALOG request. If
specified, this program is called for the RSF package upon receiving a request for
a catalog. Depending upon how the program returns, catalog information about
the package is either sent to the requester or not. See Catalog Pre-Processing
Programs for more information.
The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
installation defaults.
*NONE: No catalog pre-processing program is called.
program name: The name of a catalog pre-processing program to
call.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the program.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified program.
Initial status
The initial status for the package when it is created.
The possible values are:
*NORMAL: The package is available to be accessed.
*HOLD: Requesters attempting to access the package receive a
message indicating that the package is temporarily unavailable.
Max times access allowed
The maximum number of times each remote AS/400 can access the package. If a
requester attempts to access the package more than the number of times allowed,
an error message is sent and the request ends abnormally.

*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
installation defaults.
*NOMAX: There is no limit to the number of times the package
can be accessed by each requester.
1-9999997: The number of times the package can be accessed by
each requester.
MSGQ for normal transactions
The qualified name of a message queue to receive normal transaction messages. If
specified, information and completion messages generated during a successful
transactions for the package are sent to the message queue.
The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
installation defaults.
*NONE: Information and completion messages generated from
successful transactions are not sent.
name: The name of a message queue to which information and
completion messages generated from successful transactions are
sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified message queue.
MSGQ for abnormal transactions
The qualified name of a message queue to receive abnormal transaction messages.
If specified, error messages generated during unsuccessful transactions for the
package are sent to the message queue.
The possible values are:

*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
installation defaults.
*NONE: Error messages generated from unsuccessful transactions
are not sent. Error message ids will still appear in the RSF log.
name: The name of a message queue to which error messages
generated from unsuccessful transactions are sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.
library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified message queue.
MSGQ for requester messages
The qualified name of a message queue to receive ad hoc requester messages. If
specified, ad hoc messages for this package, sent by requesters using the MSG
parameter on one of the RSF commands, are sent to the message queue.
The possible values are:
*SYSVAL: The value specified for installation defaults is used.
See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
installation defaults.
*NONE: Ad hoc requester messages are not sent. The messages
are still logged in the RSF log and can be viewed with the
WRKRSFLOG command.
name: The name of a message queue to which ad hoc requester
messages are sent.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The job library list is used to locate the message queue.
*CURLIB: The current library is used to locate the message
queue.

library name: The name of an existing library which contains the
specified message queue.
Records in cover letter
What to show for the number of records contained in the cover letter for the
package. The number of records is sent to requesters for each RSF package when
a *CATALOG request is processed. The number of records is also displayed
when detailed information about an RSF package is displayed with option 5 on
the Work With RSF Packages display.
The possible values are:
*CALC: Calculate the number of records dynamically at run time
from the actual cover letter data associated with the package. If no
cover letter can be found, zero is reported for number of records.
1-9999999: A constant number to report for number of records.
Reporting a constant number provides a small performance
advantage over calculating the number of records dynamically. In
addition, since the cover letter can be created with a pre-processing
program, the actual cover letter data may not exist at the time the
number of records is required. In this case, specifying a constant
number allows you to estimate the number of records that are
expected to be in the cover letter.
Records in save file
What to show for the number of records contained in the save file associated with
the package. The number of records is sent to requesters for each RSF package
when a *CATALOG request is processed. The number of records is also
displayed when detailed information about an RSF package is displayed with
option 5 on the Work with RSF Packages display.
The possible values are:
*CALC: Calculate the number of records dynamically at run time
from the actual save file data associated with the package. If no
save file data can be found, zero is reported for number of records.
1-9999999: A constant number to report for number of records.
Reporting a constant number provides a small performance
advantage over calculating the number of records dynamically. In
addition, since the save file can be created with a pre-processing
program, the actual save file data may not exist at the time the
number of records is required. In this case, specifying a constant

number allows you to estimate the number of records that are
expected to be in the save file.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Work With Packages (WRKRSFPKG)
Work With Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG)
Uninstall RSF Package (UNLRSFPKG)
Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL)
Retrieve Install Information (RTVRSFINL)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Pre-Processing Programs
Pre-processing programs allow you to customize the handling of RSF requests received by your
machine. A pre-processing program associated with an RSF package is called when a request for
the package is received from a remote system. The pre-processing program may also be called
when you send the package to a remote server from your machine. Depending on how the preprocessing program returns, access to the package is either granted or denied.
Use pre-processing programs to:
o

Validity check RSF requests. For example, you might want to look up the serial
number of the requesting machine in a user table to determine whether to grant

the requester access to the package.
o

Prepare the save file or cover letter for the package. For example, you might want
to customize the data that is sent to the requester based on information provided
with the request. You could use information such as the requesting machine serial
number, system name, user id, etc. to generate a customized cover letter or save
file for the requester.

You can specify a system default pre-processing program. See Setting Product Defaults for more
information about changing RSF defaults. You can associate a pre-processing program with
specific packages using the Create RSF Package (CRTRSFPKG) or Change RSF Package
(CHGRSFPKG) command. See Creating Packages for more information.
The following parameters are passed to all pre-processing programs:
Request Structure, CHAR(*), (Input/Output): A data structure containing
information about the request. You can use physical file RSDS002 in library RSF
to externally define the data structure. See Appendix A for a detailed description
of the fields contained in this data structure.
Message Data, CHAR(128), (Output): If this field is blank upon returning from
the pre-processing program, access to the package is granted. If this field is not
blank upon returning from the user program, the message data is sent to the
requester as message RSF9896. When the message data returned is not blank, the
value specified for the Message Type parameter determines whether the request
ends normally or abnormally. If *ESCAPE is specified for Message Type, the
request ends abnormally
Message Type, CHAR(7), (Output): This parameter is ignored if Message Data
is blank. Allowable values are: *INFO, *COMP, *DIAG, *NOTIFY, *STATUS
and *ESCAPE. *ESCAPE is assumed if an invalid value is returned. The value
specified governs whether the request ends normally or abnormally. If *ESCAPE
is specified and "Message data" is not blank, access to the package is denied.:
Library RSFTOOLS contains sample pre-processing programs. See Appendix B for information
about RSFTOOLS.

Catalog Pre-Processing Programs
Catalog pre-processing programs allow you to customize the handling of *CATALOG requests
received by your machine. A catalog pre-processing program associated with an RSF package is

called when a *CATALOG request is received from a remote system. Depending on how the
pre-processing program returns, catalog information about the package is or is not returned to the
requester.
Use catalog pre-processing programs to:
o

Screen which RSF catalog information is sent to requesters. For example, you
may wish to look up the serial number of the requesting machine in a user table to
determine whether you want to send catalog information for an RSF package to
the requester.

You can specify a system default catalog pre-processing program. See Setting Product Defaults
for more information about changing RSF defaults. You can associate a catalog pre-processing
program with specific packages using the Create RSF Package (CRTRSFPKG) or Change RSF
Package (CHGRSFPKG) command. See Creating Packages for more information.
The same parameters are passed to catalog pre-processing programs as are passed to regular preprocessing programs. This allows you to write a single program that can be used to pre-process
both download requests and catalog requests for a given RSF package.
The following parameters are passed to all catalog pre-processing programs:
Request Structure, CHAR(*), (Input): A data structure containing information
about the request. You can use physical file RSDS002 in library RSF to externally
define the data structure. See Appendix A for a detailed description of the fields
contained in this data structure.
Message Data, CHAR(128), (Output): If this field is blank upon returning from
the pre-processing program, catalog information for the package is returned to the
requester. If this field is not blank upon returning from the user program, the
value specified for the "Message type" parameter determines whether or not
catalog information for the package is returned to the requester. If *ESCAPE is
specified for "Message type", catalog information for the package is not returned
to the requester.
Message Type, CHAR(7), (Output): This parameter is ignored if "Message
data" is blank. Allowable values are: *INFO, *COMP, *DIAG, *NOTIFY,
*STATUS and *ESCAPE. *ESCAPE is assumed if an invalid value is returned.
The value specified governs whether catalog information for the package is
returned to the requester. If *ESCAPE is specified and "Message data" is not
blank, catalog information is not returned.
Library RSFTOOLS contains sample catalog pre-processing programs. See Appendix B for
information.

Post-Processing Programs
If you will be allowing remote requesters to send RSF packages to your machine with the
SNDRSFPKG command, you may want to specify one or more user programs to be called when
a package is received. Use the ADDRSFRDE and CHGRSFRDE commands to specify user
programs to be called upon receiving packages from various requesters. The programs specified
will be called after all of the data associated with a package has been received, and only if the
package is received successfully. Depending on how the user program returns, the SNDRSFPKG
request will end normally or abnormally
Use post-processing programs to:
o

Restore objects to your machine from the save file sent for an RSF package.
Properly restoring objects may be more involved than simply executing the
RSTOBJ or RSTLIB commands. Within your program, you may choose to screen
the objects sent and only restore a subset; insure that physical file data is saved
before files are restored on top of existing files; grant authorities to objects after
they are restored, and so on.

o

Trigger some process on your machine after receiving an RSF package, by
submitting a job, sending a message to a message queue, adding an entry to a data
queue, or writing a record to a data base file.

You can specify a system default post-processing program with the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command. See Setting Product Defaults for more information about this
command. You can associate a post-processing program with a specific requester using the
ADDRSFRDE or CHGRSFRDE commands. See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more
information.
The following parameters are passed to all post processing programs:
Request Structure, CHAR(*), (Input/Output): A data structure containing
information about the request. You can use physical file RSDS002 in library RSF
to externally define the data structure. See Appendix A for a detailed description
of the fields contained in this data structure.
Message Data, CHAR(128), (Output): If this field is not blank upon returning
from the user program, the message data is sent to the requester as message
RSF9896. When the message data returned is not blank, the value specified for
the "Message type" parameter determines whether the request ends normally or
abnormally. If *ESCAPE is specified for "Message type", the request ends
abnormally.

Message Type, CHAR(7), (Output): This parameter is ignored if "Message
data" is blank. Allowable values are: *INFO, *COMP, *DIAG, *NOTIFY,
*STATUS and *ESCAPE. *ESCAPE is assumed if an invalid value is returned.
The value specified governs whether the request ends normally or abnormally. If
*ESCAPE is specified and "Message data" is not blank, the request ends
abnormally.
Library RSFTOOLS contains sample post-processing programs. See Appendix B for
information.

Automatic Installation Programs
Automatic installation programs can be included with RSF packages to facilitate the installation
of objects contained in the package. Automatic installation programs must always be named
RSFINST.
To include an automatic installation program with a package, create a program named RSFINST
and save it--along with the other objects for the package--into the save file that is associated with
the package.
An automatic installation program is invoked by either the Retrieve RSF Package
(RTVRSFPKG) or the Schedule RSF Transmission (SCDRSFTNS) command when the user
specifies *TRY or *YES for "Automatic installation". Automatic installation programs can also
be invoked by the Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG) command. If automatic installation is
requested and the package has been successfully transmitted, RSF restores program RSFINST to
library QTEMP and then runs the program.
See Retrieving Packages for more information about the RTVRSFPKG command. See
Scheduling Transmissions for more information about the SCDRSFTNS command. See
Installing a Package as a Separate Step for more information about the INLRSFPKG command.
Note: It is good practice for automatic installation programs to log the package as
installed when the installation completes successfully. The Log Package Install
(LOGRSFINL) command is provided for this purpose and should be included as
the last step in the program. The server ID and package name to pass to the
LOGRSFINL command can be taken from the Request Structure parameter that is
passed to the automatic installation program (see below).
The following parameters are passed to all RSFINST programs:

Request structure, CHAR(*), (Input): A data structure containing information
about the request. You can use physical file RSDS002 in library RSF to externally
define the data structure. See Appendix A for a detailed description of the fields
contained in this data structure.
Message Data, CHAR(128), (Output): If this field is blank upon returning from
the program, the installation ends normally. If this field is not blank upon
returning from the program, the message data is sent to the requester as message
RSF9896. When the message data returned is not blank, the value specified for
the "Message type" parameter determines whether or not the request ends
normally. If *ESCAPE is specified for "Message Type", the request ends in error.
Message Type, CHAR(7), (Output): This parameter is ignored if "Message
data" is blank. Allowable values are: *INFO, *COMP, *DIAG, *NOTIFY,
*STATUS and *ESCAPE. *ESCAPE is assumed if an invalid value is returned.
The value specified governs whether the installation ends normally or not. If
*ESCAPE is specified and "Message data" is not blank, the installation program
ends in error.
Saved library, CHAR(10), (Input): The name of the library that was saved to
the save file, or the name of the library containing the objects that were saved.
Save command, CHAR(10), (Input): The command that was used to save the
objects.
Library RSFTOOLS contains sample installation programs. See Appendix B for information.

Installing a Package as a Separate Step
Many packages are installed at the time they are retrieved by specifying *YES for "Automatic
Installation" on the Retrieve RSF Package (RTVRSFPKG) command or on the Work With
Catalog display. Occasionally, however, it is convenient to retrieve and install the package in
two separate steps. The Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG) command is supplied for this
purpose, allowing you to install a package from a save file that was previously transmitted.
However, in order to be installed with the INLRSFPKG command, the save file associated with
the package must support automatic installation by containing an RSFINST install program.
The prompted version of the INLRSFPKG command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.

The parameters for the INLRSFPKG command are described below.
Package to install
Enter the qualified name of the package to be installed. The server ID is used to
qualify the package name.
This is a required parameter
The possible single values are:
*SAVF: A save file name is specified instead of a package name.
When *SAVF is specified for this parameter, you must specify a
value for the Save File (SAVF) parameter.
The possible package values are:
package-name: Enter the name of the package to be installed.
The possible server values are:
server-ID: Enter ID of the server from which the package was
retrieved.
Save file
Enter the qualified name of a save file containing the data to be installed.
This parameter is ignored unless *SAVF is specified for the Package To Install
(PKG) parameter.
The possible values are:

save-file-name: Enter the name of the save file containing the RSF
package data.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: Your job's library list is used to locate the save file.
*CURLIB: Your job's current library is used to locate the save
file.
library-name: Enter the name of the library which contains the
save file.
Install program
Specify the name of the install program to call. See Automatic Installation
Programs for more information.
The possible values are:
*INSTALL: RSF attempts to restore program RSFINST to library
QTEMP from the package save file. If program RSFINST can be
restored, it is run.
It is the user's responsibility to write installation program
RSFINST and include it in the save file for the package if
automatic installation for this package is to be supported.
program-name: Enter the name of the installation program to call.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: Your job's library list is used to locate the program.
*CURLIB: Your job's current library is used to locate the
program.
library-name: Enter the name of the library which contains the
program.
Check file date
Specify whether to check the package retrieval date and the save file change date
for validity.
The possible values are:

*YES: The dates are checked. If the save file was changed after
the package was retrieved, the request ends in error.
*NO: The save file date is not checked.
Check install date
Specify whether to check the package install date.
The possible values are:
*YES: The request ends in error if the package was installed after
it was last retrieved.
*NO: The install date is not checked.
Message for server
Enter an ad hoc message to be passed to the install program. The message can be
used to send parameters to the install program.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No message is sent.
message-text: Enter up to 128 characters of parameters or message
text.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Uninstall RSF Package (UNLRSFPKG)
Work With Packages (WRKRSFPKG)
Create RSF Package (CRTRSFPKG)
Work With Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL)
Retrieve Install Information (RTVRSFINL)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:

Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Log Package Install
You can use the Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL) command to indicate when a package from
a remote server has been retrieved or installed.
RSF automatically flags a package as retrieved when the package is successfully retrieved using
either the Work With Catalog display or the Retrieve RSF Package (RTVRSFPKG) command.
The server ID logged is the server from which the package was retrieved.
RSF also automatically flags a package as retrieved when the package is successfully sent with
the Send RSF Package (SNDRSFPKG) command. In this case, the log entry is made on the
server (target) machine, and the name of the requester directory entry used to process the request
is the name logged for server ID.
RSF does not automatically log package installs. This must be done explicitly by the user. The
recommended way is to include this command as the last step in user-written automatic
installation programs. The name of the package and the server ID are included in the data
structure that is passed to automatic installation programs.
The prompted version of the LOGRSFINL command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.
Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Package . . . . . . . . . . . .
Action to log . . . . . . . . .
Retrieved save file . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Archive save file . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .

Name
Name
*INSTALL *RETRIEVE, *INSTALL...
Name, *SAME, *PKG
QGPL Name, *CURLIB
*NONE Name, *NONE, *SAME, *PKG
Name, *CURLIB

The parameters for the LOGRSFINL command are described below.
Server ID
Enter the ID for the server from which the package was retrieved.
This is a required parameter
The possible values are:
server-ID: Enter a valid server ID. The name of the server ID used
for an actual transaction is included in the data structure that is
passed to automatic installation programs.
Package
Enter the name of the package to be logged.
This is a required parameter
The possible values are:
package-name: Enter a valid package name. The name of the
package retrieved is included in the data structure that is passed to
automatic installation programs.
Action
Specify the log action to take.
The possible values are:
*INSTALL: The package is logged as installed.
*RETRIEVE: The package is logged as retrieved.
*UNINSTALL: The package is logged as uninstalled.
*RESET: Existing log information for a package is cleared.
Retrieved save file
Specify the qualified name of the save file into which the retrieved package data
was placed. This information may be used later to install the package.

This is a required parameter if *RETRIEVE is specified for the Action
parameter.
The possible values are:
*PKG: The save file name is the same as the package name.
file-name: Specify the target save file name.
The possible library values are:
QGPL: Library QGPL is used by default.
*CURLIB: The save file is in the job's current library.
library-name: Enter a valid library name.
Archive save file
Specify the qualified name of an archive save file to associate with the installed
package. This information may be used later to uninstall the package with the
Uninstall RSF Package (UNLRSFPKG) command.
It is the user's responsibility to store items in the archive save file that would be
needed to completely uninstall the package, including an RSFINST uninstall
program if desired. See the UNLRSFPKG command for more information.
The possible values are:
*PKG: The save file name is the same as the package name.
file-name: Specify the archive save file name.
The possible library values are:
QGPL: Library QGPL is used by default.
*CURLIB: The save file is in the job's current library.
library-name: Enter a valid library name.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Uninstall RSF Package (UNLRSFPKG)

Work With Packages (WRKRSFPKG)
Create RSF Package (CRTRSFPKG)
Work With Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG)
Retrieve Install Information (RTVRSFINL)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Retrieve Install Information
You can use the Retrieve Install Information (RTVRSFINL) command in a CL program to
retrieve package install information, such as the date and time a package was retrieved or
installed.
RSF automatically flags a package as retrieved when the package is successfully retrieved using
either the Work With Catalog display or the Retrieve RSF Package (RTVRSFPKG) command.
The server ID logged is the server from which the package was retrieved.
RSF also automatically flags a package as retrieved when the package is successfully sent with
the Send RSF Package (SNDRSFPKG) command. In this case, the log entry is made on the
server (target) machine, and the name of the requester directory entry used to process the request
is the name logged for server ID.
RSF does not automatically log package installs. This must be done explicitly by the user. The
recommended way is to include the Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL) command as the last
step in user-written automatic installation programs. The name of the package and the server ID
are included in the data structure that is passed to automatic installation programs.
The prompted version of the RTVRSFINL command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.

Retrieve Package Install Info (RTVRSFINL)
Type choices, press Enter.
Server ID . . . . . . . . . . .
Package . . . . . . . . . . . .
Retrieve date (8)
Retrieve time (6)
Retrieved by user (10)
Retrieved to save file (10)
Save file library (10)
Install date (8)
Install time (6)
Installed by user (10)
Archive save file (10)
Archive save file lib (10)
Uninstall date (8)
Uninstall time (6)
Uninstalled by user (10)

Name
Name
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value
Character value

The parameters for the RTVRSFINL command are described below.>
Server ID
Enter the ID for the server from which the package was retrieved.
This is a required parameter
The possible values are:
server-ID: Enter a valid server ID.
Package
Enter the name of the package for which information is being retrieved.
This is a required parameter
The possible values are:
package-name: Enter a valid package name.
Retrieve date

Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the date the package was retrieved.
The date is returned in yyyymmdd format. All zeros are returned if the package
has not been retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(8).
Retrieve time
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the time the package was retrieved.
The date is returned in hhmmss format. All zeros are returned if the package has
not been retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(6).
Retrieved by user
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the name of the user who retrieved the
package. Blanks are returned if the package has not been retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10).
Retrieved to save file
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the name of the save file into which
the retrieved package data was placed. Blanks are returned if the package has not
been retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10).
Save file library
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the name of the library containing the
save file. Blanks are returned if the package has not been retrieved.

The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10).
Install date
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the date the package was installed. The
date is returned in yyyymmdd format. All zeros are returned if the package has
not been installed.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(8).
Install time
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the time the package was installed. The
time is returned in hhmmss format. All zeros are returned if the package has not
been installed.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(6).
Installed by user
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the name of the user who installed the
package. Blanks are returned if the package has not been installed.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10).
Archive save file
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the name of the save file into which
objects were archived before the package was installed.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10).

Archive save file library
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the name of the library containing the
save file. Blanks are returned if the package has not been retrieved.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10).
Uninstall date
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the date the package was uninstalled.
The date is returned in yyyymmdd format. All zeros are returned if the package
has not been installed.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(8).
Uninstall time
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the time the package was uninstalled.
The time is returned in hhmmss format. All zeros are returned if the package has
not been installed.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(6).
Uninstall by user
Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the name of the user who uninstalled
the package. Blanks are returned if the package has not been installed.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable. The variable
should be declared as TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10).
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:

Work With Packages (WRKRSFPKG)
Create RSF Package (CRTRSFPKG)
Work With Catalog (WRKRSFCAT)
Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG)
Uninstall RSF Package (UNLRSFPKG)
Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL)
For more information about the following commands, prompt the command and
press F1 to view the on-line help text:
Change Package (CHGRSFPKG)
Delete Package (DLTRSFPKG)
Rename Package (RNMRSFPKG)

Install Pre- or Co-Requisite
Use the Install Pre- or Co-Requisite (INLRSFREQ) command to install a pre- or co-requisite
package. This command is usually included in RSF automatic install programs.
A pre-requisite package is one that must be installed before the current package can be installed.
A co-requisite package is one that that is meant to work with the current package. Co-requisites
should be installed immediately after the current package is installed.
See program REQUISITE in RSFTOOLS/QCLSRC for an example of installing a package with
pre-requisites.
The INLRSFREQ command will:
1. Check to see if the requisite package is installed. If it is, no further action is taken.
2. If the requisite package has been retrieved but not installed, the package is installed using
the Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG) command.

3. If, after the above steps, the requisite package is still not flagged as installed, the package
is re-retrieved using the Retrieve RSF Package (RTVRSFPKG) command, with
INSTALL(*YES) specified.
4. If the package is still not properly installed, an error is signaled.

The prompted version of the INLRSFREQ command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.

The parameters for the INLRSFREQ command are described below.
Server ID
Enter the ID for the server from which the package is retrieved.
This is a required parameter
The possible values are:
server-ID: Enter a valid server ID.
Package

Enter the pre- or co-requisite package to be installed.
This is a required parameter
The possible values are:
package-name: Enter a valid package name.
Hang up after this transaction
Whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the completion of the
transaction. This parameter is ignored for non-switched connections. Click here
for a complete description of this parameter.
Related Commands:
The following commands are discussed elsewhere in this manual:
Install RSF Package (INLRSFPKG)
Log Package Install (LOGRSFINL)
Uninstall RSF Package (UNLRSFPKG)

Chapter 12: Calling Remote Programs
This chapter describes how to use the RSFLINK application programming interface (API) to call
programs on remote machines.

The RSFLINK API
RSFLINK is an API that allows you to easily call any program on a remote machine. Up to 10
parameters can be passed to the remote program, and changed parameter values can be returned
to your program. Diagnostic, information and escape messages generated by the remote program
call can be returned to your program as well. Each parameter passed to the remote program can
be up to 1024 bytes long.
The types of things you can do with RSFLINK include:
o

Sending inquiry messages to users on other machines.

o

Retrieving a system value from another machine.

o

Sending entries to a data queue on another machine.

o

Submitting a batch job on another machine.

RSFLINK handles the communications link for you, under the covers, allowing you to call
programs on remote machines as easily as calling a program on your local machine.
Note: Your attempt to call a remote program will be rejected by the server
machine unless a requester directory entry exists on the server machine which
refers to your machine, and specifies *YES or *PARTIAL for "Allow remote
program calls". See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more information.
Examples of how to use RSFLINK are included in library RSFTOOLS. See Appendix B for
more information about RSFTOOLS.
There are two ways to access RSFLINK:
1. By calling program RSFLINK.
2. By using the RSFLINK CL command in your own CL programs.
Whichever method you choose, you specify the qualified name of the remote program to be
called as well the server ID or phone number to use to connect to the remote machine.

The methods for accessing RSFLINK are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Using the Call Interface
Program RSFLINK can be called from any language.
The following parameters are required:
Parameter

Usage

Type/Length

Input

CHAR(20)

Output

CHAR(1)

Server ID

Input

CHAR(10)

Server's RSF phone
number

Input

CHAR(32)

Request type

Input

CHAR(1)

Return values flag

Input

CHAR(1)

Return messages flag

Input

CHAR(1)

User ID and password

Input

CHAR(20)

Hang up flag

Input

CHAR(1)

Call-back phone number

Input

CHAR(32)

Program to call
Return code

The following parameters are optional:
Parameter

Usage

Parameter to pass

Input/Output

Parameter 1 length

Input

Type/Length
CHAR(*)
PACKED(5,0)

.
.
.

.
.
.

Parameter to pass

Input/Output

Parameter n length

Input

.
.
.
CHAR(*)
PACKED(5,0)

Parameter Definitions:
Program to call
Specify the name of the remote program you want to call in the first 10 characters.
Specify the library name in the next 10 characters. You may specify *LIBL for
library name.
Return code
Specify a character variable to receive the return code. If an attempt to call a
remote program ends in error, this is communicated to your program through the
return code.
The possible return codes are:
'0': The request was successful.
'1': The request ended in error.
Server ID
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry must exist in the
server directory on your machine. See Adding Server Directory Entries for more
information.
A new RSFLINK session is started each time you specify a different server ID.
You can have up to 99 simultaneously active sessions within a single job. To end
an active session for a particular server, you must specify the server ID for this
parameter and either *END or *ALL for the "Request type" parameter.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No server directory entry is referenced.

*CURRENT: Direct the request to the server that is currently
associated with the job. For pass-through target jobs, *CURRENT
refers to the source machine. For an RSF pre-processing program
running on a server machine, *CURRENT refers to the requester
machine. *CURRENT is only valid for this parameter if the job
executing the command is an RSF target pass-through job, an RSF
pre-processing program executing on the server machine, or a
batch job submitted from one of the above two job types. See
Starting Pass-Through for more information about RSF passthrough jobs. See Pre-Processing Programs for more information
about pre-processing programs.
*ALL: All active RSFLINK sessions for the job will be ended. If
you specify *ALL for this parameter, you must specify *END for
"Request type".
name: The name of an entry in the server directory on your
machine.
Server's RSF phone number
The number to dial to reach the server's AS/400.
Note: This parameter is only used to establish a connection to the remote
machine. This parameter is ignored if an RSFLINK connection is already
active for the server ID specified
The possible values are:
*SERVER: Get connection information from the server directory
entry named in the "Server ID" parameter.
phone: number: Enter up to 32 characters for the phone number.
The number should include all digits necessary to make the phone
connection, including a leading 1 plus area code, and leading 9 for
accessing an outside line where necessary. Note: If a value other
than *SERVER is entered for this parameter, the connection to the
server is assumed to be *SDLCDIAL.
Request type
Specify the action you would like RSFLINK to perform.
The possible values are:

'1': Start the link only. The connection to the remote machine is
established and your authority to call remote programs is verified.
No remote program is called.
'2': Establish the link if necessary, and call the remote program
specified. The link remains active after the program is called, even
if the remote program ends in error.
'3': End the link only. No remote program is called. If the link is
active, it is ended.
'4': Establish the link if necessary, call the remote program
specified, and then end the link.
Return values flag
Indicate whether you would like changed parameter values returned to your
program.
The possible values are:
Y: Parameters passed to the remote program are returned to your
program. Both parameters that were changed and those that were
not changed are sent back over the link and returned to your
program. Changed parameter values are not returned if the remote
program terminates abnormally.
N: Changed parameter values are not returned to your program.
Specifying 'N' may provide a small performance improvement.
Return messages flag
Indicate whether you would like messages generated by the remote program call
to be returned to your program. When messages are returned, they are returned to
the caller of RSFLINK with the same type as the original message.
The possible values are:
Y: Messages are returned to your program.
N: Messages are not returned to your program. Specifying 'N' may
provide a small performance improvement.
User ID and password

Specify the user ID to use when establishing contact with the remote system in the
first 10 characters of this parameter. Specify the password to use in the next 10
characters. Specify *RSFDFT for user ID to connect using the default user
profile of RSFSRV. Specify *REQUESTER for user ID from an RSF server job
to use the original requester's profile. Click here for more information.
Note: This parameter is only used to establish a connection to the remote
machine. This parameter is ignored if an RSFLINK connection is already
active for the server ID specified
Hang up flag
Whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the completion of the
transaction. This parameter is ignored for non-switched connections.
For RSFLINK, the transaction is considered complete when all active links for the
job have been ended.
The possible values are:
Y: The line is disconnected at the completion of the transaction.
N: The server is notified that you would like the line to remain
active at the completion of the transaction. The line will remain
active if the server has specified HANGUP(*NO) for a requester
directory entry on the server machine that refers to your machine.
Otherwise, the server hangs up at the end of the transaction. See
Adding Requester Directory Entries for more information about
requester directory entries. When HANGUP(*NO) is specified by
both the requester and server machines, the line remains active
until one of the following occurs:
o

Another request from your machine to the same
server specifies HANGUP(*YES)

o

You explicitly hang up using the ENDRSFCNN
(End RSF Switched Connection) command. See
Hang up: End RSF Switched Connection for more
information about the ENDRSFCNN command.

o

The time limit expires on the server machine and
the server hangs up. The time limit is set with the
SRVDSC parameter on the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command. See Setting Product
Defaults for more information about changing RSF
defaults.

Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting that the server
call your machine back.
Your callback request will be rejected by the server unless a requester directory
entry exists on the server machine which refers to your machine, and specifies
*YES for "Allow call-back". See Adding Requester Directory Entries for more
information about requester directory entries.
If the callback request is accepted by the server, the initial connection is dropped
and your job waits for the server machine to call back. Your job will wait up to
120 seconds plus the job default wait time for the server machine to call back
before signaling an error.
The possible values are:
*NONE: Callback is not requested.
*RSFDFT: Callback is requested. The phone number specified in
the RSF defaults for the line currently being used is passed to the
server. See Setting Product Defaults for more information about
RSF defaults.
*SERVER: Callback is requested. The callback phone number
specified in the server directory entry named in the "Server ID"
parameter is used. If no callback phone number is specified in the
server directory entry, a value of *NONE is assumed for this
parameter.
*MANUAL: Callback is requested, but the return call is placed
manually by an operator at the remote site. Manual callback is
useful if the remote server machine is attached to a phone line that
is answered by a receptionist. When you specify *MANUAL for
"Call-back phone number", RSF does not dial the server and
request a call back. Instead, RSF immediately resets the line and
gets ready for the server machine to call back. You must contact
the remote location by voice and have an operator initiate the
callback with the Call Back Using RSF (CALBCKRSF) command.
phone number: Callback is requested. Enter up to 32 characters
for the callback phone number. The number should include all
digits necessary to dial your machine from the server machine,
including a leading 1 plus area code, and leading 9 for accessing an
outside line where necessary.

If you imbed the special value &DFT anywhere in the phone
number string, RSF will insert the default call-back number for the
line currently being used at that point in the string. Only the first
occurrence of &DFT in the string is replaced. Subsequent
occurrences of &DFT are ignored. The special values &dft and
&DFT are treated equivalently.

The following parameters are optional with program RSFLINK. These parameters specify
parameter data to be passed to the remote program. If you specify any optional parameters, you
must specify them in pairs (parameter data/parameter length). Up to 10 parameters can be passed
to a remote program. Each parameter can be up to 1024 bytes long.
Parameter to pass to remote program
The parameter is passed as a bit string so packed, zoned, binary and character data
types are all supported.
Parameter length
Specify the length of the parameter being passed, in bytes. For example, if the
parameter being passed to the remote program is formatted as PACKED(11,2),
the parameter data takes up 6 bytes.

Using the RSFLINK CL Command
Command RSFLINK can only be used within a CL program.
The prompted version of the RSFLINK command is shown below. Click on the image to see
command parameter descriptions.

The parameters for the RSFLINK command are described below.
Program to call
The qualified name of the program to call on the remote machine. This is a
required parameter.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No remote program is called. *NONE is only valid if
*START or *END is specified for "Request type".
name: The name of the program to call.
The possible library values are:
*LIBL: The library list of the server job is used to locate the
program.
library name: The name of the library on the server machine
containing the program to be called.
CL var for return code
Specify a one-character CL variable to receive the return code.

If an attempt to call a remote program ends in error, this is communicated to your
program through the return code. A value of '0' is returned if the call was
successful, otherwise '1' is returned.
The possible values are:
variable-name: Enter the name of a CL variable to receive the
return code.
Server ID
The name of a server directory entry to be referenced. The entry must exist in the
server directory on your machine. See Adding Server Directory Entries for more
information.
A new RSFLINK session is started each time you specify a different server ID.
You can have up to 99 simultaneously active sessions within a single job. To end
an active session for a particular server, you must specify the server ID for this
parameter and either *END or *ALL for the "Request type" parameter.
The possible values are:
*NONE: No server directory entry is referenced.
*CURRENT: Direct the request to the server that is currently
associated with the job. For pass-through target jobs, *CURRENT
refers to the source machine. For an RSF pre-processing program
running on a server machine, *CURRENT refers to the requester
machine. *CURRENT is only valid for this parameter if the job
executing the command is an RSF target pass-through job, an RSF
pre-processing program executing on the server machine, or a
batch job submitted from one of the above two job types . See
Starting Pass-Through for more information about RSF passthrough jobs. See Pre-processing Programs for more information
about pre-processing programs.
*ALL: All active RSFLINK sessions for the job will be ended. If
you specify *ALL for this parameter, you must specify *END for
"Request type".
name: The name of an entry in the server directory on your
machine.
Request type
Specify the action you would like RSFLINK to perform.

The possible values are:
*ALL: Establish the link if necessary, call the remote program
specified, and then end the link.
*START: Start the link only. The connection to the remote
machine is established and your authority to call remote programs
is verified. No remote program is called.
*CALL: Establish the link if necessary, and call the remote
program specified. The link remains active after the program is
called, even if the remote program ends in error.
*END: End the link only. No remote program is called. If the link
is active, it is ended.
Return values
Indicate whether you would like changed parameter values returned to your
program.
The possible values are:
*YES: Parameters passed to the remote program are returned to
your program. Both parameters that were changed and those that
were not changed are sent back over the link and returned to your
program. Changed parameter values are not returned if the remote
program terminates abnormally.
*NO: Changed parameter values are not returned to your program.
Specifying *NO may provide a small performance improvement.
Return messages
Indicate whether you would like messages generated by the remote program call
to be returned to your program. When messages are returned, they are returned to
the caller of RSFLINK with the same type as the original message.
The possible values are:
*YES: Messages are returned to your program.
*NO: Messages are not returned to your program. Specifying *NO
may provide a small performance improvement.
CL var for parm

Specify a parameter to be passed to the remote program. If you specify a
parameter, you must also specify its length in the following command parameter.
Length in bytes of parm
Specify the length of the parameter being passed, in bytes. For example, if the
parameter being passed to the remote program is formatted as PACKED(11,2),
the parameter data takes up 6 bytes.
User ID for remote system
Specify the user ID and password to use to sign on to the remote system.
Note: This parameter is only used to establish a connection to the remote
machine. This parameter is ignored if an RSFLINK connection is already
active for the specified server ID.
The possible single values are:
*RSFDFT: The default user profile of RSFSRV is used to sign on
to the remote system.
*REQUESTER: The profile used to check authority on the
remote machine is the same as the original profile on that machine
that was used to initiate the RSF request which connected to this
machine. The job in which this command is run must be an RSF
server job and *CURRENT must be specified for the "Server ID"
(SERVER) parameter.
For example, USER1 on SYSTEMA uses the STRPASRSF
command to connect to SYSTEMB. User profile USER2 is used to
sign on to SYSTEMB. Now the following command, executed in
the target pass-through job on SYSTEMB, will call a program on
SYSTEMA and will have USER1's authority to the objects on
SYSTEMA:
RSFLINK PGM(MYLIB/MYPGM)
RTNCODE(&RTNCODE) SERVER(*CURRENT)
USER(*REQUESTER)
The possible user ID values are:
user-ID: Enter a valid user ID for connecting to the remote
system.
The possible password values are:

password: Enter the password that corresponds with the user ID
specified.
Hang up after this transaction
Specify whether RSF should hang up the phone connection at the completion of
the transaction. This parameter is ignored for non-switched connections.
For RSFLINK, the transaction is considered complete when all active links for the
job have been ended. Click here for a complete description of this parameter.
Call-back phone number
The phone number to pass to the server machine when requesting that the server
call your machine back. Click here for a complete description of this parameter.

Performance Considerations
Consider the following when using RSFLINK with your programs:
1. Calling a remote program with RSF link takes longer if RSF has to establish
contact with the remote machine first. If you plan to call one or more programs on
a remote machine several times in succession, use the "Request type" parameter to
leave the link active at the end of the first call. Subsequent calls will then be much
faster.
2. When writing your own programs that will be called remotely by RSFLINK, you
should consider coding them so that they do not deactivate upon termination (i.e.
do not set on LR in an RPG program). This will improve performance if your
program is called repeatedly via RSFLINK. When the link is ended, RSFLINK
will deactivate your programs for you.
3. If you don't need to receive parameter values back after an RSFLINK call, you
can improve performance by specifying *NO for "Return values".
4. If you don't need to receive messages back after an RSFLINK call, you can
improve performance by specifying *NO for "Return messages".
5. When you specify a value other than *ALL or *END for "Request type", the link
to the remote machine remains active indefinitely. The request is not considered
complete until you end the link by specifying *ALL or *END for "Request type".

Switched connections will not automatically hang up when an RSFLINK
connection is established until the link is explicitly ended by the job that started
the link, or until the job itself is ended.
Remember: while different jobs on your machine can share the same connection
to a server machine, each job has its own RSFLINK pipeline. RSFLINK sessions
started by one job cannot be ended by another job short of canceling the first job.
Each job must manage its own RSFLINK sessions in much the same way that
each AS/400 job manages its own invocation stack, object locks, and open data
paths.

Chapter 13: RSF Express
This chapter describes how to get started with RSF Express, a graphical interface to Remote
Software Facility that you run from a PC under Windows.
Complete documentation for RSF Express is available on-line. While working with RSF
Express, select the Contents option from the Help pull-down menu to see a list of major help
topics. The help contents display is shown below.

Requirements
The following requirements must be met to run the 16-bit version of RSF Express:

1. RSF and RSFTOOLS must be installed on the local and remote
AS/400s. See Chapter 3, Installation, for more information.
2. PCs using RSF Express must be running Microsoft Windows version
3.1x.
3. PCs using RSF Express must be attached to an AS/400 using either:
o

IBM PC Support/400, Extended DOS Version 2 Release 2 or later,
with PC Support Windows support loaded.

o
o

IBM Client Access/400
A third-party product providing EHNAPPC support or equivalent
function to one of the above.

4. The Client Access or equivalent APPC router must be started.
5. The directory containing the Client Access or equivalent programs must
be included on the path statement in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file of the PC.

The following requirements must be met to run the 32-bit version of RSF Express:
1. RSF and RSFTOOLS must be installed on all local and remote AS/400s to be
accessed. See Chapter 3, Installation, for more information.

1. PCs using RSF Express must be running Microsoft Windows 95, Windows 98 or
Windows NT.
2. PCs using RSF Express must be attached to an AS/400 using either:

Installation

o

IBM Client Access/400

o

A third-party product providing E32APPC support or equivalent
function.

o

A native TCP/IP connection.

To load RSF Express onto a PC from CD:
1. Insert the CD into the PC drive. After a few seconds, the Remote Software
Facility CD install window will be automatically displayed.
2. Click on "Install RSF Express".
3. If prompted, select "Run this program from its current location" and "Yes" at the
security warning.
4. Follow the instructions that appear on the screen.
If you do not have the appropriate RSF Install CD, you can download RSF Express from our web
site:
http://www.bugbusters.net/download.htm.

Overview
With RSF Express, you open various windows to represent lists of packages, libraries, objects,
members and spooled files that exist on the local machine and on remote machines.
You open one or more server lists to represent remote locations to which you can send items, and
from which you can retrieve items. The entries in an RSF Express server list correspond to the
entries in the RSF server directory on the local machine. See Working With Servers for more
information about server directory entries.
The figures below show typical RSF Express displays.

RSF Express 16-bit version.

RSF Express 32-bit version.

You send items to remote locations by selecting the items from local package, library, object,
member, output queue or spooled file lists, and then using the mouse to drag and drop the items
onto a server list. The server list can be full sized or minimized (represented by an icon). The
servers selected in the server list at the time items are dropped onto the list determine the
location(s) to which the items are sent.
You retrieve items from remote locations by selecting the items from remote package, library,
object, member, output queue or spooled file lists, and then using the mouse to drag and drop the
items onto the Home Machine icon (16-bit version) or onto the desktop (32-bit version).
In the 16-bit version, you open server list windows and lists containing information about the
local machine by double clicking the Home Machine icon and then selecting the desired window
type from the pop-up menu. You open lists containing information about remote machines by
clicking on a server list window with the right mouse button, and then selecting the desired
window type from the pop-up menu.
In the 32-bit version, you open windows by clicking the appropriate button on the toolbar.
You can also use the Window pull-down menu to open list windows.

Points to remember:
o

Clicking on a list with the right mouse button displays a pop-up menu of functions
you can perform on items in the list.

o

Double clicking on an item in a list displays more information about the item. If
the item can be exploded into a more detailed list, then double clicking opens a
more detailed list for the item.
For example: Double-clicking on an entry in a package list displays detailed
information about the package. Double clicking on an entry in a library list opens
an object list for that library. Double clicking on a data base file entry in an object
list opens a member list for that file.

o

Context-sensitive help is available throughout RSF Express by pressing F1.

Getting Started (16-Bit Version)
To run RSF Express, double-click on the RSF Express icon in Program Manager.
The first time you run RSF Express, no list windows will be open. You might begin by
performing the following steps:
1. Double-click on the Home Machine icon to display the pop-up menu. Select
"Server List" from the menu to open a server list for your machine. The server list
will initially be empty and you will be prompted to refresh it. Select OK to refresh
the list.
2. Double-click on the Home Machine icon again to display the pop-up menu. Select
"Library List" to open a list of libraries on your machine.
3. Double-click on one of the libraries in the list of libraries to open an object list for
that library.
4. Select a server location from the server list and minimize the list. You can use
server LOCAL to treat your own machine as a remote server location. When
LOCAL is specified, requests are sent back to your own machine without using a
communications line or modem.

5. Select one or more objects from the object list; drag and drop the objects onto the
server icon. This initiates the process of sending the objects to the server machine.
You will be prompted for confirmation and additional parameters.
To open lists of information for a remote machine:
1. Locate your server list. If it's minimized, double-click on the icon to return the list
to normal size.
2. Select an entry from the server list.
3. Click on the server list with the right mouse button. A pop-up menu is displayed
allowing you to open lists for the remote location. Remote lists take longer to
open because the data for the list must first be retrieved from the remote machine.
4. Once you have opened a library, object, member, output queue or spooled file list
for the remote machine, retrieve items back to your machine by selecting the
items from the list and then dragging and dropping onto the Home Machine icon.

Getting Started (32-Bit Version)
To run RSF Express, click Start and then click on RSF Express.
The first time you run RSF Express, no list windows will be open. You might begin by
performing the following steps:
1. If you will be using TCP/IP to connect to the AS/400, click the
toolbar to add a new TCP/IP connection definition.

button on the

2. Click the
button on the toolbar to open a new server list. The server list will
initially be empty and you will be prompted to refresh it. Click OK to refresh the
list.
3. Click the

button on the toolbar to open a list of libraries on your machine.

4. Double-click on one of the libraries in the list of libraries to open an object list for
that library.

5. Select a server location from the server list and minimize the list. You can use
server LOOPBACK or LOCAL to treat your own machine as a remote server
location. When either server is specified, requests are sent back to your own
machine without using a communications line or modem.
6. Select one or more objects from the object list; drag and drop the objects onto the
server icon. This initiates the process of sending the objects to the server machine.
You will be prompted for confirmation and additional parameters.
To open lists of information for a remote machine:
1. Locate your server list. If it's minimized, double-click on the icon to return the list
to full size.
2. Select an entry from the server list.
3. Click on the server list with the right mouse button. A pop-up menu is displayed
allowing you to open lists for the remote location. Remote lists take longer to
open because the data for the list must first be retrieved from the remote machine.
4. Once you have opened a library, object, member, output queue or spooled file list
for the remote machine, retrieve items back to your machine by selecting the
items from the list and then dragging and dropping onto the RSF Express desktop.

Chapter 14: Problem Determination
This chapter describes the steps to follow if you encounter a problem while using Remote
Software Facility.

Basics
When you encounter a problem, always check these basic items first:
1. Make sure you are authorized to the commands, programs, and files in library RSF.
2. Insure that the RSF Server Function has been started on the server machine, and that user
profile RSFSRV on the server machine is authorized to use any libraries, files or other
objects that your transmission requires.
Then, if you are still having trouble connecting, check to see if you are getting past your own
machine:
1. For dial-up connections, listen to your modem to see if the other machine is answering. If
not, the problem is with the setup or modem on your machine.
2. For direct connections, confirm that the connection information specified in the RSF
Server Directory Entry and RSF Defaults is correct. Also confirm that the appropriate
lines controllers and devices are varied on and active.
Important note: If you are able to contact the server machine but the request ends in error, then
the information about the cause of the error is on the server machine.
1. Use the following command on the target machine to check for relevant messages in the
system operator's message queue:
DSPMSG MSGQ(QSYSOPR) ASTLVL(*INTERMED)
.
2. Use the following command on the target machine to check for relevant job logs:
WRKSPLF SELECT(RSFSRV) ASTLVL(*INTERMED)
.

Check low-level Messages
If the basic items check out, check your low level messages by following these steps:
1. Enter the following command at any command line to display your job log:
DSPJOBLOG
2. From the Job Log display, press F10 to display low-level messages.
3. Press F5 to refresh the display.
4. If necessary, press F18 to display the end of the job log.
5. When you have located the messages relating to the problem at hand, print the
information by pressing the PRINT key.
6. If you cannot determine the nature of the problem from the job log, or if you cannot
correct the problem, proceed to the next section.

Common Problems
The following is a list of common problems that can occur with Remote Software Facility, and
the likely causes of the problems. Where a problem relates to an RSF message, the message ID is
shown. If you cannot find the solution to your problem in the list, proceed to the next section.
A line cannot be varied on.
There is already another line varied on that is associated with the same resource
name. Either vary off the existing line, or use the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command to change the resource name for the RSF line
description in question.
While using one of the RSF commands that initiates a request, the display waits forever
while contacting the server.
1. There may be an inquiry message awaiting a reply on the system operator's message
queue. If the server's phone is busy or does not answer, a message of the form CPAxxxx
is sent to the operator's message queue. See Adding Reply List Entries for more

information about adding entries to your system reply list to automatically answer these
messages.
2. Use the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command to check the values specified
for "Redial delay" and "Dial retry". If either number is too large, your system is spending
an inordinate amount of time trying to redial a number that does not answer or is busy.
An attempt to retrieve an RSF package is unsuccessful.
RSF3009. The save file associated with the RSF package could not be found on
the server machine at the time the request was processed. Use the CHGRSFPKG
command to view or change the name of the save file associated with the RSF
package. If the library list is used to locate the save file, make sure the library
containing the file is in the library list of the server communications job. The
initial library list of the job is determined by the job description associated with
user profile RSFSRV.
This error can also result if user profile RSFSRV was not authorized to the save
file on the server machine. User profile RSFSRV should have *USE authority to
the file
RSF3010. The save file associated with the RSF package was found, but an error
was encountered while sending the data to the requester. Check the job log that
was generated for the transaction on the server machine. You can use the
command WRKSPLF SELECT(RSFSRV) to help you find the job log. This
problem could also result from a bad connection. Try the request again.
RSF9898. Your request was rejected by the server during pre-processing. Contact
the server for more information.
RSF4006. The save file specified to receive the RSF data exists, but *NO was
specified for "Replace existing save file" on the RTVRSFPKG command. Change
the save file name or specify *YES for "Replace existing save file".
RSF4008. The server directory entry name you specified on the one of the RSF
requester commands could not be found. Use the WRKRSFSRV command to
work with RSF servers.
RSF4009. An error was encountered while trying to evoke the target APPC
program on the server machine. Check the job log that was generated for the
transaction on the server machine. You can use the command WRKSPLF
SELECT(RSFSRV) to help you find the job log. This problem could also result
from a bad connection. Try the request again.
RSF4010. The target program on the server machine was contacted successfully,
but an error was encountered while trying to send the RSF request information to

the server. Check the job log that was generated for the transaction on the server
machine. You can use the command WRKSPLF SELECT(RSFSRV) to help you
find the job log. This problem could also result from a bad connection. Try the
request again.
RSF4011. The target program on the server machine was contacted successfully,
but an error was encountered while receiving data for the RSF package. Check the
job log that was generated for the transaction on the server machine. You can use
the command WRKSPLF SELECT(RSFSRV) to help you find the job log. This
problem could also result from a bad connection. Try the request again.
RSF4012. This occurs when the server's phone is busy or does not answer. If the
condition persists, check to be sure the server's RSF phone number is specified
correctly.
The server is unable to receive the RSF request from the requester after a communications
session is successfully established.
RSF3004 Check the job log that was generated for the transaction on the server
machine. You can use the command WRKSPLF SELECT(RSFSRV) to help you
find the job log. There may be a communications configuration problem. Use the
CHGRSFDFT command to check the values specified for installation defaults.
This problem could also result from a bad connection. Try the request again
The RSF package being accessed is associated with a pre-processing program on the server
machine, but the program could not be found at the time the request was received.
RSF3005 As shipped, RSF server jobs are started with job description RSF in
library RSF. Check the initial library list parameter of the job description to
determine the initial library list of the server communications job. Make sure the
pre-processing program exists and is in a library where it can be found. Use the
CHGRSFPKG command to view or change the pre-processing program
associated with the RSF package.
An attempt to download the cover letter for an RSF package is unsuccessful.
RSF3006 There is no cover letter associated with the RSF package on the server
machine
RSF3007 Cover letter data exists on the server machine, but an error was
encountered while sending the data to the requester. Check the job log on the
server machine that was generated for the transaction. You can use the command
WRKSPLF SELECT(RSFSRV) to help you find the job log. This problem could
also result from a bad connection. Try the request again.
An attempt to start the server function on your machine is not successful.

RSF3015 User profile RSFSRV must exist for the server function to be started.
See the chapter 3, Installation for more information about how to create the user
profile.
The software demonstration period has expired
RSF4001 The 30-day software demonstration period is over This error can also
occur if you have recently changed CPUs. Contact Bug Busters for
assistance: support@bugbusters.net . If your machine serial number recently
changed, indicate the old and new serial numbers in your email.
Error receiving reply from server.
RSF4041 This error can occur when communicating with a previous version of
RSF if the function you are trying to access was not provided in the earlier
version. If you are using the RSFLINK API or the CPYFRSF command, you may
have specified an invalid user id or password. Check the low-level messages on
your machine and the job log on the server machine for more information.

Forwarding Problem Information To Bug Busters
If you encounter a problem while using Remote Software Facility, and you are unable to solve it
by following the steps outlined in the sections above, email the following information to
support@bugbusters.net:
1. Your name, company name and phone number.
2. A brief description of the problem, along with a step-by-step description of how
to recreate it.
3. Messages from the system operator's message queue collected in the Basics
section above.
4. Job logs collected in the Basics section above.

Appendix A.
Fields Contained in Request Data Structure RSDS002
The following fields are contained in the Request Structure parameter passed to RSF preprocessing programs, post-processing programs and automatic installation programs.
All fields are input only, except those marked with an "X" in the I/O column. The marked fields
are input/output fields. When input/output fields are changed by a pre- or post-processing
program, the new value takes effect for the remainder of the request.
Input/output fields can be used by pre-processing programs to change package attributes at run
time, such as the name and library of the package’s save file.
Description

Type

Length Position

Serial Number

Char

8

1

System Name

Char

8

9

Model Number

Char

4

17

User id

Char

10

21

Package

Char

10

31

Language code

Char

4

41

Specified contact name

Char

32

45

Specified company name

Char

32

77

Specified address line 1

Char

32

109

Specified address line 2

Char

32

141

Specified address line 3

Char

32

173

Specified city/state

Char

32

205

Specified zip/postal code

Char

12

237

Specified country

Char

20

249

Specified primary phone

Char

32

269

Specified secondary phone

Char

32

301

I/O

Machine contact name

Char

40

333

Machine company name

Char

52

373

Machine address line 1

Char

52

425

Machine address line 2

Char

52

477

Machine address line 3

Char

52

529

Machine city/state

Char

52

581

Machine zip/postal code

Char

12

633

Machine country

Char

20

645

Machine primary phone

Char

32

665

Machine secondary phone

Char

32

697

Target save file

Char

10

729

Target save file library

Char

10

739

Description
Request type:

Type

Length Position

Char

1

749

Requester ad hoc message

Char

128

750

Requester OS/400 Release

Char

9

878

Requester RSF Release

Char

9

887

I/O

0 = Requester
message only
1 = Cover letter
only
2 = All data
3 = Save file data
only
4 = Retry
U = Uninstall
X

End session after data
received

Char

1

896

Char

4

897

Copy from file

Char

10

901

Copy from library

Char

10

911

Copy from member

Char

10

921

Copy to file

Char

10

931

Copy to library

Char

10

941

Copy to member

Char

10

951

Install program

Char

10

961

Install program library

Char

10

971

Package save file

Char

10

981

X

Package save file library

Char

10

991

X

Cover letter file

Char

10

1001

X

Cover letter file library

Char

10

1011

X

Cover letter member

Char

10

1021

X

Reserved

Char

16

1031

Server ID used to contact
you.

Char

10

1047

Requester's default server
ID.

Char

10

1057

Relay requested.

Char

1

1067

Y = Yes
N = No
Copy file action:
*SND = Send
*RTV = Retrieve

Y = Yes.

Appendix B.
Tools and Sample Programs
A library of tools and sample programs to use with Remote Software Facility is available from
Bug Busters. Among other things, the RSFTOOLS library contains:
o

Sample pre-processing programs.

o

Sample post-processing programs.

o

Sample automatic-installation programs.

o

A sample DDM access program.

o

Commands Retrieve Object Using RSF (RTVOBJRSF), Retrieve Library Using
RSF (RTVLIBRSF) and Retrieve Documents Using RSF (RTVDOCRSF). These
commands let you retrieve objects, libraries, documents and folders from another
machine without having to create a new RSF package each time. The objects you
specify are automatically saved on the remote machine, downloaded to your
machine via RSF, and then restored on your machine—all with a single
command.

o

Commands Send Object Using RSF (SNDOBJRSF), Send Library Using RSF
(SNDLIBRSF) and Send Documents Using RSF (SNDDOCRSF). These
commands let you send objects, libraries, documents and folders to another
machine without having to create a new RSF package each time. The objects you
specify are automatically saved on your machine, sent to the remote machine via
RSF, and then restored on the remote machine—all with a single command.

o

Commands Start Monitoring Output Queue (STRMONOUTQ) and End
Monitoring Output Queue (ENDMONOUTQ). These commands let you submit a
batch job to monitor an output queue on your system, and automatically forward
spooled files to another system.

o

Command Copy Spooled File Using RSF (CPYSPLFRSF). You can use this
command to copy a spooled file or to split the file into multiple parts for more
efficient printing.

o

Commands Start Data Queue Link (STRDTAQLNK) and End Data Queue Link
(ENDDTAQLNK). These commands let you link data queues on your machine to
data queues on remote machines. When linked with this command, any entries
that are sent to one data queue are automatically forwarded to the remote data
queue. This function illustrates one use of the RSFLINK API.

o

Command Send Message Using RSF (SNDMSGRSF). This command lets you
send informational and inquiry messages to users on remote machines. This
function illustrates another use of the RSFLINK API.

Source code is included for all of the commands and programs in RSFTOOLS.
If you followed the recommended installation procedure, library RSFTOOLS has already been
installed for you. If you do not yet have RSFTOOLS or you do not have the latest version of the
library, you can download RSFTOOLS from our web site:
www.bugbusters.net/download.htm#rsf .

Appendix C.
Using RSF with Pre-Configured Connections
In addition to operating in a dial-up environment you can also use Remote Software Facility with
lines you may have already configured for communications to another iSeries.
When you use RSF with a pre-configured connection, RSF does not automatically create a line,
controller and device description at the start of the transaction. Instead, RSF uses the line,
controller and device description that you previously created.
You control whether RSF uses a pre-configured line or a dial-up connection by values you
specify for the "Server ID" (SERVER) on RSF commands. Connection information is taken
from the server directory entry specified on the "Server ID" parameter. If the server directory
entry specifies a TCP/IP address or another type of pre-configured connection to use, RSF will
use that connection. Otherwise, the phone number from the server directory entry will be used to
initiate a dial-up connection.

For non-TCP/IP connections, follow these steps to contact a remote server machine over a
pre-configured line:
1. Create the line, controller and device. This step only needs to be performed once,
before the first time you contact the remote machine. Only lines compatible with
Advanced Program To Program Communications (APPC) can be used with RSF.
These include SDLC, X.25, Token Ring and Ethernet and TCP/IP lines.
Tools to help you configure SDLC, Token Ring and Ethernet connections
between AS/400s are available from Bug Busters. Use the following command to
retrieve the configuration tools:
RTVRSFPKG PKG(COMTOOLS) SAVF(QGPL/COMTOOLS)
SERVER(BUGBUSTERS)
A cover letter will be placed on your job's default output queue. Follow the
instructions in the cover letter for restoring the tools library.
.
2. Be sure the line, controller and device are varied on for both your machine and the
remote server machine.
.
3. Use the Display Device Description (DSPDEVD) command to display the device
description that is attached to the controller and line you will be using to
communicate with the remote server machine. Note the following values from the
device description:

…Remote location name
…Device name
…Local location name
.
4. Add an entry to the server directory on your machine that refers to the remote
machine you wish to contact (option 1 on the RSF menu).
When adding or changing the directory entry, be sure to press F10 to see all of the
optional parameters.
Specify *SDLC for "Connection Method", and press Enter. Fill in the Remote
location name, Device name, and Local location name on the server directory
entry from the information obtained in step 3 above.
.
5. Now when you use any RSF command that initiates a request, specify the server
directory entry created in step 4 above for the "Server id" parameter. RSF will
then use the appropriate pre-configured connection to communicate with the
server.

To contact a remote server machine over a TCP/IP connection:
1. Be sure that TCP/IP is started on your AS/400. You can use the following
command to start it if necessary:
STRTCP
2. Add an entry to the server directory on your machine that refers to the remote
machine you wish to contact (option 1 on the RSF menu).
When adding or changing the directory entry, be sure to press F10 to see all of the
optional parameters.
Specify *TCPIP or *TCPDIAL for "Connection Method", and press Enter. Enter
the network name or IP address of the remote system.
3. Now when you use any RSF command that initiates a request, specify the server
directory entry created in step 3 above for the "Server id" parameter. RSF will
then use TCP/IP to communicate with the server.

Appendix D.
Using RSF with Dialup SDLC Connections
On the Source (Requester) Machine:
Use this procedure to diagnose and solve problems that occur when using RSF to
initiate a transmission over a dial-up link:
1. When dialing from the modem attached to your AS/400, do you need to dial 9 or
any other special digits before or after the phone number? If so, prompt the
following command to change appropriate server directory entry. If you are trying
to contact a location other than Bug Busters, replace "bugbusters" in the
command below with the name of the server you are trying to contact:
CHGRSFSDE SERVER(bugbusters)
2. To determine the AS/400 resource name that RSF uses for dialing out, prompt
the following command:
CHGRSFDFT
When the command prompt is displayed, page forward once. "Requester
Configuration Info." will appear near the top of the display. The resource name is
near the middle. Change and press Enter if necessary.
3. If you receive the error message "All lines in use…" when attempting to initiate a
request, insure that no other line is varied on to the same resource name that
RSF is configured to use for dialing out.
4. If the request ends abnormally with the message "Error contacting server…", the
cause of the failure (busy, no answer, etc.) can be found in the system operator's
message queue. Use system request option 6 or key DSPMSG QSYSOPR to
display system operator messages.
5. If the message "Contacting xxx for RSF request…" is displayed for more than a
minute or two on the bottom of the screen, check for RSF messages on the
QSYSOPR message queue that are waiting for a reply. Reply to any outstanding
RSF messages with a 'C' for cancel. (If you want this and similar RSF messages
to be answered automatically in the future, call program RSF/RSCL038. This will
add entries for RSF to your system reply list.)
6. Other Items to check:



Make sure the modem is plugged in, turned on and attached to an active phone
line. Modems sometimes get confused. Try turning the modem off and back on
to reset it.



Make sure the modem is configured for synchronous communications (not
asynch.)



If you have more than one modem or resource on your machine, make sure the
resource name RSF is configured to use actually corresponds to the modem you
think it does. You should be able to hear the modem attempting to dial.

7. If a the request ends in error after a connection is made to the remote machine,
this is a different type of problem. In this case, the information about the cause
of the problem will be on the server machine. On the server machine, check for
messages in QSYSOPR message queue and check for job logs owned by user
RSFSRV.

On the Target (Server) Machine:
Use this procedure to configure RSF to answer a incoming call over an SDLC dial-up
link using an external modem:
1. You first need to determine the name of the AS/400 resource that your modem is
connected to. Use the command
WRKHDWRSC *CMN
to determine the available resource names. An SDLC capable resource will
show “V.24 Port” or “Comm Port” in the Text column. Note that internal modems
cannot be used with SDLC connections. Internal modems will show a value of
2771, 2772, 2793 or 2805 in the Type column and are always the first resource
shown for that type. (The second resource shown for one of these types can be
used with SDLC connections, however.)
2. Once you have identified what you think is the proper resource name, key a 5
beside the entry on the Work With Hardware Resources display. The Work With
Configuration Descriptions display for that resource is shown. If any entries
appear in the list, key option 8 beside each configuration description and press
Enter to see the status. Make sure all descriptions are varied off.
3. Next, you must tell RSF what resource to use. Display the RSF menu by keying
GO RSF/RSF

Select option 31 to change defaults. Page down once to see the parameters for
“SDLC requester info”. Enter RSFRQS for “Line description”, and enter the
resource name determined in step 1 for “Resource name”. Don’t press Enter
yet.
Page down once to see the parameters for “SDLC server info”. Enter RSFSRV
for “Line description”, and again enter the resource name determined in step 1
for “Resource name”. Now you can press Enter.
4. Next you should confirm that the resource name you determined is correct. For
this step, you must be at a work station that is within view of the modem.
Run option 21 from the RSF menu to start the server function. Specify *YES for
the SDLC and *NO for the PPP, TCP/IP and Broadcast options if they
appear. You can specify *YES for “Save as new defaults” if you wish and if this
option is shown.
When you press Enter, additional parameters appear. Accept all of these
defaults. Pressing Enter a second time will start the server
function. Important: You should see the lights flash or change on the modem
when you start the RSF server function. If you are not sure, run menu option 22
to end the server function and then run menu option 21 to start it again.
5. If you did see the lights change on the modem when you started and stopped the
RSF server function, then RSF is configured correctly. Otherwise, the resource
name you used does not correspond to the modem that you thought and you
must go back to step 1 and try a different resource name.
6. If you get a message like “Vary command may not have completed” when trying
to start the server function, there is probably another line varied on to the same
resource. Go back to step 2 and make sure all other lines for the resource are
varied off.
7. Confirm the phone number. Once you are certain that the resource name and
the RSF configuration are correct, your should start the RSF server function and
dial the number that you believe corresponds to your modem. You should be
able to see and hear your modem answer. If the modem does not answer, it
probably has a different phone number.
8. Other things to check:


Your modem must be configured for synchronous (SDLC) communications.



Your modem must be attached to an analog phone line (not digital.)

Appendix E.
Using RSF with PPP Connections
PPP is a switched (dial-up) protocol used with TCP/IP networks. All RSF functions can be used
over PPP connections with the following limitations:


RSF release 6.2 or later should be installed on the machines at both ends of the
connection. Even though TCP/IP support was first provided in RSF release 6.1, release
6.2 is preferred.



PPP requires an asynchronous modem. This is in contrast to the old ECS modems
which were configured for synchronous SDLC communications. Internal modems
shipped with newer iSeries machines can be used without change. Older, synchronous
modems must be reconfigured for asynchronous communications.



RSF creates all of the necessary line, controller and device descriptions, as well as the
PPP profiles. You just need to tell RSF how to establish contact between the machines.

On the server (answering) machine:
1. Select option 31 from the RSF menu to change the product defaults. Page down to PPP
Server Info. Enter the following
Line description:

RSFSRP

Resource name:

The name of the resource that corresponds to your internal modem
or an async external modem. (For internal modems, this is
typically the first resource listed with type 2771, 2772, 2793, or
2805 on the WRKHDWRSC *CMN display. The text should
say “Comm port”.)

Interface type:

*INTMODEM for an internal modem. Otherwise *RS232V24.

Modem type:

Enter a modem description that exactly matches one of the entries in
the PPP modem list (CFGTCP then option 22 then option 11 to
see the list.) Tip: If you page down and then page back up,
RSF will fill in “2771 Internal Modem” for the modem
type. Just type over the “2771” with the actual type of your
adapter, if different.

PPP server IP address

This is the IP address that the remote machine uses to contact
your machine via PPP. It should be different than your network

address. A default value should have been filled in for you. If
*CALC shows for this parameter, retype *CALC, press Enter
and then prompt the command again to see the default IP
address chosen by RSF.
2. Run the Display Network Attributes (DSPNETA) command. Page all the way to the
end. Make sure that the correct country ID is specified for “Modem country or region
ID”. If not, use the CHGNETA command to change it.
3. Select option 21 from the RSF menu to start the server function. Specify *NO for SDLC
(unless you will also be using SDLC connections) and *YES for both “Start dialup PPP
support” and “Start RSF TCP/IP support”. You may type *YES for “Save as new
defaults” if this parameter is shown. When you press Enter, additional parameters are
displayed. Accept the defaults and press Enter again.
4. If you like, you can also enter PPP Requester Info. Assuming you have only one modem,
the information you should enter hear is nearly the same as what you entered for PPP
Server Info. The only difference is that you should specify RSFRQP for Line
Description.
5. The following information should then be provided to someone at the remote location so
that they can configure the connection to your machine:
Connection type

Tell them you are configured for a PPP (*TCPDIAL) connection.

Phone number

The phone number to use to reach your modem. You can confirm
that you have the correct number by dialing from a regular
phone and listening for the modem to answer. (Make sure to
start the RSF server function first.)

IP address

The IP address shown for “PPP server IP address” in the RSF
defaults. (See above.)

Call-back

If the remote location will be connecting using RSF’s call-back
feature, they will need to know if an initial 9 or other sequence
should precede an outgoing phone number when dialing from
your modem, and whether any access code must follow the
phone number when dialing long distance.

On the requester (calling) machine:
1. Select option 31 from the RSF menu to change the product defaults. Page down to PPP
Requester Info. Enter one block of information for each available outgoing PPP
line. Call the first line RSFRQP, the second RSFRQP2, and so on. Be sure to enter a
default call-back phone number if call-back is to be used. Key a plus sign in the blank

after “+ for more values” and press Enter to define up to 8 lines. To define more than 8
lines, use DFU to edit file RSF/RSPF018
2. Select option 1 from the RSF menu to Work With Servers. Press Enter at the initial
prompt. Either key a 2 beside an entry in the list to change it, or press F6 to create a new
entry. For each location to be contacted by PPP. Specify:
Server ID:

A server ID

Connection method:

*TCPDIAL

RSF phone number:

The number to reach the server via PPP

Remote system:

The IP address specified on the server machine for “PPP server IP
address” in the RSF defaults

3. 3. Run the Display Network Attributes (DSPNETA) command. Page all the way to the
end. Make sure that the correct country ID is specified for “Modem country or region
ID”. If not, use the CHGNETA command to change it.

Appendix F.
RSF Broadcast Support
An efficient way to send objects and data from one machine to many others is to send the
transmission as a broadcast. When you use RSF to send a broadcast transmission, the data is
sent once and read by many receiver machines simultaneously. Thus you can send a
transmission to hundreds of machines in about the time it takes to transmit to a single machine.
RSF's broadcast support is based on TCP/IP multicast technology. On top of this, RSF adds
integrity logic to help ensure that the entire transmission is received by all recipients.

Requirements


RSF release 7.2 or later must be installed on the sending and on all receiving machines.



Broadcasts can only be sent over TCP/IP networks.



If the broadcast is to be sent across a wide area network, the routers and switches tying
the network together must be multicast capable and must be configured to enable
multicast transmissions. Most modern routers, such as those manufactured by Cisco and
others, support multicast.

Receiver Machine Setup
Follow these steps on each machine that will be receiving the broadcast.
1. Use the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command (RSF menu option 31)
to set the Default Server ID for this machine. This parameter can be found toward
the end of the defaults. Enter the ID that the sending machine uses to contact this
one. This should match the value specified for server ID in the entry that points to
this machine, in the server directory of the sending machine.
2. Start the RSF Server Function with the STRRSFSRV command or RSF menu
option 21. You do not need to start the RSF SDLC nor PPP servers, but it will
cause no harm if you do. The recommended parameters are shown below:

The value you specify here for "Broadcast Port to Monitor" must match the value
that is specified in the *BROADCAST server ID on the sending machine. (See
below.)
The same is true for the "Broadcast Group Address". A valid multicast group
address must be in the range of 224.0.0.0 to 232.255.255.255. Note: Addresses
from 224.0.0.0 to 224.0.0.255 are intended for intra-network transmissions and
are not typically forwarded by multicast-capable routers. See RFC1700 for a list a
list of reserved multicast group addresses.
The value you specify for "Broadcast Interface Address" should match the IP
address for the interface on this machine that accesses the network. This is
typically the IP address associated with the Ethernet card. You can view the
choices by selecting option 1 from the OS/400 CFGTCP menu.
3. Confirm that the RSF broadcast server is active by running the command
WRKACTJOB JOB(RS*)
You should see job RSFSRVTCM_ listed.

Sender Machine Setup

Follow these steps on the machine that will be sending broadcasts.
1. Use the Add Server Directory Entry (ADDRSFSDE) command to define a new
server. Specify *BROADCAST for "Connection Method". The other
recommended parameters are shown below.

Enter some meaningful value for "my_server".
The value you specify here for "Broadcast Port" must match the value that is
specified for "Broadcast port to monitor" when starting the RSF broadcast server
on the receiving machines. (See above.)
Similarly, the value you enter for "Broadcast Group Address" much match the
value specified when starting the RSF broadcast server on the receiving machines.
The value you specify for "Broadcast Interface Address" should match the IP
address for the interface on this machine that accesses the network. This is
typically the IP address associated with the Ethernet card. You can view the
choices by selecting option 1 from the OS/400 CFGTCP menu.
2. Start the RSF Server Function with the STRRSFSRV command or RSF menu
option 21. You do not need to start the RSF SDLC nor PPP servers, but it will
cause no harm if you do. See above for the recommended parameters.
3. Confirm that the RSF broadcast server is active by running the command

WRKACTJOB JOB(RS*)
You should see job RSFSRVTCM_ listed.

Broadcasting Objects and Data
Once you have completed the broadcast setup on the source and target machines, you can
send a broadcast by simply running one of the following commands, specifying a server
ID that has *BROADCAST defined for "Connection Method."
Send Object (SNDOBJRSF)
Send Library (SNDLIBRSF)
Send IFS Objects (SNDIFSRSF)
Send Package (SNDRSFPKG)
If you would like to receive feedback indicating which machines received the
transmission, do the following on the sending machine:
1. Use the WRKRSFSRV command or option 1 on the RSF menu to work with the
list of RSF servers. Make sure there is a server entry for each remote machine
that you expect to receive the broadcast. If necessary, you can use the F6 key to
add additional entries. Each server ID name used here should match the value
specified on the corresponding target machine for "Default Server ID". (See
above.) To make the next step easier, you may want to include a special character
code in the text of each of these server entries.
Note: Connection information entered for these server entries will not be used for
broadcasts.
2. Create an RSF Location List with the CRTRSFLL command. Be sure to store the
list in a a library that can be accessed by profile RSFSRV in batch. Include the
server ID for each receiver machine in the list.
3. Now, when using one of the SNDxxx commands listed above to initiate a
broadcast, press F9 to see all parameters and enter the qualified name of your
location list. RSF will then update the list automatically as responses are
received. You can use the Display Location List (DSPRSFLL) command at any
time to see the current status of entries in the list.

Appendix G.
Using RSF Over Encrypted Connections
RSF allows you to communicate with other AS/400s and iSeries machines over encrypted
connections. You can choose to use RSF’s built-in encryption, or industry standard Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL).
In the discussion that follows, the requester machine is the one that initiates the connection. The
server machine is the one that responds.
When using RSF to send email, you determine whether the transmission is encrypted by the
value you specify for the "Outgoing mail encryption" parameter on the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command. The default is *NO. To encrypt outgoing mail, follow the
instructions in Sending Encrypted Email section below.

To use RSF’s built-in encryption:
1. On the requester machine, use RSF menu option 1 to work with server directory entries.
Specify *BASIC for the “Encryption” parameter on the entry that points to the server
machine.
2. Create a 128-byte data area on both the requester and server machines. Store any
sequence of characters you like in the data area, but be sure that the contents of data areas
on the source and target machines are identical.
3. On the requester machine, specify the qualified name of the data area you created for the
“Encryption key data area” parameter on the RSF server directory entry which points to
the server machine, or specify *NONE for the data area name to use a default encryption
key.
4. On the server machine, specify the qualified name of the data area you created for the
“Encryption key data area” parameter on the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT)
command (RSF menu option 31), or specify *NONE for the data area name to use a
default encryption key.

To use SSL encryption with RSF:

1. You must first configure SSL on the requester and server machines. See below for stepby-step instructions.
2. On both the requester and server machines, use the Change RSF Defaults
(CHGRSFDFT) command (RSF menu option 31) to change the “SSL Status” to
*ENABLED.
3. On the requester machine, use RSF menu option 1 to work with server directory entries.
Specify *SSL for the “Encryption” parameter on the entry that points to the server
machine.

Follow these steps on the server machine to configure SSL for use
with RSF:
1. In order to configure and use SSL, the following OS/400 licensed programs must be
installed:
TCP/IP Connectivity Utilities for iSeries, 5722-TC1
Digital Certificate Manager, 5722-SS1 - Base Option 34
IBM HTTP Server for iSeries, 5722-DG1
Developer Kit for Java, 5722-JV1
2. Use the following command to ensure that the AS/400 HTTP server is started:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(*ALL)
3. Use a web browser to connect to http://your_IP_address:2001/, where “your_IP_address”
is the address or network name of the iSeries to be configured. When prompted, sign on
as QSECOFR.

4. The iSeries Tasks window is shown. Click on “Digital Certificate Manager” (DCM).

5. The Welcome Page is shown. Click on the question mark in the upper right to display
DCM help information.

6. In the left menu, click on “Create a local CA to issue certificates for SSL sessions”. This
topic describes how to create a local certificate authority and a default certificate in the
*SYSTEM certificate store. Print out this help topic and then follow the instructions.
(Printing the topic is recommended because the help window will change automatically
as you navigate through other DCM menus.)
7. At the end of the help topic referred to above are instructions for assigning your
certificate to a non-IBM SSL application. Follow the instructions to assign your
certificate to RSF.

8. When called for by the instructions, click on “Add Applications”. Select “Server” and
click Continue.
9. At the next set of prompts, enter RSF for “Application ID”, select *YES for “Client
authentication supported”, enter “Remote Software Facility” for application description
and click Add. Accept the defaults for all other prompts on the page.
10. When called for by the instructions, click “Assign Certificate” to assign your certificate
to RSF.

11. Click “Assign to Applications”.

12. Put a check mark next to Remote Software Facility and click Continue. You should see a
successful completion message.

13. Important: You must ensure that *PUBLIC is authorized to all of the Integrated File
System folders in the path for your certificate, as well as the two certificate files
themselves. (The certificate files have extension of KDB and RDB. The default
certificate path is /QIBM/USERDATA/ICSS/CERT/SERVER, but you may have
specified a different path when you created your certificate.) Make certain that *PUBLIC
authority is at least *RX for each folder in the path and for the two certificate files. You
can use the IBM command “WRKLNK OBJ(/)” to drill down through the folders in the
path. Use option 9 with a folder or file to edit its authority.
14. Finally, you must export your certificate authority to all requester machines that will
contact the server using SSL. Click on Export Certificate as shown in the figure
above. Export either the certificate authority alone, or the certificate and the certificate
authority. On each requester machine, use the Import Certificate option shown in the
figure above. Then, follow steps 8 - 13 above to associate RSF with the certificate.

Sending Encrypted Email
To use SSL/TLS to encrypt outgoing email, you must:
1. Use the Change RSF Defaults (CHGRSFDFT) command (RSF menu option 31) to
change two parameters as follows
SSL status . . . . . . . . :
Outgoing mail encryption . :

SSLSTS(*ENABLED)
MAILSECURE(*YES)

2. Configure SSL with IBM's Digital Certificate Manager as outlined below.

Using Digital Certificate Manager to Allow Encrypted Email
1. In order to configure and use SSL, the following OS/400 licensed programs must be
installed:
TCP/IP Connectivity Utilities for iSeries, 5722-TC1
Digital Certificate Manager, 5722-SS1 - Base Option 34
IBM HTTP Server for iSeries, 5722-DG1
Developer Kit for Java, 5722-JV1

2. Use the following command to ensure that the AS/400 HTTP *ADMIN server is started:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(*ALL)
3. Use a web browser to connect to http://your_IP_address:2001/, where “your_IP_address”
is the address or network name of the iSeries to be configured. When prompted, sign on
as QSECOFR.

4. The iSeries Tasks window is shown. Click on “Digital Certificate Manager” (DCM).

5. The Welcome Page is shown. Click on "Select a Certificate Store".

6. Select the *SYSTEM certificate store and continue.

7. Click to expand the "Manage Applications" menu. Select "Add application" and click
Continue.

8. Select "Client" click Continue.

9. Define the RSFMAIL application as shown above. Then click "Add".

10. Next, select "Define CA trust list" from the menu, select "Client" and click Continue.

11. Select the RSF Email Support application and click "Define CA Trust List".

12. Click "Trust All" and then click "OK".

Appendix H.
Software Fixes and Updates
From time to time, fixes and enhancements to Remote Software Facility will be made available.
If you are current with maintenance:


You can download the latest version of RSF and RSFTOOLS from our web site. The
date displayed beside file Rsfxx_xx.zip indicates the last time it was updated. Complete
instructions for updating RSF from the web can be found here.



If you prefer, you can use RSF to download updates directly to your iSeries or
AS/400. Whenever you wish, run the Retrieve RSF Update (RTVRSFUPD) command to
check for available updates. The command is pictured below.
Retrieve RSF Update (RTVRSFUPD)

Type choices, press Enter.
Get current release updates . . *INSTALL
*NOTIFY, *RTV, *INSTALL
Get new release . . . . . . . . *INSTALL
*NOTIFY, *RTV, *INSTALL
Retrieve from server ID . . . . BUGBUSTERS
Name, BUGBUSTERS
Save file library . . . . . . . QGPL
Name, QGPL
Delete save file after install *YES
*YES, *NO
Restart replication . . . . . . *NO
*YES, *NO
Message queue . . . . . . . . . *SYSOPR
Name, *NONE, *USRPRF, *SYSOPR
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB

